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PREFACE

The International Symposium "Hadron Interactions -

Theory and Phenomenology" was held in the medieval Bechyne

Castle in South Bohemia, Czechoslovakia, from 26 June till

1 July, 1988. It was organized by the Institute of

Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, jointly with

the Nuclear Centre of Charles University and the Union of

Czechoslovak Mathematicians and Physicists.

These Proceedings include invited lectures as well as

communications presented at the Symposium. In the contents

we list all the papers presented, specifying those which

were not made available for publication in the present

volume. In case of multiple authors of a paper, the

speaker is underlined in the contents.

We thank all participants for submitting their papers

in camera ready form. We are also indebted to our

colleague and participant of the meeting Jan Hladky for

his consent to illustrate this volume with his drawings.

The Organizing Coaalttee
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OPENING ADDRESS

Jan Fischer,

Chairman of the Organizing Committee

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Allow me to welcome you most sincerely at our

international meeting on hadron interactions. As its

subject, we have chosen the field which lies on the inter-

face between theory and phenomenology, phenomenology and

experiment, and experiment and theory, because we think

that it is most exciting to engage in physics in this

interface region.

DO COME TO PRAGUE! I WANT YOU TO COME BECAUSE OF YOUR LOVE

AND ENTHUSIASM FOR THE SCIENCE WE BOTH SERVE.

This is a phrase from a letter sent in 1599 from Prague by.

the best observer Tycho Brahe to the best theoretical as-

tronomer Johannes Kepler. One year later, in 1600, Kepler

came to join Tycho and remained in Prague for 12 years. It

is well known how fruitful the collaboration between the

Danish observer and the German theoretician was for

science: In Prague, having started from Tycho's observat-

ions, Kepler studied the motion of Mars and discovered its

elliptical orbit; then he formulated and in 1609 published,

in his "Astronomia Nova", two of his three laws of motion.

But it is also known how difficult and full of every-

day complications the personal relations of these two ex-

cellent scientists were?

There are periods in the history of physics in which

the cooperation between theory, phenomenology and experi-

ment is very tight and seems very profitable. There are

other periods in which these approaches seem to ignore each

other and each seems to go its own way. Let me give an ex-

ample. We had the fifties in physics, the time of the Fermi



theory in weak interactions and of bootstrap and nuclear

democracy in strong interactions. Theory, phenomenology and

experiment were working in close collaboration, predicting

each other's results and proving or disproving the predict-

ions. Still, the state of affairs was far from satisfac-

tory.

Later, we had the unitary symmetries and gauge theo-

ries in theory and huge accelerators in experiment. Ab-

stract mathematical physics, accelerators and computers

were being developed independently of each other, without

mutual understanding or support. But it was this trend in

theory which created the surprisingly successful Standard

Model and the ambitious programme of the unification of all

interatcions. And it was this trend in experimental work

which led to the discovery of the gauge bosons W and Z. In

this way the highly abstract, mathematical principle of

gauge invariance has eventually proved very practical.

Thus we came to the conclusion that it is good when

theory, phenomenology and experiment work at distance, in-

dependently of each other but, from time to time, they

meet, discuss and confront their results, ideas and

opinions.

We are very glad to have many distinguished physicists

at this meeting. Let me express to them, on behalf of the

Organizing Committee, our thanks for their attending.

Finally, let me say a word to the young participants

of this gathering. They have the rare opportunity to attend

advanced lectures and high-level talks, to present their

own results to your criticism and, last but not least, to

contact you in private discussions. I would like to encou-

rage them to make good use of this opportunity.

I wish all of you a pleasant stay in Bechyne.

Today's morning session will be chaired by Professor

Richard Cutkosky from Carnegie-Mellon University,

Pittsburgh. Let me kindly ask him to start the proceedings.



FORWARD SCATTERING

AMPLITUDES IN SEMI-HARD QCD

B. MARGOLIS, P. VALIN

Department of Physics, McGill University, Montreal ESA ST8, Canada

M.M. BLOCK

Department of Physics, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201

F. HALZEN AND R. S. FLETCHER

Physics Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 5S706

ABSTRACT

We argue that the observation by UA4 of a high energy p value (real-to
imaginary ratio of the forward pp amplitude), in excess of what had been pre-
dicted, is accommodated by QCD. At y/s a 0.1-1 TeV, typical hadron collisions
become semi-hard and therefore calculable in perturbative QCD. An "effective"
threshold develops in this energy region as a result of the "exploding" gluon con-
tent of the proton. We associate the energy increase of the total cross section
with this threshold, and show that it will also result in a rapid increase of p
over and above what is expected from models which do not take into account
this qualitative change in the structure of hadrons. The first signature of this
"threshold" has arguably been seen by UAl through the discovery of the minijet
phenomena. We predict substantially higher cross section and p values at the
Tevatron collider and the SSC.



The observation of an unexpectedly large value of p, the ratio of the real-to-

imaginary part of the forward pp elasti:. scattering amplitude, at v^ = 546 GeV

has led to the speculation of the presence of a threshold. The purpose of this

letter is to point out that such a threshold does not require new physics, i.e.,

•the introduction of new particles, but is in fact a natural feature of QCD in this

energy range. The rapid increase with energy of the number of soft gluons inside

hadrons exhibits all the characteristics of a "threshold" in the ^/s = 0.1 ~ 1 TeV

energy region, where the gluonic (rather than quark) structure of high energy

hadrons fully develops. This is a laboratory for studying the transition region

between perturbative and non-perturbative QCD, presenting new challenges to

both theory and experiment. We mold this idea into a QCD-inspired phenomenol-

ogy which naturally allows for the large p value measured by UA4. The new

"threshold" requires qualitatively different high energy forward amplitudes from

those obtained previously using smooth extrapolations of lower energy data on

<rtot, p, and B, the forward slope of the differential elastic scattering cross section.

Before launching into detailed calculations, we make the following observa-

tions: (i) Minimum-bias physics at y/s £ 0.1 TeV is dominated by gluon interac-

tions. Indeed, a perturbative calculation discussed later shows that the inclusive

cross section {ng} <Ttot for gluon-gluon interactions in pp collisions at collider en-

ergies is 80 mb for pr > 1 GeV. (ii) The sudden onset of the dominance of gluons

in the interaction of high energy hadrons has all the features of an energy thresh-

old. This is the result of the rapid growth of the number of soft gluons inside

the hadron. (Hi) Gluons thus naturally can allow for a rising total cross section.

The threshold effect can obviously account for large p values in the energy region

where <Ttot varies rapidly.



The above implies that the p value (as well as the rising cross section) at high

energies is dominated by flavor-independent interactions and therefore relates

features of np, Kp, and pp scattering in the even amplitude. The data indeed

show that the p value of the even amplitude of both irp and Kp vanishes at

the same value Eu.h — 85 GeV. This is particularly significant since the forward

amplitudes for ir+p, ff~p, K+p, and K~p show strikingly different behavior.

It is well-known that the perturbative calculation of the cross section for

producing jets with transverse momentum pr is not only valid in the hard scat-

tering regime with XT = Iprfy/s a 1, but is in fact reliable for pr < y/s provided

that AQCD < PT> with AQCD of order 100 MeV. The cross section times mul-

tiplicity for producing jets with pr in excess of 1 GeV through the dominant

process gg —> gg is given by

(ng) o-tot = / dp^jdxi dx2 gfa) g{x2) -^ , (1)
lGeV

with

do , .
<>

For a toy gluon structure function g(x) = ' ~z) and a, ^ 0.2, we calculate

that for v/S ~ 630 GeV,

W <not(pp) ^ 80 mb. (3)

This jet cross section is of order of the total cross section. The fact that a 1 GeV

gluon jet cannot be resolved by experiment is irrelevant. The situation is similar

to that in e+e~ interactions. The perturbative result that R = 3 Y^q
 ej> obtained

from the diagram e+e~ —> qq, is already valid for y/s = 2 GeV, although the jet



structure of the events does not become apparent until y/s £ 7 GeV. The "jetty"

behavior of minimum-bias interactions is clearly revealed by the mini-jet data of
Q

the UA1 experiment [which are quantitatively consistent with Eqs. (1) and (2)]

and becomes a feature of typical cosmic ray interactions above 100 TeV. Cosmic

ray events in this energy range exhibit "multiple-core" (read "jet") structures

with pr /5 1 GeV. It has also been argued that the onset of the rapidly evolving

gluon structure of hadrons is responsible for the violation of Feynman and KNO

scaling as well as a plethora of other phenomena in the yfs = 0.1-1 TeV energy

range.

The "threshold behavior" is due to the rapid rise with energy of the number of

relatively soft gluons, which dictate the behavior of high energy cross sections. In

the previous calculation, typical fractional gluon momenta are x = 1 GeV/y/s =

10~2-10~3. The gluon structure function increases faster than any power of z,

with increasing energy (therefore reduced z-values). Solution of the Altarelli-

Parisi equations, neglecting quarks, predicts

with 6 = [33 — 2n/]/12w (n/ is the number of quark flavors), and Q2 a p\.

Ql is the scale of Q2. The threshold behavior is further enhanced by the rapid

evolution of the structure function with Q3 in the small-a: regime. This explosive

small x behavior is a feature of explicit structure functions such as EHLQ and

12
Duke-Owens.

Screening of the large number of soft partons stacked inside a high energy

hadron will modify the result of Eq. (1) when a; or pr at some fixed energy become



too small. This can be naturally taken care of by incorporating Eq. (1) into an

eikonal formalism, just the way Glauber theory is applied to the screening of

nucleons in a nucleus. In such a picture the large inclusive cross sections will

result in an increase of <7tot and eventually transform the proton into a black

disk.

We will work in the two-dimensional impact parameter space b, and introduce

even and odd amplitudes / + and / " , such that

ffp = f+-f- and / „ = / + + / - • (5)

We write

/ * ( j , i) = (*/*) j Sh exp(iq. ^(b, s) , (6)

where the impact parameter amplitudes a±(6, s) are given by

a*(», s) = [exp (2«X
±(*> *)) - l] / » (7)

in terms of the even and odd eikonals x*- We divide the even eikonal into two

pieces, one due to a valence-valence interaction, which accounts for both the

constant (with s) portion of the cross section and the Regge-descending portion,

and a rising portion, due to semi-hard gluon interactions. In the simplest model,

which we will adopt and refer to as a quasi-factorizable model, each portion of

the eikonal factors into a piece dependent on b only and a piece dependent on s.

We will assume that the 6 dependence is that due to a dipole form factor, i.e.,

) 3 , (K3 is the modified Bessel function), where we allow for different



fi values for different portions of the eikonal. Thus, for the even eikonal, we take

X+(K') = xU*,*) + xUh,*), (8)

where the valence portion of the even eikonal is given by

+ (6, s) = i \c~- + «r,. j [3^(^+6)3K3(fi
+b)j , (9)

where the term with real, positive coefficient C accounts for the Regge term

and the term with real, positive coefficient avv accounts for the constant cross

section. The real, positive parameter (t+ sets the scale of the variation in 6. The

semi-hard component of the even eikonal is given by

1

X+
I3(b,a) = i [W3S{b)/cr3] jF9g{r)a33{S)dr/r , (10)

TO

with

(11)

(12)
" '0

and, for our quasi-factorizable model [see Eq. (10)],

a = rs. (13)

The complex factor e**/4 in Eq. (9) insures the correct analyticity properties for

an even amplitude. The corresponding analyticity properties in the gluon term



Xgg are ensured by substituting in the integral lower limit in Eq. (10),

T0 = m2
0/se-i*'2, (14)

after analytically integrating over r. The convoluted structure function for gluon

scattering is given by

f 1
F99(T)/T = I I g(xi)g(z2)6(xix2 - T) dxi dx2 , (15)

o o

where

<,(x) = JV,x-1-«(l-x)5, (16)

with Ng a normalization constant. The term l / i 1 + t simulates the effect of scal-

ing violations in the small x behavior of the gluon structure function, and is

responsible for the "threshold" behavior. The structure function g(x) is normal-

ized so that the gluons carry half of the proton's momentum. The odd eikonal,

with its correct analyticity property, is given by

ei>/< r (u-\2 „ I

X~(b,s) = D-^]2S!Ur^-b) ^3(M-6)j , (17)

where the real coefficient D is the strength of the odd Regge term, and (i~, a real

positive coefficient, sets the scale for the b variation. This term is responsible for

the difference between the pp and the pp systems, and vanishes at high energy.

The following quantities can now be calculated for both the pp and the pp

systems (since the / 's are appropriately complex): the elastic scattering distri-



bution

f = £l/(*,0l2 , (18)

the total cross section

<Ttot = ~ ; 5 B / ( M = 0 ) , (19)

the ratio of the real-to-imaginary portion of the forward scattering amplitude

and the forward nuclear slope parameter

5 ^ ^ ^ (21)

Depending on the experiment, we use as data input to our \2 fitting routine, the

quantities B, <Tu>t, and />, for both pp and pp, as well as A<r = &(pp) — <r(pp),

&P = PiPp) ~ P(PP)i and AB = B(pp) - B(pp). We fit parameters 1/<T,, avv, C,

D, /igfl p+, fi~, and m0 for 15 < y/s < 1800 GeV. The high energy behavior of

the model is determined by l/<r,, mo, ftM, and e.

The values of the fitted parameters are given in Table I. The xz/d-f- (degree

of freedom), for the entire fit, was 2.9, for 69 degrees of freedom. The results are

shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, which are plots of \/s vs. the fitted <7tot, P, and B,

respectively, for both pp and pp.

There is a direct correlation between mo [»•«-, the value of the integral in

Eq. (10)] and the normalization l/<r«; mo is an effective glueball mass which

parametrizes the breakdown of perturbative QCD. The role of mo is made clear

10



in the limit of vanishing even Regge contribution (C = 0). Now mo is uniquely

determined by the energy value at which pevea vanishes (v/3o' ^ 18 GeV). The

zero of Hexat ^stennines mo/y/so. We find for e = 0.11, that m0 ^ 4 GeV. The

precise value is however sensitive to C ^ 0. Therefore our fit is not inconsistent

with such a large value, especially as m0 and \/<rg are strongly correlated.

We note that asymptotically our model is a black disk with

where So is a scale factor. The coefficient of the hi2 term is 0.05 mb in contrast

to the 60 mb value which saturates the Froissart bound.

Our model allows us to calculate da/dt. We obtain a satisfactory description

of the data at y/s = 53 GeV. For y/s = 546 GeV the calculation exceeds the data

for \t\ values beyond the break at t ~ -0 .8 GeV2. It is known that this can be

remedied by readjustment of the impact parameter profiles.

Table II contains predictions for higher energies which are contrasted with

the earlier fits of Block and Cahn, which were not constrained by the QCD

framework in this paper. The most outstanding feature of Table II is the much

higher value of crtot at the Tevatron collider. In our model, this directly reflects

the large p value of UA4.

11
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TABLE I. Parameter Values

I/a, = 0.45 mbr1

crvv = 5.0 mb,

C = 2.8 GeV"1

D = -4.5 GeV-1

AT, = 2 .27 ,

/ i w = 0.77 GeV ,

/i+ = 0.89 GeV,

/x- = 0.58 GeV,

m0 = 0.49 GeV ,

TABLE II. Predictions for Forward Parameters

log2(*A*») Model (Ref. 4)

<rtot(mb)

y/l (TeV)

QCD-Inspired Model

<Ttot(mb)

B (GeV/c)"

0.54
; 1.8

: 40

63.1 ±0.72
80.8 ± 1.34

138.2 ±3.50

0.147 ± 0.004
0.148 ± 0.003

0.130 ±0.002

14.2 ±0.7
15.3 ± 1.0

19.8 ± 2.6

B (GeV/c)- 2

0.54

1.8

40

69.5 ±0.9

92.6 ±1.54

167.7 ±3.02

0.190 ±0.004

0.178 ±0.004

0.123 ±0.002

15.4 ± 0.2

17.3 ±0.2

23.9 ± 0.4
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1) "tot vs. y/s for pp (solid) and pp (dash) calculated using the model and pa-

rameters given in the text. References for the data points shown in the figures

can be found in Refs. 1, 4, and 5.

2) p, the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude

at t = 0 for pp (solid) and pp (dash) vs. y/s.

3) Forward nuclear slope parameter B for pp (solid) and pp (dash) vs. y/s. The

pp B value at y/a = 1800 GeV is a private communication from the Fermilab

E170 Collaboration (to be published).
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THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS FOR SPIN PHYSICS AT COLLIDERS1

C.BOURRELY

Centre de Physique Tneorique2

CNRS • Luminy - Case 907, F-13288 MARSEILLE Cedex 9

ABSTRACT: We will review original calculations of some helicity asymetries in the

multi-TeV energy range within the framework of the standard model. These results

emphasize the significant advantages of the full use of polarized proton beams for signal

detection in the exploration of the 1 TeV scale.

1 Introduction

In the next decade there is some hope that a new generation of hadron colliders will

be built, for instance in the United States a Superconducting Super Collider is planned

with an energy of 20 TcV per beam and a luminosity of lQ?^/cafi sec. These new hadron

colliders are necessary to complete our understanding of the dynamical model which

describes interactions between fundamental constituents, leptons and gauge bosons.

Within the framework of the standard model we still have to discover the Higgs boson

and let us notice that a certain number of parameters (masses, coupling constants) are still

inputs in the theory. Spin has been shown to be very useful at lower energy, so it is

interesting to estimate if spin effects in the multi-TeV energy range will bring a better

understanding on fundamental physics issues. These studies have been reported in great

detail in [1], here we have selected only few topics related to standard physics.

2 Polarized partoo distributions and luminosities.

A high energy proton beam is an unseparated beam of constituent partons and all

fundamental hadronic interactions, which are probed in pp collisions by testing the

Standard Model or by producing new particles, involve the collisions of quarks and

gluons at short distances. As an example, let us consider the hard scattering hadronic

process

a + b-»c(orjet) + X (2.1)

which is described in terms of two to two parton subprocesses. In the QCD panon model,

the corresponding inclusive cross section, provided factorization holds, is given by

'invited talk at the International Symposium Hadron Interactions - Theory and Phenomenology (Bechyni

1988)

2Labontoire people du CNRS LP 7061
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da(a+b->c+X) = X ~ T - fdxadxb|rf(f)(xa,Q2) f<b>(xb,Q
2) + (i<-»j)]dajj (2.2)

lj 1+oij J L J J

The summation runs over all contributing parton configurations ; the parton distribution
f y (xa. Q

2) is the probability that hadron "a" contains a parton "i" carrying a fraction xa

of the hadron's momentum. It represents the parton flux available in the colliding hadron
which is universal, that is process independent. Clearly the parton distributions play a
crucial role because they allow the connection between hadron-hadron collisions and
elementary subprocesses. day is the cross section for the interaction of two partons i and j
which can be calculated perturbatively. The total energy of the partons in the subprocess
center of mass frame is Vs* = (xa Xb s)1/2 where V~s denotes the total center of mass energy
of the initial hadrons. Finally Q2 which is defined in terms of the invariants of the
subprocess, characterizes the physical momentum scale. The distributions f; (x, Q2) are
extracted from deep inelastic data at low Q2 and their Q2 dependence, which is
logarithmic, is predicted in perturbative QCD by the Altarelli-Parisi equations [2] based on
the renormalization group. For supercollider energies the relevant Q2 range is 102 < Q2 <
108 GeV2. The distributions fall rapidly with x at fixed Q2 and for increasing Q2 ,
fiCx.Q2) become very important at small x where more and more partons can be produced.
If we want to detect a small invariant mass, say 100 GeV, one sees that we also need
small x values, say x £ 10"3 for V~s = 40 TeV ; so at supercollider energies the hadron
energy is less efficiently used and one should keep in mind that the kinematic region of
interest is 10"5 < x < 10"'. These small values of x, even at low Q2 , are not probed by
current experiments which only extend to x > 10"2. However this present limited
knowledge is not so critical because uncertainties are reduced for higher Q2. Following
recent studies [3,4] we will take for granted that, modulo some reasonable
approximations, the small x behavior of the parton distributions at large Q2 can be safely
obtained analytically from perturbative QCD.

Rather than referring us to any of the various numerical solutions available in the
literature, we have defined in [1] our own set of parton distributions in terms of a simple
paramctrization of their x and Q2 dependences

So far we have ignored the spin of the initial protons, but if we consider the case of
polarized beams one can define correspondingly polarized parton distributions. For a
given parton (quark, antiquark or gluon) we denote by f+ (x, Q2) the parton distributions
in a polarized nucleon either with helicity parallel (+) or antiparallel (-) to the parent
nucleon helicity. As usual, we define the unpolarized distribution f = f+ + f. and the
parton helicity asymmetry Af = f+ - f.. Let us recall that for the inclusive reaction (2.1)
with both initial hadrons longitudinally polarized, the double helicity hadron asymmetry
ALL defined as
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is given by

= £ T V J d x « dxbt^f^..QZ) M<b>(xb,Q
2) + (i**j)] S ^ d&ij (2.4)

assuming the factorization property, where do is given by eq. (2.2) and 8 ^ denotes the

subprocess double helicity asymmetry for initial partons i and jM. To get a rough estimate

of ALL one can use die following approximation

in terms of the average of the parton polarizations defined as -*r • 1 ^ shows that, even

if at the parton level a ^ is as large as ± 100 %, it is expected to be diluted twice at the

hadron level since, as we will see below, the parton polarizations are much less than one

in the relevant kinematic region.

The polarized parton distributions are derived in [1], they will be used to compute

differential cross sections and helicity asymmetries for various reactions of interest at

supercollider energies. To evaluate these hadronic cross sections let us consider a

convenient quantity introduced by EHLQ [5], the differential parton-parton luminosity

defined as

/¥[*«••«>•?«**•«-»] «»

It represents the number of parton i-partonj collisions per unit x with subprocess energy

square s = ts. Thus the differential cross section with respect to the scaling variable X for

the reaction (2.1), using eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) is given by

dT

By dimensional analysis one has cy = k/s, with coupling strength k, so the quantity

1 Hoe we have assumed parity conservation for die parton distributions namely the probability for a

paiton with a given helicity (+ or -) inside a polarized nucleon with a given helicity (+ or - ) is the same

if both pacton and nucleon felicities ace reversal.
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(T/s )d4/dT which has the dimension of a cross section, can be used to estimate the total

number of events/year Njj for a given subprocess

j y^i) (2.8)
s ax

knowing k and the hadron-hsdron luminosity Lft, which is typically lO^cnr2 at SSC.

This notion of parton luminosity can be generalized to the case of hadronic reaction with

one or two polarized beams by replacing in eq. (2.6) one or two unpolarized

distributions f by the corresponding parton helicity asymmetries Af. Therefore we define

the two following useful quantities, namely the single-polarized luminosity

1

f < f ) M » § (2.9)

when hadron a only is polarized and the double-polarized luminosity

1

when both initial hadrons a and b are polarized.
We show some parton luminosities for gluon-gluon interactions at V~s = 40 TeV in fig.
1. Clearly for higher energy all parton luminosities increase and one should note at small
V§ a strong reduction of the (single or double) polarized luminosities. We also show in fig
2 the double polarized luminosities for various parton-panon interactions in pp collisions
aWs = 40TeV.

By making ratios of the (single or double) polarized luminosity to the unpolarized
luminosity, one can estimate how much a (single or double) subprocess asymmetry will
contribute to the corresponding helicity asymmetry in hadron-hadron collisions due to the
dilution effect of the parton distributions. This is more accurate than using the parton
polarizations mentionned above (see eq. (2.5)). As a simple example let us consider a
reaction with one beam longitudinally polarized whose cross sections are do&Vdt (see eq.
(2.7)), the single helicity hadron asymmetry defined as

do(->/dT-do(+)/dT
L doC-VdT + doW/dt ( }

can be evaluated by means of these ratios. Let us denote by £jj (resp. Sjj) the subprocess

helicity asymmetry where parton i (resp. j) is polarized. If the cross section is dominated
by a subprocess induced by the collision of parton i and parton j and if fijj and §£ are
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constant one has

AL-aj(j)£J>+aj(i)8£ (2.12)

where

represents the polarization of parton "i" in interaction with the unpolarized parton " j " . This

quantity is not necessarily related to single helicity hadron asymmetry and its usefulness

will become obvious in the specific cases we will study later. Some examples of aj(j) is

displayed in fig 3 for two different energies.

3 Hadronicjets

One of the major difficulties for testing QCD is the fact that experiments cannot be

performed directly with the basic constituents quarks and gluons. Hadron-hadron

processes are rather complicated at the level of the constituents because many

subprocesses have to be summed over in the evaluation of the cross sections and the

double helicity asymmetries (see eqs. (2.2) and (2.4)). These subprocesses lead to

different cross sections and double helicity asymmetries as we will see below and it might

be possible, in a given restricted range of the large transverse momentum kinematic

region, to know which subprocesses are dominant This is one way to test QCD and of

course the correct knowledge of the parton distributions is also part of this test At high

energies most of the information at short distances is contained in hadronic jet physics

which has already exhibited some simple aspects at the CERN SppS collider. Jet

production will be very copious at the SSC and with its expected luminosity, there will be

about one event per second yielding at least one jet with transverse momentum larger than

1 TeV/c. Therefore event rates will be very high and jets will be the main source of

conventional background to new physics, so it is essential we understand as well as

possible both their cross sections and their helicity asymmetries. By reaching enormous

values of transverse momentum it will be possible to probe very short distances and, for

example, to detect some evidence for quark compositeness which leads to a definite

signature in single helicity asymmetries resulting from the presence of an axial coupling

which violates parity Here we assume that parity is preserved, we will compute only

double helicity asymmetries which are expected to be small as explained previously.

Single jet production

The invariant cross section for the production of a single jet of energy E (or rapidity
y) and transverse momentum pj. reads after a simple phase space integration
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Xo

2fx x£
with x_ = -=i—, Xo=—' and—'

For large enough E the jet will be produced in the pp am. system at an angle 0Cm such

that y = In cotg9cm/2 .The subprocess cross section for initial partons i and j giving
ji..

different final states is-*-1 J(s\t,fi"). Their Bom expressions, with all possible exchanges in
at

the three channels, are recalled in [1] in terms of the Mandelstam variables at the parton

level

$ = x a x b s , f = - | ( l - c o s e * ) , fi = - | ( l + c o s 6 ' ) (3.2)

where 6* is the cm. scattering angle which can be expressed as

(3.3)

The scaling variable Q2 which occurs in the parton distributions fi(x,Q2) and in the
running coupling constant as(Q2) is taken to be Q2 = p^/4, which is a reasonable

approximation suggested from a recent analysis of QCD radiative corrections. The elastic
subprocesses give the main contributions, gluon-gluon scattering being largely dominant
followed by gluon-quark and quark-quark scattering. A comparison with the single jet
production data obtained from UA1 and UA2 [6,7] leads to a fair agreement with the

predictions of lowest order QCD. So we expect that at future colliders energies gluon-
gluon scattering will dominate up to Pj. - 1 TeV/c, then gluon-quark will take over up to S

Te We or so where we start to reach the quark-quark regime.

The double helicity asymmetries follow from eq. (2.4) and the explicit use of

eq. (3.1). According to a basic property of pcrturbative QCD, quark and antiquark of a

given flavour can annihilate into a gluon only if they have opposite helicities. It follows

that all processes with qq either in the initial state or in the final state leads to a ^ = - 1

For all die other cases &j^ is found positive and a maximum effect near 90° occurs for gg

-> gg. So Au. »S expected to be positive in spite of the small contribution from the d-

quarks which have a negative helicity asymmetry. The result of our calculation for a jet

produced at zero rapidity is shown in fig. 4 versus Pj for three different energies, the

effect is of the order of a few percents. Even for p,. < 1 TeV/c where gluon-gluon

scattering dominate. ALL is small because gluons are less efficient than quarks to built up
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polarizations An. decreases with increasing energy due to the rapid growth of the single
jet cross section with energy driven by the small x behavior of the gluon distributions.
ALL rises with larger p^ because of the decrease of the cross section which represents less

and less background in this kinematic region, therefore making easier the detection of new

physics which might also give signals in ALL-

TWO je(s production
In the physics of hadronic jets one can also consider the production in the final state

of two jets with rapidities yi and y2 and with equal and opposite transverse momentum
p r The differential cross section can be written as

dyjd

If we define

1 1
y "ytyi")^) a™ ybooa=y(yi+y2) (3.5)

we have

J2.
xa = VT ey<>«K', xb = Vx e-yboosi, T = J l c o s ^ y * and s i n e* = _ L _ (3.6)

s coshy

So we see that large values of y* correspond to the forward and backward directions

at the parton level where the dominant differential cross sections are strongly peaked.

Therefore to avoid overestimating the event rate, we must restrict ourselves to the central

rapidity regions that is

(3.7)

where Y is of the order one. For yx = - y2 = 1 one has y* = 1 corresponding to 6* - 40°.
For y* fixed around zero and for a given ptj. if one increases yboost since xa increases and
Xb decreases the cross section will rail due to the fast decrease of the parton distributions
at large x. Gluon-gluon dominate at small yboost whereas gluon-quark dominate at large
yboost- A larger cross section which can be obtained from eq. (3.4) after integration over
the jet rapidities, is the invariant jet-pair mass distribution do/dM. The jet-pair mass is
given by M = 2p,. coshy* and the invariant mass distribution reads

f i ( ^ ^-V ymin

where
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min(Y,- logT-y, )
(3.9)

in = max (- Y, log x - y t)

which reduce essentially to Y and - Y for low mass values. The double helicity asymmetry

ALL versus the jet-pair mass is shown in fig. 5 at three different energies and it is even

smaller than for single jet production.

Finally we would like to remark that the magnitude of these asymmetries in hadronic

jet production is related to the smallness of the gluon polarization, but they would be zero

if the gluons were not polarized. In conclusion of this section and to summarize, we have

seen that pure QCD processes lead to small double helicity asymmetries and any deviation

in their measurements will give us a clear signal for some new physics. By measuring

double helicity asymmetries with all spin configurations, one is also getting for free single

helicity asymmetries AL- These single helicity asymmetries vanish for single-particle (or

jet) inclusive production but not in the case where one observes at least two particles (or

two jets) in the final state. They then involve a correlation between the transverse

momentum and the angular distributions of the two objects produced.

4 Standard electroweak interactions

In this section we will study on the TeV scale spin phenomena associated to the

standard model description of electroweak interactions based on the SU(2)L X U(l) gauge

symmetry broken by the minimal Higgs mechanism. The three quark and lcpton doublets

are assumed to interact through the charged left-handed vector bosons W*, the neutral

vector boson Z°, having been experimentally found at the CERN SppS collider and a

scalar Higgs boson H which remains to be discovered. One should emphasize here that

one of the major physics goals of the next generation of hadron supercolliders is indeed to

establish die existence of the Higgs particle. At SSC with L- lO^cm'^sec"1., one will

be able to produce every second about 60 Z°'s and 200 W*'s, so these impressive

production rates will be also of great interest because the standard production mechanism

being known, they will allow a precise calibration of the parton distributions. In addition

from gauge boson pair production it will be possible to study the influence of the three

gauge boson couplings which is a characteristic of non abelian gauge theories. Another

feature of the standard model is the fact that gauge boson production at small angles is

rather copious and will constitute the main background for an additional yield through a

production mechanism involving new heavy particles.

The use of polarized beams will also lead to a reliable calibration of the polarized

parton distributions. We will see that with the set previously proposed one expects

large single helicity asymmetries, some of which are simply expressed in terms of

parton polarizations ai(j) defined in eq. (2.13). Several characteristic aspects of these
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asymmetries will be discussed and in particular the effect of the three gauge boson

couplings.

Single gauge boson production

The differential cross section for the reaction
pp -» W* + anything (4.1)

can be computed directly in the Drell-Yan picture in terms of the dominant quark-antiquark

fusioh reactions ud -» W* and ud -» W" and we have for the standard model W+

production

g = GF X V~2 x j (u (xa.M2) d (xb,M2) + (a «-> b)) + hfc (4.2)

where GF = = T~ , xa = Vx e*, XH = Vx e"> and x = s

Herein the following, hfc means that we include heavy flavor contributions (cs~, tb) but

since the mixing angles are small, contributions like us, etc are largely suppressed. The y

distribution is rather flat for - 4 < y < +4 at V~s = 40 TeV, corresponding to an angle -2° <

6cm. < +2° and then it drops very sharply (see for instance EHLQ).

In the standard model the W is a pure left handed current so the single helicity

asymmetry in W1" production reads simply

Au(xa,M%) d(xb,M%) Ad(xa,M%) u(xb,M^)

^ 2 £ + hfc

assuming that proton "a" only is polarized.

By integrating over y one gets higher event rates and the corresponding single
helicity asymmetry for W* is

M; dt dx
A L = —- (4.4)

which becomes, neglecting the heavy flavors contribution in the denominator

AL-au(d)-aj(u) at V£ = MW (4.5)
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and for W by permuting u and d

A L - a d ( u ) - a 5 ( d ) at V£=MW (4.6)

The resulting AL are shown in fig. 5. and they decrease very slowly with increasing
energy consistently with fig. (3.16). The sea quark polarization a- is very small at this

Vs value and effectively does not contribute.

Similarly one can analyze the single Z° production in the Drell-Yan picture, the

results of the calculation show that the trend is very similar to that of W+ because it is

dominated by the u quark polarization whose effect is reduced by the negative d quark

polarization and by the substraction of the sea quark polarization which was assumed to

be positive.

Pair production of gauge bosons

The first motivation for considering these processes is to study trilinear couplings in

a sensitive kinematic region. If the gauge sector of the standard electroweak interactions is

correctly described, detailed measurements of cross sections and helicity asymmetries for

the production of W±Z° , W*Y, Z°Z°, Z°Y and W+W" pairs will also provide us with a

good calibration of various combinations of qq luminosities. In particular we will

introduce two universal curves which allow a direct understanding of the single helicity

asymmetry in several processes we will consider below and in the subsequent sections.

Since the W is a pure left handed current we have seen that the single helicity

asymmetry in W* production has the simple form in terms of luminosities given above in

eq. (4.4). More generally let us consider a reaction dominated by the subprocess

qi qj -* W(M) -» any final state (4.7)

with the production of an off shell W of invariant mass M decaying into a W and a neutral

object The single helicity asymmetry as a function of M will be given for W* by

?M*
(4.8)

dT

where qiqj has charge + 1. In the same way as for eq. (4.4) one gets
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. M dt dt(£ (M) = - - . (4.9)
T dC

rry +hfc
tJfi dt

The two universal curves fl£ (M) as a function of M are represented in fig. 7 at three

different energies and they will be often referred to in the following. A straightforward
application is the production of £* V£ from an off shell W* of mass M.

Production of W ^ 0 and W*/pairs

A substantial yield of these pairs is anticipated at supercollider energies and for
example at the SSC we expect a total number of 4.10s W^Z0 events/year and 4.104 W*Y
events/year provided that W*. Z° and y all satisfy lyl < 2.5. Needless to recall that the
cross sections which fall rapidly with increasing mass of the pair are dominated by the
quark-antiquark annihilation

qi(hl)qj<W)-»W*2B orW^y (4.10)

This process gets contributions from the t and Q-channels quark exchange and from the
^-channel W* gauge boson exchange, so for W±Z° it is a probe of the trilinear coupling
WWZ fully specified by the gauge structure of the electroweak interactions. In particular
the angular distribution in the hard photon production is highly sensitive to the value of
the magnetic moment parameter K of the W and deviations from the standard WWZ
vertex, even restricted by unitarity, will give clean signals in WZ production.

The cross sections corresponding to eq. (4.10) are

&ij (hi, h2) = &ij (unpol.) (1 - hi) (1 + h2) (4.11)

From the simple form of eq. (4.11) we see that the single helicity asymmetry associated to
d<r +

the total yield gj^- with no rapidity cut is clearly given by the universal curves fl£ (M)
because one can drop in the ratio &ij (unpol.) which is a function of s only. From fig. 6
we see that for example at V~s = 10 TeV a W^Z" (or W*Y) pair of mass M = 0.5 TeV/c2

will have A L = 25 % whereas a W"Z° (or W~y) pair of the same mass will have A L = -
10 %. Clearly in a realistic experimental situation one should make rapidity cuts which
decrease the expected event rates but we have checked that these cuts have almost no
effect on A L whose magnitude is only slightly reduced.

Production of W+W* pairs
This process gives the highest production rate and at SSC we expect about 106

events/year with lyl < 2.5. It is dominated by the subprocess

qi(IJl)qi(h2)-»W+W (4.12)
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which gets contributions from ̂ -channel y,Z exchange involving the WWZ coupling gz

and from t-channel quark exchange. The cross section to produce a W*W" pair of

invariant mass M with no rapidity cut for the W's is

da

where (4.13)

where C, \ , 4j are given in ref [1].

The integrated cross section corresponding to eq. (S.29) reads

&i(hi, h2) £ - [ ( 1 - hi h2) Kj + (h2 - h!) Nj ]

where (5.31)

The results of the calculation of AL versus M are shown in fig. 8 at three different
energies. For e « 1 we note that Ku - Nu - Ka ~ Nd, so together with the result £^- » 2 i
L<H <we ^ a v e the v e ry simple approximate expression

AL - | a u (u) + 1 aj (d) - aq(q) (5.32) ^

We also show in fig. 8 the resulting asymmetries in the absence of the trilinear coupling

i.e. with gz = 0. In this cases AL is smaller and flatter because the effect of the d quark

polarization becomes more important. Clearly it is possible to distinguish between gz = 0

and gz = cotgQv and the perturbation introduced by the decoupling of the Z is more

substantial for M very much above threshold. The asymmetries with a rapidity cut have

been calculated and as already mentionned in previous cases we found the same trend with • .

a magnitude reduced by 1 % or so compared to the case with no rapidity cut ..

We have seen that the standard model of elecnoweak interactions at LHC and SSC ;y'

energies leads to definite predictions for single helicity asymmetries in gauge boson

production providing a better information on the couplings of W* and Z° and a good

calibration of the polarized proton structure functions. We have also calculated some *

helicity asymmetries in Higgs production from quark and gluon collisions, but in this

situation, at least, polarized beams do not allow a better identification of the signal for a

^ht Higgs.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - The quantity Cu£) dz/dx (in nanobams) versus Vs) for gg interactions in pp

collisions at V~s = 40 TeV. Solid curve, unpolarized gluon distributions;

dashed-dotted curve, one polarized gluon distribution ; dashed curve, two

polarized gluon distributions.

Fig. 2 - Double-polarized luminosities for various parton-parton interactions in pp

collisions at V~s = 40 TeV. Note that the dotted-dashed curve has been

changed sign because the d-quark helicity asymmetry is negative.

Fig. 3 - au(g), ag(u) and a<j(g) (versus *&) for V~s = 10 and 40 TeV.
Fig. 4 - Predictions for the double helicity hadron asymmetry ALL in pp —»jet X at y

= 0 versus pT for three different energies.

Fig. 5 - Predictions for the double helicity hadron asymmetry ALL for two jets events

in pp collisions versus the jet-pair mass for three different energies.
Fig. 6 - Integrated AL in pp —» W* and pp -» W versus V~s.
Fig. 7 - The two universal curves fl£ (M) versus M at three different energies.

Fig. 8 - AL in pp -»W* W with no rapidity cut versus M at three different energies.
Same with g = 0.
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HIGH-ENERGY ELASTIC HADRON SCATTERING

LTL. Jê frpygy-lry- B.V. Struminsky

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev

and

A.N. Shelkovenko

Institute for High Energy Physics, Serpukhov

We discuss recent developments in high-energy elastic hadron

scattering connected with the odd-C exchange in the t-channel

and its effect on the ratio ^0»)= Re-TCV)/3v*1~CV.)-
This ratio has been measured at the collider and it was found

to be ["0 ^(\T5 * 546 Gev) = 0.24+0.04 - much beyond

the value predicted by various models.

Since the predominantly imaginary Pomeron cannot provide

for rapid rise of the real part of the forward scattering ampli-

tude, the observed phenomenon might become another indication

of the odderon ( C « -1 counterpart of the Pomeron) contribu-

tion.

Recently, the odderon has been discussed widely in the lite-

rature (see, e.g. [2~] ) both as a triple gluon exchange in QCD,

and from a phenomenological point of view. Asshown in Ref. [3~] ,

the difference between pp and pp cross sections observed

at \Ts - 53 GeV in the dip region as well as its large value

at the collider can be explained by an odderon contribution with

a high intercept, ot^xA (0) =.-\ •+-£ . £= 0.65. The parametriza-

tion of its residue is not unambiguous. In Ref. [31 the odderon

residue was assumed to vanish at t • 0 because of lack of

data on OC^) at high energies. Note that the odderon contri-

butes to the pp and pp scattering amplitudes with opposite

signs.

In the present paper we use the new value of Q C*>) [i ~\ to

fit the data in the model with an odderon contribution and

discuss the consequences.

Following our earlier papers £2, 3J, we use dipple models

both for the Pomeron and the odderon. The intercepts of their

trajectories are above unity. The utilization of this model at

very high energies requires unitarization, which we carry out

In the so-called u-natrix approach [4I . The contribution from

secondary reggeons, which is important up to the ISR energies,
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decreases with energy and it is neglibible at the collider. There-

fore they need no unitarization.

Accordingly, we write the scattering amplitude in the impact

parameter representation as

•t (1)

where

t. (2)

and

(3)

Expression (3) corresponds to a double pole (dipolej in the

A -plane.

The "coupling constants" ̂ C$) a n d JC^) are, as shown
in Ref. [2^ , increasing functions of S ,

(4)

the rate of increase depending on the parameters 0s=-«^>(.o)-4

and ts=^0/Jl(-
0)-/! • The value of S* ̂ = 0.06 was fixed [2 j

by our earlier fits to®«y <Tf Note that QCD yields [5] a lower

bound on 6 , which is much beyond the quoted value. The value

of 8- is of a special concern and we discuss it below*

The scattering amplitude can be found from (1) by an inverse

Pourier-Bessel transform

(5)



i
For simplicity, we assume here that the parameters t>

and <D0 are the same for the Pomeron and the odderon (this is

not necessarily true) and, according to our earlier fits £ 2 3,

they are <> • 12 and Sfl • 100 GeV
2. Then the integral (5) can

be evaluated explicitly and we get the following expressions for

the observables:

3,
<.-!

(8)

Here A 6" and 6 <? are the differences of the total cross

sections and of - Q for pp and pp~ scattering.

In formulae (6) - (9) we have neglected the Regge-signature

factor. This drastic simplification can be justified in this

approach, since unitarization anyway destroys the crossing-

symmetry, and the signature of the scattering amplitude is lost.

However, thsre is no problem in keeping the signature factor

in the input just by replacing in (4)
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(10)

The parameters of the secondary trajectories can be found, e.g.,

from

1

(11)

(12)

whence we get ^

<13>

Th« inclusion of the odderon will change the contributions

from different trajectories, e.g., the relative contribution

from secondary reggeons will decrease as compared with the ear-

lier fits. (In view of the approximation nature of the present

model we make only rough estimates at the ISR energies).

In our model the rise of Q^r ($) is governed by £_ . By fit-

ting. this parameter to the observed rise of 9^to^/ from 0.101

(at \fs - 53 OeV) to (^ - 0.24 (at N / T « 546 GeV), we find t,«

0.8. This is a large number with impox'tant consequences to be

discussed. ^

First of all, the inequality £.^0 can violate unitarity.

Secondly, it results in a too rapid increase of (5^- , contradic-

ting the data at higher energies (preliminary data from the Teva-

tron and cosmic rays (Ply's eye) data).

Thus, we Inevitably arrive at the conclusion that the obser"

ved behaviour of O and 6", is a local effect (a similar conclu-O
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a ion has been drawn in Ref. [ 5 J . In terms of our model it means
that t- depends on S and that £(.*=>) ? f? when S < S^ , but
£ ^ Q as 5>?^i . This modification restores unitarity and
allows us to fit data.

A simple parametrization of the above effects is £.&)—£,•+•
-f-̂ t/*i(̂ «.'̂ )i.e. we replace £_ in (4) by (another possibility
suggested in Ref. [6] (in a different context) i £ j £

This unconventional form can be viewed as a phenomenological
approximation \jl~\ to the exchange of an infinity of Regge poles
in QCD, as suggected by perturbative calculations in Ref. [8J .
Interestingly, function (14) numerically reproduces the cut contri-
bution of Ref. £ 9 3 •

It should be, however, reminded that 9(S,Cy is not mea-
sured directly, but it is extracted from the Coulomb-nuclear
interference by fitting the data to the formula

In this formula | c, is the known Coulomb amplitude

e*j, (3:
where ol is the fine structure constant, G Cty is the proton
electromagnetic formfactor and <p = tk(0.£$/!V|) — 0.577. In
Ref. [13 a simple parametrization

of the strong interaction scattering amplitude was used.
Actually, the form of the diffraction cone is a complicated

function of 5> and T . In particular, it has a structure
(^"break"! due to the so-called "fine structure" of the Pomeron,
due to a t-channel threshold singularity. In Ref. T"J
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this threshold was introduced via the Fomeron trajectory which
was parametrized as

An overall fit to pp and pp data, including those from
the Collider, but before the UA4 results on QC>) C O » w a s

in a model including the t-channel threshold singularity in

Ref. [30 . In a subsequent paper [lO w e nave compared a fitted

curve from [3^ to the data on <&$/elfc [ 0 ^ *ne Coulomb inter-

ference region using formula (15)• The result of this comparison

is shown in fig. 1 and seems to be quite good. The behaviour

of <? C^) fitted in (3) and corresponding to fig.1. is shown

in fig.2. We get Q (546) « 0.13 which ia quite a "conventio-

nal" value. '

One possible source of discrepancy with (1) seems to origi-

nate from a strong sharpening of the cone towards t « 0 due to

the light Q43 * **)C threshold which should be accounted for by

any theory. However, its parametrization is not unique. It

should be also noted that any deviation from the exponential be-

haviour of the cone will modify formula (15) £12*} .

The odderon contribution has recently been analyzed in th*

framework of sum rules [13, 14l.

The odderon contribution to the sum rules was found to be

where



The final resvat for (4$) is (J43

l
and its contribution to the sum rules is negligibly small. This

conclusion differs from that of Ref. [j33 •

We conclude that the very exciting possibility of the odde-

ron exchange is correlated by various phenomena in small and

large]t| domains, and therefore requires further theoretical

and experimental study in a wide range of S and t" .
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ON NEW SUPERSYMMETRIC EXTENSIONS OF THE RELATIVISTIC ALGERRA

J. Niederle,

Institute of Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

CS - 180 40 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

It is well known that the contraction of osp(2;4;R) - ono

of the real forms of superalgebra osp(2;4;C) - leads to the

N=2 Poincare superalgebra (with or without central charges).

In the paper the Wigner-Inonu contraction of the remaining

two real forms of osp(2;4;C) are discussed. They lead to

unusual supersymmetric extensions of the PoinearS algebra

(one already treated by Khan and the other by de Azc/irraga,

Lukierski and Niederle) - the real superalgebras properties

of which will be briefly summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION

First a bit of history. The construction of various

extensions of the Poincare algebra - the aymmetry algebra of

relativistic physics - has been closely related with two

developments in particle physics. The first has been an

effort to unify the .Poincare algebra with an internal
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symmetry alebra within a larger Lie algebra or superalgebra.

The second i s an attempt to describe existing as well as

hypothetical fundamental interactions in nature within a

gauge or supergauge theory.

As i s well known the first development was iniciated by

the existence of the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula which

expresses the mass operator, i . e . the quantum number coming

from the Poincare algebra, in terms of quantum numbers of

the Internal symmetry algebra namely in terms of isospin and

hypereharge. However, all attemps to realize this dazzling

possibility of a non-trivial unification of the Poincare

algebra with the internal symmetry algebra within a larger

finite-dimensional Lie algebra came to a disastrous end

arround 1965 and led to a series of "no-go" theorems / 1 / .

Their results can briefly be summarized as follows (for

details see / 2 / ) : Modulo assumptions the unification Lie

algebra i s a direct sum of the Poincare and internal

symmetry algebra. Thus to derive the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass

formula by using one irreducible representation of the

unification Lie algebra turned out to be impossible. Let us

remark, however, that possible unifications have not been

excluded within the context of reducible or non-integrable

representations or within the framework of the infinite-

dimensional Lie algebras or infinite-component field

theories.

New hopes to over-pass the "no-go" theorems and to find

out nontrivial extensions of the Poincare algebra appeared

in 1974 when new algebraic structures, namely Lie super-

algebras, were constructed and begun to be applied in par-

t ic le physics. However, these hopes were soon destroyed by
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the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius paper / 3 / in which the result

of the Coleman-Mandula no-go theorem was extended to the Lie

superalgebras. I t was shown there that the maximal symmetry-

algebra of S-matrix is a direct sum of the super-Poinonrft

algebra and the internal symmetry algebra (modulo central

charges).

In this paper we shall discuss new supersynimetrio

extensions of the Poincare algebra p , i . e . extensions of p

not treated by Haag, Lopuszanski and Sohnius in / 3 / . The

f i rs t such extension was found by Konopel'chenko / 4 / . His

superalgebra consists of 10 even generators M»w and R, form-

ing the Poincare algebra together with four odd generators

Q« » R " »"»" = 1i2> satisfying the relations

r - V t a j - i <*> > / « „ , [ffr * * J f ( ) % **

and either

f (*)% *

i • ^

0. ,

Here &±
i °i» i = 112, are arbitrary constants and the other

symbols are defined in the Appendix. Notice that for â  = 0

(or an = 0) the Konopel'chenko superalgebra reduces to tho
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usual super-Polneare algebra introduced by Gol'fand,

Lichtman and Wess, Zuroino /5/ in which all odd generators

commute with R. Since the Konopel'ohenko superalgebra is a

complex Lie superalgebra (due to the fact that complex

conjugation is not its involution) which moreover does not

admit hermitian representations for odd generators (except

the trivial ones, see /2/, /6/) it can hardly be used in

particle physics.

However, its unphysical feature might be overcome as

another extension of p recently proposed by Khan /7/ and

that discussed in /8/ indicate. In fact it was shown in /8/

that both these new supersyrametric extension of p can be

obtained by contracting the appropriate real forms of

orthosympleotlc superalgebra osp(2;4;C). In the next

sections we shall, therefore, first introduce these real

forms, then specify their#desired contractions and finally

present some remarks concerning possible applications of

the derived extensions.

2. THREE REAL FORMS OP osp(2;4;C)

The complex orthosymplectic superalgebra osp(2;4;C) is

determined by the commutation relations of algebra so(5,C) ©

so(2,C)

'S J-'ffc,*-***) . (2'1b)

[ e, ̂  j - o (2-1e)

and by the relations
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and

" ' (2.1i)

where ji,l>,p,<T . 0,1,2,3, l,i = 1,2, A,B = 1,2,3,4. For

other symbols see the Appendix. Thus superalgebra osp(2;4;C)

includes besides 11 even generators ( 1fl¥ , $, , ® ) 8 odd ones

which can be written as two independent (non-self-conjugate)

four-component spinors QA, i = 1,2. In the Weyl realization

QA can be expressed in terms of four independent sl(2,C)-

spinors

(2.2)

The 19-dimensional complex superalgebra osp(2;4;C) can

be considered as the 38-dimensional real superalgebra with

the generators ( ̂ lw, i^,»,^« , i{u,«, i®, QA, iQA)> i-e. as

the so-called realification osp(2;4;C)p of superalgebra

osp(2;4;C). Any real subalgebra of osp(2;4;C)R the complexi-

fication of which is equal to osp(2;4;C) forms a real form

of osp(2;4;C). It turns out that any real form of osp(2;4;C)

is the subalgebra of fixed points of an involutive semi-

morphism of osp(2;4;C) /9/. Thus extracting different pairs

of self-con jugate spinors from QA) i - if2, by means of

different reality conditions and by requiring these to be

involutions of oop(2;4;C) specified in (2.1) we can halve
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the number of the generators of osp(2;4;C)g to obtain the

associated real forms of osp(2;4;C).

2.1 H«=2 anti-de-Sltter superalsebra with compact internal

aymmetry. osp(2;4;R)

The simplest rea l i ty condition is to require that the

Q̂  themselves are Majorana spinors

6* s Cf'T4* = (o'A)e (2 .3)
T h i s l e a d s t o R^ = Q^ , T,, = S^ in ( 2 . 2 ) and t h e

requirement t h a t condi t ion (2 .3 ) i s an involu t ion of (2 .1 )

y i e l d s

so that the even part (P^ , M̂M , B) consists of the algebra

so(3f2) © so(2) with the space-time metric ( + , - t - , - ; + ) . Thus

for Majorana QA and hermitean P ,̂, H^ and B (2.1) describes

the real superalgebra osp(2;4;R) well-known in super-

symmetric theories with anti-de-Sitter geometry (see e.g.

/10/ ) .

2.2 N=2 anti-de-Sit ter superalgebra with non-compact

internal symmetry, oap(1,1;4;R)

This corresponds to choosing

which leads to Ŝ  » Ra , T = Q in (2.2) and to the

condition

(2.6)
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Comparing with (2.4) we see that the generator B of the

compact so(2) has been replaced by B1 of the non-compact

so(1,1). Consequently we have obtained the real anti-de-

Sitter superalgebra osp(1,1;4;R) (for detai ls see / 0 / ) . Due

to the appearance of the semidefinlte metric in i t the

superalgebra osp(1,1;4;R) leads among other things to super-

gravities with one physical and one "ghost" gravitions.

2.3 de-Sitter superalgebra with compact internal symmetry.

This is obtained by imposing the so-called symplectic

/12/ or quaternionic /13/ Majorana reality condition

f «A - *' ' m* ~ * '*"*', (2.7)

which leads t o S, = - Rrf and T " = Q* in ( 2 . 2 ) . As in t h e

previous case, from (2.7) one obtains two independent self-

conjugate Majorana spinors Q« given by

Imposing that (2.7) is an involuti:..; -*" (2.1) we get the

conditions

. ( 2 9 )

Thus, the real form imposed by (2.7) is the quatenionic

superalgebra uuw(1,1 ;1 ;H) with internal symmetry u ( H ) ~

so(2) defined in /8/. It can be shown that superalgebra

uuw(1,1;1;H) which is associated with supersymmetry theories

in a world with the de Sitter geometry, can be realized in a

quantized theory only in a space of states with indefinite

metric /13, 1V.
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3 . CONTRACTIONS OF THE REAL FORMS OF osp(2 ;4 ;C)

3.1 o sp (2 ;» ;R)

It is well known that the contraction of osp(2;4;R)

leads to the N=2 Poincare superalgebra with or without

central charges /15/.

Let us then discuss the contractions of the two other

real forms; to this aim we write first the odd generators of

osp(1,1;4;R) and uu^(1,1;1;H) in terms of the Weyl charges

R*» ®<* an* 'their complex conjugate ones which determine the

different versions of self-conjugate spinors.

3.2 osp(1,1;4;R)

This algebra can be read from ( 2 . 1 a - i ) by using (2 .5 )

and (2 .6 ) which required QA = I gAJ and QA s t g* / • T h e

even part i s given by (2 .1a-c) with tyn> = M^K,£ = R, and by

fa', K] '0 , LB',M^] = O
( 3 - D

and t h e r e s t of o s p ( 1 , 1 ; 4 ; R ) by

f 4,. <M " f ^ V Mi>V ' * ** *** ' I (^j***, (3. 2a)

*" ° - 2 b )

^ (3<2c)

and

7 - ? r v ^ (3'2e)

plus their complex conjugate relations.
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The generators (M̂ ,,, R,, , R*) determine a subalgebra

with reapect to which we perform the Wigner-In'onu

contraction (we could equally choose (M' , QK, Q )). Thus,

first expressing osp(1,1;4;R) in terms of the new basis

and then taking the limit 4-»0, superalgebra osp(1,1;^;R) in

the double primed basis contractb to the superalgebra

described by Khan /7/.

3.3

Similarly to the previous case superalgebra uu^(1,1; 1 ;II)

is read from (2.1a-i) by using (2.7) which requires QA
 = (

and (2.8). In this way we obtain for the purely even part

expressions (2.1a, b,d ,e) (with 'RLV = M̂ ,, , ̂  = \.Kft,<8= D) and

*»1 • t V ^ . (3.4)

The rest of algebra uu^d , 1 ;1 ;H) is given by (3.2a,b,d) and

8f ftf-.fy^'^^j/T1, (3.5a)

* . °-5b)
(3.5c)

plus their complex conjugate relations. Now, performing the

contraction (3.3) superalgebra uu^ (1,1 ;1 ;H) tends to the

superalgebra which is not isomorphic to that of Khan.
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4. COMSLUSIONS

In the paper we have looked for new supersymmetric

extensions of the Poincare algebra not treated In /3A They

are obtained by the Wigner-Inonii contraction of the two

real forms of ^superalgebra osp(2;4;C) - osp(1,1;4;R) and

uu^ti,1;1;H) - one describing the N=2 anti-de Sitter super-

algebra with a non-compact internal symmetry so(1,1) and the j

other corresponding to the de Sitter superalgebra with

internal symmetry so(2). Both turn out to be 19-dimensional

self-conjuate extentions of Konopelchenko's superalebra.

They contain 10 Poincare generators and 1 generator of

internal symmetry together with 8 odd generators half of

which, however, do not commutate with translations.

The next step will be to construct field models which

are Invariant under the rigid supersymmetry generated by two

superalgebras described in the paper and subsequently N=2

supergravities which are invariant under the local proposed

supersymmetries. It should be mentioned that such theories

can be obtained by suitable contractions of N=2 models with

so(1,1) anti-de Sitter /11/ or so(2) de Sitter supersymmetry

/14/. All these models will contain ghosts as follows for

instance from relations (3-6a).

APPENDIX

Conventions: (tf1"/.̂  = (f, **') ,

where cr> are P a u l ! ma t r i ce s ; e^v * ( + » - . - » - ) ; t'~ f* »/"' = " / •
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. <ff>* - 1 and

Weyl realization

)
The dot above the index of a Weyl spinor means complex

(I T *f

conjugation. Charge conjugation is defined by Q = C ^oiQ .

In four dimensions C J»* C~1 = - ^ T , CT = -C. In the Weyl

realization

with e**8»-e^"> f ' i ' . - i ' ' ( < V s - ^ s i , which lower and

raise Weyl spinor indices f ^ ^ s ^« > £°** Qp - &"•
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PRODUCTION OF SUPERSYMMETRIC PARTICLES IN e+e~ and ep COLLISIONS

A. Bartl
Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Universitat Wien, Austria

Abstract

A review is given of the'theoretical predictions for chargino, neutralino and selectron pair produc-
tion in e+e~ annihilation and for slepton and squark production in ep collisions. The energy range
considered is that of LEP, SLC and HERA. The expectations for the production of SUSY particles
at an e+e~ collider in the TeV energy range are also discussed.

Searching for supersymmetric (SUSY) particles will be an important part of the experimental
program at the new accelerators LEP, SLC and HERA. e+e~ machines are well suited for looking for
weakly interacting SUSY particles, namely the spin-0 partners of the charged and neutral leptons and
the spin-1/2 partners of the intermediate vector bosons and Higgs particles [1]. In a class of models
providing a minimal N = 1 supergravity-extension of the standard model [2] the charginos x* and
the neutralinos x° (mixtures of the charged and neutral gauge fermions and higgsinos) may be rather
light, some of them even lighter than the Z°. In such a case these particles could be produced at
SLC and LEP I near the Z° resonance and at LEP II also above the Z° [3].

In ep collisions to be performed at HERA and possibly also at LHC the most promising SUSY
processes are the production of selectron and squark or sneutrino and squark [4,5]. Numerical studies
indicate that at HERA these processes could be observed if the sum of the masses of the produced
slepton and squark does not exceed a value of approximately 160 GeV.

In the following we shall present results on the production of pairs of charginos, neutralinos and
selections in e+e" annihilation in the energy range of LEP and SLC and on slepton-squark production
in ep scattering for the energy range of HERA. Recently the idea of constructing an e+e~ collider
with an energy in the TeV range has been discussed (CLIC in Europe and NLC in the US). We shall
present also results for the production and the decay of SUSY particles at an energy y/a = 2 TeV
[61-

The properties of the charginos and neutralinos are determined by their mixing. The wino-charged
higgsino mass term of the Lagrangian can be written as [1]

£o = -l(+*XT+- + irX*+) + lLc (1)

with tf>+ = ( - i A + , $ r , ) , i/ij = ( - » A - , V H I ) , j = 1,2, where A* and 0J,2, 0 j , denote the two-
component spinors of the winos and the charged higgsinos, respectively. The 2 x 2 mass matrix

'•(

M
_ (2)

mirv2sin9v /< /

where M and /i are the gaugino and higgsino mass parameters, respectively, and t a n 6 y = i>t/v2

with vi,j the vacuum expectation values of the neutral Higgs fields. Cc can be diagonalized by two
unitary 2 x 2 matrices U and V giving the chargino mass eigenstates xt = Ki^/> XT = UijVj',
i = 1 ,2 , with eigenvalues Mi, where by convention \Mj\ < My.

Similarly, the neutral gaugino-higgsino mass term of the Lagrangian is

2 * '
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0

TUZ

it sin 20 V

0
0

u cos 29v

with V1* = (—'A,, —«Az, ifrfu sin©v — V"HS cos ©v, V"iri cos ©v + V"ws sin 0v) where A7, Az, ^i},,, Vft2
denote the two-component spinors of the photino, the zino and the neutral higgsinos, respectively.
The mass matrix is

/ M' cos1 ew+M sin2 Qw {M - M') sin Qw cos Qw

(M - M')SM&WCOSQW Af'sinJ©Hr +Afcos20Hr

0 0 ft cos 20v - / i sin 20 V

where the gaugino mass parameter M' is usually fixed by M'jM — 5/3 tan2 Qw CN can be diago-
naiized by an orthogonal 4 x 4 matrix N giving the neutralino mass eigenstates x° — Nik^i, with
eigenvalues m,, i = 1 4, ordered according to increasing |rn,|.

The quantities M, ft and tan &v shall be treated as free parameters. For the lighter neutralinos
and the lighter chargino to be produced at LEP and SLC it is necessary that the mass eigenvalues
lie in a range mi ~ 10 - 30 GeV, mj, Mt ~ 40 - 50 GeV. Closer inspection of the mass matrix Y
shows that there are mainly three ways to realize such mass values [7]:

(A) M',M < m z . In this case the lowest eigenstate Xi ' s essentially a photino (light-photino
scenario)

(B) fi < m%. Then x? is essentially a higgsino (light-higgsino scenario)

(C) MM'ft w (M'cos2Qw + Jl/sin20jv)m^sin20v. Here the lowest neutralino eigenstate is a
mixture of 7, Z and higgsino, with the Z component dominating.

The phenomenology of SUSY particles strongly depends on the mixing of charginos and neutralinos,
in particular on the nature of the lightest neutralino which we also assume to be the lightest SUSY
particle. This has been demonstrated by numerical studies of some typical examples for all three cases
[7,8,9]. Scenario (A) is usually the favoured one [1,2,3]. Also scenario (B) has often been treated in
the literature [10]. A detailed discussion of scenario (C) has recently also been given in Ref. [11].

Let us first consider the process [3,7,12]

e+ + e--*x? + xS (5)

in the energy range of LEP or SLC. This reaction proceeds via Z° exchange in the a channel and
ZL.R exchange in the t and u channel. The production- rates strongly depend on neutralino mixing. In
scenarios (A) and (C) there is almost no Z°Xix1 coupling so practically no Z° peak will be seen even
if it were allowed by kinematics. In scenario (B) there may be an appreciable Z°x°Xi coupling, so a
Z° peak with a height of 10 - 100 pb will be seen if kinematically allowed. On the other hand, there
is almost no eix° coupling in scenario (B), contrary to scenarios (A) and (C). Therefore, for energies
s/s > mz the cross section may be a few pb in scenarios (A) and (C), but it will be too small to be
observable in scenario (B). Analogous features will appear for the process e+ + e~ —» jf!} + xj>- For
further details and numerical results we refer to Refs. [3] and [7].

In the case of [3,8,13]

e+ + c~ - • xt + X2 (6)

the. 1 is always a 7-exchange and a 2°-exchange contribution in the s channel. Therefore, if kinemat-
ically allowed a Z° peak of 1 - 10 nb will be seen, the actual height depending on chargino mixing.
For energies y/a > mz there is again the 7-exchange contribution and in scenarios (A) and (C) also
the ^-exchange contribution. Further details and numerical results can be found in Refs. [3] and [8].

The reaction [3,9,14]
e+ + e" -+ e t l R + eLtR (7)
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receives contributions from -• and Z° exchange in the a channel and from neutralino exchange in the
t channel. A Z° peak will develop if 2mg < m^, For \/a > tnz the actual size of the production cross
section again depends on neutralino mixing.

It is clear that if the decay of Z° and W* into pairs of SUSY particles would really be possible, this
would be a very favourable situation and it has therefore been thoroughly studied in the literature
[15,16]. Scenario (B) would give the largest partial decay widths. Even from the absence of such
decay modes important information about the SUSY parameters will follow [16].

In ep collisions the reactions

(8)
e + p -> O + qi + X (9)

will presumably have the largest cross sections. They have been treated in Refs. [17-20]. Neutralino
and chargino mixing is important since these particles are exchanged in the t channel. Fig. 1 shows
the production cross section for reaction (9) at HERA energy y/s = 310 GeV as a function of squark
and sneutrino mass for scenario (A) and (B). More details can be found in Refs. [18-20].

For detecting SUSY particles a good experimental signature is as crucial as a sufficient production
cross section. Therefore it is important to study also the various decay possibilities of SUSY particles
taking into account chargino and neutralino mixing. Selectrons will decay according to

* = 1 , . . . , 4 (10)

* = 1 . 2 - (11)

Similarly, the most important sneutrino decay modes are

* = 1, . . . ,4 (12)

' * = 1 '2 . (13)

For low selectron masses only the transition e^n —» e + xj in Eq. (10) will be possible. For mj £ 80
GeV, however, also the decays into xi, fc > 2, in Eq. (10) and the decay (11) will occur. The higher
mass neutralinos and the charginos will then decay according to

* - » * * + / + /* (14)

where / , / ' may be leptons, neutrinos, or quarks. Therefore, cascade decays of e .̂n and v may occur,
leading to final states containing leptons and/or jets plus missing energy [9,20]. Furthermore, in
scenario (B) the decay into the lightest Higgs particle

Xi-+Xk + H° (15)

may be important if kinematically allowed. The clearest signature for the e^n will then be e + pm;,,,
with a branching ratio of 10 - 50 per cent depending on mixing. For the u it will be the e~ + e+ +pmtM

final state, with a branching ratio of approximately 5 - 2 0 per cent. Assuming that these final states
can be clearly identified on the lepton side, with an integrated luminosity of 200 pb-1/year for
example for m; = 60 GeV and m$ = 80 GeV we would predict 38,13 and 90 e+pmit, events coming
from reaction (8), and for ms = 60 GeV and mj = 80 GeV 22, 10 and 18 events with two leptons
plus pm;,, coming from reaction (9), for scenario (A), (B) and (C), respectively.

If the SUSY particles have masses too high to be produced at LEP, SLC or HERA, they may be
detected at the SSC or LHC, or at an e+e~ collider with an energy of a few TeV. Since the idea of
constructing such an e+e~ collider has been recently discussed (CLIC in Europe, NLC in the US), a
detailed numerical study of the production of weakly interacting SUSY particles at y/s = 2 TeV as
well as their decay properties has been performed in Ref. [6]. For reaction (7) cross sections of the
order of 20 - 200 fb may be expected depending on the selectron mass and neutralino mixing. Similar
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Fig. 1: Production cross section for e + p —» v + q + X vs. squark mass for different sneutrino masses
at y/s = 310 GeV, (a) for scenario (A), (b) for scenario (B)
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cross sections may be obtained for e+e~ —• vtvt. As an example we show in Fig. 2 the production
cross section for selectron and electron sneutrino pairs as a function of slepton mass for some repre-
sentative cases of gaugino-higgsino mixing. In the case of e+e~ —* xtxj and e+e~ —» jjjjxj also the
higher chargino and the higher neutralinos will be produced, most of the cross sections having a value
of 10 - 50 fb. As the anticipated luminosity of such a machine will be several 1033 cm'2s"', with an
integrated luminosity of 10 - 100 ft"1/year reasonable event rates may be expected. Concerning the
decays of the SUSY particles besides the reactions (10 - 15) also transitions into real W± and Z°
will occur [21]. At such high energies the typically cascade decays will occur leading to final states
with (hard) leptons and/or IV*'s, Z°'s and/or jets with a relatively small fraction of missing energy.
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BIGH-ENEBGY ELASTIC SCATTERING AND SOLITON MODEL OF THE NUCLEON*

M.M. I i l a a

Physic* Department, University of Connecticut

Storrs, Connecticut 06266, U.S.A.

Abstract

High-energy elastic pp and pp scattering at the SF8 collider and the
ISK can be phencaenologically described as dne to two processes:
diffraction and hard scattering. The hard scattering originates froa
short-distance collision of one nncleon by the other via vector aeson u
exchange. This phenoaenological description of elastic scattering leads to
the physical picture that the nncleon has an outer cloud and an inner core.
Aaong the low-energy aodels of the nncleon structure, only the nonlinear
a-moiel with the Wess-Zuaino tera included appears to explain
satisfactorily aany of the important features of the phenoaenological
description; in particular, i t shows why « behaves as an eleaentary
spin-1 boson and why a «NN fora factor occurs. High energy elastic
scattering appears to support the basic notion of the nonlinear a-aodel
that the nucleoa is a soliton carrying topological baryonic charge. It
further indicates that the soliton is accompanied by a cloud of zero
baryonic charge.

*Al«o presented at the XI Workshop on High Energy Physics and Field
Theory (July 5-9. 1988) at the Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino,
C.S.S.E.
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I would l ike to discuss with yon the pheaoaenological investigation of

pp and pp elast ic scattering- that ay collaborators and I hare carried out

over the last couple of years. ~3 Also, I would like to present reasons to

think that our findings overlap and support the soliton description of the

nucleon that eaerges froa the nonlinear o-aodel. ay talk accordingly

will be divided into two parts. In the f irs t part I shall outline our

•odel for high-energy elast ic scattering and show you saae of the results

of our analyses. In the second part, I shall indicate features of our

phenoaenological description that appear to coincide reaarkably with

certain aspects of the nonlinear a-aodel.

Our phenoaenological investigation i s based on the following picture

of the nucleon:

Nsaely, the nucleon has a core surrounded by a cloud. We can then

iaaedietely think of two processes in e last ic scattering: one i s a

glancing col l is ion in which the outer cloud of one nucleon interacts with

that of the other; the other i s a short-distasce col l is ion that involves

not only cloud-cloud interaction, but also the scattering of one core by

the other via exchange of an object, which we identify as the vector aeson

w. la the forward or saall | t | region, the f irs t process dominates, and

we identify i t as diffraction. As the aoaentua transfer increases, the

secoad process becoaes aore doaiaant. We refer to i t as 'hard' scatteriag:

/ W

Diffraction Hard Scattering
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The dip-bump (tractore in elastic scattering originates in our model from

the interference between the diffraction uiplitnde Tp(s,t) and the hard

(cattering amplitude TH(s,t).

Large |tj cross section in our model exhibit* Orear fall-off, i . e . , an

exponential fall-off of 4£ with momentum transfer \/jti (afT^e*1^).We

attribute this behavior to an interaction between the ancleons which in

coordinate space has the fora

1 / 2

a smoothed Yukawa potential; here, 0 is a length scale. To see how the

exponential fall-off comes about, let us look at the corresponding Born

amplitude: / ! 2* T?

where

F2(t) « ^(mi-t)1/2 Kt [ p ^ - t ) 1 / 2 ] • (3)

For | t | large, F2(t)/v «~P ̂  1*1 and 4£ -^ e ' • Thi« *hovs that

the Orear fall-off arises from the asymptotic behavior of the 'fora factor'

F(t).

Insight into* the s-dependence of the hard process can be obtained by

examining i t in the momentum space, where i t looks like this:

For s asymptotic, the cloud-cloud interaction also becomes diffractive, and

evaluation of the amplitude5 yialds —i i l
e
e

I
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*T i s a positive real constant, % (*,0) i t the eikonal for cloud-cloud

diffraction scattering at b=0, and F(t) i s the fora factor that u sees

because of the nuoleon core. Since we attribute Orear fal l -off to a

smoothed Yukawa interaction, the fora factor F(t) i s known and given by Eq.

(3) . Asymptotically, the factor e i^*>°) i s real because of Auberson-

Kinoshita-Martin (ADJ) scaling, and Eq. (4) corresponds to a minimal

odderon, i . e . , a C-odd amplitude that grows like s asymptotically. In

actual calculations,3 the amplitude (4) has to be further multiplied by a

factor |_ l-f^(».O)j to take into account the absorptive effect of

diffraction.

We now turn to the diffraction amplitude. Our phenomenlogical model

does not say very much about the diffraction amplitude, except that i t must

dominate in the forward direction, and must also yield to the hard

amplitude as J t | increases. For the phenomenological validity of the

model — i t i s , of course, essential that a diffraction amplitude of this

nature be found that would quantitatively describe forward and near forward

cross sections, but would fa l l faster than the hard amplitude at large | t j .

After search for several years, we have been able to find an ansatz for

such a diffraction amplitude, which a) incorporates crossing even property,

b) sat i s f i es ADI scaling and saturates FH bound, and c) yields f ini te aT

and p in the forward direction.

Results of our recent analysis^ are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and

compared with experimental data . 6 ' 1 0 Clearly, our model provides an

accurate description of pp and pp e last ic scattering at the ISK and the SPS

collider, lite phenomenological description holds over the enormous energy
range jt * 10 - 630 GeV, and over a momentum transfer range where ^-~

fa l l s from i t s forward value by six to ten orders of magnitude. This we

regard as strong phenomenological support for the model. Naturally then,

we have to inquire into the theoretical underpinnings of the model, and the

obvious f i r s t question i s : What i s i t that produces the nudeon core probed

by u?

Originally, i t was suggested**' that the core represents a matter

density distribution pit) arising from a nonvanishing expectation value

<V(?<t)t(v.t)> of the quark field Vfrt). Since < f *(?'*)¥(?*)>
i s the number density distribution of the f ie ld quanta, p(r) therefore

corresponds to a nonvanishing quark number density distribution (or,

•quivalently, baryonic charge distribution). Exciting theoretical

developments over the last few years seem not only to support this
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viewpoint, but also to provide an effective QCD framework fox understanding

i t . We sow explore these developments.

Xhe physical picture of the nucleon with an inner core and an outer

cloud appears at f irs t sight to be consistent with a sorter of low-energy

modelt of the nucleon structure: namely, the non-topological soliton

model*2'13 the topological soliton model,14"16 and the hybrid or chiral-bag

model.1 7'1" Close exam ins ti on of the models, however, shows that the

topological soliton model i s most consistent with our pbenomenological

findings. To see this, l e t n* f i r s t observe that in our analysis the

vector meson « behaves as an elementary sptn-1 boson and not as a

composite object ( e . g . . not as a Kegge pole) . This follows by examining

the t-dependence *nd the s-dependence of onr hard scattering amplitude (Eq.

(4 ) ) . The t-dependence we obtain for the hard amplitude i s F 2 ( t ) / (m 2 - t ) .

This i s precisely the t-dependence one expects due to the exchange of an

elementary boson between two sources: a propagator multiplied by two form

factors. As fox the s-dependence, the asymptotic evaluation of the hard

process' shows that a factor of s occurs because of spin 1 of u. This

factor i s crucial in our analysis. If i t were not there, for example, i f

we had a spin-0 boson exchange, then the hard amplitude would have been

smaller by a factor of s, snd therefore totally negligible (no longer hard)

compared to the diffraction amplitude that behaves as i s ( lns ) 2 f ( | t | l n 2 s ) .

So finding phenomenological evidence of a hard amplitude with the t-

dependence and the dominant s-dependence of the form we have used, strongly

indicates that « behaves as a spin-1 boson.

Now, among the three models mentioned earlier, only the topological

soliton model - based on the nonlinear o-model allows an elementary

spin-1 M meson. Why7 Because in the nonlinear o-model <o occurs as a

gauge boson associated with a local U( l ) y invariance (very much similar to

the photon). In addition, m couples to the conserved baxyonic charge,

which turns out to be topological, i . e . , geometrical in nature. Clearly,

as long as this effective QCD description holds, the baryonic charge wil l

retain i t s topologies] character, and u, in turn, will continue to act as

an elementary spin-1 particle. This i s precisely what we seem to be

finding. To see more explic i t ly the role of u, l e t us examine how vector

mesons are introduced in this effective description.

The nonlinear <r-model starts with the action

(5)
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where U = exp U*.an,/fn ] i* an SU(3)-valued f ie ld, *.a's are the
Gell-Mann matrices, ",'» are the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons, and ffl

i s the pion decay coupling constant ( f n ~ 93 HeV). While this action
describes al l current algebra results, i t does not allow processes like
K* K~ —* 7i n~ n°. To include such processes, one has to introduce
another piece of action, known as the Wess-Zumino tern (Spg). Using
topological argunents, Wit ten1 5 obtained the following fora for the WZ
tera:

(6)

where Li=U+3i0, and the integral i s over a five-dimensional space whose

boundary i s the ordinary four-dimensional Minkowski space-tine. Vector

mesons p, Aj, u can now be introduced by f irst gauging the model (S =SQ

+ S^) using left-handed and right-handed vector f ields A ^ d ) , A^U)

and then writing A^ = 1/2(P(1 + U(l + a^), A^ = 1/2<P(1 + u,, - a^) /+

Notice that by this procedure, we reduce the U(3)L X U(3)R local symmetry

to SU(2)V X SU(2)A X V(l)v local symmetry with p, ^ and u as the

corresponding gauge f ie lds . Die gauged WZ action correctly incorporates

all effects of QCD anomalies at the quark level and jus t i f i e s the nonlinear

e-model as an effective QCD model. It also leads to a topological

baryonic current

(7)

which i s identically conserved — independent of any equation of notion.
The topological nature of the current can be seen by noticing that the
associated charge i s the winding number (Pontryagin index) of the mapping
of 3-space by the U-field onto the internal space of the group, i . e . , the
SU(2) manifold. The gauged WZ action also shows that i t i s the vector
meson u that couples to the topological baryonic current, not p or Aj.
The nonlinear o~-model has now been extensively studied and tested by
several groups. ' Nucleons in this model are described as solitons, and
their detailed static properties can be predicted in terms of a few
parameters determined primarily from the meson ;-"<-or.20~22

To see further the overlap between our work and the nonlinear
o-model, let us consider the simplest version of this model that includes
only n and w f i e l d s . 2 3 Even in this case, the model leads to a stable
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sol i ton that describes well and eon properties. The or i | in of the

stabil i ty can be easily sees by examining the total energy of the systea:4

The second tern shows that the repulsive potential energy doe to *>

exchange between baryonic charge distributions leads to the f in i te s ize

( i . e . , stabil i ty) of the to l l ton* It also shows that if we consider two

separate baryonic charge distributions, then the potential energy between

thea due to at exchange will be

The corresponding Born amplitude i s

where t = -rq2, F(t) = /p<r)e1«>'* d3r. p(r) i s the baryonic charge

distribution seen by u, and F(t) represents the fora factor of the

soliton. The t-dependence of this aaplitude i s exactly the saae as the t-

dependence we have need due to w exchange in our hard aaplitude (Eg..

(4 ) ) . This indicates that the Fourier transfotm of our fora factor

represents the baryonic charge distribution or quark nuaber distribution,

an identification that was suggested original ly . 1 1* 1 What the nonlinear

e-aodel has done i s to provide us an effective QCD foundation needed to

justify such an identification.

At this point we can go one step further and consider the hedgehog

solution of the o-aodel: Ufr) » exp I i r .«8 (r ) l . The baryonic charge

distribution i s then given by

(11)

0(0) * JI, 8(») - 0 . Also the Fourier transfora p(r) of our

pheaoaenological fora factor F( t ) , as indicated above, i s to be identified

as the baryonic charge distribution. Ikis iapl ies
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= A
A i* « normalization constant (A - 1/F(O)). Froa (11) and (12) we obtain

J

where the left-hand aide i s determined froa high-energy elast ic scattering

and the right-hand side froa low-energy properties of the nncleon. It i s

reassuring to note that the left-hand side leads to a radius of 0.44F for

the nucleon core, while the right-hand side (in a detailed caleolation by

Hei saner et a l . 2 1 ) yields a hedgehog radius 0.48F.

Oar phenoaenological findings seea to rule out the non-topological

soliton aodel and the hybrid aodel with a f inite size <~0.4F) quark bag.

In the noit-topological aodel, aesons have to be introdnced as qq bag

structures and not as elementary f ie lds . So the vector aeson u has no

reason to behave as an elementary spin-1 boson — contrary to what we find.

In the hybrid model, the vector meson u would have seen two different

baryonic charge distributions: one due to the outer tolitonic pion cloud,

and the other due to valence quart* inside a small bag. This would have

meant a baryonic charge radius -0.8F, much larger than the vslue 0.44F

that we find. We also note that our calculated pp differential cross

sections at Vs = 53 GeV agree rith the very accurate ISR data in the

•amentum transfer range | t\2£-0 - 9 GeV2. This aeans the effective QCD

description with u as an elementary f ield i s , surprisingly, valid to

distances of the order of 1/3 GeV1 — 0.07F.

I would like to end ay talk with two remarks:

First , the physical description of the nscleon with a core of baryonic

charge surrounded by a cloud of zero baryonic charge appears to be in

substantial agreeaent with: (i) effective QCD, ( i i ) low-energy nucleon

properties, ( i i i ) high-energy pp, pp e las t ic scattering at the colliders.

Second, high-energy elast ic scattering does seea to connect with QCD

— of course via a nonperturbative effective fraaework, namely, the

nonlinear o-aodel. Furthermore, i t appears to be capable of

distinguishing between coapeting low-energy models of nucleon structure.

Thi« work i s supported in part by the U.S. Departs eat of Energy.
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Fig. 1. Calculated pp e lact ic differential cross sections (solid l ines) at
Vs - 23.5 and 53 GeV. Differential cross sections doe to diffraction
alone (dot-dashed l ines) and due to hard *cattsiJ=j alone (dashed lines)
ar» also shown. ISK data a*e froa Nayj et a''.. (Bef. 6 ) .
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Fig. 2 Calculated pp elastic differential cross sections (solid lines) at
Vs • 53 and 546 GeV. Differential cross sections due to diffraction
alone (dot-dashed lines) and dne to hard scattering alone (dashed lines)
are also shorn. Experimental data are froa Breakstone et al. (Kef. 7) and
froa VM collaboration (Kefs. 8-10).



HADRONIC STRUCTURE FROM JET PHYSICS
Nello PAVER
Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica, Universita' di Trieste, Italy
Isu'tuto Nazionale di Fisica Nudeare, Sezione di Trieste, Italy

ABSTRACT
We discuss some aspects of high pj jet physics, which are particularly relevant to

test QCD and to probe the quark and gluon structure of hadrons. These include the
so-called minijets, the multiple parton processes, and the hard diffractive
production.

1. The observation of high p^ hadronic jets in hadron - hadron collisions at
Collider energies has provided spectacular confirmations of the QCD-parton model
description of deeply inelastic processes [1], based on quark and gluon pointlike
constituents of hadronic structure and on their short-distance elementary
interactions governed by perturbative QCD [2].

In leading order QCD the inclusive jet yield is given by the convolution formula
[3]

E ^ - = X JdXjdx/OvQ2)^, Q2) U&A+&) ̂  , (1)
d p quirks

gluons

where the do represent the elementary parton parton cross sections [4], and the Fs
are the partons longitudinal fractional momenta distributions (0<x<l) inside the
colliding hadrons. In addition to x the Fs depend on the "large" mass scale Q
characterizing the typical virtuality involved in the process, of order Q ~ pj, by
which the hadronic structure is being probed. Although by themselves parton
distributions are non-perturbative objects, such a scale breaking Q-evolution is
governed by perturbative QCD and thus is calculable [5]. In fact in
phenomenological applications of (1) the input parton distributions are those
obtained by QCD - evolving to Q - p j the structure functions measured at some
lower Q=QO from deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. Different
parametrizations of the quark and gluon distributions have been obtained,
consistently with the QCD Q2 evolution, depending on different starting data [6].
However they all have the common trend of sharply increasing as x—>0, and gluons
largely dominate over quarks at x small enough.

Recalling that by simple kinematics jets with given p j correspond to xj 2
~2r>p/Vs in eq. (1) (with Vs the total Collider CM energy), this fact has the important
phenomenological consequence that the jet cross section should sharply increase
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with Vs, due to the parton distributions being probed at smaller and smaller values
of x. Conversely, measuring jets with decreasing p j at fixed Vs, so that the
x-dependent partonic flux in (1) changes from quark to gluon dominated, one
reaches the point of becoming sensitive to gluon-gluon dynamics.

All this shows the great interest of jet physics, in order to test the elementary
quark and gluon QCD dynamics as well as to explore the nudeon structure down to
the smallest distances (the presently attained resolution being of order 10"17 cm,
corresponding to p j of order 250 GeV accessible at the Tevatron).

The inclusive jet p j distribution as measured at the SppS Collider is shown in
Fig.l. The agreement with the QCD prediction of (1), represented by the solid line,
over the whole p j range where the cross section varies by many orders of
magnitude, is really significant. Fig.2 shows an example of the Vs-variation of the jet
cross section, which also is reasonably well reproduced. Actually such an agreement
persists over a quite larger range of Collider CM energies than that of Figs. 1 and 2,
going from the ISR (Vs = 60 GeV) up to the Tevatron (Vs = 1.8 TeV).
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Fig.l Fig2

Even more spectacular is the jet angular distribution in the jet-jet centre of mass,
which directly tests the structure of the elementary parton - parton matrix elements
[7]. As one can see in Fig. 3, the spin-one gluon exchange is clearly established,
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and moreover there seems
to be compelling evidence
for QCD scale invariance breaking
effects. Even more stringent tests
of QCD will be possible when the
full higher order corrections to
(1), already available [8], will be
cast in a form convenient to the
jet cross sections [9]. This will
allow some optimal choice of the
scale variable Q, which at the
leading QCD level of (1) is rather
ambiguous, and thus to
significantly reduce the
uncertainty which presently
affects the normalization of the
theoretical cross section .
We would like to mention that
an extensive analysis, similar to

Fig-3 that outlined above for the
two-jet events, has been carried out also for three- and four-jet events, which have
been observed with considerable statistics at the Collider [1]. In leading QCD the
description of multijet events is simply obtained by replacing in (1) the do by the
(higher order in ocs) elementary 2->3, to 2-» 4, in general 2->n parton-parton cross
sections. Analytic expressions for all subprocesses are available for n=3 [10] and n=4
[11], while only partial calculations exist for more than four jets. These become
unmanageably complicated, so that ad hoc approximation techniques to multiparton
amplitudes, presently being developed [12], are absolutely necessary to perform
quantitative numerical estimates. Of course one expects in general distinctive
topologies and angular dependences of multijet events, related to gluon emission
characteristic of QCD. Thus Dalitz plots of observed multijet samples are a powerful
tool to test the underlying dynamics .

Hadron production of direct photons, resulting into a high p T photon plus a
recoiling hadronic jet, also has interesting features as a test of QCD and of the
hadronic quark and gluon structure functions. The leading order (aa s) parton
subprocesses, the annihilation qq"-»Yg and the Compton qg-vyq, dominate different
hadronic processes and different ranges of p j and of Vs , so that in principle they
should be easily distinguishable from each other. The advantages of this process are
that the experimental energy reconstruction should be cleaner (there is no photon
fragmentation); the gluon distribution, which presently is not so well detrmined,
appears linearly; very importantly, the full O(aa2

s) QCD corrections are computed
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[13]. This allows to significantly reduce the scale ambiguity mentioned above with
regard to (1), by the criterion of "optimizing" the perturbative expansion, and thus
to substantially diminish the uncertainty on the theoretically predicted cross section.
Prompt photons therefore seem to offer the possibility for really quantitative
comparisons between theory and experiment [14]. Present data from the ISR and
from the Collider already show some sensitivity to different parametrizations of
parton distributions, to the higher order QCD corrections and to the structure of the
partonic amplitude [15,16]. Obviously the problem in this case is to beat the large
rate suppression with respect to jets, which makes the observation of prompt
photons not easy. The situation however looks promising, in view of the future
improvements in the Collider luminosity. A related process, low-mass lepton pair
production at large pj, is also conjectured to be a very useful probe of nudeon
structure (in particular of the gluon distribution) in the small x region, where the
experimental resolution of prompt photons should become most difficult [17].

2. It has been observed experimentally that jet events with pj2 p j . m i n = 5-10
GeV are a sizeable fraction of the totality of inelastic events, sharply rising with Vs to
as much as 20% at Vs =900 GeV [18]. Such "moderate" px clusters of particles, with p j
much smaller than Vs but still quite larger than Mnuc leon to eventually justify the
use of perturbative QCD, have been called "minijets". In Fig. 4 the minijet cross
section is reported, and compared to the total pp cross section. This dramatic rise of

" *
1

SO 100 500 1000

/s (GeV)

HG.4

°iet w i t h t h e e n e rgy is
a very interesting
phenomenon. As they
are approaching the
borderline between
"hard" and "soft"
constituent physics mini
jets represent an
important issue in order
to verify the limits of
validity of the leading,
perturbative QCD parton
model [19]. Indeed, these
minijets seem to be
consistent with "hard"
parton-parton scattering,
and thus to have the
same origin as the larger
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p j jets. As discussed previously, the fast rise of o^, with Vs is well-expected from the
small x behaviour of parton distributions, and in fact it is possible to fit Fig.4 by
eq.(l) with appropriate choices of the parameters [20]. The uncertainties involved
however are not small, so that there eventually is also room for extra, non-leading
dynamical effects [18].

The partons fractional momenta relevant to minijets range from x -10*^ at the
present SppS Collider down into x- 10"3 - 10"4 at the 40 TeVplanned SSC collider.
This is the so-called small-x region, where the transition from partonic to Regge
dominated physics should gradually start to take place. If we insist to keep the
familiar parton model framework as far as possible in that region also, we should
expect the emergence of significant modifications to the basic, leading QCD eq.(l),
giving rise to a new class of "semihard" phenomena, and signalling the onset of the
above mentioned transition [21].

Firstly, terms of order cts(Pj) lnx can become large for small x, and thus spoil the
perturbative expansion in a s . Such terms must be resummed in order that
perturbation theory is reset [21]. Phenomenological effects of these lnx corrections
have been discussed e.g. in [22]; they do not seem very significant in the minijet
region.

The other important effect is the parton "overcrowding" at small x , as the
consequence of the parton distributions increasing faster than 1/x at x—>0 [21,23].
Defining the relative parton density within the nucleon (in practice only gluons
matter at small x) as:

W(x,Q2) = « s ( Q 2 ) ^ ^ , (2)
R2Q2

where R is a typical hadronic radius, presumably of the order of 1 fm, for x
sufficiently small W(x,Q2) - 1 , so that partons start to spatially overlap and eq.(l),
based on the incoherent sum of parton cross sections starts to be not fully adequate.
Thus phenomena associated to parton overcrowding give us important
information on the range of x and Q^ where the leading parton model eq.(l) is valid.
Clearly, the smaller the x the more evident those new phenomena should be, and as
such they represent an important issue to pursue at the multiTeV colliders.

For example, gluon "recombination" at small x should "shadow" the x-»0
increasing behaviour of g(x, Q^) [24], and reconcile it with unitarity; also these effects
do not seem to be substantial in the x, Q 2 region relevant to minijets. On the other
hand they could be much more important in the nuclear case.

With gluons becoming a dense system multiple parton-parton interactions per
proton-proton interaction can occur with appreciable probability, and show up in
multijet final states with distinct topologies. The simplest example is the double
disconnected parton scattering (DDS), depicted in Fig.5, where two partons of one
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hadron have independent hard collisions with two different partons of the other
hadron, leading to four minijets in the final state [25].

Fig.5

The corresponding four-jet cross section can be written as

qiurlci
gluone

(3)

In (3) doj and dc*2 are the cross sections of the two independent hard parton
scatterings, governed by perturbative QCD. F(xj, x2;p) are the two-parton
distributions with fractional momenta x-j, x2

 an<^ transverse distance p within the
proton. Careful inspection of the kinematics shows that in general, in addition to xy
x 2 , the double distributions should depend also on p (due to their 1/R2

dimensionality). Although not explicitly indicated in (3), there should also be the
dependence on the "large" mass scale Q~pj.

We have thus a new fundamental quantity in QCD, namely the double - (in
general the multi-) parton distributions inside the hadron [25,26]. They must contain
more detailed information about the hadronic structure compared to the single
distributions F(x, Q2) in eq.(l). like the F s , they depend on nonperturban've physics
and therefore are not a priori known.

As a first approximation for x « l it seems reasonable to assume for F(xj,X2) a

factorized dependence on xj and x2, such as the product of the single parton
distributions times a scale factor 1/R2 to account for the dimensionality. In this way
eq.(3) takes on the form
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dE- J J ' 2 dE dE oe f f

where oeff = 7iR .
The problem of evidencing multiparton scattering in four-jet events, signalling

the onset of partoh overcrowding, is that of distinguishing this mechanism from the
(same order <xs

4) leading QCD (LQCD), based on eq.(l) and 2-»4 parton-parton cross
sections, as both sources contribute to the observed jet sample.

In this regard one relevant aspect should be that, due to its dimensionality, the
DDS should have, compared to the LQCD, a sharper - l / R ^ - ^ dependence on the
measured jet transverse energy, in particular on the Ejmin . Also, as evident from
eq.(4), the DDS cross section should increase with Vs at Ej fixed much faster than the
LQCD.

The other feature, very important in practice, is the distinctive topologies of
four-jet events. As the result of two separate p j conservations in Fig.5, DDS jets
should be pairwise balanced in p j , with almost no correlation among the two jet
pairs. On the contrary LQCD jets also occur in non-pairwise balanced configurations,
and should exhibit correlations characteristic of the double gluon emission. Thus a
convenient strategy to isolate the DDS could be to define appropriate jet correlation
variables, and look for excess of events in those regions where the LQCD is expected
to be less likely [27,28]. Clearly in this kind of search the experimental cuts play a
crucial role.

The present experimental situation looks somewhat controversial. Evidence of
DDS jets has been claimed at the ISR [29], and the data there can be accounted for by
eq.(4) with an appropriate value of ae[{. Interestingly, that same value of aetf is
found to be consistent also with the process of double lepton-pair production,
proceeding via double Drell-Yan qq annihilation [30], and with large angle
proton-proton scattering, where triple-disconnected gluon exchange among valence
quarks is operative [31]. Unfortunately, there is no evidence yet of DDS jets at the
SppS Collider, where the observed four-jet events show consistency with LQCD.
This can be translated into a lower bound on oeff [32]. The results of [29] and [32] are
however not necessarily in contradiction: in fact the jet samples are obtained in
different regions of Vs and Q2, with different cuts, and should be sensitive to
different parton species, so that a direct comparison is not so obvious.

In addition to minijet physics, multiparton processes play an important role in
"shadowing" the QCD integrated jet cross section, and thus in reconciling its steep
increase with Vs with unitarity [33]. Essentially, the main point is that the
Pj-integrated cross section a:ej( Vs, pr111111) from eq.(l) is an inclusive cross section,
and thus actually has the meaning of average number of parton-parton interactions
with Vj > p j m i n per hadron-hadron collision: Ojet = <n> o t o t

i n e l . Since
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perturbative QCD has no intrinsic scale, O;et (and <n> with it) can rise indefinitely
with Vs , to become comparable (or even larger) to o t o t as this would simply signal
the possibility of several different parton scatterings as the effect of parton
overcrowding. On the contrary o t o t

i n e ' < a t o t is limited by some intrinsic mass
scale. Such an intrinsic scale is met at the point where, by increasing Vs, one enters
the region of multiparton processes, and indeed it can be identified in principle to
the radius R introduced in eq. (4), which characterizes the multiparton distributions.
More precisely, as pointed out above, R reflects the transverse coordinates (|J) of the
interacting partons. Thus it is convenient to characterize each pp collision by a
varying impact parameter b, and to define an overlap factor <I>(b) (with <X>(b £R)=0),
such that <n(b)> = 4>(b) Ofet^tot"16*- ^ o n e further assumes, in the spirit leading to
the factorized form of eq. (4), that the number of parton-parton collisions per pp
collision at a given b has a Poisson distribution with average <n(b)> given above, the
series of multiple scatterings (double plus triple and so on) can be explicitly summed
to an exponential. Thus for example the contribution of all hard processes to the
inelastic pp cross section, defined by the probability of having at least one parton
interaction with PT>Px m ' n / c a n be represented as

R

<%J-J*, pT1) - JdS [1 - exp(-<n(b)>)]. (5)
o

In eq.(5) one then recognizes two regimes. The first one corresponds to the
regime where Ojet is much smaller than o t o t , so that by expanding the exponential
the pp deep-inelastic total cross section is essentially identical to the perturbative
QCD cross section of eq.(l). The other regime is where Ojet is comparable to a t o t (or
larger), either because Vs is very large or pj is small. In this case the exponential is
vanishingly small and o"narcjPP ~ nB?-, i.e. the proton behaves like a black disk. One
can notice that (5) has the nice feature that the singular pym* n behaviour of o"jet is
regularized by the exponential. Of course quantitatively the effect of the shadowing
factor depends on R, i.e. on the properties of multiparton distributions.

In conclusion, the picture which emerges from the preceding discussion is that
the leading perturbative QCD parton model of eq.(l) should be adequate to describe
the inclusive a;e t in a quite wide range of p j and Vs , including the region of
minijets. Indeed according to [34] it may lead more in general to a good
understanding of the main properties of hadron-hadron interactions at high energy.
Double- and multiparton scatterings do not affect the inclusive O;et, as they must
cancel by interference with virtual parton scattering [35], so that the measurement of
the minijet cross section should really be a useful tool to determine the gluon
distribution at very small x. On the other hand these multiparton interactions are
absolutely necessary in order to correctly account for the produced final state in the
semihard region, and should show up there with significant effects. For example,
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they should influence the observed particle multiplicity distributions [36], and play a
major role in the minijet production from high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions
[37|.

3. Inelastic (single) diffractive reactions such as pp—>px, where the proton is quasi

Fig. 6
elastically scattered, are believed to be dominated by the exchange of the color singlet
pomeron, as depicted in Fig.6. The final proton carries away the valence quarks, so
that the antiproton interacts with the soft, pomeron component of the incoming
proton. Eventually the diffractively produced state X may contain a pair of high pp
jets [38], signalling hard, pointlike partonic scattering as the result of a hard Pp
interaction at the lower vertex of Fig.6. This is called a hard diffractive event. Clearly
the mass Mx should be large enough. Indeed, with typical xp= Pf/pj larger than 0.9,
the accessible values of Mx range from Mx~ 13 GeV at the ISR to Mx~130 GeV at the
SppS collider, up to TeV values at the mulnTeV colliders.

The important aspect is that p»rturbative QCD interactions of constituent partons
of one hadron with partons in the pomeron emitted by the other incoming hadron,
should result into a very distinctive topology of jet events [38], Hard diffraction is
thus the tool to explore the quark and gluon structure of the pomeron. Actually it is
quite natural to expect that such a structure exists, if we believe the pomeron to have
typical hadronic properties.

According to Fig.6 the cross section for diffractive two-jet events can be written
in the factorized form:

d a 2 * «&»„
aPp-«

In eq.(6) oS£j is the single diffractive cro*- ., on, which is measured independently,
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and Op p_»x *s t n e *°*a' pomeron-proton cross section, which also can be extracted
independently from Regge analyses of proton scattering. There remains
which can be expressed as:

gluon

where Fp (x) is the effective pomeron structure function, and F's and do are defined
as for eq.(l).

Like ordinary hadrons, the pomeron could have a priori a gluon as well as a
quark component, so that different types of experiments are required to separate the
two. Following the idea that the pomeron should be a system of two or more gluons
[39], a purely gluonic structure, x G(x) = 6(1 -x)^ or x G(x) = 6x (1-x) was assumed in
[38]. Conversely, it was proposed in [40] that the hard interactions of the pomeron
should be quark-dominated, with a structure function ~ x(l-x). Depending on the
model for the pomeron structure function, different diffractive jet rates and
longitudinal structures of jet events can result.

Hard diffraction into jets has been recently observed at the Collider [41]. These
jets show typical QCD
jets properties.
Moreover, the rate and
the shapes of the
observed events are
consistent with the
gluonic (1-x)5 model of
[38], an example being
shown in Fig. 7. Data
however are too
preliminary, so that a
conclusive selection
among the different
models of the pomeron
structure function has to
wait more reliable,
higher statistic cross

'"""" section measurements.

Fig. 7

Anyway the results of [41], confirming the pointlike character of diffractive jets, are
of really great importance, as they should represent the beginning of future
understanding of the nature of the pomeron. This object, although being very
successful phenomenologically, has been quite mysterious until now.
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4. Briefly summarizing, as a conclusion, the preceding discussion, hadronic jet
physics at collider energies has allowed enormous progress in order to test the
QCD-parton model as well as the nucleon structure, in a very ample range of x and
Q2 (essentially from Vs = 60 GeV to Vs =1.8 TeV and p T = 5-10 GeV to pj = 250 GeV).
The agreement with the data is over many orders of magnitude of variation of the
cross sections, and in particular the basic gluon exchange and gluon emission
characterizing the underlying QCD dynamics have been tested in a variety of
situations. Also very promising is the situation of y + jet, W + jet etc., which will be
available with conspicuous rates, and could be very useful for better determinations
of the gluon distributions and even, maybe, of as.

Substantial developments are being accomplished, which will bring jet analyses
to ever more quantitative, and stringent levels. There will be experimental
upgradings in the resolution of jets. On the theoretical side the computed higher
order QCD corrections will allow improved perturbative expansions of jets cross
sections, and accordingly will reduce the systematic uncertainties in the comparison
to experimental data.

In this regard, for ever more detailed analyses, the hadronization of quarks and
gluons into the observed hadrons becomes a crucial ingredient. This is another
important aspect of the relevance of jet physics to the hadron structure, not
discussed here [42]. Ever more sophisticated MonteCarlos, continuously upgraded,
are developed to account for this process, with particularly significant
Lv.p.uvements in the description of the initial par ton cascade governed by
perturbative QCD [43]. Nonperturbative physics, not fully understood yet, is
however unavoidably involved at some stage, which leads us back to the problem of
relating parton fields to "constituent" quarks and gluons, i.e. of confinement.

As emphasized, minijets represent a point of great interest, as they give
information on the interface between "hard" and "soft" constituent physics. In
particular, they directly measure the nucleon structure function at very small x. In
this minijet region multiparton interactions, resulting from parton overcrowding
and semihard collisions, are expected to play an important role, both from the
conceptual and from the phenomenological point of views. This subject deserves
further attention, in order to clarify the present controversial experimental
evidence, and to reach a more detailed appreciation of the nucleon structure.

Finally, hard diffraction into high p j jets has been observed. Hopefully this
should the beginning of the exploration of the pomeron structure.
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Analysis of the pp elastic scattering amplitude at collider

energies.

V, Kundrat, M. Lokajicek

Institute of Physics, SSAV, 18040 Praha 8, Czechoslovakia

D. Krupa

Institute of Physics, SAV, 89930 Bratislava 1, Czechoslovakia

Recently the UA4 group at CERN SPS Collider published

the momentum transfer distribution data on pp elastic scat-

tering in the interference region at energy Ys = 546 GeV .

To analyze these data they used the conventional West-Yennie

form of the total scattering amplitude which can be written

as

in the first term describing the Coulomb scattering, s is

the square of the total CMS energy, t is the four-momentum

transfer squared, f (t) is the conventional dipole form

factor

f
2(t) = ( Q*I3 ) 2 (2)

0.71-t
and

<<.$= °C £ln(-Bt/2) + jf\ (3)

is the total West-Yennie phase. Here 06= 1/137.036 is the

fine structure constant and >•= 0.577 is the Euler constant.

In the second term, describing the hadronic (nuclear)

scattering, ^To* is the total cross-section, p - the CMS

momentum, B - the diffractive slope and 9 is the ratio of

the real and imaginary parts of hadronic amplitude in e

forward direction.

For the 9 quantity they obtained the value

O = 0.24+0.04 which was a great surprise because it had
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been generally expected that <j) should not be greater than

0.15f which was the prediction of analysis based on the dis-

persion relation technique applied to lower energy j> values

and also the prediction of various models of high energy elas-

tic pp scattering (see e.g. Ref. 3).

The application of currently used West and Yennie for-

mula (1) was criticized by many authors mainly due to the fact

that the simple exponential t-dependence of hedronic amplitude

was used (see e.g. Ref. 4). The aim of this contribution is to

critically evaluate basic assumptions the West and Yennie for-

mula (1) is based on and to apply a more general approach

being used recently to the pp elastic scattering data at ISR

energies'* and to the pp elastic scattering data at collider

energies.

Three assumptions are involved in the derivation of

West and Yennie formula (1): spin effects can be neglected,

the characteristic exponential t-dependence of the inodule of

hadronic amplitude in the interference region is assumed and

the same t-dependence of real and imaginary parts of nuclear

amplitude is supposed.

The first two assumptions can be regarded as fully ac-

ceptable. The possibility of neglecting the spins in a forward

direction was studied by Martin' in the case of pp elastic

scattering at the ISR energies. The fact that the measurement

of the total cross-sections at the ISR energies by three in-

dependent methods give the same results within the experi-

mental errors could indicate that the spins are not important

in a forward direction.

The second assumption means that the module of the

hadronic amplitude is extrapolated from the region of higher

momentum transfers where the exponential t-dependence can be

checked to the interference region where it cannot be direct-

ly verified. The justification of this assumption can be il-

lustrated in the case of pp scattering. The conservation of

isospin correlates the hadronic elastic pp and np scattering

amplitudes with the charge-exchange np-»pn scattering am-

plitude
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for each s and t . One should now compare the differential
cross-sections corresponding to all three processes at the

highest measured energy. That can be done at p1_v=300 GeV/c
a JLBDq

for pp elastic scattering , np elastic scattering5 and

charge exchange scattering np-#pn . In the nuclear and

interference domains the differential cross-sections for

both the elastic scatterings are about 10 times higher than

the differential cross-section for np-»pn charge exchange

scattering at the same value of t . And according to Eq. (4)

both the elastic amplitudes must be identical in the inter-

ference and hadronic domains. But Arefiev et al. measured

the momentum transfer distribution for np elastic scattering

up to |tl~10 GeV with the result that no deviation from

exponential t-dependence was observed. Therefore, the conser-

vation of isospin in strong interactions implies that the

module of hadronic elastic pp scattering amplitude must have

the same exponential t-dependence as the module of np ampli-

tude.

The third assumption means that the ratio of the real

and imaginary parts of the hadronic amplitude is constant;

or if one introduces the phase J(s,t) of the hadronic ampli-

tude by a relation

it means that the phase £(s,t) is constant. But the case

of constant phase in the interference region is usualy con-

nected with the elastic hadronic amplitude having a dominant

imaginary part and leading to a central description of elastic

scattering in the impact-parameter space. But it was shown in

Refs. 5 and 6 that there are neither theoretical nor experi-

mental reasons leading to such a dominance of imaginary part

of elastic scattering amplitude; it leads to a discrepancy in

the descriptions of two different kinds of diffraction colli-

sions in the impact-parameter space and to a puzzle relating

to "head-on" pp collisions at ISR energies. It has been shown

in Refs. 5, 6 or 11 that these troubles can be removed if the

elastic scattering is considered as a peripheral process.

Such a peripheral picture can be obtained if the elastic

hadronic phase is strongly t-dependent. The corresponding
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imaginary part of hadronic amplitude in this case vanishes

at |tl£0.1 GeV and not at the diffraction minimum as it is

usually assumed. If the phase ,f(s,t) is dependent on t

then one cannot use the current West and Yennie formula to

analyse the interference data. Instead of it more general

Cahn's formula incorporating a possible influence of gen-

eral t-dependence of the hadronic amplitude F*(s,t) should

be used. For the total amplitude P one has now a formula

FC+1I(s,t) = -

(5)

The t-dependent phase f(s,t) which could give peripheral
as well as central distributions of high energy elastic pp
scattering is parametrized as follows

|9t

e t= 1 GeV. (6)
"O I ""̂  "o ' °

Analogical type of formulas (5) and (6) together with expo-

nential t-dependent module of hadronic component was used in

analysis of pp elastic interference data for Plab= 100-2100

GeV/c . The peripheral picture of high energy elastic pp

scattering was proved to be fully compatible with the corre-

sponding interference data.

The mentioned method of analysis cannot be simply used

to analyze the pp scattering data as it is not sufficient to .

describe the module of the hadronic component by a simple /

exponential. The reason can be seen in that in the case of

the pp scattering there is much smaller difference in counts

between the optical point and the shoulder at higher momentum

transfers.

As in Cahn's formula (5) the module and its derivative

from the whole range of t are involved the module must be

parametrized by a more detailed formula
3 2 K

FN(s,t) - £ A, eBj* + I c k -|-| e V , tQ=1 GeV
2. (7)

j=1 3 k=1 I o I
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As in the case of pp scattering we first applied Cahn s

formula to the pp scattering data with a constant phase,

when Cahn's formula reduces practically to that of West and

Yennie. Thus the same results as in Ref. 1 should be obtained

in principle. This has been done as a check of our numerical

procedure. We have used the program MIKUIT to minimize the -#

distribution of the differential cross-section defined by

the formula

(8)

As the starting point for our minimization procedure we have

used the values of parameters AJ, B - C.( ̂ - . and D. speci-

fying the module in the region -t €(0.1, 1.53) Ge'v . In this

nuclear domain the hadronic scattering should dominate. Then

the complete Cahn's formula (5) was fitted to the differential

cross-section data for -t €(0.002, 1.53) GeTT taken from

Ref. 13-15 so as a peripheral distribution of the pp elastic

scattering be obtained.

In order to obtain this peripherality we have required

the originally free parameters specifying the module and the

phase to be limited by some constraints. V/e have also required

the inelastic overlap function G. ,(s,b) defined with the help

of the unitarity condition

Im h(s,b) = |h(s,b)|2 + 1/4 Ginel(s,b), (9)

where the h(s,b) is the Pourier-Bessel image of the original
hadronic amplitude P (s,t), to be central for small impact-
parameters b .

7,'e have performed a few fits differing in the level of

peripherality of elastic scattering and determining the cor-

responding values of the 0 -quantity. In Ref. 6 we have pub-

lished the values of free parameters specifying the module

and the phase of hadronic component corresponding to §>= 0*21;

the obtained values for the total cross-section and diffractive

slope were slightly different from those published previously .
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Here the values of main physical quantities character-

izing the peripheral impact-parameter picture of plastic pp

scattering and corresponding to two different values of §>

are presented in Table I. The values of other free parameters

specifying the phase and the module of hadronic component are

practically the same in both these cases (see Ref. 6 ) . The

quantity x\ is the value of the total X2 distribution

calculated v/ithin the whole measured t-re^ion, ri.e.

-t 6 (0.002, 1.53) GeV2, while x\ is the value of the same
2distribution related to -t £ (0.002, 0.035)

The results of analysis show that the concept of periph-

eral! ty in high energy elastic hadron scattering in the impact-

parameter space is fully consistent with the experimental

interference data. In order to analyze the interference data

one must use instead of the conventional '.Vest and Yennie

interference formula the more detailed Gahn s formula enabling

to incorporate the general t-dependence of the hadronic-aTr.li-

tude phase and module. Therefore, the phenomenolocical models

which use a non-exponential t-dependence of the module of

hadronic component together with 'Vest and Yenrie formula (1)

are not internally consistent.

The addrnitted values for <§ -quantity are <£€ (0.12, 0.23).

The peripheral picture seems to lead to a value of the total

cross-section smaller by 0.5 - 1.0mb than that obtained by

previous approaches (for details see Ref. 6 ) , It is also

possible to shov/ the contribution of the interference term

is not limited to the interference region only; it cannot be

neglected practically in the whole region of t having been

anylyzed.
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60.00
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[oeV]
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PHASE CRITERIA C? TIE HIGH-ENERGY BEHAVIOUR
0? TOTAL CROSS-SECTION DIFFERENCE

Jan Fischer
I n s t i t u t e of Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

Na Slovance 2, CS-18040 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Abstract
A violation of the Pomeranchuk relation linL,_(c?p- 0^p) = C

©••GO

would imply severe restrictions on the high-energy behaviour

of the phases of pp and pp scattering. It would cause a

dramatic change of the presently observed behaviour of the

phases.

There have been interesting talks and discussions today on

the high-energy behaviour of hadron-hadron scattering. In partic-

ular, the possible presence of the "odderon" term in the pp and

pp scattering amplitudes has'been discussed. This term is intro-

duced because of the striking difference between the pp and the

pp scattering amplitudes which is observed at the I5R energies'''

around t = - 1 Gev and which indicates that the crossing-odd

amplitude F_{s,t) plays an important role in this region. The

situation is different at t near zero: the total cross-section

difference o*_(s) keeps approaching zero at all experimentally

available energies.

Different types of odderons have been introduced to describe

the situation. While all of them take into account the existing

big pp-?p difference arc-unfi t = - 1 GeV , their predictions

of the behaviour of C (FJ) vary from fast esymptotic vanishing

up to an increase which saturates the logarithmic upper bound ,

<y_(s)< C In s • Present experimental evidence is unable to de-

cide which of the possible behaviours is to be preferred; a reas-

onable fit to data can be made in any of them.

In this note I would like to point out several theoretical

fact3 which are important in connection with the odderon problem

but may be overlooked. I will present certain necessary conseq«<?r.-
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ces of the possible existence of the odderon term in the scatter-
ing amplitude. The results discussed are simple applications of
the general axiomatic formalism, supplemented with certain smooth-
ness assumptions. For a detailed discussion see refs. /3/ and /4/
anl references therein.

I will consider a wide class of odderons but not all of them.
My remarks apply to models in which <r_(s) either tends to infin-
ity or tends to a nonvanishing walue or, if it tends to zero, the
vanishing is slow, e.g., logarithmic. Aside remain such "latent"
odderon terms which are not visible at forward scattering, i»e.,
for which C_(s) possesses a fast vanishing rate with s ~»oo ,
while the amplitude difference remains great at nonforwerd
angles.

I will use the follov/ing notation: P(s) and P(s) is the
forward scattering amplitude for a + b -• a + b and a + b
-»> a + b respectively, where a and b are hadrons and a is
the antiparticle to s . Let <r(s) and 5(s) denote the total
cross section of the former and the letter process respectively.
If ij(s) - c(s) has a definite sign above some energy, we define
a and a in such a way that ?(s) - ff(s)> 0 above this energy.
Denote further

and

e = ReP/ImP i> = arccot e

c = ReJtylm? J5 s arccot e

«£ = ReE»./IiriP+ jJ4 = arccot o + .

Assumed is analyticity of the Bros, Epstein and Glaser type'^',
crossing symmetry, polynomial boundedness, the Froissart-?Jsrtin
bound' and po3itivity of Im PCs) and Im f(s).

U Sufficient condition of the convergence of the integral

W . Jfl-_(s)^ , (1)
so
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i«e., of a fast vanishing of em(.e} at s -^ oo in the mean.

The integral (*) is convergent if

This result''' is a corollary to a general theorem' ', which

does not require the existence of the limit in (2). But let us

discuss the result in a simplified form when (2) and some other

limit3 exist.

V converges if lim 0 (s) has any finite or infinite value,

except for the case that © (s) very quickly tends to -oo.

So W can be divergent only if 9_(s) tends to -oo and does

so sufficiently quickly. Only then C_(s) may tend to a non-

vanishing value.

This correlation allows one to judge about <T_(s) from the

behaviour of p_(s)« Hote that the values of ^_(a) obtained

from measurements are always positive; this indicates, using this

correlation, that W should be convergent. In other words, a

dramatic change of the observed behaviour of ^_(s) from posi-

tive, nearly constant values to "a function quickly running to

- oo would be unavoidable at higher s if ff_(s) did not

vanish (or were to vanish slowly) with- s -> oo.

2_. Criteria of the bahaviour of total cross section difference

in terms of o p^ or qP^ separately

Experimental information on 9_(s) i3 lacking above the ISR

range, but information on ^?I> separetely is available. It is

therefore desirable to have a criterion which would use only data

on pp scattering.

A high-energy correlation'*^ gays that if

l i ! W o o °"-(3) «* °
then

oo
i •• d1*

S2
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S3
and

00

2°
J (̂ (s) - T/laCs/a,)) ~ - +00 (5)

f ( JT/ZnC ** = +oo (6)

for any s1 and s,, , s2>s,.>s0 . Among these relations, (6)

is of the desired type because it contains only S(s) and requires

no information on ^(s). It says that 5(s) must keep enough dis-

tance, at leest in the mean, from 3T/-«i(s/ŝ ) for any value

of s1 .

An important problem of all high-energy correlations is the

choice of the energy scale: a high-energy theorem doe3 not tell

the energy at which the statement becomes effective. Note in this

connection that the correlations (3) - (6) do not apply Just to

one 3ingle pair of ŝ  and s, • These numbers are arbitrary,

and so is s provided that C or <r does not become too close

to zero somewhere above sQ (this danger does net exist in prac-

tice). Another problem is that ell the relations (1) - (6) require,

strictly speaking, the knowledge of the scattering quantities at

all energies above a certain value, what is technically impossible.

As usual in high-energy theorems, one can only follow the general

trend of tha energy dependence; this is the price to be paid for

the use of a general, model-independent framework.

3. Finally, let me point out c very simple but important

sign correlation.

which is a straightforward consequence of ths criterion Ho. 1.
The following three statements are mutually incompatible:

^(s) > ^(s) for all s > s1 , (7)

S(s) > er(s) for all s > sg (8)

and
oo

+ oo . (9)

^ " 3 S
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It is worth mentioning that esch of these statements is, for

some reason, plausible! Tiile (7) is suggested by the unexpected-

ly high value of o*? obtained from measurements at /i* = 546

GeV'^', (8) can be advocated by arguing that tf'p mu3t contain,

in comparison to tf"*, additional, annihilation channels. Finally,

the property (9) appears whenever <T_(s) is nonvanishing or

slowly vanishing with s —> oo.

Thus, although you canr.ot adopt all of the relations (7) -

(9) simultaneously, you may. like anyone of them aeparatsly or

any two of them by pair3. But you must give up ona of them for

the other two's sake. Which of them to sacrifice, is up to you.
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UNITARIZED ANALYTIC VMD MODEL WITH QUARK COUNTING RULE ASYMPTOTIC

BEHAVIOUR FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTORS OF HADRONS AND NUCLEI

Stanislav Dubnicka

Inst. of Physics EPRC, Slovak Academy of Sciences, 842 28 Bratislava

Recently a great progress in an accumulation of a rather precise

experimental information on the electromagnetic (elm.) form factors

(ff*s) of strongly interacting particles has been recorded* However,

there is no unique theoretical approach for its explanation in the

whole experimentally measurable region up to now.

From all theoretical schemes practically used in a description of

the elm. structure of hadrons the most powerful tool for a global

analysis of the existing data is still the vector-meson-dominance

(VMD) model1

F(VMD)(t) _ \ v vnn- v ^ ̂

V v

where the summation is carried out through all suitable vector me-

sons, m are their masses, fTij£ and f are vector-meson-hadron-an-

tihadron and universal vector-meson coupling constants, respectively

and t = -Q is the photon four-momentum transfer squared. Neverthe-

less, the VMD model (1) gives the same asymptotic behaviour

t) ~ t-1.t^too (2)

for all elm* ff's, which clearly contradicts the quark model predic-

tion for baryons and nuclei*

In this contribution we present a modification^ of the zero-width

VMD model by an incorporation of two-square-root-branch-cut analytic

structure of elro# ff's into (1), which leads to a factorization of

the modified VMD model into two parts. The first term (common for all

considered vector mesons) is dominant only for t->±<» . It determi-

nes the asymptotic behaviour of the modified model and allows to

adopt the latter according to the quark model predictions* The second

part consists of a sum of vector meson contributions. It enables an

introduction of nonzero vector-meson-widths into the model properly,

then describes the nontrivial ff structure at the finite energy re-

gion and for t-»±<» turns out to be a real constant*

The used- two-branch-cut approximation of the analytic structure

generates the four-sheeted Riemann surface in t-variable on which our

model of elm* ff's is defined* In order to incorporate the latter

into (1) we utilise the transformations
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- to)/to]
1/2 Oa)

where the branch point t is identified with the lowest normal or

anomalous* threshold. The second branch point tinii which simulates

the contributions of other channels effectively, is left as a free

parameter and its position is always fixed by the data in a fitting

procedure*

The transformation (3a) together with the inverse Zhukovsky trans-

formation

W(t) . i L* n x \/2 ""• J
1 / 2 (4)1/2 J

map the four-sheeted Riemann surface into one W-plane.

Now, the relation (3a) gives

t = to(q
2+ 1) (5)

and if we denote the position of VMD poles in q-plane by qyo, one

can write the similar relation for the mass of vector mesons in (1)

as follows

Substituting (5) and (6) into (1) we obtaine

2 2
,(VMD)m X""1 W qH (f _/t ) ,7)

where the normalization point t = 0 in q-plane has been denoted by
qN. If we further denote the sane normalization point in W-plane by

and the position of VMD poles by

one gets from (4), (8) and (9) q2, q^ and q2
Q relations

T 2)! (1Oft)
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(100>

vo

which in combination with (7) lead to the factorization of modified

VMD model as follows

particular form (2) of the asymptotic behaviour of VMD model (1)

is specified by the power "2" in the common normalised faotor

[(1-W2)/(1-W2)J2 of (11). By the change of this power to 2(n - 1),

where n is a number of constituent (or ralenee) quarks of hadron
q

lead to a generalisation of the elm* ff asymptotic behaviour in con-

formity with the quark model predictions.

Further, provided that there are i and i vector mesons with

masses remaining the inequalities tQ< m| < tinl and »>§>tlnl to be

true, respectively, then one can derive the following relations

which can be used to rewrite (11) into the form exhibiting the reality

condition explicitly.

Taking all this into account and introducing nonzero veotor meson

widths (1 / 0 by means of the replacement

(13)

o
one gets finally the unitarized analytic VMD model

,2t2(n -1)

(H)

which Is real on the real axis for t < tQ and complex for t > tQ,

It conserves the normalization condition
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fhtt<ofl -

of VMD model in the zero width approximation and governs the asympto-

tic behaviour

(16)

predicted by the quark model of hadrons.

The results of a practical application of the model (14) to the

pion , the kaon^* and the nucleon" tt'a is graphically presented in

fig.1, fig.2 and fig.3 respectively. The model was even applied (see

fig*4 and fig.5) to a description of elm. structure of light nuclei

?^ successfully.Y?, and He ,
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Abstract

The problem of renormalization scheme and gauge

dependence of perturbative QCD predictions is analysed.

First it is shown that in a class of gauge independent

renormalization schemes the physical quantities calculated

up to the next to next to leading order strongly depend on

scheme parameters. Next the problem of gauge dependence of

perturbative predictions in momentum subtraction scheme

is analysed. It is shown on the example of recently

proposed asymmetric momentum subtraction scheme that

truncated QCD perturbation series for physical quantities

is strongly gauge dependent. The above results raise the

question how to compare renormalization scheme and gauge

dependent perturbative OCD predictions with experimental

data.

1. Introduction

We would like to discuss in this work the physical

consequences of the fact that finite perturbation series

in QCD is not invariant under a change of renormalization

scheme (RS) and gauge parameters |1|,|2|. This disease

which exists in all gauge field theory models is especially

acute in QCD, where the running coupling constant (rcc) a(t)

is large. Thus in QCD a passage from a given RSX and the

gauge a to another say Y and a may in principle change
x y

significantly the perturbative QCD predictions |2|.
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In order to reduce the RS dependence various optimalization

procedures were proposed such as the Principle of Minimal

sensitivity (PMS) |1|, modified PMS called PMS |3|, the method

of effective charges | 4 |, | 5| or the method which minimizes

the residual-term II of a physical quantity n |6|.

There is for a time being a strong controversy between

advocates of various optimalization methods which one gives

the most reasonable description of QCD perturbative predictions

(see e.g. j i | , | 4 | , or |6|) . In view of the lack of a good

guideline for a selection of an optimal RS there is a tendency

to use in practice the MS-schame |7| or some momentum

subtraction (MOM) schemes |8|,|9|. However in a model with a

large coupling constant like QCD if we change RS we may change

considerably the perturbative QCD predictions^ thus it may

occur that in one RS one may obtain a reasonable agreement of

perturbative Gj CD predictions with experimental data, whereas

in other theoretically equivalent scheme one may obtain a

significant disagreement; thus there arises a serious problem

of a physical interpretation of perturbative QCD predictions.

The recent impressive work of Gorishny, Kataev and

Larin on R + _-ratio in QED and QCD theory gives in the next
e e

to next to leading (NNL) order in MS-scheme the formula |10|:

R + _ = 3(Ze
2) [1 + am + 1.411 (ajjg)2 + 64,804 a~ ] (1.1)

e e q
a 2

where a = — with a g = J— and one sets the number of flavours

nf - 5. ^

We see that in MS-scheme three-loop coefficient is —

contrary to general expectations - about 50 times larger than

the two-loop one. This result strongly suggests that perhaps

the commonly used in QCD MS RS is not suitable for a

description of experimental data.
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In view of these theoretical and practical difficulties

we have decided to carry out a systematic analysis of

dependence of QCD perturbative predictions on scheme parameters

and gauge. We hope that presented below results which show the

strong dependence of QCD perturbative predictions on RS and

gauge parameters will clarify the real status of perturbative

QCD and the possible solution of the existing difficulties.

In order to separate out one problem of RS and gauge

dependence we consider first in Sec.2 a subclass of RSs for

which the coupling constant is gauge independent. Next in

Sec.3 we consider a general case of gauge dependent MOM-schemes

in which a truncated perturbation series is gauge dependent.

Since we are interested in high energy limit of physical

quantities in which masses seems not relevant we restrict our

analysis below to massless RSs.

2. Renormalization scheme dependence of perturbative QCD

predictions

Le n be a physical quantity in QCD which in a given RS X

is defined by the full perturbation series

00 k
n = i n, a , (2.D

with a defined by the full g-function

|S = -a
2 Z 6ta

k . (2.2)
k=0 k

We define following Stevenson 11 | the truncated

jrbation series I

order by the formula

perturbation series n for n, calculated up to N-loop
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n(N) _ n k (2.3)

k=0 k tN)

where a.N> is defined by the truncated N-loop |3-function by

the formula

da(N) 2 N"1 k
4* - d F 1 = *W («(N))=-«tN^ ek a*N) (2.4)

The coupling constant << in an arbitrary RS X is connected

with ajjg in MS-scheme by the formula

a = P(aMS'aMs' = ai\§^ + p1 UHS ) aMS + p2(aMS)als * "^ (2"5)

It turns out convenient to express a in terms of the gauge

a in X-scheme in the form

a = a M S D + Pi<a>«MS + P 2
( a ) ( Xls + - - O (2-6)

The gauge a has the following expansion

The functions p. (a) in (2.6) have the form

p.,(a) = p.,(a) , P2(a) = P2(a) - K1 (a)a — P 1 (a) (2.8)

etc. The 0-function in X-scheme is given by the formula

Ho no

The gauge invariance condition of a physical quantity n

dn_,3 + 3 a 3 , n _ n
IE =(9i + 9i te)1[ ' °

implies that rcc a in physical quantity transforms with

respect to the modified (5-function given by the formula
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Using (2.10) and (2.9) one obtains

~ _ ~H§ "1 _ flMS ~ _ ftMS RMS~ fiMS,~ ~2« ,,
eo " 6o ' B1 " P1 ' e2 " S2 ~ ei P1 eo *P2 " pi' <2'

One sees that three-loop (and higher |2|) $-functions

coefficients in MOM-type schemes may be gauge dependent.

It follows from (2.5) that in X-scheme IL-coefficients

have the form:

no - nf . n, - nf , n2 - n? - P>f ,

n 3 = n ^ s - 2p n i r ^ s - ( p 2 - 2p2)n ' ; l s (2 .12)

The formulas (2.11) and (2.12) imply that in MOM-type

schemes in NNL approximation a,N> and H will be in general

gauge dependent.

The highest order QCD calculations for physical

quantities were calculated up to now to NNL order |i0|. Hence

we limit our analysis to this order. As follows from formulas

(2.1)-(2.12) a general gauge independent RSX considered in NNL

order is characterized by p. and p2 parameters i.e.

a = aMS < 1 + PiaMS + p 2 a h ] (2-13)

The subclass of RSs defined by (2.13) forms a family of

schemes containing MS scheme and which from a theoretical point

of view are equivalent to MS scheme.

The condition a > 0 in (2.13) implies the following

inequality

pi > ~am p2 ~ am <2-14)

It seems there is no other general limitation on range

of p1 and p^; hence they may run in principle over the interval

(-»,<») with constraint (2.14)
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Consider first the QCD rcc a in the NNL approximation.

The dependence of a on scheme parameters (p. and p2) by (2.4)

enters by means of g,.,, dependence as given by (2.11) and by

means of the initial conditions given by (2.13). We present

in Fig.1 the rcc a(t;p^,p_) for several values of p. and p-

parameters. In all figures below we set n^ = 5 and Arrg = 0,2 Ge\

0.0
6.0 8.0 10.0 t

Fig. 1

Fig.1. The rcc a(t;p.,,p2) for (p1#p2) = (-3,-4), (0,0)

and (4,5;-3).

In order to see better RS dependence we present in Pig. 2

'the curves a(t;p.,p2) for a fixed energy, fixed p2 and variable

p r

We give now a RS dependence of R + _-ratio which represents
e e

the ratio of hadronic to muon pair production total cross-section

in e e annihilation at a total energy /s in e e cms system.

Using (2.12) we find

» • -

e e

• § • r,<S>* • (2.15)
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0.20
IMV

0.15 -

Firg.2. The rcc a(t;p1fp2) for p2 = -4, /s = 100 GeV, 200 GeV

and 1000 GeV and variable p.. given by the curves I, II

and I H respectively.

with

.MS
1 (2.16)

-MS
Here r± -coefficients for nf = 5 are given in (1.1) and o is

the solution of RGE (2.4) with g-function determined by (2.11).

The large value of r2
S-coeffcient given in (1.1) indicates that

MS-scheme does not give the reliable truncated perturbative

approximation to R + _-ratio |1|.
e e~

In order to see better the dependence of «CD contribution

to R + _-ratio (2.15) we shall consider the pure QCD-part
e e

of R + _ defined by the formula:
e e _ ._ 2

R
e

+ e ~

RQCD

e e
e e

32e*
( 2 . 1 7 )

e e
We present in Pig.3 the dependence of *P^D_ (s;p1>p2) on p1

for p, * -4 and several values of energy.
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Fig. 3

2.0

OCDFig.3. The Rv
+ _(s;p1fp2) function for p2 = -4 variable

and /¥ = 100 GeV, 200 GeV and 1000 GeV given by curves

I, II, and III respectively.

3. Gauge dependence of perturbative QCD predictions

It was shown by several authors that the MOM-type schemes

symmetric |8| or asymmetric |9| have in QCD very interesting

properties: in particular they give as a rule smaller contribu-

tion from radiative corrections than in MS-scheme |8|,|11| and

they allow for the explicit realization of the decoupling

theorem for large masses.

The transition functions p^, p2,... in (2.6) in MOM-type

schemes will be in QCD gauge dependent. Hence in general by

(2.4), (2.11) and (2.12) the rcc a(N, and the truncated series

n will be in general gauge dependent.
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Consider the asymmetric MOM-scheme |9| in the NNL

approximation. This scheme is distinguished by the fact that

the QCD radiative corrections in it are small |11| and that

the Slavnov-Taylor identities are satisfied to all orders of

perturbation theory |9|; hence there is no spurious gauge

dependence of perturbative expressions as it occurs in other

schemes |12|.

The transition functions p.(a) and K- in the considered

scheme have the form |13| (c(3) = 1,202):

p., (a) = { ~ + 3a + | a2 - - ^ nf) (4TT)'"
1 (3.1)

r. l*\ -,102091 351 ... . ,117 ... . 821. . 243 2 .
P2 ' ~*—V44 8~ ? ~8~~ ? ~ 8 ~ ~§~

(3.2)
10 . . 100 2. ,..-2

" T a)nf "8T V (4iT)

K^a) ' ~ J 2 ~ J ? ~9~ f (3.3)

We see frtm (2.11) that B, a r e t n e fourth order polynomials

in a: hence the solution a(t,a) of RGE (2.4) must be strongly

gauge dependent. We give in Pig.4 the dependence of a(t,a) on

the gauge parameter a for several energies.

One checks that in the considered MOM-scheme the coefficient

4
at a in f32

 i s positive: hence for any fixed sQ one can take so

large gauge a(s ) that ct(s ,a(s )) is almost zero: this fact is

well illustrated in Pig.4.

Using (2.12) we get presently the following expression for

R + _-ratio
e e

R ^ = 3 ( £ e ) ( 1 + — +r,(—) + r_(—) ) (3.4)
+ — CT TT J I T ^ 7 Te e •*

where

* , - *

r
MS

- ^irp^y- - ir-(p,
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where pA are given by (2.8)

a)
0.1 2

0.10 -

0.02
-10 10 20 a

Fig A

Fig.4. The rcc o(t,a) for /s = 100 Gev£boo<«V*(ir) and 1000 GeV

(JILj as a function of gauge parameter. ( t = (.TV / £ O

Thera is a tendency in the literature to compare the gauge

dependent expression like (3.4) with experimental data using the

Landau (a=0) or Feynman (a = 1) gauge jllj or at most the gauge

parameter from the interval 0 £ a £ 1 |8|.

However since in physical quantities the gauge parameter is

not an expansion parameter there is no limitation for its value

neither from perturbation theory nor from gauge invariance which

admits gauge parameter from the interval 0 s a S =» |14 |.

Consequently any gauge a from the interval 0 £ a & » is as good

as Landau or Feynman gauge. He point out that in spontaneously

broken gauge field theory models the physical unitary gauge

corresponds to s « » |15 |.

We give in Fig.5 the pure QCD contribution R°?D_ to R + _-
e e~ e e~

-ratio as a function of gauge parameter for several energies.
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and III, respectively

4. Conclusions

We conclude this work with the following remarks:

1. The above analysis indicates that QCD truncated perturba-

tion series strongly depends on RS and gauge parameters. This

rather fundamental property is the direct consequence of the fact

that the truncated perturbation series in theories with large

coupling constant like QCD is not in> general RS and gauge

invariant. Hence in our opinion it is difficult to speak on

agreement of perturbative QCD predictions with experimental data

since these predictions look significantly different in differer

RSs.

2. We stress that in gauge dependent quantities like Green

functions G ({p^/a.a) for quarks and gluons the gauge a is

also running |16 j; consequently instead of (2.4) we have now the
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system of coupled RGEs of the form

4TT | a = 6 ( a , a ) , 4TT | | = 6 ( a , a ) ( 4 . 1 )

with initial conditions defined by Eqs.(2.6) and (2.7),

respectively. We have shown in |16| that in considered here

MOM-scheme the structure of Eqs.(4.1) is such that for large

interval of initial conditions (a(0), a(0)) the solution (a(t),

a(t)) of (i!|.1) reaches for t -»• <=° the ultraviolet stable fixed

point (a*, a*). Thus even the property of asymptotic freedom is

not guaranted in MOM-type-schemes when we consider the evolution

of rcc a(t) in Green functions.

3. In view of presented results it seems questionable

to draw the physical conclusions from perturbative calculations

in a model with large coupling constant like in QCD using RS and

gauge non-invariant perturbation theory. We think that in order

to get unambiguouis predictions from QCD one has to use a form

of perturbation theory which is RS and gauge invariant: only

such theory may provide unique predictions which can be compared

with experimental data and provide a test of the theory.

A construction of a RS and gauge invariant truncated perturbation

theory is presented in our next work |17| . We show there a rather

interesting fact that the use of RS invariant perturbative
(Ml

expansion for II automatically secures - even in MOM-type

schemes - the gauge invariance.
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ON THE STRONG COUPLING CONSTANT as,
DETERMINED FROM e+e~ TOTAL CROSS-SECTION DATA

R Marshall
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OX 11 OQX, GB

Abstract
The published data on quark pair final states in the continuum in e+e~ annihilation

have been analysed in a self consistent way to study the behaviour of the strong coupling
constant, as and the associated scale parameter A-Q. The best fit results are as =

MS
0.135 ±0.012 ±0.010 at s = Q2 = 1000 GeV2 or from an alternative fit, |a,| = 0.137 ±
0.015 ± 0.010. These fits provide a good description of the R continuum from Q2 =
7 GeV2 all the way through two distinct quark thresholds to Q2 = 2704 GeV2. By
including terms up to 3rd order in as, it is shown that these 3rd order terms have a
considerable effect and that 4th order corrections may be needed.
Introduction

Everyone knows that a measurement of the total cross-section for hadron produc-
tion in e+e~ annihilation is the cleanest and best way to determine the strong coupling
constant a, and the associated scale parameter A - if only the cross-section could be
measured accurately enough. But it has. It turns out that the theory is deficient,
and this paper explores the limits and limitations of the current experimental and
theoretical situation and shows the directions needed for any improvements.

This paper describes an analysis of the reactions:

e+e~ —» qq —» hadrons (where q = d,u,s,cor 6)

The data come from 21 different experiments at the ADONE, SPEAR, DORIS,
CESR, PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN e+e~ colliders over the last ten years.

Theoretical formalism
In the quark-antiquark continuum, away from direct channel resonances, the total

cross-section R, in units of the 1st order QED point-like cross-section is given by:

where:
R°g =

-

4vevqatag\x\2

ve correct

<?F(1 - A) sm\

and including residual weak radiative corrections (A RJ 0.07) after pure QED corrections
have been made:

s - m | + irnz^z "" 16sin20wcos20w (s - mz
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The coefficient on the a,2 term is A = 1.986 — Q.llSNj where Nf is the number of
relevant quark flavours, e.g. N/ = 5 at the highest energies. The coefficients for terms
up to a,3 have been calculated and the effect of the highest order term included will
be considered in the analysis.

The coefficients /] and /a depend only on the quark velocity and are asymptotic
for all quarks except the heavier b. SchwingerM calculated f\ in QED and the fa
coefficient, which has no counterpart in QED, has been calculated by Jersak et ajt2'.

This all seems rather messy and a long way from the naive quark parton prediction
of R = 3j^e2 . However, the above rather complex formalism only differs from the
naive formula for R by about 5% at PEP and PETRA energies, although it is a crucial
5% since it allows us to determine the strong coupling constant as. It is because the
effect is so small that one has to be careful to include all the higher order radiative
effects if the result is to have any meaning. At the higher PETRA energies and in the
TRISTAN range, electroweak effects make R and Aq increase dramatically and it is
this rise which allows for the determination of the electroweak parameters, including
sin2f?w. This point should be emphasised; sin20w and os decouple to a large extent due
to their different effects on the energy dependence.

A full description of the results for sin20w and the electroweak couplings in general
is given in a companion paper'3'.

Parameterisation of as
Fitting the hadronic data to (1) requires an assumption on the s(= \Q2\) de-

pendence of as. Furthermore, since the intention is to cross (quark) thresholds, an
additional interesting matter concerning the behavious of QS across such thresholds has
to be considered. When an s dependence of QS is incorporated, this means that os

itself is no longer the fit parameter and the constant in the parametrisation e.g. A^JJ
is used instead.

The QCD /? function, expanded up to 3 loops in QCD is:

where t is a momentum transfer variable. Integrating over t from the cut-off ft to Q2

and making the fundamental assertion that a3 should not depend on n, leads to the
solution in terms of a scale parameter A as follows:

02

where:
A» = 11 - 2Nf/3 , ft = 2(51 - 19JV//3), 02 = (2857 - 5033JV>/9 + 325^/27)/2
and A = A / ( 4 / ? 2 / ^ - /?f//?o)- F o r this paper, the MS scheme is chosen for A and this
determines the form of the above higher order coefficients. Transformations between
schemes are available.
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Usually, one sets Q2 = a, but this really should be — s, making as complex. This
brings out a term —tir on the left hand side of (2) which has conventionally been ignored
in e+e~ —* hadrons analyses. The situation can be rectified by suitable choice of higher
order coefficients in the expansion of R in terms of a, but the problem remains that as
thus defined becomes large at small Q2 and may not be a sensible expansion parameter
for the low energy data. The complex aa situation is considered below.

In (3), with c = 0, and Ajjg- regarded as a constant, there are in effect, three sepa-
rate curves between AJJJJT and a, and the discontinuity in Nf across a quark threshold
would cause a discontinuity in a, moving from one curve to the next. This is not a
viable physics option and various methods have been proposed for dealing with the
problem to make a3 ran smoothly. This can be done for example, by making A depend
on the number of open flavours Nf in such a way as to counteract the discontinuity in

Following the prescription of Marciano '*' and Roberts '51, the continuity in a, is
achieved by suitable choice of coefficient c which correspond to a shift of 2c along
the ln(s/A|jg-) axis such that the Nf = 3 and Nf = 4 curves meet at the charm mass,
s = m\ and the Nf =4 and Nf = 5 curves meet at the b mass, s = m£. This procedure
matches the value of a, across new flavour thresholds, but since the derivative dota/ds
is given to 1st order by 127r/((33 — 2Nf)s\ns/Aj^), the rate of running still changes
across such a threshold. The way the three curves are matched into a single smooth
curve for a, as a function of ln(.9/A|—) is demonstrated graphically in Figure 1.

This is equivalent to taking Nf =4 as a standard reference curve and shifting the
other two by means of coefficients c^3' and c'5'. Thus, Aijg- is taken as the reference
mass scale. One could have taken either of the other two curves as reference in which
case the reference mass scale would have been Ai-1. or Aiyg.. Although the A^- are all

different, they are interdependent and can be derived from A ĵi- as given by Marciano M.

As a further illustration, if one takes a reference mass scale of Aĵ g- = A^-, (then
c'5' = 0), and using s = \Q2\ instead of Q2, expanding and truncating, then (2)
approximates to the usual 1st order for a, in terms of Ajjg-, which has sometimes been
used for analysing R data above the 66 threshold, namely:

It is well worth remarking, based on experience with these fits, that a great deal of
care is needed in choosing the appropriate equations for the parameterisation. There
are many equations which have been derived from (2) by expansion and truncation to
leading order e.g. (4), but they are just not good enough. It is simply not true that
lnln(s/Afjg) < m(sM|j<r) anywhere in the fitted energy range and different results
were obtained using different approximations. Normally these different fits gave the
same values for as, because that is required by the data matched to (1), but completely
different values for Ajjg- were obtained, different by more than factors of two. This must
be appreciated if any meaning at all is attached to the fitted values for A^g-. Equation
(3) for example, has almost no physics content, but is useful for sketching curves.
For practical purposes, it is difficult to convert (2) into an equation for a, in terms
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of Ajjs and »n the fitting, where the parameter is Ajjg-, the appropriate value of as

corresponding to the current value of Ajjg- was obtained by iteration using (2) and its
derivative.

0.6

In s/A*

Figure 1 A pictorial representation of how the three curves for a s are combined
into a single curve via shifts along the In s axis

Pennington and Rossi6' argued that |a,(Q2)| may be a more natural expansion
parameter in the timelike region than os(s) and it has the effect of freezing the growth
of a s at small s as well as producing a faster convergence of the series expansion for R.

To obtain |as | in the fit, Q2 = —s was inserted into (2), bringing a term iv out
of the In Q2 and the solution for ets (now complex) obtained as before. This procedure
simultaneously overcomes any objections to the assumption that Q2 = s which was
made earlier.

The higher order coefficients for these two parameterisations differ from eachother
and are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1 Higher order a, coefficients in the expansion of R

Expansion
parameter

Coefficients

e*,(s) A = l.99-0.UNf

\a.(s)\ A=1.99-0.11Nf (B+^-

48 ) \° 16 "4 3S4 )
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The (aa/ir)3 coefficient has recently been calculated by Gorishny et al, I7' and it
is surprisingly large, viz: B = 95.865 - 4.216JV/ + 0.086JVJ. Gorishny et al, already
deduce that it will have the effect of changing Aj-fg- by factors of two and this will be
discussed further in the context of the results of these fits.

The large size of B affects the argument that an expansion in terms of \as\ might
produce a faster convergence and this becomes an open question again until the 4th
order coefficient is calculated.

In addition to these s dependent forms for as, some simple parameterisations were
tried in order to test the fundamental hypothesis that as is a running coupling constant
which depends on s. To test this hypothesis in a model independent way, simple forms
of the type as = a •+• 61ns were tried, and the significance of the coefficient b tested.

If there is one number which can be obtained from the fits and which crystallizes
the QCD content of the data into a single figure, then this is the value for the (closed)
summed series: RQ = .RQCD/'RQPM = 1 + (a s/f) + Maa/^)2 + •••• This number
should be relatively independent of the parametrisation, of the coefficients and the
derived values for a, or Ajjg- since it represents the excess of the data over the naive
QPM. The number is important because it can be easily related to any new series
or scheme and be converted to the appropriate Ajjg externally to this analysis. This
experimentally determined quantity will therefore be offered to theorists in the results
section as an incentive to find the fastest converging expansion for R, or at least, a
series that converges.

Radiative corrections
Equations (2) and (3) are 1st order equations and to make a comparison with

data, any higher order radiative effects in the measured quantities have to be corrected
for. In principle, the comparison could be made with higher orders included, but in
practice this is not feasible since the different experimental cuts mean that the higher
order content varies from experiment to experiment.

This procedure can lead to systematic errors if all experiments failed to correct
for a significant higher order effect. It was pointed out by CELLO t8' that 3rd order
effects in the total hadronic cross-section R have in general not been accounted for
and this could lead to an overall shift in R values of the order of 1%. This is highly
significant when one considers that the total effect of a, is about 5%. Subsequent
calculations by Berends et at, '9' however, have shown that these higher order radiative
effects are considerably smaller than 1%. To ensure a consistent treatment, one has
to pay attention to whether or not the published data have been corrected for weak
radiative effects. Not all experiments have followed the same prescription and this was
allowed for before carrying out the fits.

Data
The data used in this analysis have been taken entirely from published papers in

journals or from preprints submitted for publication from 21 different experiments:
7 7 2 I10), CRYSTAL BALLl"), MARK il12', DASP'13], DASP lit14), PLUTOI"),
LENAt16!, DHHM'17!, CUSB'18>, CLEO'19!, HRSt20!, MACl21!, CELLO I81, JADEt22),
MARK JIM1, TASSOt24!, AMY'25!, TOPAZf26) and VENUS^ covering a period of
time from 1978 up to the present. CRYSTAL BALL has taken data at both SPEAR
and DORIS and similarly, PLUTO ran at both DORIS and PETRA. However, these
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were regarded as four separate experiments in the analysis.
A special feature of this analysis is the inclusion of this low energy data below

the 66 and cc thresholds where the above theory should also, in principle, describe the
continuum. Up to now, no satisfactory match has been obtained between theory and
experiment in the low energy region (e.g. below charm threshold), and this problem
will be given special consideration here. The formalism for R in (1) is a description
for the continuum and only those data well away from the cc and 66 resonance regions
were included in the fits.

Fitting procedure
The errors on all the R measurements are usually quoted in two parts, namely the

statistical error derived from the number of events counted and the random systematic
errors which arise from errors in luminosity, acceptance, background subtractions and
radiative correction calculations. Some experiments have quoted these latter errors
split into various components such as point-to-point errors and energy independent
overall normalisation errors.

To take account of the various normalisations of the different experiments, N;,
the normalisations were allowed to vary during the fit from their measured values of
Ni == 1.0 ± <Tj by including an extra term in the x2 thus:

a ^ (data-theory)2 (1-iV,)2

* - Z - (error)* + {otf ^'

In this way, the normalisation of each experiment is treated as a measured quantity
(not as an unknown) with measured value = 1.0±CTJ. The fit then gives adjusted values
JVj with fitted errors smaller than the measured errors.

The various adjusted values for the JVj are shown in Table 2 and they show that
there are no normalisation problems with the data. This method of fitting the normal-
isations is a crucial part of the whole analysis and exploits the central limit theorem
in reducing the effect of normalisation error on the derived a, values by approximately
\/21, for 21 experiments. Although these fitted numbers varied slightly depending on
the a8 parametrisation, the numbers in Table 2 are typical and give an accurate picture
of the general behaviour of individual experiments in the fits.

Fit results
The inclusion of low energy data, particularly from below the cc threshold is some-

what radical in an analysis of this kind, needing justification and the clearest way is to
describe the logical steps and observations during the progress of the analysis.

After fitting the high energy data (W > 14 GeV) it was noticed that the extrapo-
lated fit (minus the 66 contribution) gave a good description of the LENA data.

Moreover, the LENA data shows no structure in a scan from 7.4 to 9.33 GeV,
providing confidence that this region is free from charm resonance effects. The result
of including all available data above 7 GeV (but excluding any measurements from
the T(4S) up to 14 GeV) gave a good fit with values for as which were close to and
consistent with the values from the purely high energy fit. A comparison of the final
fit with DORIS data below the bb threshold is shown in Figure 2.

MARK I data extends from W = 2.6 to 7.8 GeV and as pointed out by the
authors, R is flat from W = 2.6 to 3.65 GeV and again (although with a different
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value) from W = 5.5 to 7.8 GeV. Data from below 7 GeV into the charm resonance
region were excluded in order to conservatively exclude any remnant resonance effects.
It was then observed that the fit, extrapolated below the charm threshold (minus the
cc contribution) gives a good description of the data from CRYSTAL BALL, MARK
I, DASP and PLUTO around 3.5 GeV and also with the top end of the 772 data from
ADONE. A comparison of the final fit with the MARK I data is shown in Figure 3.

Table 2 Adjusted normalisations from the Sts

Measured Fitted
ADONE (2.64 < W < 3.09 GeV)
772 1.0 ±0.180 0.948 ±0.049

SPEAR (2.7 < W < 7.65 GeV)
MARK I 1.0 ± 0.100 0.850 ±0.019
C'BALL 1.0 ±0.110 0.894 ±0.031
DORIS (3.6 < W < 9.4 GeV)
DASP 1.0 ±0.150 0.966 ±0.025
DHHM 1.0 ±0.150 0.960 ±0.063
DASP II 1.0 ±0.070 0.978 ±0.038
LENA 1.0 ±0.068 1.073 ±0.025
PLUTO 1.0 ±0.150 0.986 ±0.050
C'BALL 1.0 ±0.046 1.038 ±0.020

Measured Fitted
CESR (10.43 < W < 11.09 GeV)
CLEO 1.0 ±0.063 0.958 ±0.020
CUSB 1.0 ±0.110 1.016 ±0.021
PEP (W = 29 GeV)
HRS 1.0 ±0.070 0.918 ±0.013
MAC 1.0 ±0.022 0.985 ±0.010
PETRA (14 < W < 47 GeV)
CELLO 1.0 ±0.017 1.008 ±0.012
JADE 1.0 ±0.024 0.985 ±0.012
MARKJ 1.0 ±0.021 1.012 ±0.012

PLUTO 1.0 ±0.060 0.965 ±0.027
TASSO 1.0 ±0.041 0.967 ±0.013
TRISTAN (50 < W < 52 GeV)
VENUS 1.0 ±0.100 0.961 ±0.050
TOPAZ 1.0 ±0.064 1.007 ±0.038

Finally, including the data below charm threshold also gives a good fit, consistent
with the two restricted fits mentioned above. This forced the conclusion that the
data, and _the matching fit from W = 2.64 to W = 52 GeV can be understood in
terms of dd + uu + 55 production, followed by a cc threshold and then a 66 threshold,
followed by the onset of electroweak effects. It is interesting to recall the situation in
1982, outlined in the MARK I paper '10' where the agreement between data and QCD
was described as satisfactory only above W = 10 GeV. Several explanations for the
apparent discrepancy were considered, such as dispersion relations, local duality and
smearing techniques, but were rejected as neither plausible nor appealing. The main
reason why a good agreement can now be obtained between data and QCD in the low
energy region is twofold.

Firstly, the LENA, CRYSTAL BALL, CUSB and CLEO data have smaller sys-
tematic errors than MARK I, and secondly, the MARK I data, when confronted in the
fit with QCD and 20 other experiments, undergoes a modest (1.5 standard de vat ion)
adjustment to the normalisation which brings it in line with the rest of the world.

The x2 contributions from all energy regions were all reasonable and there were
no indications of any abnormalities, either in particular experiments or from particular
accelerators.
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In the regions W < 2.64 GeV, 3.75 < W < 7.0 GeV and 10 < W < 14 GeV,
there are resonance effects which are excluded from the fits and which this continuum
formulation does not describe. For readers with doubts however, the results of fits to
the various restricted regions are offered below in addition to the complete fit over the
whole energy region.

Using expansions in terms of aa, \as\ and constant as, fits were carried out to
the three energy regions namely: 1) excluding all data from below 66 threshold, 2)
excluding all data from below cc threshold and 3) no data excluded. The results are
presented in the form of a table where the entries under as mean the value of as at
s = 1000 GeV2 obtained using the fit value for A |11 in (5). The entries for A£jL A££.

° MS MS MS

and AJjjg- are all interdependent as described above.

Table 3 Summary of various fits to as, \a3\ and A*1*

W range fitted a,(1000 GeV2) eV) A^L (GeV) (GeV) X
2/df

as expansion with up to 2nd order in (as/ir)

14<W<52GeV 0.162 ±0.029 0.64 ±0.41 0.56 ± 0.39
7 < W < 52 GeV 0.145 ± 0.022 0.41 ± 0.28 0.34 ± 0.27
2.6<W<52GeV 0.153 ±0.017 0.51 ±0.22 0.43 ±0.21

0.41 ± 0.34 68.5/92
0.24 ± 0.21 85/116
0.31 ±0.17 107/136

as expansion with up to 3rd order in (as/7r)

14 < W < 52 GeV 0.139 ± 0.021 0.34 ± 0.22 0.27 ± 0.20 0.18 ± 0.15 68.5/92
7<VF<52GeV 0.136 ±0.015 0.30 ±0.15 0.24 ±0.14 0.16 ±0.10 85/116
2.6 <W< 52 GeV 0.135 ±0.012 0.30 ±0.12 0.24 ±0.11 0.16 ±0.09 107/136

|as| expansion with up to 2nd order in (|ors|/7r)

14<W<52GeV 0.151 ±0.017 0.60 ±0.40 0.52 ±0.38
7 < W < 5 2 G e V 0.153 ±0.022 0.64 ±0.38 0.56 ±0.38
2.6 < W < 52 GeV 0.157 ± 0.0121 0.71 ± 0.41 0.62 ± 0.42

0.38 ±0.32 68.7/92
0.41 ±0.29 85/116
0.47 ± 0.36 107/136

\aa\ expansion with up to 3rd order in (|o,|/7r)

14<W<52GeV 0.138 ±0.016 0.40 ±0.24 0.33 ±0.21
7<W r<52GeV 0.134 ±0.015 0.35 ±0.19 0.28 ±0.17
2.6<W<52GeV 0.137 ±0.015 0.39 ±0.19 0.32 ±0.17

0.23 ±0.16 69/92
0.19 ±0.13 85/116
0.22 ±0.13 107/136

The important results of the fits can be summarised as follows:
1. Including 3rd order terms makes the results from different energy regions more

consistent with eachother, quite apart from the effect on the absolute values.
2. There are slight differences in the Ajjg- values derived from the |as| and a, fits,

although the \2 does not distinguish between them; they all describe the data well.
The values of Ajjg- obtained from the fits do vary considerably if approximate
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formulae are used to relate a8 to A^g- and the conclusion is that little if any
physical significance should be sought if any comparisons with Â jg- values from
other sources are made, unless one is very clear about the formulae being used.
A realistic suggestion is that they should be regarded as numbers to insert in the
parameterisations in order to describe the data.

M 9.0 11
CBflEI OF MACS DtKMWV)

Figure 3 A comparison of data, just below the bb and cc thresholds with the best St
The aa fit is demonstrated graphically by plotting the data in Figure 2 against

the best fit curve. To simplify the plot, the data from several experiments at the
same accelerator at the same energy were averaged together where appropriate. Before
averaging however, the data from each experiment were multiplied by the appropriate
fitted normalisation scale factor, since this takes the measured normalisation errors out
of the plot and replaces them by the fitted errors, a procedure which is used here only
for display purposes.

Figure 3 shows selected renormalised data in more detail in various energy regions
to show the quality of the fit.

In Figure 4a, the allowed band for the running a, is plotted from Q2 = 1 GeV2 to
3000 GeV2, extrapolated above and below the fit region. A similar plot for the allowod
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region for \a,\ is shown in Figure 4b.
Tests were made to study the fundamental hypothesis that a, is running. Because

the behaviour of a, may well change across new quark thresholds in addition to the
fall from the a dependence, the data were divided into four regions, namely below cc
threshold, between cc and 66 thresholds, above 66 threshold but below s = 1000 GeV2

(where electroweak effects begin) and finally above s = 1000 GeV2. The data in each
interval were fitted to the form a, = a + 6(lns — In .So)/In s0 where 3g is the average s in
the particular energy region and a and b are the fitted coefficients. In the ideal case of
perfect statistics and many such energy intervals, the fit would give a large number of
small line segments which would line up to reveal the a, curve. The four line segments
obtained for the four energy intervals are shown in Figure 4c. The x2/d£ for this fit
is 106/129 which is as good as any of the more complex parametrisations. The x2/df
for the alternative hypothesis that a, is a constant, independent of s was found to be
126/136 and although this is larger than any of the x2 values for a running as it is
nevertheless perfectly acceptable and it is not possible to exclude the hypothesis of a
constant a, on the basis of these data.

It was also possible to fit for the effective bb threshold mass since there are good
data from CUSB in this region. The fits gave 5.35 ±0.13 GeV which is consistent with
the lowest B meson mass of 5.271 GeV. However, the x2 contour for mg was more
bucket-shaped than parabolic.

For each fit, the value of Rq was calculated and it was indeed found to be a
characteristic of the data and not of the theory, its value barely changing from fit to
fit. For these fitted data, determined from all energies but expressed as its value at
s = 1000 GeV2, the best value is:

RQ(s = 1000 GeV2) = 1.0521 ± 0.0049

Whatever the questions which have been thrown up by the magnitude of the 3rd
order coefficients, the fact remains that the series in as/ir converges and it converges to
a number not much greater than one. This simple fact is very significant and it ought
not to be an impossible hurdle to find the coefficients of an expansion which yields this
number after 2 or 3 terms.

Discussion of errors and systematic effects
The errors from this global analysis are sufficiently small that the effect of any pos-

sible systematic errors has to be understood and quantified. The main source of possible
additional errors is in the normalisation of either the total or differential cross-sections.
These are minimised by the fitting procedure employed which yields a corrected value
for the normalisation of each experiment. If the possible normalisation errors are split
into two classes: random and systematic, then the truly random effects will be reduced
by y/W, where N is the number of independent experiments. Possible systematic effects
could arise through all experiments using the same code or prescription for radiative
corrections which cause a shift in one direction through, for example, the neglect of
high order effects. To study this, the normalisation of each experiment was adjusted
in turn by ±2% keeping all the others at their nominal values, and a fit for a, was
carried out in each case. Such a change amounts to about a 1 standard deviation shift
for the experiments with the smallest normalisation errors. The maximum variation in
the central value of a, was then ±0.003.
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Also, the normalisations of all experiments were shifted in the same direction
by ±1% to simulate possible systematic errors from radiative corrections. This ±1%
adjustment caused a shift of ±0.01 in a, which is comparable with the fit errors and may
be regarded as the current uncertainty in a3 from higher order radiative corrections.
This corresponds to a change of about 0.15 GeV in the Aĵ g- values.

MarcianoM argued that the matching between different numbers of flavours should
be done at s = m2 and not at s = 4m2. To check how sensitive the result is, the
matching was done arbitrarily at s = 4mj when the fitted value of as became smaller
by 0.002, increasing Ajjjg- by 5%. This point is therefore not an important issue.

The fits simultaneously determined the electroweak couplings of the quarks, and
the value of sin20w '3'. The correlation coefficient between as and sin20w was found to be
—35%. Although small changes were noticed in sin2#w for different a3 parametrisations,
there are no systematic errors propagated into as due to uncertainties in the standard
model since electroweak effects are confined to uppermost energies.

The best fit result is expressed as the values of as and |os | at s = 1000 GeV2,
where as = 0.135 ± 0.012 ± 0.010 and |«g| = 0.137 ± 0.015 ± 0.010. The second error
expresses the size of possible residual systematic effects, particularly from unknown
biasses in the normalisation. The choice still remains of describing the s-dependence
via as or \as\ with the appropriate choice of expansion coefficients.

Conclusions
Figure 3 shows that we now have a good description of the R continuum from

W = 2.65 GeV (s = 7 GeV2) through two quark thresholds up to W = 52 GeV (s =
2704 GeV2) at which energies the Z° has become quite visible. This understanding
incorporates several fundamental features:

1. There are up to 5 different flavours of fractionally charged quarks with point-like
coupling to the the photon.

2. Each quark comes in three colours.
3. The same quarks couple to the Z° with weak couplings as determined in the

standard model.
4. There is a QCD modification to the total cross-section with a strong coupling

constant as whose value is determined by the data.
5. There is no preference for a running or constant as over this range of Q2 with

these data.
6. This understanding has a limitation, and raises an important question: We have a

QCD understanding in terms of RQ, but can this really be translated into as and
thence Ajjg? Only the calculation of the 4th order coefficients in the R expansion
can answer this question, and it must be done.

It is now 18 years since the first exciting R values from Frascati were presented at the
Kiev conference and yet this is the first time that a good match has been demonstrated
between the data and the QPM plus QCD (plus electroweak effects), across thresholds
and particularly at low energies.

The reasons behind this matching are the large number of good experiments which
have contributed data. The method of adjusting the measured normalisations within
their errors is very powerful when there are 21 different experiments and within the
context of a good overall x2, it becomes possible to determine the normalisation shifts
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in most cases with a fitted error smaller than the shift itself. No single experiment
needs adjusting by more than 1.5 standard deviations, which is noteworthy.

The value of as obtained by this method compares very favourably with the results
from event shape analysis and the accuracy is competitive. In addition, there are no
systematic problems from fragmentation models or QCD matrix elements which are
the dominant errors in determining a3 from event shapes.
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ABSTRACT

The problems of talcing into account of the large )

correction to <S tot^e+e"""*' n a d r o n B) i n t n e analysis of the

experimental data in various regions of energies is discussed* In

particular, it is noted that the result Ajjj • 100*200 MeV

obtained from the low energy e+e"-^ hadrons data with the help of

the QCD sum rules method becomes questionable* j

1* Up to recently it was commonly believed that in spite of

the asymptotic character of perturbative QCD series the analysis

of their predictions at the level cf the next-to-leading order cor-

rections allows one to obtain reliable description of the behavour

of various physical quantities in the experimentally measurable re-

gion of energies /i/» It was presumed that takin into account the

first few practically calculable corrections (including next-next-

to-leading ones) ought to decrease theoretical uncertainties and

would not lead to any serious problems* In many respects this noti-

on was grown up due to the existence of certain analogue between

the perturbative QCD predictions and the QBD ones* Indeed, the fouf-

.<-loop QSD predictions for anomalous magnetic moments of both the

electron and the muon are in agreement with experiment /2/ and do

not indicate the manifestation of the asymptotic nature of the per-

turbation theory (FT) aeries*

However, the analytical calculation of the four-loop correcti-

ons to the renormalization group (RG) QBD 0-functions in different

renormalisation schemes /3/ demonstrated that even in QBD there are

the examples of the PT aeries with unexpectedly large coefficients

of the higher order terms (the coefficients of the four-loop eorreo-

Deceaaed
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tions are over 50-100 times larger than the coefficients of the

previous ones)* The reaults of these calculations caused no serio-

us difficulties since they are not directly related to the pheno-

menological analysis* Moreover, due to the small value of the ex-

pansion parameter ot/jr even a rough criterion of applicability

of PT series for numerical estimates \rhv, \<?4/JT)& fn, » where f"rv

ia the n-th PT coefficient in an expansion in «V5r , is violated

at fairly large values of the coupling constant /3/« But in QCD

where the coupling constant <*Q is not small the similar situat-

ion may lead to definite problems even in the phenomenological ana-

lysis*

Obese problems arose as a result of calculations of the four-

loop next-next-to-leading Ofot*) QCD correction to R(s) «

S*tot(e
+e~—> hadrons)/tf (e+e* ->(/

l«y«" ) /4,5/ which turned out

to be unexpectedly large* Here the problems of interpretation of

this result in various regions of energies are considered* In par-

ticular, the application of the QCD sum rules both finite energy

(USSR) /6/ and Borel /7/ ones are discussed*

2* First, let us summarize the reaults of calculations* In

course of calculations it is convenient to consider the function

(2*1)

Taking into account the effects of analytical continuation in the

analysed PT order leads to the appearance of the additional con-

tribution to R(s) which is proportional to

(2*2)

Here Jg. is the first coefficient of the QCD B-function. It is

known at present up to three-loop corrections which has been calcu-

lated in /8/ in the HS-scheme:
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In the analysed FT order the renormalized expression for R(s) I

has the following form '

9

The coefficients of the o(s -term have been calculated in /9/. In

the MS-scheme they read a.. • 1*986-0.115f» a, • 2.75-0«i67f.

The calculation of the e(% -term required evaluation of more

than 100 four-loop diagrams. All calculations have been made analy-

tically with the help of the SCHOONSCHIP program /10/ which imple-

ments the integration-by-parts algorithm /.11/* We have obtained the

following results for the afs -coefficients in the MS scheme (the

analytical results can be found in /4/):

b.» 70.985-1*200f-0.005f2; c, * 1.679f 1

bg« 17.298-2.086f+Q038f2 (2.5)
2

Q

3 7.562-0.9i7f+0.028f2 .

Note that the coefficients before the logarithmic terms can also be

found with the help of the RG relations A^flo, tfc » A t

which provide a useful check of the calculations*

The RG improved expression (2.4), namely RfJ^^CsJO » °an
be parametrized by the parameter Ajqj through the running coupling
constant in the standard way:

where L * -tA^5/,,TO/. ^
In order to find how the calculated large o£g -correction

affects the value of /tjjg the result o<£(342 GeV2) « 0.145-0.020
was used which has been extracted from the comparison of the 0(J$J
approximation for R(s) with the combined EBTRA and PEP data /12/*
In the case of five flavours (f * 5) this result corresponds to
the estimate As\ « 280+23° MeV obtained from the expression for

*•• —16*5

0C5 » which contains only two first fcsrms of eq. (2*6). In the next
-next-to-leading order one should take into account the calculated

o^3 - correction in eq* (2*4) and the full expression (2*4)* As a
result the estimate Ss (342 GeV2) « O»i32*oloil MeV a n d t h e cor~
responding result ._»

(2*7)
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were obtained /4,5/* This result is approximately two times (I)

smaller then the estimate obtained in the next-to-leading FT order*

It is known that the values of A55 depend also on the number

of flavours taken into account* In the framework of the US-scheme

this question has been inveatigated in /13/ in the next-to-leading

FT order and in /14/ in the next-next-to-leading order* In particu-

lar, in /14/ the following approximate relations have been obtained:

>*/lo2S-

which allow to transform the result (2*7) to the cases of f»4 and

f«3 numbers of flavours* Here Kg « 2mbei0 GeV and M «:2mc«t

& 3 GeV are the typical mass scales of the T>b and ~c bound

states production in e e"~^ hadrons process* Using eqs (2*8), we

find that

Note that the estimates (2*7)>(2*9) and (2*10) are in agreement

with the ones obtained from other processes /15/* It should be

stressed that this fact can be considered as an achievement of FT

in QCD only if the unknown higher order corrections to R(s) and

to other physical processes sire not too large*

In the case of 0*4^ 0*132 and f«5 above the ~bb threshold

the FT series for R(s) has the forms

H(s) » RQ(1 + 0.042 + 0.0025 + 0*0048) + 0(e<i ) (2.11)

where the expression for RQ, which can be found, e*g* in /12/,

contains the information about both e e~ —* IT—* hadrons and

s+e~—• 3f-**» hadrons subprocesses. Here we also took into account

that for f«5 the last term in eq. (2*4) is suppressed by the

factor C^Q^ySS:^- 1/33.
Note that the last calculated term, in eq* (2*11) is approxima-

tely two times larger than the previous one and thuB a rough crite-
of W series rh^, (ffl^ C*. is violated.

+In th« case of e+e~->hadrona it seems more natural to chanjtf the
the matching point of eq.(2.8) fromVj-m. originally considered in

ref./H/ t o ^ 2 «
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3* It is known that in quantum field theory we are dealing

not with convergent FT series, but with asymptotic ones* The assm-

ptotic character of a FT series presumes that its error is estima-

ted by the first thrown away term

In order to minimize an error one should find a minimal term which

precedes the asymptotic explosion of a H series and sum up the

previous terms only* In course of an analysis the information about

the asymptotic behaviour of f*£ would be quite useful* However,

as distinct from 4*f -theory and from QBD, the methods of asympt-

otic estimates (see, e.g. /16/) are not developed in QCD. In such

obscure situation one has only to guess which term of the FT series

(2*11) is the minimal one*

(i) It is possible that the minimal correction is numbered

among the unknown higher order terms of eq. (2.11). Then it «eem?

self-consistent to take into account the large &f -correction

in the analysis of the available data of EBP, PETRA, TRISTAN and

the future data of SLC and LEP. Purthemore, the violation of rough

criterion of applicability of PT rh+l (Jiff) .£ rn can be consi-

dered as the indication that the asymptotic regiae is not yet rea-

ched and that the eig -coefficient is accidentally small*

(ii) However, if the O(o?/)-term will turn out to be the mi-

nimal one, then the most accurate PT prediction for R(s) takes

the form

o C ± + # • OC&.($fyj (3.2)
or in terms of \ &

In this case the value for Aj& should be taken from the analysis

of another physical quantity which is safe from the problem of

large higher FT corrections* Note that eqs (3*2) and (3*3) are in-

applicable for determination of Afi from the experimental data*

Indeed, the next-to-leading o[s -term which is necessary to fix

the renormalization scheme (see. e.g. /1/) is absorbed into the

term which determines An error*

At the present level of understanding it is impossible to make

the definite choice from these two possibilities* The nost optimis-
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tic point of view is based on the belief that the agreement of the

estimates (2*5),(2*7),(2.8) for Am *ith tiie o n e a obtained from

other procesaes is an argument in favour of the possibility (3*i)*

However, in this case one faces the problems discussed in the item

(3*ii) in the region of lower energies*

4* Consider the region of energies between the thresholds

of the "Be and 1b bound states* For f«4 numbers of flavours the

RG improved expression (2*1) for R(s) in the ifS-scheme takes the

form „

where P, * 1*52f and fj • 65.881. The coupling constant

obeys the following RG equation

( 4 - 2 )

where & e • 2*083, c. * 1*540, cg • 3*048 are obtained from eq*

(2*3)* It can be noticed that ffc5'**'^ for the value oJ£«»0*39

which is typical for the region near the ~c bound states provi-

ded Aflj is determined by eq* (2*10)* In our opinion this fact

indicates that for larger values of «Q the next-next-to-leading

PT approximation (4*1) is nonapplicable* Thus, it seems that in

the region of larger values of ols the theoretical expression for

R(s) should be taken in the form of eqs (3*2) and (3*3) where Ajqj

and A jn are determined by eqs. (2*9) and (2.10).

Let us now estimate the mass scale which characterizes the re-

gion of nonapplicability of the next-next-to-leading order appro-

ximation* We will use the effective scheme approach /17,18/ which

is also known in the literature as the fastest apparent convergence

(FAC) criterion* In its framework the expression for R(s) takes the

form R(e) • •!§ <1 + *ae:ff) where

with J8.» 2.083. ot • 1.540 and'e'g • 64.250* She coefficient S"2
can be found from the relation 'c"2 • c- + rg - c.r - r^ which

follows from the existence of RS-invariants /19/. Here c.(c2,r tr

arc determined by eqs* (4*1).(4*2). Solving explicitly eq* (4*3),

one has
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where d-H^-C*,* and Aefl^AfQ -^ifpCn/JSoJ • As the oriterion
of nonapplicability of tne series (4*3) the requirement

will be chosen* Substituting the corresponding result alx.-'-0.125

into eq* (4»4), we find that in the region

the PT series (4*3) blows up* Thus, its error should be estimated

by the next-to-leading O(c1ae|f.)-term* This necessitates th« ap-

plication of eq* (3*3) for R(a) in this region of energies*

As for the numerical value of the upper bound of the interval

(4*5), for A^T • 280+390 MeV (see eq. (2*7)) it is approxima-

tely M^ » 4+6 GeV* Note that for v§< M# the e e~-data are domi-

nated by resonance structures and threshold effects* It is known

that in this region of energies it is important to take into acco-

unt both perturbative and nonp'erturbative effects /?/• Thus, we

presume that there is a connection between the scale of asymptotic

explosion of the PT series (4*3) or (4*1) M^ and the characteristic

mass scale of the quark-antiquark bound states* Ttila hypothesis is

quite similar to the ones used in course of qualitative estimates

af the characteristic mass scales of gluballs /18/, heavy bound

states of light scalar quarks /20/ and quark mesons with spin n

/2i/» Let us remind that these estimates are based on the obser-

vation that the characteristic FT scales A^// °^ these channels

are large*

5* It is known that the QCD sum rules methods /6,7/ are res-

ponsible for the investigation of the low energy phenomenology

which correspond to the case of f»3 numbers of flavours* Since the

corresponding region of energies lies inside the interval (4*5),

one can immediately conclude that the QCD sum rules analysis will

face the problems discussed in the item (3*ii)* However, it is

useful to discuss them in detail once more*

Consider first the Borel sum rules /7/
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which in particular have been "used for the analysis of the lav-

energy e+e~-» hadrons data /22,23/« After integration of the lo-

garithmic terns in eq. (2*1) and the application of the RG method,

we arrive to the following expressions for the first two moments:

.2)

where •£$***& C*lz) » Y " O#577 i s t h e Buler constant and a^t &2*
b1* b2* b3 a r e d e * e r m i n e ( i bV e o . s C2»2)« In the case of f«3 the nu-
merical forms of eqs (5*2) r^ad

K - i + ̂ * L^f2.93d

In the region of fitting procedures /21,22/ the PT series (5*3)

blows up since the oJJ -corrections are larger than the e^ -terms*

This fact disfavours the estimates Aff} * 100+200 UeV obtained

in /21,22/» In this cae it seems that the following approximations

should be used: ^ ^

M. » i + f+OCo.&O C«ff) (5.4)
They, however, do not allow to obtain the precise estimates of the
parameter A fir since the scheme-fixing «^ -terms are absorbed
by the theoretical uncertainties* It seems more reliable to use in
the further applications the estimate for Afft presented in
(2.10).

The quite similar situation arises in the FBSR applications
/24/» Indeed, integrating the logarithmic terms of eq. (2*4) in the
sum rule &*? f R(SjS*clS > o r t e c e n f i n d t b e ^ Pa1"* o f Rw :

where ^ f = ^ r ^ - ^ * Thus* in analogy with (5*4) the moat accurate
approximation for the FT contribution into f^K will have the form
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with Afl-j determined by eq. (2.10).

We are grateful to V.A.lfatveev, D.V.Shirkov and A.H.Iavkhelid-

ze for the constant support and useful discussions* It is a pleasu-

re to thank the members of the theoretical division of EJR, especi-

ally A.I.Bochkarev, K.G.Chetyrkin, V.F.Spiridonov and P.V.Tkachov

and the researchers from the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics of

JINR for useful discussions at different stages of the work.

6. Recently a new unified analysis of the e+e" data for R(s)

has been made /26/ with taking into account of the O(e^) correc-

tions /1/. The obtained results should be compared with the presen-

ted here independent conclusions*
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PARTON-HADKON DUALITY

Ya.I. Azimov

Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institue,
Gatchina, USSR

The problem of the comparison of theory with

experiment in strong interaction physics is discussed. A

duality between the hadron and the parton approach is

suggested to give a way towards the solution of this

problem. Experimental data on inclusive distribution and

multiplicity of different hadrons in e+e~ annihilation are

compared with QCD calculations. Conclusions are made on the

important role of hadron resonances in the final state.
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FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO QCD FINITE-ENERGY SUM RULES

I. Caprini

Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering,

Bucharest, P.O.Box MG-6, ROMANIA

In the present paper we shall discuss the problem of extrac-

ting the QCD quark and gluon condensates from hadronic low-energy ex-

perimental data. This is a question of fundamental interest since,

on one hand, the knowledge of the condensates is crucial for describ-

ing the QCD nonperturbative vacuum and, on the other hand, a pure

theoretical calculation of the condensates is still lacking. Also, in

spite of the large number of semiphenomenological investigations per-

formed* up to now, the results are still ambiguous.

Consider,for example, the gluon condensate G = < — G Gvv>

and the four-quark condensate Cg<Og> (vacuum matrix element of the

operator mass dimension 6 ) . In [1], using "vacuum dominance approxi-

mation" and PCAC estimates for the quark condensates, Shifman,

Vainshtein and Zakharov proposed the "standard values"

G = 0.012 GeV4 ; Cg<Og> = - ̂ T ** a
sl

<'H' >l 2 = " °- 0 2 8 fieV6

which seemed to be confirmed by many authors. However, recent analy-

ses suggest that the uncertainties upon the above values might be

quite large. For instance, the investigation performed in ref. [2],

based on finite-energy QCD sum rules, predicts the invervals

0.022 GeV4 s G s= 0.058 GeV4 - 0.24 GeV6 Si C6<Og>s - 0.15 GeV
6 ,

while in ref. [3] in the frame of Laplace-Borel sum rules [1], even

looser bounds are obtained:

G s; 0.07 GeV4 , - 0.28 GeV6 s Cc<0,>
Do

Therefore, an investigation of the problem with a different

method seems to be of interest.

Host of the semiphenomenological analyses of the condensates
performed up to now are based on QtD sum rules. Let us consider a
correlation function Jl(e = q ) defined through

n
U v

( q ) * ( % ^ - 9^vq
2)n(a) = i/ d4x e i q x <0lT j*(x)jv(0)I0> (1)
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where j^ is a hadrom'c current with specified quantum numbers. The
function n is known to be an analytic function in the complex
a - plane, with a physical cut along the timelike axis, the discon-
tinuity across the cut being related, through unitarity, to obser-
vable quantities. The operator product expansion (OPE) and perturba-
tive QCD predict the expression

n
QCD,

npert (a) '2J (2)

which converges towards n at large \a\ outside the physical cut.

"Standard" QCD sum rules are
generally based on the Cauchy integral
relation

n(s) w(e)ds = 0 (3)

Fig.

where the contour CR is shown in Fig. 1
and w(s) is an arbitrary holomorphic
function. Various types of sum rules ob-
tained up to now (Laplace-Borel tl],
finite-energy [2], Gaussian [4]) corres-
pond to specific choices of w in eq. (3),
and, of course, the number of possibilities is unlimited [5]. These
sum rules are equivalent in the ideal case of an exactly known input,
but the practice turn out to be strongly nonequivalent, since the
input values of n along the contour CR are affected by errors.

Beside the above methods, there are also several "nonstandard"
approaches to sum rules, based on various techniques of analytic ex-
trapolation [6-9]. The present analysis belongs to this class of me-
thods, being an alternative to finite energy sum rules, adequate
when accurate experimental data are available at low energies. Me
shall apply it to the correlation function of the p-meson, whose
spectral function is related to the cross section of e+e" + hadrons

(i - 1).
We assume that the amplitude n(s) s a t i s f i e s the following

conditions

a) n(s) i s real analytic ( i . e . n*(a)=n(s*)) in the cut e-plane

b) Imn(s + ie ) = o(e)

c) |JI(S) - JIQCD(«)| £

8 s s

e
Q C D(s)

max

e r
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Here s is the energy up to which experimental data exist and r

is a contour in the complex plane along which n is supposed toQCD

converge towards n. A reasonable

choice is shown in Fig. 2, where

r = r1 u r2- In (4) the functions >

0(8). n Q C D(s) and eQCD(s) are assu- £,

med to be known. The error corridor

E includes the error of trunca-

tion of OPE and of the perturbation

series, and the uncertainties of the

QCD parameters entering n Q C D. Due Fi'9" 2

to asymptotic freedom e* (a) • 0 for |a| •«•. If we define

D

eq. (4c) can be written equivalently as

«»». % £max
p

(s)
and the l" - norm is the essential supretnum [10] along r.

The functions n which satisfy the constraints (4-4') form an

"admissible" class, which depends on the input consisting from

{a, nC'CD
> e^

CD>. Of course, if this input is consistent, the admis-

sible class contains at least one function . On the contrary, if

the input is inconsistent, i.e. the values of the QCD condensates

are not compatible with the experimental data within the a priori

error e , then the class defined above will be empty. Thus, the

problem amounts to characterize the "size" of the admissible class

for a given input. As we shall see this can be done by solving a

minimum L°°-norm problem. Let us define the quantity

s 0 = min l|P
QCD|n - n«»CD||| - (7)

0 {in Lr

the minimization being performed with respect to functions n which

satisfy

a) n real analytic in the cut s-plane
(8)

b) Imn(s + ie) = 0(3) , s Q t, s s s m a x
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It is clear that if the admissible class contains at least one func-
tion, then e. s s; „• On the other hand, if e. > £_.„, the class of

u in ci -X u in o A

functions defined through (4-41) is empty, which means that the
corresponding values of the QCD parameters are inconsistent with ex-
perimental data. From these remarks, it follows that the compatibi-
lity of the low energy hadronic data with QCO can be decided by com-
puting the quantity e Q, i.e. by solving the extremal problem (7).

We mention that a similar idea, in a slightly different con-
text was applied in the recent paper [9].

In order to solve the problem (7) we shall apply some recent
results in the theory of the extremal problems for analytic func-
tions [11]. Let us consider first that in (7) the minimization is
performed upon functions n analytic only in the domain D, contained
inside the contour r, cut along (sQ, s m a x) (Fig. 2). Since this is
a larger class of functions, the solution E'O of the modified pro-
blem will satisfy the inequality

eo s eo

and the corresponding extremal function might have in principle sin-
gularities outside r(in particular, an "artificial" cut for
s ^ s 2 ) . But, according to a recent theorem of Khavinson [11], since
n is analytic along the contour r and p^ can be taken sufficien-
tly smooth, the extremal function achieving the minimum E ^ can be
analytically continued outside r, up to the timelike cut s > s m a x -
Therefore, this function represents also the solution of the pro-
blem (7) and

Thus, the problem was reduced to a minimization upon functions ana-
lytic in the domain D, with a cut from sQ to s m a ) {. This turns out
to be a simpler problem, whose solution can be obtained in a compact
form. We shall not give the detailed proof here, but simply mention
the most important points.

First, since in general n(e) grows at infinity (in the par-
ticular case treated by us 11(3) = Ins) we define a bounded func-
tion n(s) through

fr(s) = n(s)/(p(s) (9)

where 9 is an outer function [10], (analytic and nonzero in the do-
main D), real in the interval (s 0, e m a x ) and growing like n at infi-
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nity (in our application we took <p(s) = ln(s - s), £

The eqs. (7) and (8) can be written in terms of ff and we obtain

a minimization problem upon bounded analytic functions.

We then perform the conformal mapping

Z = Z(s) (10)

which applied the.domain D onto the

unit disk |Z| < 1 cut from xQ to 1

(Fig..3). It is convenient to choose

Z(s) such that Z(0) = 0. The mapping

depends on the specific shape of the

contour r^. In our application, r̂

is a parabola starting at s
2

equation (Ims) =sn,axRes-smax

, of

The Fig. 3

explicit form of the conformal mapping will be given elsewhere [ 1 2 ] .

Then the problem (7) becomes

m i n
a

f£H

IP MI (11)

where
?QCD ( Z ) = pQCD ( Z )

= iiQCD(Z)/(p(Z) - I /'
o ( x ) d x

c p ( x ) ( x - Z )

( 1 2 )

( 1 3 )

and H°° is the Hardy space [10, 11] of functions analytic and bounded

in the unit disk |Z| s l, L" being the essential supremura on |Z| = 1.

The solution of (11) can be obtained by applying a duality theorem

[10, 11]. We write down directly the solution: it is equal to the

norm of a Hankel matrix in the Hilbert space s. [10]:

(14)

1 " 1 "

where H is defined through

in terras of the Fourier coefficients

where

m,n 1.2 15'

(16)
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C(Z) = exp{-L / % * In £ ^ de> . (17)
-IT e ° - Z m f a lZ

By using eqs. (2) and (13) and by applying the Cauchy theorem, the

coefficients (16) can be written in a form very convenient for cal-

culations :

•-„ = 1 / 1 M x ) C ( x ) x " - 1 d x +-„ 1 / M x ) C ( x ) x d x + . ^ ( l ) C 2 . 0 2 j ^ . k n (18)

where

A(x) = ["(x) - ImnQCD(x)]/<p(x) , (19)

&yn denotes the Kronecker symbol and the coefficients af,3' are com-

puted quite easily through the residua theorem. Their expressions

will be given elsewhere [12]. To give just an example

"2 = 7(157 (dFJo

Eqs. (14), (15) and (18) represent our final result, allowing a

very rapid and accurate calculation of e Q. In practice, the norm

of the infinite matrix H is computed by truncating it at a finite

range. Numerical programs to perform this calculation are available

[13], and in practice a very good accuracy was obtained with 100-150

Fourier coefficients °_n-

As mentioned, we applied the method to the correlation func-

tion of the p-curent (j = \("a\ u - lr yd)). Accurate data for Imn

are available up to s m a x = 4 GeV from the cross section of

e +e" •+ I = 1 hadrons [3, 14], The OPE parametrization of n, inclu-

ding terms up to mass dimension 6 is

n ln(. a
A* S 3

(20)

where, in our normalization

C4<04> = \ G - 6irfJ«J (21)

and Cg<Og> was given above.

The error corridor was taken of the form
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QCD(s) (22)

where fiA is the error on the QCD parameter A and 5. are uncertaini-

ties of the power corrections. In e x the major contribution comes

from AA . Using 10% errors on the first condensates and an estimate

of £4 from [3] we.obtained, for instance

for the error of A being, respectively, 10%, 7% and 1%.

eQ = 0.018; 0.008; 0.0035

According to the above discussion, we have to compare this
cmax w ^ ^ the number e0. As a general feature, e computed with the

above specified input turned out to be quite insensitive to the de-

tailed form of the error channel and to the shape of the contour r

(in particular, e remained practically constant when e 2 was varied

between - 100 GeV2 and - 4 GeV2). On the contrary, e0 proved to de-

pend strongly on A. For instance, taking first in (20) the conden-

sates equal to zero we obtained the values indicated in Fig. 4:

o«

o-tt

an

400

eo

e o

Eo

400

Fig. 4

= 0.0045

= 0.025

= 0.05

-0.012

+0.050

+0.042
+0.019

+0.05

Joe Ar(MiV)

We checked also the depen-

dence of E on the experi-

mental data. The errors °n

<J(S) are mainly systematical

[3]. By varying the data in

the range 1.4Uv/Fs2 GeV

with + 5% respectively,

we obtained, taking again

zero values for the con-

densates ,

for A = 50 MeV

for A = 500 MeV

for A = 900 MeV .

-0.04

We pass now to the most important point of the analysis, namely

the dependence of eQ on the values of the QCD condensates. We recall

that our aim is precisely to establish whether the experimental data

really "feel" the presence of the higher dimension terms in n^ .

Such a situation Ktjuld imply a significant decrease of eQ below

when adequate values of the condensates are inserted in the expres-
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sion (20) of n ., In our calculations w.e yaried the input values
Of the condensates between zero and the "extreme" numbers quoted
in [2], which are up to 20 times larger than the "standard" values
[1]. We noticed that inserting such nonzero values of the condensates
in (20) slightly decreased c for A z 300 MeV. On the contrary, a
slight increase was obtaineJ for A s 200 MeV. Of course, a discrimi-
nation between various values of the condensates requires an accu-
rate estimation of emax- To give an example, at A = 400 MeV, where
eQ has a minimum, we obtained

eQ = 0.0175 for C4<04> = 0 , Cg<Og> = 0

e0 = 0.0085 for C4 04> = 0.015 GeV4,

C6<06> = -0.028 GeV6, standard values [1]

e0 = 0.0079 for C4<04> = 0.3 GeV4, Cg<Og> = - 0.28 GeV6 [2].

If the error on A is 7%, then, as mentioned, £_,„ = 0.008. In this
ilia A

case, the first sets of condensates would be nonacceptable. It is
clear, however, that a definite answer requires a very precise de-
termination of e m a x. which in turn implies a good knowledge of A
from other sources. Also, having in view the important variation of
eQ with the experimental data, a precise determination of the con-
densates requires a significant improvement of the experimental ac-
curacy, especially in the range 1.4 - 2. GeV. Then, the method pre-
sented here will be an useful, unbiased tool for the determination
of the QCD condensates.
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This is a report on a work done in collaboration with G.Auberson
and M.B.Causse.

I.INTRODUCTION.

QCD is widely considered to be a good candidate for a theory of

strong interactions. Asymtotic freedom allows us to control the short

distance behaviour by improving the perturbative expansion into a

hopefully meaningfull (asymptotic ?) running coupling expansion. Long

distance behaviour is not fully understood, but "non-perturbative"

contributions, like instantons and merons ones are believed to play an

essential role. In order to allow for a comparison with experiment, even

in the resonance energy range, S.V.Z. [1] have proposed to use the

Operator product expansion [2] and to introduce their vacuum expectation

values, the so-called "condensates" as phenomenological parameters. Indeed

.they are very difficult to calculate from the Lagrangian, and only

qualitative estimates have been possible up to now.

It is thought that this parametrization provides us with a realistic

model of amplitudes, for space-like values of the energy , down to the Gev

range. Analyticity then correlates the values of the amplitude in the

space-like domain, and in particular the value of the condensates, with

its discontinuity in the time-like range which is related to more

physical and directly measurable quantities. In the absence of errors, the

correlation would be very strong, however as soon as errors appears , it

becomes much looser.

Several methods have already been proposed to deal with this problem,

based on various types of "sum rules" [3-13] , or on several techniques of

analytic extrapolation [14-20]. Their applications to the determination

of the gluon-gluon condensate <oGG> and to the four quarks condensates,

using the sane experimental data (e e > 1=1 hadrons ) have lead to

rather different estimates of these condensates. We then propose first to

work with the amplitude itself, and avoid taking derivatives of it, which

is potentially dangerous since the derivatives of two approximate
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functions may be rather different; then to take explicitely into account

the errors in the approach, both from experimental origin and the

theoretical ones (truncation of expansion) . Moreover, we need "data" on a

continuous range, and in contradistinction to the case of discrete

experimental points where a chi-square is meaningful!., there is no natural
2

and physical weight to define an L norm (mathematically it is not

con formally invariant ) , thus we will use an h norm approach [21].

So, we have to give ourselves:

-a model f0<s) of the imaginary part of the amplitude on the cut, froir

threshold s- to infinity, and an estimate of the error, <T
R(s);

-a model F»(s) of the amplitude in the space-like region s-s. ,and an

estimate of the associated error cr (s).
h

Then we will say that FQ and fg (and by extension the values of the

parameters involved in) are compatible if there exist at least one

function F , with correct analyticity properties, and imaginary value f on

the right hand cut such that:

IF(s)-rJs)l so.(s) Vsss. and lf(s)-fJs)l : u.(s) V s^sn

If no such function can satisfy the constraints, the corresponding

set of parameters is "forbidden".

It is convenient to introduce the following associated functions:

M s ) = ( f(s) - fo(s) ) / CTR(S) ,s -i s Q ,

*(s) = ( F(s) - F0(s) ) / crL(s) ,s ^ Sj.

and to define the L norms:

tR[F] s I I & I lx = essential sup I Ms) I ,

l. [F] s I I * I I = sup I *(s) I
u »

and the curve X ( X ) = inf tt [F] ,for F such that u[F] - V.

The "data" FQ and f^ are then compatible if:

xj tR=l ) s l.

The mathematical theorems and methods to solve this problem have been

explained elsewhere [21,22] , and we will only present the model and the

results in a case of particular physical interest.

II.DETERMINATION OF <aGG> FROM e+ e~ >I=1 HADRONS.

A.MODEL

The amplitude of interest is the two-point function of the isospin

1*1 hadronic current. It is analytic in the complex s-plane , with

physical cut starting at s.= (2 mff) .

In that case , f. is directly related at low energy to the

experiaental data on e e annihilation into 1*1 hadrons , and has been

parametrized by P(770) and " P'(1500) " resonances. We have taken off the

P-u interference which shows up in the data. At higher energies (above 2
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Gev ) we have taken the usual QCD prediction [23], in the MS scheme with

n.=3 flavour ,and neglected terms of order o ( a = time-like running

coupling):

fo(s) = n (1 +V2/<7 +V3 Ln2c /a
2 +V4/cr

2 +V5<Ln2cr)
2/<73 +Vg Ln2cr /a

3 }

* » II + Rj at(s)/T + R2 ( at(s)/w )
2 I

with <J =1/2 Ln(s/\2 ) ; a (s)/rr = 2/( ?,<*) (1+..-) ; 3, =11-2/3 n,
MS ' X X f

For the error function ^-(s), we have chosen 5% of the P
K

contribution, 10% of the charged modes and 20% of the neutral modes (<•> "

and n° n° n* n~ )of the p'r which we think is rather optimistic due to

the lack of precise data in this range. Above, we have assumed the errors

to be of order R3(f't/w)
3 :

<JR(s> = V?/cr
3 ; V? = R3(2/?:)

3

with R, = IR, I .
3

Let us notice that if the a results [24] are confirmed, this is also

an underestimate since R, turns out to be large (unless the main

contribution comes from 1=0 which has to be disentangled).

In the space-like region, the model F. is the usual perturbation

contribution, plus the non-perturbative one, parametrized by the lowest

dimension condensates:

FQ(s) = -2T + V2(-2Lnr +7r
2/l2 * 1/T2) + V$( 2(Ln2T +l)/r ) + V4 2/T

+Vean
22r +Ln2r +l/2)/r2 + V,(I/n2r +1/2)/T 2

+ ^/s'1 + C6/s
J.

with T =1/2 Ln(-s/A2 ) ; a (s)/ir = 2/( J,T) (1+...)
MS s 1

C. = n /3 <oJn GG> + 4f (m <uu>+md<dd>)

C, = 896/81 n a <vv-> using vacuum dominance hypothesis.

We have neglected terms of order 1/s which are proportional to

squared quark masses, and already included terms of order T (in V.,V,,V,
2

terms), so that the neglected terms 0(1/T ) correspond exactly to the

Cauchy transform of terms 0(1/<T ).

The perturbative error has been chosen to be of order (a /n) ,
-1 s

amplified at low energy by a factor {l-ns/n) to take into account the
strong coupling uncertainty when n In - 1. , and the non-perturbative ones

4 s

to be of order 1/s . It was assumed that its coefficient .which is

presumably related to some typical instanton or hadron size m , would be
sc

large if C. or Cg were large , and small if C, and C, are snail. More

precisely:

aL(s) = C8/s
4 +1.1 (1-2/njT) >"x v?/r

2

with C8 = max ( C4 «Jc , C6 .
2
C )

(The coefficient 1.1 was introduced for technical conveniences at early

stage of the work but could be taken to be 1.)
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B.RESULTS

For each choice of A ,m <C*»C,, we compute the smallest
MS sc 4 6

space-like norm x^ t

cut,i.e. the quantity iT

over the set of admissible functions on the

„„. = t (I =1). The preliminary results are shown
uiext ~ K

in Fig.l , as level curves in the (C.,C,) plane , at fixed \ ,m : the
4 6 MS sc

allowed domain corresponds to i, ( M , i.e. tc the interior of the

level curve r, xt=l- (dotted curve).

a;m.,=.7>o

/

o.c

OA

on.

t

/

o.i

b; m

f

/

/

Fig.\. Level curves for x, =\ Jl) in the (C. ,C, ) plane .

using \ =.100 Gev and a)m =.770 Gev , b)m =.300 Gev.
MS sc sc

; • • :

In the case • * » =.770 Gev, A =.100 Gev (Fig.la), we find a very
MS

large elongated allowed do»ain , which goes from -2. to 1. Gev for C.,

while the standard SVZ value is .04 . It is strongly correlated with C,
6

which lies in the range (-.5 , +3. Gev ) . It is very narrow near the

origin (which is not allowed) due to our non-perturbative error model

(choice of C g ) . Away froa the origin, the ratio Cfi/Cj is around 2 Gev .
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The previous determinations lie inside or very near its boundary :{C.=.O4

Gev4,Cg=.O6 Gev
6) [1], (.027-.043, .08-.16) [4], (.42, 1.0) [5], (.09-.20,

.3-.5) [6], (.07-.19, .39-.57) [7].

With the same mass scale but A = .300 Gev , we find the same
MS

qualitative features. Quantitatively, the domain is somewhat larger and C.

is a little bit higher , so that previous determinations fall now inside.

With m = .300 Gev , A = .100 Gev (Fig.lb), the level curves have
sc MS

the same qualitative behaviour, but now we have not found any allowed

values. The level curve x^ t = 1.5 is very narrow and would be the

boundary of the allowed domain if we were to accept space-like error

function o 1.5 times larger. For large condensates, the correlation is
2

now C,/C, == 1. Gev . We conclude that Co is likely to be underestimatedD 4 o
with this mass scale , which confirm some previous estimates [4,5] which

o
are consistent with C.-l. Gev , and the fact that rather large

o

coefficients appear in the calculation of dim=8 operator contribution

[25].

The main conclusion is that C^ and Cg are strongly correlated.Their

respective determination is sensitive to the estimated accuracy of the

non-perturbative contributions ,so that a very large range of values is

compatible with the data. If we have no better theoretical understanding

and control on these non-perturbative contributions , it is difficult to

extract their values from the e e data alone.
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QCD SUM RULES WITH INDEFINITE WEIGHT FUNCTIONS

P.Kolaf
Institute of Physics CSAV, Prague

ABSTRACT

A class of the QCD sum rules with nonpositive weight func-
tions is proposed and checked. Different sets of the conden-
sate values are compared.

1. INTRODUCTION

The practical applications of the QCD sum rules are plagued with
some problems [1] which make it difficult to achieve the needed accuracy.
One particular problem is the choice of the weight function. In principle,
one can use any weight function with convenient analytic properties but
the corresponding results can differ each others. One should be careful
to compare the results obtained by means of different weight functions.
Probably this is the reason that there is no consensus on the values of
condensates [2,3].

In this paper we propose another class of the QCD sum rules and
analyse the p -meson in e+e~ annihilation.

2. METHOD

We restrict ourselves to the finite energy sum rules (FESR) but the
method can also be implemented to the QCD sum rules proposed by
Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov [4]. We generalize the approach of
Kremer et al [5j. The method aims at an extension of the fiducial interval

Using the Cauchy theorem we have

w(*) ImTl(s) ds - A(sR,R) (1)

where 11(4) is a polarization function, w(s) is a weight function, CR is
the circle with the radius R, SR is the last point of the first resonance
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and
A(sK,R) = - / w(a) ImTLU) ds

is the continuum contribution which should be suppressed.
The weight function can be chosen as

w(«) = f{s) - PN(s)

where P/f is a polynomial in s and /(«) is an entire function. The
coeiRcients of PN are defined by the least square fit of PN to / and
depend on R.

Throughout this paper we will use the {-function parametrization of
the resonance

» ~ / % *n* Sis — m2)
ImJlru(s) = ^ '-

while the continuum is chosen as an effective resonance in the Breit-
Wigner form.

Let us consider two weight functions

w\(a) = a*+s — a© — ais—

and Wj(s) = s.wi(s). The ratio of the corresponding sum rules gives

" * ~ "I ~i-i.-> . — „ . , ; r—• \Z)

Al + ^n-o ^ft|«O -«n+1 + (-lJnftB+lJ

where at+2 = —1 and hi are the coefficient functions in the expansion
of Il(s):

n(s) = _Aoin(--l) + i:(-i)'A

Note that Ai = gjj Cji(O») in the notation of Bertlmann et al [3]. The
value of g1 is computed from the basic relation (1), using (2). It should
be stressed that (2) and the relation for g2 are to be understood as two
independent sum rules.

To determine an we require

rR
w,(s) Pk+1(s) ds = 0

for any polynomial Pt+i of order (A + 1). Then also

/ «;j(a) Pt(«) ds = 0
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is valid. Given k, we need the condensates up to the dimension 2(fc + 4),
i.e. {/»,}*=o- The simplest choice is therefore k = 0. We have no in-
formation about ht, so that for k = 1 the careful determination of the
fiducial interval is necessary [6],

3. RESULTS

We have analysed the p-meson channel in the e+e~ —• hadrons, for
k = 0. The experimental values are m = 0.77 GeV and 92/4x = 1.98 .
We will consider the standard values of condensates to be given by [2,4]

9 = (-G G) = 0.012 GeV*

£ = a,{qqy = 0.8 • 10"4 GeV
mg = (i<loGq)l(qq) = 0.8 GeV2 (3)

AQCD = 140 MtV.

The FESR defined by the relations (l) and (2) give m =0.625-0.644 GeV
and g* I AT =2.352-2.357 over the interval (1.3,2.5) GeV7 in R. The
dependence of m and 92/4TT on R is very flat but the predicted values
do not agree with the experimental data. On the other hand, the recent
analysis of Bertlmann et al [3] suggests

§ = 0.042 GeV*

Q = 0.98 • 10"* GeV* (4)

= 50MeV.

Including to thie set mg = 0.8 GeV1 from (3) we get m = 1.07-1.58 GeV
but g*/4ir is completely wrong (negative) within the interval R = 1.3-
2.5 GeV2 . Small values of mg have negligible effect in the analysis. To
improve the agreement with the experimental values we should choose
higher negative values of m\ . Then we can achieve an excellent agree-
ment with data choosing Q and 2 from (4).

For instance, the parameters

9 = 0.042 GeV*

Q. = 0.98 • 10~3 GeVe

mj = -IMS GeV2

KQCD = ISSMeV.
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I

give m =(0.769-0.770) GeV.
To improve the situation for the standard values we have to increase

the value of £.
The best fit, based on the sum rule (2), was obtained for

§ = 0.0078 GeV*

Q = 0.49 • 10"3 GeV"

ml = -1.85 GeV1

QC£, = 73MeV.

In this case m practically coincides with the experimental value of mass
of the p-meson over the interval R =(1.3-2.5) GeV7.

4. CONCLUSION

The analysis indicates that m£ is negative and £ interpolates the
values (3) and (4). The results are particularly dependent on the form
of the QCD sum rule (2) and also the dependence on the parametriza-
tion of resonance should be checked. A more complete analysis will be
published elsewhere.
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Non-local Light-cone Expansion and its Application

to Hadron Physics

by

B. Geyer, D. Muller and D. Robaschik

WB Quantenfeldtheorie, Sektion Physik,

Karl-Marx-Universitat Leipzig/GDR

Abstract

In this review it is shown that the nonlocal light-cone expansion

of composite operators, introduced first by Anikin and Zavialov,

is well suited to treat large momentum transfer processes in the

framework of QCD in a concise (and rather direct) manner. The

Altarelli-Parisi kernel and the Brodsky-Lepage kernel are shown to

be the partially averaged and the restricted anomalous dimensions

of appropriately defined nonlocal light-ray operators, respectively;

on the basis of this relations the Altarelli-Parisi kernel is given

as the asymptotic limit of an extended Brodsky-Lepage kernel.
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1. Two approaches to processes with large momentum transfer in

hadron physics

A systematic perturbative approach to hadronic processes is possi-

ble if their characteristic momentum transfer is large (Q!-*0D) and,

therefore, guarantees the smallmess of the effective coupling<X (Q2).

This condition is achieved for (a) inclusive processes, like deep in-

elastic lepton hadron scattering, and for (b) exclusive processes,

like photoproduction of hadrons in e e -annihilation. Within the

framework of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) an (up to now) unsolved

problem is the consistent treatment of the boundedness of the hadrons,

which is a nonperturbative (long range) effect. In the parton model

the necessary separation of long and short distance effects is ob-

tained by the introduction of some phenomenological but universal and

Q2-dependent distributions which characterize the quark and/or gluon

content of the hadrons. In the case of deep inelastic scattering the

(hadronic part of the) differential cross section is given by

do" ~ D(x, Q2)»do-H(x, Q
2 ) , (la)

where D(x, Q2) is the distribution function of quarks/gluons carrying

the fraction x (0 & x 41) of the nucleons momentum p, and do^fx, Q2)

is the perturbatively determined "hard" cross section for the forward

scattering of a virtual photon (with momentum q, -qs=Q2) by a parton

of momentum xp (x = -q2/2pq). The Q2-evolution of D(x, Q2) is given

by the Altarelli-Parisi equation /I, 9/
f

D(x, Q2) = («y/27C ) J & P <~OC5)£>(y, Q
2 ) (2a)

whose kernel P(z; <% ) is perturbatively determined. In the case of

the photoproduction of a (scalar) meson of momentum p by two virtual

photons with momenta q.. and q- (p = q. + q.) with momentum transfer

Q = (q - q..)/2 the scattering amplitude is given by

M ~ <|)(x, Q') 9 TH(x, Q*) (lb)

where <|>(x, Q2) is the (valence) quark distribution amplitude of the

meson containing a quark and antiquark of momentum xp and (l-x)p

respectively, and Tj,(x, Qa) is the "hard" scattering amplitude of two

photons into a quark-antiquark. pair. Again, the Q2-evolution is deter-

mined perturbatively; it is given by the Brodsky-Lepage equation /la/
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j y V(x,y;*5)<J>(y,Q
2). (2b)

In the conventional quantum field theoretical approach to renormalized

QCD /I/, which will be prefered here, the treatment of these processes

is based instead on the following fundamentals:

(i) the amplitude of the (virtual) Compton scattering

<P1lT(J)j(f)Jv(-f))|p2> (3)

where |p.) are appropriate hadronic states (or eventually the vacuum

state for p s 0);

(ii) the light-cone expansion (LCE) of the time-ordered product of the

two (renormalized) currents

T(J (x)J (0))ren = 2L.F.(x2, U 2)*0* (X; u')+r(x) (4)
^ x 2* 0 ^

where 0x (x*; u*) is a complete set of (composite) operators which are

defined on the light-ray determined by some light-like vector x (x'=0)

which is direct related to x /A/, and the F.(xa;ua) are perturbatively

determined coefficient functions which are singular on the light-cone

(u is the renormalization point, and * symbolizes the (generalized)

matrix multiplication);

(iii) the renormalization group equation (RGE) for the light-ray

operators.

Y^ flf ,, ©j(x; u2) (5)
3

where J"1 (̂0( ) is the perturbatively determined anomalous dimension

(matrix) and u d/du = uTVd u + fl(g)"3/3 g + ... It will be shown that

equs. (3) and (4) correspond to equs. (1) in the parton model, and

that equ. (2) follows from equ. (5). This means that any nonperturba-

tive behaviour of the considered processes finds its origin in the

(matrix elements of the) appropriately defined light-ray operators.

2. Nonlocal vs. local LCE; different forms of LCE

The commonly used local LCE has been introduced by Frishman /2/

and Brandt and Preparata /3/. The general proof by Anikin and Zavialov

/At prefers however a nonlocal version of the LCE. There, it is shown

that the following expansion holds in leading order (lowest twist

T = 2):
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+ non-leading terms r(x) (6)

here R is a special renormalization procedure, S the (renormalized)

S-matrix, and F. is a perturbatively well definied generalized function

taken at symmetric renormalization point qiq. = u..; for simplicity we

restricted ourselves to the case of scalar fields i(x). (It should be

noted that the asymptotic behaviour of the nonleading terms r(x) for

x2 —> 0 is completely under control.)

Using the<X-representation it can be shown that F2 is an entire function

with respect to the variables xq.. It is therefore possible either to

expand that function into a power series of xq. or to take an appro-

priate integral transform of it, bringing thereby the x-dependence

completely to the operator part of equ. (6). This way equ. (4) is ob-

tained where 0(x; u*) denotes a discrete or continuous set of operators,

F(xJ; uJ) a corresponding matrix or integration kernel. To be specific

let us introduce some relevant examples. The original local LCE is ob-

tained using Taylor expansion of F-,

F2 = H Fn n (Xs; |jJ)(xq1)
n1 (xq2 )

n*/n1 !n2 ! , (7)
n,«£ 1 2

which leads to the (unrenormalized) operator basis

0
nln2

(5c) =: a*<O)(x^)nl (xJMn2 rf(O): . (8)

The (1-Loop approximation of the) anomalous dimension matrix X . ,
1 2

, , of 0 may be diagonalized by changing the operator basis
n in - nln2 »/ ~* *—
into the conformal operators ( C*(t): Gegenbauer polynomials^* =D tl) )

mn n — +

A first version (I) of the non-local LCE which is well adapted to

study the forward matrix elements of the corresponding operators, as

is required in deep inelastic scattering, is obtained using the Fourier

transformation /4, 4a/

F_ = V dsJ€ F(* I x2; u!) expKje.xq. +jeTxq_) (10)
2 J — — • K i l l

0
which leads to the non-local light-ray operator

0n n <
X 2

It is important to point at the restricted integration range in equ.

(10) which can be proven in the ot -representation.
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Another version (II) of the non-local LCE /5/ which is well adapted

to study non-forward matrix elements, as is required in the definition

of meson wave functions (see equ. (26)), is obtained for the following

( X, t)-representation of F2 (q+ = q_ ± q^:

F 2 = £dtJ*<-F(*-« t I *2> V2) edJtxclt S ( t - xq_/xq +) (12)

which leads to the non-local light-ray operator

0< *, t; x)=Jd4q1d
4q2e

iXXq+<f(t-xq_/xq+):«S(q1)i!5(q2):

& / S C 6 A ^ [ A ) j ^ > . (13)
Also here the range of integration is restricted as can be seen from

the of-representation, namely l-|t|^2jt ̂ l+|t|. The anomalous dimension

of the operator (13) is diagonal with respect to the variable X, i- e.

at all orders of perturbation theory it holds

J"(*. t;3f', f )=<?(*-*') jf(t. f ) . • (14)
Let us mention that this kind of non-local LCE contains the conformal

LCE as a special case. Now we consider the application of the non-local

LCE to hadron physics as it is appointed by equs. (3) - (5). It should

be remarked that, as a merit of this approach, the corresponding re-

lations appear very directly in a compact form, and also any approxi-

mation in principle is under complete control.

3. Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering: Altarelli-Parisi kernel

as partially averaged anomalous dimension

First we present a scalar model of deep inelastic scattering as it is

considered in rei. /6/. The hadronic part of the cross section is related

to W = (2JT)"1 ImT with

T(p, q) ~J*d4x eiqx<p|T(J(x)J(O))|p> . (15)

J x2; U2)< p|O(Kx;u2)

where we used the LCE (I) in the second line. As it is easily seen,

the forward matrix element of the operator (11) does not depend on

X,. = (X2+Jt1)/2 but only on tc_= {H^-X^)/2; more precisely, it may be

written as

p(z, p'; u») (16)

with an (unknown, phenomenological determined) target function D of
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compact support (with respect to z). It is therefore quite natural

not only to introduce the 3£-averaged coefficient function

Ff(jl_|x
2; u2) = JdJt+F(a£+,*_|x

2; u
2 ) , but also to carry out the

Fourier transform and the 9t_-integration. Doing this we finally ob-

tain ( %= -q'/2pq)

W(£, Q2) =*JdzH($/z, Q2; u2)P(z; u2) (17)
with

H(S/z, Q2, u')=lmfdx. F,(Q2[l-Xz/<],« , u
2)/2/t; (18)

obviously, equ. (17) has the same structure as equ. (la). The anoma-

lous dimension of the operator (11) is invariant under reparametriza-

tion (of alljt's) and homogeneous of degree 1; written in the variables

}t+ these properties read /7/

With the help of these relations the anomalous dimension of the matrix
element (16) is given by

From this very general structure of the anomalous dimension we obtain

the RGE for the target function D(z; u 8 ) , if taken at the renormali-

zation point u2 = Q2, in the following form:

Q2 -2- D ( £ . 0») = 1 ^ |arf(J) D(IJ; Q2) (21)
? Q" ^ I «• t

(thereby we used the fact that Im T = 0 for ̂ >1). Comparing this with

equ. (2a) we find that the Alttirelli-Parisi kernel

P(z) = zjjrf(z) (22)
is nothing else than the (partially) averaged anomalous dimension of

the light-ray operator (11), however, written in appropriate variables.

The extension of these considerations to QCD is straightforward. There,

the non-local light-ray operators which generalize expression (11) are

(for the flavour singlet case) given by

0F(Kx) =:ljl(3t1x)(xjj> ) Ufy x.g^x) t) (# 2x): (23F)

OV(jex) =:xtlFj:i<x(H1x') U^x.a^x) x
VF^< (j^x): (23V)

with the path-ordered phase factor

U(Xlx,je2x) = (Pexp ig / dZTx^fcx'); (24)

here $ is the quark field, A the gluon field and F its field

strenght. Paying attention to some technical peculiarities the anoma-

lous dimension of these operators has been determined in 1-Loop-
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approximation /8/. As a result, after averaging, they coincide with
the well known AP-Kernels /9/.

4. Hadron operators on the light-cone: the Brodsky-Lepage kernel as

restricted anomalous dimension

Now we consider the photoproduction of a scalar meson of momentum p
under the following kinematical restrictions: q2^O,q2j> - oo, w=Q2/pQ>l
fixed. The amplitude of this process is given by /10/

T(Q2, w)/v£^ £v2 J d
4x e i Q x <O|T(J^(x)Jv(O))|p> (25)

with the polarizations £.^ and £ 2 for the two photons. Using the LCE

(II) this can be approximated by /6/

i4x eiQxJdt[dH.£Fi(x..t|x
2; u*)<0101 (X, t, x; u2)|p

i
where the sum goes over the valence quarks i of the meson M, and the
non-local operator 0 is determined according to equ. (13) by the

flavour nonsinglet quark operator (analogous to (23F)). Again, the

matrix element of the non-local operator contains the nonperturbative

effects. As is easily seen the X-dependence is quite trivial and

factorizes according to

<0|Oi(X,t,x;u
s)|p>= xpeije(xp)^i(t, p2; u2) (26)

with the (unknown) target function^1 whose support is restricted to
the interval -l<t<l. The perturbatively determined coefficient func-
tion F. corresponds to the "hard" scattering amplitude T u (see equ.

1 n

(lb)). If we restrict ourselves to the Born approximation of F., carry

out the jt-integration and the Fourier transformation, we end up with

the following expression for the amplitude (for the case t-^i^ = 1^

T(Q2, w)^^~e 2 j dt (w+t)"1 <(>.(t;Q2); <27>

thereby we have introduced the quark distribution amplitude

<|>.(t; Q2) =jC'{t} u2 = Q2) - Y^i-t; u2 = Q 2 ) . (28)

Obviously, the RG-behaviour of ̂ C.1 is uniquely determined by the anoma-
lous dimension of 01. From this we obtain the following evolution
equation for (t>(t; QJ) which is equivalent to the RGE:

Q*3L <|>(t; QJ) = {<* /4Jt) f dt' V(t, f ) ^)(t'; Q2) (29)

wzth ^

(ofs/2«> V(t, f ) = y(t, f ) I _xi tf t > < x . (30)

This shows that the Brodsky-Lepage kernel V(t, t') coincides with

the anomalous dimension of the (antlsymmetrized w.r. to t) non-local
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operator 6 (J4=O, t,H; u a ) , however restricted to the region
dS ,

-1$ t, t'£ 1 in the (t, t')-plane. It should be mentioned here, that

equ. (29) coincides with equ. (2b) after the change of variables

t = 2x-l, t' = 2y-l. The correctness of equ. (30) in the nonsinglet

as well as in the singlet case has been proven (at 1-loop level) in

ref. /ll/. In the same manner any other light-cone dominated exclusive

process may be considered. A well known example is the determination

of hadronic form factors. According to the above discussion it is

natural to interpret the (antisymmetrized) operators 0 (0,t, IT ;u3)
as '

as the renormalized meson operators on the light-cone. Of course, an

analogous consideration also holds for the baryon operators; again,

the corresponding Brodsky-Lepage kernel coincides with the appropriately

restricted anomalous dimension of the non-local baryon operators (see

ref. /ll/).
5. The Altarelli-Parisi kernel as asymptotic limit of an extended

Brodsky-Lepage kernel

In the last two paragraphes we have shown how the AP- and the BL-

kernels are derived from the anomalous dimension of specific non-local

light-ray operators which are generalizations of (11) and (13) respecti-

vely in QCD. These operators, and also their anomalous dimensions, are

uniquely related to each other. Therefore, it must be expected that

between both integral kernels also a direct relation should exist. To

formulate such a relation we first state the general structure of the

anomalous dimension T(t, t1) which has been proven to be of the form

1X21 \

ft (t,f) = [[e(i-t)e(t-f)-e(f-t)e(t-i)] f(t,f) + O D

[9(l-t)9(t+t')-e(-f-t)©(t-l)Jg(t,-t>)} +

+ { t-*-t , fc'-^-ff

with two independent functions f and g (at 1-loop approximation g = 0).

Because of that special 9-dependence the anomalous dimension is comple-

tely determined if its functional form in the restricted region

(-Ht, t'^1) of the (t, f)-pJane is known. From this point of View

T (t, t1) may be denoted as extended Brodsky-Lepage kernel. Now, we

introduce a distribution function which (formally) interpolates

between the distributions D(z; Q2) and <|)(z; Q2) as follows:

q(z;k,p;Q»)= J^HfileiA^STp^p^i ( lrftXSr)<(0) , )«"|p> (32)

2»c A

6 t/2,t; u 2 = Q * ) | f > >
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(for the sake of simplicity we have choosen again a scalar model).

Using the anomalous dimension of 6 we obtain the following evolution

equation for the distribution (32):

Q'-—-Qizik.P;Q2) = Cdz' K(z,z' ;xp/xk) q(z. • ?k, p;Q*) (33)
(7 Q — i

with the evolution kernel

' 1 T). (34)

As is obvious, in the case k = -p, i. e. T = xk/xp = -1, we arrive at

K(x,y;-1) = y(l-2x, l~2y) = ̂ e^^'V^ ^35'

and in the case k —> 0, i. e.r—> 0, we obtain the following relation

lim K(z,z<; 1/r ) = Iz'l"1 P(z/z"), (36)

which may be written also in the form

lim \-c\~XVa (Z/TT , 1/r) = P(z). (37)
0•0

The generalization of these considerations to QCD is straightforward.

The relation corresponding to (37) has been checked /13/ in the non-

singlet case for the existing 2-loop calculations /14,15/ with the

(correct) result:

•E-»0 e x t

= e(z)eu-z) P N S(Z) - e(-z)e(i+z) pNf (-z);

here the AP-kernel P and P connect the quark distribution with

the quark and the antiquark distributions respectively.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL QUARK MODEL FOR STRONG DECAYS

L. Micu
Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering,

Bucharest, P.O.Box MG-6, ROMANIA

From the point of view of quark models, a strong decay is
essentially a process in which the final number of quarks is great-
er than the initial one. There is nowadays a collection of quark
models for strong decays, but none of them succeeded to describe
in a satisfactory manner the creation of extra quarks. The challen-
ging problem is to find a relativistic model for the strong decays,
consistent with the requirements of the field theory, particularly
with QCO.

The oldest models, [1] based on symmetry schemes like SU(6)
or SU(6) W are in principle independent of the existence of quarks.
The invariance under certain symmetry groups allow to express the
decay amplitude in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and reduced
matrix elements, which are taken as free parameters. The essential
role of the quark models is to suggest the suitable group for the
classification of hadron states. These models give only a general
view on the decay process, not properly an explicit dynamical pic-
ture.

Dynamics was firstly taken into account in models which
assume that the extra meson resulting in a strong decay is elemen-
tary and comes from the decay of a single quark [2,3].

The amplitude T A + B C of a strong decay is written accordingly

TA+BC = < B I T
C I

A > ' = z <B,t+q|T c|a,£><B|a* £ + * a a £|A> (1)
«.§.
fc.q

where T is a transition operator describing the emission of a me-
son C by each quark '1n the hadron A independently; |o,k> is a single
quark state with momentum t, spin and internal quantum numbers a
and a* £ is the quark creation operator. <6,^+q|T |o,£> is a single
quark matrix element which is independent of the properties of ha-
drons A and B. It is generally expressed in terms of free parameters,
if no explicit assumptions on the quark dynamics are made.
<B|a* k+a"

ai<lA> "*s a hadron form fa*-*' . ,. (̂._1.ui.li- -•
quark dynamics. Its evaluation ; . >es definite assumptions concer-
ning the internal hadron . function. The spin, unitary spin and
and orbital momentum .ings are usually evaluated in the
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SU(6) x 0(3) scheme, Th.e rood el ha& been applied recently to [3]
nonstrage baryon decays using ytriational hadron ware functions
obtatned in the coleur flux model of QCD L41.

The main shortcoming of the models based on the assumption
of elementary meson emission is the asymmetric treatment of the fi-
nal hadrons, which is extremely annoying in the case of strong me-
son decays.

The asymmetry is avoided by the pair creation models which
assume that strong decays take place through the creation of vacuum-
like qc[ pairs. The final state is obtained by rearranging the
quarks [5].

The decay amplitude is written accordingly as the projection
of the final hadron state on the initial state containing the hadron
A and the vacuum-like qq" pair. Its expression in the case of strong
meson decay is [5,6]

<BClT|A> = <(aI)B(cb)cl(ab)A(cd)0> =

S o L o °
SA Li JA
Sf Lf J _

Sa Sb SA
Sc So

h h Sf

Ta Tb hi
Td" Tc °
TB TC V

<Lf|LA,L0> (2)

where { } are 9 - j symbols describing the couplings of the quark
isospins, spins and angular momenta. <L^|L^,L0> is a radial integral,
initially taken as free parameter. In the systematic treatment of
Le Yaounac, Pene, Oliver and Raynal [6] the radial integral is writ-
ten explicitly as

<Lf|LA,L0> = - kA)

+
kd "

( } ' YT'kc "
, kd)*c(kc, tg) (3)

••• -*

where *(kj, kj) is the Fourier transform of the internal hadron wave
function, which was supposed to be that of a 3-dimensional oscilla-
tor. For the fundamental hadrons it reduces to a simple Gaussian form

- k2)
2) (4)
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t
decays. are treated In * sigilar wanner. It has been

[61 that tn.e elementary meson emission L2,31 follows from the
pair creation model in the pointlike limit, that is for *c(lc|j, kc)«
» *c(0).The model describes in a very simple manner all strong in-
teraction vertices with two parameters only: the oscillator
strength and the overall quark pair creation amplitude, yielding re-
sults which are 1n impressive agreement with the experimental data.

The inconsistencies of the model are related to its nonrela-
tivistic character. We notice that the momentum conservation is en-
sured by the assumption that the vacuum-like qq" pair carries zero
total momentum, but is not clear In which reference frame does this
happen and where comes the energy of the vacuum-like pair from.

Relativistic corrections to the wave functions do not solve
the problem [7].

Recently strong meson decays have been treated in the model
of flux-tube breaking [8] derived from the flux-tube model of QCD
[9]. The model is based on the strong coupling Hamilton!an lattice
formulation of QCD, in which basic degrees of freedom are quarks and
flux tubes for the gluonic degrees. A meson is seen as a quark and
an antiquark at arbitrary points in the lattice, connected by arbi-
trary configurations of chromoelectric flux along the links. The de-
cay takes place through the flux tube breaking by pair creation.
This is described formally by the effective operator [8]

where q (n) is the creation operator of a quark at site n, n and
n + e are neighbour sites on the lattice, ai are Dirac matrices
and a is the lattice spacing. y(n) describes the string state of
the meson where the flux breaking takes place. Averaging over the
directions of the flux breaking, e\ one gets for a -* 0

CHJ - y(t) r q+(n*)5- * q{n") . (6)
0.

Y(n) is the amplitude of the string breaking which Is assumed to
have a Gaussian form, such that to give contribution only from the
retion between quark and antiquark where the string wave function
1s nonzero.

A decay amplitude A •*• BC 1s expressed then as the integral
over the product of the amplitude to find the Initial quark and
antiquark with separation r, the amplitude for the string of meson
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A to break at the point j ? + y into two other strings and the am-
plitude tq find th.e quark* and antiquaries, gf.jpes.ons. B and C at the
ends of th.e new.strings (ftg. 1).

FI9. 1

Then, in the rest frame of hadron A one has

T(A + BC) = / d3r /d3y * | £

• vft(?) exp(i(qB - qc)|)Y(r,y) (7)

where *. 0 c(r) are meson wave functions. The calculations were
performed with harmonic oscillator wave functions and with the exact
wave functions obtained in a QCD improved quark model [9]. Both sets
of results are in agreement with the experimental data and are very
similar with those yielded by the pair creation model.

The strong correlation between the flux tube breaking model
and the old pair creation model is due to their common dynamical
assumption: in both of them the strong decays occur through the crea-
tion of a qq~ pair. The difference lies in that tha pair creation
model creates qq* pairs with equal amplitude throughout the space,
while the flux tube model restricts the creation to the flux tube.

The predictions do not show a strong dependence on f(f,y)
since the overlap integral of the internal functions automatically
suppress the contribution of a pair created far from the initial
quark and antiquark. It is easy to see that for constant breaking
amplitude y(r,y), the flux tube amplitude (7) goes into that of the
pair creation model.

It must be however noticed that although resting on a firmer
ground within a QCD context, the flux tube model still bears the
inconsistencies of nonreiativistic models.

A recent approach [101 proposes a new picture of the strong
decay process, nore closely related to the field theory.

One starts from the usual assumption that hadrons are assem-
blies of valence quarks and antiquaries surrounded by a neutral sea
of virtual quarks and gluons.

The generic expression of a meson state is assumed tc be
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" a U j li2 f ^ d 4^ ( 4 )(p + q + Q - P)fj,(P. q. Q)

Va (1) *+<Q> aa2 1
/

where f(p, q, Q) is the distribution furnctioh of the internal mo-
menta a , b are free quark and antiquark creation operators, a
denotes the quark spin and internal quantum numbers and r^ is the
characteristic Dirac matrix. »+(Q) is a scalar field operator re-
presenting the neutral sea. It has the internal quantum numbers of
the vacuum and carries the four-momentum Q which is not subject to
any mass shell constraint since it represents an indefinite number
of virtual particles.

The confinement is taken into account by means of the momen-
tum distribution function f(p, q, Q) which cuts off the large rela-
tive momenta.

A similar expression can be written for baryons.

The fundamental dynamical assumption of the model is that
the static form (8) of the hadron wave functions modifies under the
effect of quantum fluctuations of the chromoeiectric field, which
at low energy consist from the creation and annihilation of vacuum-
11ke quark antiquark pairs from the neutral sea. In our approach
the relevant fluctuations for the hadron dynamics are those involv-
ing the valence quarks. We assume that due to quantum fluctuations
a valence quark may change its momentum or a quark creation operator
nay transform into the antiquark annihilation operator. This makes
possible the annihilation of quarks and antiquarks belonging to dif-
ferent hadrons, giving rise to the hadron interaction.

Relating this picture to the formal theory of scattering, we
notice that the free hadron states like (8) correspond to the free
states at remote times in the Interaction picture. The hadron states
modified by quantum fluctuations correspond to the "in" and "out"
states obtained by time translations from the free states with the
operators U(0, —) and U(+-, 0), describing the global effect of
quantua fluctuations.

According to these assumptions we write

•*(q) * U(O,-)a+(q)U^(O,-.) - V Jj£- L«-{+)(q.q')aj, (q')i+(q-q*)

us.(q')us(q) + u
(+)(q.'ql)£»s.(q

1)*tq+q')vs.(q
1)u$(q)] (9a)
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where «/-' are Lorentz invariant functions describing the momentum
transfer from the neutral sea to the valence quarks. Similar expres-
sions must be written for the antiquark operators bs(q) and bs(q).

Assuming now that the quark operators satisfy canonical cam-
mutation relations and that the vacuum expectation value of a pro-
duct of * operators is

... *+(Qn)l0> Qn)

the rules (9) enable us to calculate in a simple way the S matrix
element for any strong process in terms of internal hadron wave
functions and of the Lorentz invariant functions^'.

In particular, in the case of elastic meson scattering one
has in a shorthand notation

<H4(P4)M3(P3)IS|M1(P1)M2(P2)=

= <0| u"1(+», O)(ba)u U(

V)• U(0s-)(aV)H

0) u-1!

U(0, -«

O)(ba)M

u'^o, -.

0)

(10)

The cumbersome sequence of quark operators aquires a sugges-
tive interpretation in terms of quark diagrams like those in Fig. 2,
where lines represent nonvanishing commutators of quark operators
and the stars - »*i' functions.

1

2

* —

rt—

_ *

— *

Fig. 2
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Diagrams like those in Figs. 2b and 2c allow quark anti-
quark intermediate states and may naye a resonant behaviour.

The decay amplitude of a resonance may then be written

<M 1 M 2 ITI»> =

; d3p d3q d3k d 3 p' d 3 q' d3fc' <t3fc' , 4 - ,4- , . 4 - M .

rf *«q *«k ' V *V Q Q Q f ( Q )

• ^ ( P ' . k . Q ^ f j ; < k \ q \ Q 2 ) - * ( 4 ) ( p + q + Q - P) - « « 4 > ( p • + k + Q 1 * P 1 ) -

• 6 ^ ( k ' + q 1 + Q 2 - P 2 ) " ( + ) ( p , p ' ) "> { + ) ( q , q ' ) < - ( + ) ( k , k ' > < + ) ( -k" , k ' ) .

(11)

The expression (11) is similar in many respects to those ob-
tained in nonrelativistic pair creation models. It is worth men-
tioning that it has been obtained in a general relativistic treat-
ment based on the formal theory of scattering.
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SCATTERING AMPLITUDES AT HIGH ENERGIES IN A SPONTANEOUSLY

BROKEN GAUGE THEORY OF VECTOR MESON EXCHANGE

Piotr A. Raiczka

Department of Physics, University of Warsaw

Pasteura 7, PL-02-093 Warsaw, Poland

Abstract Baryon-baryon scattering amplitudes at high

energies and small momentum transfer are discussed in a

spontaneously broken SU(N) gauge theory model of vector

meson exchange. Possibility of describing within this model

the so called odderon contributions is pointed out.

Recently a spontaneously broken non-Abelian SU(6) gauge

theory of vector meson exchange forces was proposed (11 in

which fundamental fields correspond to observable particles.

This theory has several attractive features as a simplified

model for high energy hadron scattering with small momentum

transfer [1,2]. In particular baryons and vector mesons

reggeize in this model, and a rising total cross section for

baryon-baryon scattering at high energies is predicted in

the leading logarithm approximation (LLA). On the other hand

in the past years there has been an increasing interest in

the so called odderon contributions to pp and pp scattering

amplitudes [31. i.e. crossing-odd contributions which are

non-negligible even at very high energies. In this note a

possible candidate for the odderon amplitude in the vector

meson exchange model is pointed out. In the following it is

assumed that fermions are in the fundamental representation

of SU(N), and for simplicity masses of all vector mesons are

set equal.

The fermion-fermion scattering amplitude is decomposed

according to quantum numbers exchanged in the t-channel:

M - M^ 0 x 0 + Kn to x ta

where ta are generators of the SU{N) algebra. In LLA. in

which s(lns)k terms with only the highest k are retained in
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each amplitude in each order of perturbation expansion, the

only odd contribution to H is the amplitude with quantum

numbers of vector mesons. This amplitude corresponds to the

reggeization of vector mesons [4,51

«r - *2 - ^ v S X + a(q2)
", - S2 _ N ( _ q 2 _ x 2 } I ( q 2 )

2(2n)°

. 2 } _ J" d̂ lt
J (k2 + \ 2 ) [(k + q ) 2 + x2l

where X is the mass of vector meson, k and q are vectors in

the two dimensional transverse momentum plane and t - - q .

Obviously this amplitude cannot be a candidate for the

odderon, so we must go beyond LLA. We should also look at

the amplitude with vacuum quantum numbers, since any

subleading terms in the MR amplitude are likely to be

corrections to the residue and to the vector meson

trajectory function. The Mp amplitude in LLA is even and

according to the arguments presented in [5] for large s it

increases as

<lns)

In the vector meson exchange model this amplitude plays the

role similar to that of the bare Pomeron in phenomenological

analysis.

Subleading terms in Hp appear first in the sixth order

of perturbation expansion. In this order the only diagrams

which may give next-to-leading odd terms in Mp are diagrams

of the eikonal type with three vector meson lines. For

illustration we consider these diagrams explicitly. We label

them by the ordering <klm> in which meson lines are attached

to the lower fermion line (fig.l).
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1 2 3

(a)

(b)

A
2 1 3

p. , \ , ? . ?
x

P;v
2 1 3

Pf

Pf

Pf

Fig.l. (a) Fermion - fermion three-vector diagram labeled as
{213} (b) Fermion - antifermion three-vector diagram labeled
as <213>.

The amplitude M<ltlm> is a product of the group factor G < k V m >

and momentum dependent factor T m . For fermion - fermion

(FF) scattering the group factor is :

<ki,
FF

G -

0 x 0 +

- 1)(N2 - 4)
16 N 3

N 2 - 1

16 N

where P is the signature of the {klnU permutation.

Contribution from all three-vector eikonal diagrams may be

written as

- f
<klm> <klm>

0 x 0

For fermion - antifermion (FF) scattering we have:

_<k 0 x 0 + . . . .
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This gives

f -

_<klm> _ <klm>
FF " ~ rr

0 x 0
_ . — FF I
<klm> <klm>

In this way presence of the odd contribution in the

amplitude with vacuum quantum numbers is made explicit. Its

form in sixth order may be immediately obtained from the

evaluation of eikonal graphs in massive QED [6]

I
< It I 771

6 ,, 2.
g s J(q )

jl lt2ty2)ittjt^:
This is indeed subleading with respect to the even amplitude

with vacuum quantum numbers, which at this order behaves as

sins.

It is interesting that the presence of the odd

amplitude with vacuum quantum numbers is related to the

presence of the even amplitude with vector meson quantum

numbers, which similarly to Mr has a reggeized form [7]

M( + ) - ig4 ( N ~ "<» 2 - 4> I ( q
2, s ; 2

; ( q , . g _ _ (_ q _ X , I ( q ,

2C2n)J N''

Both contributions disappear for SU(2).

To prove that the odd amplitude with vacuum quantum

numbers may indeed play the role of the odderon we must show

that it has appropriate behavior at large s. This may be

done only after odd next-to-leading terms from all orders of

perturbation expansion have been summed in Mp. presumably
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giving an integral equation similar to the one proposed in

[8] for the system of three interacting reggeons.
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AN EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL FOR AN ORDER PARAMETER

FROM PURE SU(2) GAUGE THEORY

3. Bohdcik, Institute of Physics EPRC SAS, Bratislava

Motivation.

QCD systems are confined at the zero temperature and low densi-

ties, but at high temperature and high matter density these systems

behave as noninteracting free systems in deconfined phase. How the

transition from deconfined phase to confined one looks like and what

is the nature of this transition is the question of interest for the

quark-gluon plasma physicists. A lot of efforts was done to describe

this phase transition by help of an order parameter as dynamical de-

gree of freedom.

Method.

The partition function for the finite temperature Euclidean

gauge theory is defined by functional integral [l]:

d*}] exp { - 1 J^dt (jd3x ( F ^ F^

here, A^, (t,x) are periodic in variable t: A^»(t=0,x) = A^, (t=|i,"x)

fi is the inverse temperature: (S= T~

N is the /^-independent normalisation constant.

Replacing one degree of integration by order parameter and by integra-

ting through the others we get the effective theory with the order pa-

rameter as the only dynamical degree of freedom. L. McLerran and B.

Svetitsky [ 2J proved relation for free energy of heavy quark F, and

the vacuum expectatiion value of Polyakov loop L(x):

L(x) = £ tr T exp £ i ( dt «tf AJJ (x,t)j (for SU(2)).

The Polyakov loop is determined by gauge field only. If the quark is

confined, his free energy tends to infinity and L(0) -*0. The non-

confined quark has finite free energy and also L(0) 4 0. Because L(0)

has also nontrivial symmetry breaking property [ 3j there, is common

believe it is good order parameter at least for pure gauge theory at

finite temperature.
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N. Weiss [4] calculated the effective potential for SU(2) pure
gauge theory in the generalized temporal gauge A^ (5?,t) =<§<$>($).
In this gauge the action is extremely simple and the Polyakov loop is
also the simple relation:

L <») = cos

g - coupling constant of the unrenormalized Lagrangian.
To obtain the effective potential, Weiss has provided the functional
integration by saddle point method for all fields A|« (3?,t), not spe-
cifiing the free degrees of freedom and the dynamical one. The result
is symmetric effective potential Vef as function of a constant value
of Polyakov loop, convenient for deconfined phase, but there is not
possibility to change his shape by variation of (i or by any other
parameter.

We calculate the Vef depending on L as order parameter for SU(2)
pure gauge theory at finite temperature in the generalized temporal
gauge. Our starting point is partition function developed by C. Ber-
nard £l] following Faddeev Popov anzatz.

2 $ d t (d 3 x ( F r Ffa>j en
pp - Faddeev-Popov determinant

<T - gauge fixing functional
gauge f(A*) s A^ C?,t) = <fa3 {

We find, that Faddeev-Popov determinant in our case up to (infinite)
temperature independent constant is

2 in | sin

Removing the o functional by standard procedure [l] we change <§>(*)
-̂  A (IT) and introduce the term

exp

where oC is dimensionless gauge constant.
Integration of the spacelike potentials dA?, is the problem of the
theory with external field, here it is A^ (If) field. This integration
was done by saddle point approximation, when saddle point is for
Ap 0?,t) = 0. The result of integration due to presence of the field
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AQ ("?) is nonlocal functional determinant. To obtain the Vef on one-

loop approximation by method proposed by Dolan, Oackiw £sj we shift

Ap C?) in (1) by a constant term: A ^ 7 ) = AQ + A^ (x) and dropp all

terms linear in A (?) and higher order than the second. The terms ii

dependent of A^ (?) form"clasical"potential and terms bilinear

in A"! (?) represent the one loop correction to "classical"potential.

Now we see how to decompose the nonlocal functional determinant. We

decompose it in the powers of AQ ($) and we abandon all the terms of

higher order in A"! (?) than the second. The method how to do this

decomposition was proposed by Me Keon and Sherry [67 and it is based

on the dzeta functional regularization of functional determinants am

Schwinger [ 7l operator expansion method. We find, that for our purpo^

ses it is sufficient to calculate the first tree terms of this de-

composition, because elsewhere the power of Aj: Cx) is higher than thi

second. Following Dolan-Jackiw£5l method for the effective potentia:

in one-loop approximation when we ignore the infinite terms we have:

ar = 2 arc

where L is constant value of the Polyakov loop.

In this relation, the gauge parameter /*>is fixed by condition

Kg* = 6

following from the need to provide the Gauss integration. Apart from

the first constant term, the second term is the same as the one in

N. Weiss f4] , the third term is gauge fixing one and the last one i
Ol/gf /v)

the one loop correction. The local extrem ^ x = 0 in the cen1

of the interval (0,2?) is the local minimum for g~*x> . When g de-

crease, this minimum is converted into local maximum, i.e. there is

g prooving the condition
Q2Vef

= 0.

*=xext.

This behaviour is the signal of the phase transition [ 5j .

There is believe that after the renormalization of the couplin

constant g one brink into this phase transition the temperature dep

dence. Here, the second order phase transition behaviour of Vef is
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destroyed by gauge fixing contribution.
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DEPENDENCE OF THE S-MA.TRIX ON THE CHOICE OF FIELD
VARIABLE?

J.Novotny"
Nuclear centre,Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,
Charles University,V Holes'ovi5ka*ch 2,180 00 Praha 8
Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT: The dependence of the on-shell S-matrix on the change of
the Lagrangian induced by nonlinear substitution 0 -» F(+) is in-
vestigated by means of graphical analysis.A cancellation mechani-
sm is found and used to show that the tree approximation of the S-
matrix is independent,, of such a substitution and that the Jacobian
of the substitution has to be introduced in order to cancel a new
class of singular one-loop graphs and to recover the primary S-mat-
rix at the one-loop level.

I.INTRODUCTION
In the fundamental paper [1] on nonlinear realizations of internal

symmetry groups and on the theory of effective Lagragians,the follo-
wing statement can be found:
(I)Let us have QFT with a field multiplet <f> and Lagrangian

XCt) - #.(*) «• K, C#) ft)
with the free part Jr. and interacting part Jtt .Let F be analytic
invertibl'e mapping in the space of field variables of the form:

)
Let us define Lagrangian £T'by the prescription

) f) ,(*) (3)
Then QFT with Lagrangian JJ'gives the save (on-shell) S-matrix as
the primary QFT with Lagrangian .

This statement - i.e. the independence of physical content of a
QFT of the choice of coordinates in the space of field variables -
was one of the basic motivations for introducing of nonlinear effe-
ctive Lagrangians (c.f. the Weinbergs construction [2] of nonlinear
chiral Lagrangian based on Gell-"an - Levy & -model).
By using of formal functional integral arguments as well as the .
well known theorem which states the independence of S-matrix (obtai-
ned by means of LSZ formula) of interpolating fields [3], [4], it is
possible to prove a slightly modified theorem:

(II) In order to obtain the primary S-matrix in the theory with
the Lagvangian £ ,it is necessary to add singular counterterns
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of the fora - »t $*\o)f.t*. F , which are the remnant of the Jacooian

of the substitution (2).

The aim of this talk is to present a perturbative graphical analysis

of the above statements at the tree and one-loop level in order to

obtain a deeper insight into the results of formal manipulations with

the functional integral and to pinpoint the origin of the singular

counter terms,,

II.GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF S-WATRIX

The key observation we have used is the fact that it is possible to

represent the vertices of the Lagrangian X' as a sun? of graphs built

of new vertices and propagators listed in fig.1.

/••

Fig.1. Graphical rules used for representing vertices of Lag-
rangian x'wittm>

Consequently,any Feynman graph of the theory with Lagrangian &

(Jf-graphs in what follows} is a sum of more complicated graphs (we

call them F-graphs)obtained by means of a substitution of the above-

mentioned graphical representation of vertices of the Lagrangian ic'

into the i^'-graph. (see fig.2.)

Fig.2. Examples of F-graphs.

Sum of these F-graphs can be devided in two parts,one of which
yields the same contribution to the S-matrix elements as correspon-
ding graphs of the old theory with the Lagrangian X .The other part
consists of extra F-graphs which cancel each other and/or yield sin-
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gular terns.These can be removed by introducing of counterteras
F' mentJo'ned in the introduction.

To prove this statement we note,that all F-graphs contributing to
the sane S-matrix element can be obtained from a class of F-graphs
(called skeletons in what follows) by simple procedure.By definition
a skeleton is the F-graph which does not contain the sequence de-

picted in fig.3.

Fig<,3oDefinition of a skeleton

Any other F-graph can be obtained bjt an insertion of this sequence
to all possible wavy lines of some skeleton.As a result,one obtains
the same contribution to the S-matrix up to a sign (and possible
changes in combinatorics) see fig.4.

Fig.4.Change of sign by an insertion in the wavy line of
F-graph

It can be shown explicitly that the following statements are valid:
(i) The 3UTT of contributions of all F-graphs originating in the
s»iie skeleton by the above-described process of insertions cancel
each other.
(ii) The tree-level skeletons which do not admit such an insertion
either yield zero on shell,orthey are equivalent to the graphs of
the old theory with the Lagrangian £ .
(iii) The statements (i),(ii) are valid also at the one-loop le-
vel,up to the fact that a new class of singular skeletons appears
the contribution of which yields exactly the contribution of coun-
terterns -ii. %"^o) A-Ff^) with opposite sign.

The above statements can be proved by means of careful analysis of
combinatorial factors of various F-graphs and «E'-grapphs entering
the game,see [5j •

III.CONCLUSIONS
By means of a graphical analysis,we have sketched the cancellation
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mechanism leading to the equality of tree level S-matrices for
two quantum field teories that differ only by the choice of coor-
dinates in the space of field variables.lt has been established
that different parts of Feywrian graphs of the theory with th» Lag-
rangian W^) • <C(F($)) in different orders of perturbation theory
cancel each other so that the S-matrix of the old theory (with the
Lagrangian iCCf) ) is recovered as a final answer.By means of an
analysis of one-loop graphs we have restored the Jacobian of the
substitution JMS/> f-<'S%)/A* f<V>) <,Thus,the statement (I) quotea in
the introduction is not valid,at least in the form mentioned in pa-
per ]}}.
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VIRTUAL QUARK-ANTIQUARK CREATION IN LATTICE QCDf

W.Feilmair, M.Faber, H.Markum

Institut fur Kernphysik, Techn.Universitat Wien

Wiedner Hauptstra|3e 8-10, A-1040 Wien

Austria

We make a proposal how the distribution of virtual quarks and antiquaries around a system
with static quarks can be investigated. Our considerations rely on Wilson fermions and the
hopping parameter expansion. We determine the qualitative behavior of the virtual quark
distribution around a static quark source analytically and present some numerical results.

INTRODUCTION

The inclusion of dynamical fermions in lattice QCD calculations has made progress in the last
years. There exist several algorithms which have shown that virtual fermions can be included in
numerical investigations on the lattice in a satisfactory way. Meanwhile, many problems have been
studied in this frame. A main result of such calculations is that the dynamical quark sea provides for
color screening. The potential between a quark and an antiquark does not exhibit the linearly rising
shape any longer /I/. Thus, it is interesting to investigate the color screening stemming from virtual
quarks and antiquarks by determining their distribution around an external static quark system.

We make a proposal how this can be done on a space-time lattice. Using a SU(3) gauge field with
Wilson fermions the operators of interest are studied by means of the hopping parameter expansion.
Applying data from recent investigations /1,2/ we discuss the qualitative behavior of the virtual quark
distribution.

IHEQRi

Our aim is to calculate the distribution of virtual quarks and antiquarks in the vicinity of static

colored quark sources. The particle number operator y V "s a measure for the difference of particle

number and antiparticle number. To determine the distribution of virtual quarks and antiquarks

separately we need a second operator. We suggest to study the fermionic condensate yy . As one can

easily verify the main part of this operator is the sum of particle number and antiparticle number.

Adding and subtracting these two operators gives the wanted result.

In the following we restrict the external quark system to one static quark source /3/. A static quark

can only propagate in time and can be described on the lattice by a thermal loop

N|

k-l

* Supported in part by "Foods zur Forderung dor wissenschaftlichen Forschung" under Contract No.
P5501.
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where Nt is the temporal extension of the lattice with spacing a and UX(1 are the link variables of the

gauge field. To determine the distribution of the virtual quarks and antiquarks, respectively, we have

to compute the correlation between the static quark L(0) and a proper combination of the local

operators yy(r) and v V f r ) a t distance r by means of the path integral

J D[U,y,y] L(0) i[w( r) ± VvWJ e "(S° + Sp^
, (2)

with SQ and Sp the gluonic and fermionic action. To get some insight into Eq. (2) we writ

and vV( r ) ' n t n e hopping parameter expansion where the integration over the fermionic fields y ,y

I- J.s been performed analytically and only the dependence on the gauge field variables Ux|1 remains.

At first we discuss yy . For a lattice with temporal extension Nt = 4 and spatial extension

N s » Nt we obtain /4/

yy(r) = 2K{4 - 4(2K)N'ReL(r) - 384 ^Renfr) - 3456K6Ref3(r) - 12288K6Red (r) + O(K 8 )} (3)

where K = l/(2ma + 8) is the hopping parameter with virtual fermion mass m, n(r) is the local

average over spacelike and timelike plaquettes and 3 and Sis symbolize loops with six links. For

Ns £ Nt also loops closed by periodicity in space, if imposed, will contribute to expansion (3). It is

very important that the Polyakov loop L is one of the leading terms. If we consider y y and ReL as a

function of Monte Carlo sweeps in Refs. 2 and 5 we recognize a strong correlation between both

operators in agreement with expansion (3). As all terms up to K6 and also K8 /6/ contribute with the

same negative sign we parametrize

vV(r)=d-k e f fReL(r) (4)

according to Satz PI. Parametrization (4) is appropriate also for Nt = 2,3,5. Taking the data from

Ref. 2 for a 44 lattice with K = 0.14 we estimate kgff = 0.1 and d = 0.97. Now we can compute the

correlation function of a static quark propagator L(0) with the fermion condensate yy(r)

<L(0)yy(r)> = d<L> - keff <L(0)ReL(r)>. (5)

The correlation <L(0)ReL(r)> = l/2[<L(0)L(r)> + <L(0)L1'(r)>] is a decreasing function in r / l / .

Therefore, <L(0)vV(r)> in Eq.(5) will increase with growing distance r.

Next we try to study \|/V in the same way. The hopping parameter expansion gives

vVfr) = VYoVW = 2iK{0 - 4(2K)NtImL(r) ± Terms [OC*4) + OOc6)] + O(K8) }. (6)

The constant pan of Eq.(6) is zero. The loops up to order K6 are purely imaginary because the loops

run through the lattice in both directions and have a relative minus sign from y0. As indicated in

expansion (6) by "± Terms [O(K*) + O(K 6 ) ] " these loops are contributing with different signs.
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Therefore, an ansatz similar to (4) for y+y(r) must be treated carefully. Suppose an effective

parametrization in analogy to (4) is valid

y' y(r) = — k'eg- ilml,(r) (7)

the sign of k'eff is not predicted by Eq.(6). The only way to determine k'eff and its sign would be a

comparison with .•.umcrical results provided ImL is correlated with y \ / in the same way as we have

found for yV and ReL. Unfortunately, no data have been stored for the swcep-by-sweep evolution

of y V and ImL in Ref. 2 which could be combined consistently with our previous work /I/.

RESULTS

In the last section we have found that the fermion condensate can be approximated by Eq.(4).

Eq.(5) describes the distribution of particles plus antiparticles around the static quark L. To get a

numerical estimate how correlation (5) looks like we have inserted data from a 83x4 lattice for

<L(0)L(r)> and <L(0)L*(r)> with K = 0.15 and the inverse coupling P = 5.2 published partially in

Ref. 1. The result is presented in Fig.l. Interpreting yy(r) as a measure for the particle plus

anciparticle density Fig.l shows that virtual particle production is suppressed in the vicinity of the

static charge. This result confirms a numerical calculation concerning the same problem with Kogut-

Susskind fermions /8/.

Quark Polarization

EigJ; The correlation <L(0)yy(r)> corresponding
to the quark-antiquark distribution around a static
quark evaluated in hopping parameter expansion
with data taken from Ref. 1 for a 83x4 lattice. In die
vicinity of the static quark the vacuum fluctuations
are suppressed.

For yTy it is not straightforward to give an estimate similar to (4). If one believes that the naive
ansatz (7) is valid we can give an estimate for the qualitative behavior of the correlation
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5[<L(0)L(r)> - <Lffl)Lt(r>]. (8)

Since <L(O)L(r)> < <HO)Lf(x)>, it depends on the sign of k'eff whether virtual quarks are

attracted towards a static quark or rejected. Then the qualitative behavior of the (ami) quark

occupation number density around static color sources (2) can be discussed. For negative k'efT virtual

quarks are suppressed near the static quark and virtual antiquarks are enhanced in this region. In

Fig.2 we display results for two characteristic values of the parameter k'eff = -0.1 and -0.14,

respectively. Note that a change of the sign of k'eff leads to an interchange of the virtual quark and

antiquark cloud.

Quark Polarization

0248

Hgi iThe correlation l/2<L(0)[\|n|/(r) ± yV(r) ]>
representing the distribution of virtual quarks and
antiquarks around the static quark for k'eff = -0.1 and
-0.14. The upper two curves denote the virtual
antiquarks and the lower two curves denote the
virtual quarks. The lines connecting the data points
are to guide the eye. The full curve indicates
l/2<L(0)w(r)> fr R 1

DISCUSSION

We have given an estimate for the distribution of virtual particles and antiparticles around a static
quark source by means of the hopping parameter expansion for Wilson fermions. Supported by a
numerical calculation we found that the fermionic condensate can be approximated by a linear
function of the Polyakov loop L. This' allows for a simple evaluation of correlations between the
fermion condensate and a static quark propagator. The main result of Eq.(5) is that the quark sea is
suppressed in the vicinity of a static charge. An explanation might be that the virtual quarks are in
competition with the gluons which have to carry the color charge away. Creating gluons near the
color charge seems to be energetically more favored by the system than creating virtual massive
particles.
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The hopping parameter expansion was not so successful for the particle number operator i y V
With the naive parametrization (7) the distribution of virtual quarks and virtual antiquaries,
respectively, can be discussed qualitatively. Assuming k'eff to be negative virtual antiparticles are
concentrated around the static quark. This might answer the question why a single quark has a
nonvanishing propagator <L> * 0 in the presence of the quark sea: The system creates an additional
antiquark on average in order to screen the forbidden external quark charge.

At this point we want to remark that an analog analytical expression is expected for the hopping
parameter expansion of the correlations in the quenched approximation where there are no virtual
quark loops present The main difference is that the correlation function <L(O)ijhj/(r)> must vanish at
large r leading to a completely contrary asymptotic behavior. Actually, we could demonstrate by a
computation with Kogut-Susskind fermions that <L(O)ijh|/(r)> practically vanishes for all distances
in the quenched case indicating the absence of virtual quarks.

CONCLUSION

To summarize we have made a proposal for an estimate of the distribution of virtual particles and

antiparticles around a static quark source in a simple way using the fermion condensate and the

particle number operator. This procedure has been successful and offers a first insight into

polarization phenomena in QCD.

OUTLOOK

It would be interesting to study whether these results for the polarization of a single static quark

are valid for a static quark-antiquark pair. To understand the influence of polarization effects on the

linear confinement potential a separate investigation of this system has to be performed. But we think

that the outlined mechanism holds true for systems with any number of static quarks. We are

encouraged by these investigations to make further numerical calculations for Kogut-Susskind

fermions. Furthermore, a cooperation with Ph. deForcrand and I.O. Stamatescu is planned to make a

direct numerical comparison beyond the hopping parameter expansion for Wilson fermions.
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ARE THERE TOO MANY STATES IN SCALAR GLUEBALL

MASS REGION ?
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Abstract

The VH —• Jf If s-vvave scattering matix poles and zeros are

investigated on multisheet Riemann surface due to the

coupling of JfJE KIT and 'Jr̂  channels. The existence of just

one resonant state corresponding to f (975) is sufficient

in order to reproduce the data in the energy range of

0.79 - 1 .29 GeV.

Experimental situation in identifying scalar glueball

predicted by QCD is still not clear. This is related to the

fact that till now we do not have reliable experimental data

as well as the reliable theoretical methods to identify all

possible scalar meson states. Various theoretical calculations

indicate that from all possible glueballs the scalar one

(J =0 ) should be the lightest with the mass from the range

0.6-1.5 GeV. The spcctroscopy of scalar states in this energy

range is quite difficult subject due to both experimental and

theoretical problems. Th«> are related to the fact that scat-

tering of pions on pions is not directly observable process

and the information on it must be extracted from other expe-

rimentally more easy realizable processes. The whole situation

is further complicated by presence of a large background

mainly due to strong coupling to production processes so the
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resonant states cannot be described by simple one-level formula.

From this point of view it is clear that any analysis at-

tempting to identify resonant states without taking into consi-

deration production channels cannot grasp the whole reality

and is nonreliable. On the other hand, taking into account

these complications may lead to new rather unexpected results.

Such new results are for instance claimed by Au, Morgan and

Pennington who assert that the effect of the old S resonance

(now called f (975)) is due not to just one resonance but that

at least three different states comprise together in order to

describe the S effect. To couple 71 IT and KK channels the K-

matrix formalism is used in their analysis. One of the three

states is interpreted as scalar glueball.

In our analisys we have used the alternative approach to

the problem of JTTT and KK coupling by working with the analytic

2x2 S-matrix. The threshold effects of both channels have been

explicitly included into analysis by considering the S-matrix

to be defined on four Riemann sheets connected together through

the cuts generated by the unitarity relation. In such approach

the single resonance is described by four zero-pole pairs the

position of which is determined by mass and width of the reso-

nance and by the strength of JtJt and KK channels coupling.

The detailes can be found elswere. The JCJ s-wave scattering

data are very well described in the whole energy range from

the JTJT threshold up to 1 .89 GeV while only the existence of

two scalar resonances the S (975) end £ (1300) is assumed in

accordance with the standard Particle Data picture.

This fit to the JTJT scattering data was further used to

calculate the S-matrix elements for the other two related

processes KK—• KK and JTJt —*• Kit.6' 7 The TTJC —*• KK calculated

scattering was then compared to experimentally known data.

From that it was concluded that in order to improve the pre-

dictive power of the model and to make the analysis of all

possible states in the considered energy range up to 1.8 GeV

more reliable it is necessary to extend the model to the 3x3

S-matrix i.e., to include the fry threshold at 1.1 GeV into

analysis and to cosider the coupling of JJJT ,KK and \\ channels.
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The reason was that the predicted JTJT —*KK scattering cease to

agree with the experimental data above the \% threshold ener-

gy.

Doing so one is led to consider the S-matrix as defined

on eight Riemann sheets instead of four. It means further that

the single resonance is now described by eight zero-pole pairs

placed alternatively on all eight Riemann sheets. This immedia-

tely gives the possibility to interpret the duplicated appea-

rance of resonance poles which were found by Au et al. as the

occurance of "shadow" poles of the same resonance from the

deeper Riemann sheets. More detail discussion can be found in

ref.9.

Here I would like to present results of such analysis

where in addition to KK also f^ channel is considered. The

analysis extends over the energy range from 0.79 up to 1.29

GeV. The phase of JTJT scattering amplitude is in Fig.l and the

elasticity is in Fig.2. There are 31 data points on the phases,

and 17 on the elasticity ^ i i n t n e energy range considered.

Not all of them are depicted in Figs.1 and 2. The corresponding

chi square for the phase is X = 20.3 and for the elasticity it

is X1 = 4.8.

The S-matrix is parametrized by the rational form

with the background phase depending linearly on energy cfb*a.+b£.

The analysis has been performed in the w-plane in which KK and

•jj/j; branching points were eliminated by the suitable transfor-

mation . The jtjr branching point is still there (corresponding

to the c.m.s. energy 0.28 GeV which is faar below the energy

range of interest). Therefore, only the poles and zeros placed

on unphysical sheets close to the physical region are included

in the analysis but their complex conjugate poles and zeros

are not taken into account at present stage of calculation

causing thus the loss of real analyticlty of the S-matrix and

lowering the number of zero-pole pairs from eight to four.

The poles corresponding to the S resonance are then

placed at the 2nd, 3rd, 6th and 7th sheet and the corresponding
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zeros on the 1st, 4th, 5th and 8th sheet respectively. The po-

sitions of zero-pole pars as well as the background phase pa-

rameters were fitted in the minimization procedure. Their

values are as follows

sheet

2 9954 5 46t 7

3 1 l 4 5-80° 25O±5O
6 96O± 30 105 t 35

7 1095* 60 140t40

a = 0.03, b = 1.41

giving the total "X. per degree of freedom 0.66.

If the !£•£ channel coupling would be weak then the S-

matrix on the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th sheet would have exactly

the same energy dependence as on the 4th, 3rd, 2nd and 1st

sheet, respectively, and the pole positions on the 7th and

the 2nd sheet would correspond to the same E and I* values.

The same would hold for the 3rd and the 6th sheet.

On the other hand if KK coupling to 3CJJ would be negligi-

ble the pole positions on 2nd and 3rd, as wellas on 6th and

7th sheet will have the same £ and P values. If both KK and

IX. coupling to HJI would be negligible then all zero-pole

pairs will be placed in their respective sheets at the same E

and P values expressing the total symmetry.

However, we see from the analysis that E and V values of

pole positions are all different which reflets the fact that

both KK and £ % channel coupligs play important role. All four

poles actually reflect this fact and though they occur at dif-

ferent energies they should not be interpreted as independent

physical states since they all four describe the one and the

same physical resonance.
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Hadron Resonance Production in Two Photon Processes with
the CELLO detector
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In the first part of my talk I will give a short introduction to the physics of two photon reactions
and their coupling to single meson resonances. The second and larger part will be devoted to recent
experimental results obtained in this field. Hereby I will focus on data taken with the CELLO detector
in the year 1986 but I will also include results presented by other collaborations at last 77 workshop
in Israel at the end of April this year [1].

1 The physics of two photon reactions

At an e+e" collider we have two major types of reactions. The first is annihilation of e+ and e~
into one time like virtual photon. The final state created has negative C-parity. The cross section of
this reaction is supressed by the photon propagator I /9 2 which is proportional to I/a where s is the
centre of mass energy of the two leptons. In the second process both leptons radiate off space like
virtual photons which then in turn collide. This so called two photon process creates final states of
posit ve C-parity. The spectrum of photons emitted is bremsstrahlung like which predominantly leads
to small lepton scattering angles with respect to the beam axis and low photon energies E1. The e*e~
cross section is not suppressed by the photon propagators towards higher centre of mass energies, but
rather peaks at low g2 and decreases for high invariant 77 masses like \/W2.

If one of the scattered leptons is recorded in the detector we talk about tagging the corresponding
virtual photon. Here we distinguish between three cases: the notag case where no scattered lepton
is detected, single tag where on lepton is detected and double tag where both are seen within the
detector. Due to the bremsstrahlung like spectrum the lepton scattering angle quite often is so low
that the leptons stay within the beampipe and are therefore not recorded. This leads to a ratio for
the notag to single tag to double tag rate of roughly 100 : 10 : 1 for the production of a typical meson
resonance like the pseudoscalar 7r°, r), 77'.

The full process e+e~ —> e+e~X can be divided into two parts. One part is describing the
radiation of the two virtual photons from the leptons. This part is a pure QED process and so it
can be calculated. The second part describes the formation of the final state X by two photons.
This formation cross section is what we are interested in and it only depends on the Lorentz invariant
variables W, and <?J, Q\, where Wri = (51 +{2)' >s the invariant mass of the two photons and Qj = -qf
their four-momentum transfer.

The resulting f + e ~ cross section for the formation of a final state X can be calculated exactly and
has for instance been given by Budnev [2j:

(1)
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The first four terms in the sum are describing the such denned 77 cross sections for photons that
are transversely (T) and longitunally (L) polarized respectively, while the last four terms correspond
to interference terms in the e+e" cross section of this reaction. The latter four quantities r are only
observable if the differential cross section is measured with respect to the azimuthal angle f or if
polarized e+e~ beams are used. The exact form of the coefficients A,B and the photon flux factors
pfb can be found in the rev..-t?w paper by Budnev. While the cross section OTT f°r t w o transversely
polarized photons can be observed in all 27 experiments the cross sections ar t , OLT and an are only
observable in single tag and double tag experiments respectively.

The partial width of a resonance I\-, , i.e. the total width times branching ratio into two photons,
can be related to the production cross section a^ in the case where both of the photons are real
(?i = 9? = 0). The partial width is given by the expression :

r - = 32,(27+ g

where Mab are the transition amplitudes for a resonance decaying into two photons with helicities a
and b. These amplitudes can be split up into a part f{W,Q],Ql) that is calculable from invariance
principles and Bose symmetry and a formfactor Fat, that has to measured by experiment. A list of
values for Maf,/Fab can be found in the paper by Poppe [3].

The 77 cross section for the case q\ — q\ = 0 is given by:

(g)" •
consisting of a relativistic Breit-Wigner, the partial width T^ and a function (W2/mJj)" which is
roughly 1 for narrow resonances and the exponent n depends on spin and helicity of the resonance.

Out of all possible qq nonets only those with positive C-parity are accessible in 77 production of a
single resonance. The spin and parity Jpc of those nonets are 0~ + ( I = 0.5 = 0). 0 + + , l + T . 2 + + ( I =
1,5 = 1) and 2"*(I = 2,5 = 0) where S is the total spin of the quarks inside the meson and L
their relative angular momentum. In SU(3) the nonet is split up in an octet and a singlet state. Only
the two neutral octet members and the singlet state can be observed in 27 reactions. Mainly due to
the high mass of the s quark the SU(3) symmetry is broken and the two totally neutral members of
the nonet can mix giving rise to the singlet-octet mixing angle 0 . In addition admixtures from other
states (like glueballs) with identical quantum numbers are also possible. Some interesting values for
the mixing angle for pure singlet-octet, mixing are shown below.

sin 0 = 1 /y/Z corresponding to O % 35.3° is called ideal mixing. Here one state is purely strange
\ss) and the other consists only of u and d quarks -y-]uu + dd),

sin 0 = l / \ / 6 - l / \ / 3 corresponding to 0 = -9.7°. Here both physical states have the same amount
of each quark flavour 5 |uu + dd + y/2ss). and | |uu + dd - v/2ss) and

sin 0 = 1/3 corresponding t o 6 s 19.5". Here one state "Tglu" + dd - hss) does not couple to 77
while the other state has maximum coupling. The first case has to be well distinguished from
the case of coupling to pure glueballs.

Photons couple to the charge of the constituent quarks inside the meson. The formation of the
meson by the two quarks is described by the decay constants /,. Exact nonet symmetry demands that
the decay constants of the two isosinglet states and the neutral isoveclor state are identical. Since
SU(3) is broken the relative ratios of the decay constants have to he taken into account. The coupling
strength of the two photons to the quarks is proportional to the square of the quark charges (the
coupling to uu is four times stronger than to dd or ss) and hence •)•> reactions are sensitive to the
flavour content of the meson.
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2 Experimental section
The data presented here on the coupling of two photons to single resonances are primarily from
the CELLO collaboration but other data presented at the last 77 workshop will also be shown.
The CELLO detector is a multi-purpose detector at the e+e" storage ring PETRA at DESY. Main
features of the detector will be described below, a full description can be found in reference [4j. The
central detector consists of cylindrical drift and proportional chambers that are surrounded by a
superconducting magnetic coil with a field of 1.3 Tesla. The angular coverage reached is 91 % of in
and the momentum resolution is <r(p)/p = 0.02 • p[GeV}. The inner detector is completed by endcap
proportional chambers that extend the angular coverage down to | cos tf | < 0.98. The lead-liquid
argon calorimeter with a depth of 20 radiation lengths consists of a barrel part (| cos t)| < 0.86) and an
endcap part (0.92 < | cosi?| < 0.99). With together more than 10000 channels an angular resolution
for low energetic showers of <T,J = 1° is reached, improving for higher energies. The energy resolution
of the calorimeter is <r(E)/E = 5% + 10%/\/E\GeV]. As a tagging device a lead glass array in the
very forward region (50 - 110 mrad) is used. The data presented were taken in 1986 with a beam
energy of 17.5 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 86 pi"1.

2.1 T h e pseudosca lar n o n e t 0~ +

l i i is meson nonet is the most measured one in 2? physics. By now 16 measurements of the production
of the TJ', 6 for the 17 and one for the jr° have been reported with decays into different channels. For
the pseudoscalar resonances it is quite instructive to measure the (Revolution of the formfactor to
distinguish between pointlike coupling to quarks and hadron like coupling to the meson as described
in the framework of the Vector Meson Dominance model. So far this behaviour has been shown for
the V at different values of Q2 to be compatible with a p formfactor.

The CELLO collaboration has searched for the reaction rf —> p-y where the p decays into x+x~
in the notag (Q2 = 0) and single tag (Q2 > 0) mode [5]. The selection criteria were as follows: one
positive and one negative track within |costf| < 0.91, one neutral shower in the barrel calorimeter |
I cosi?| < 0.87). To cut out events with just two tracks and noise in the calorimeter the sum | X)Pri2

of the charged particles was demanded to be larger than 0.01 GeV2. In the notag case the energy of
the photon (typical energy around 100 MeV) has been recalculated using the directional information
of the photon and the momenta of the charged particles. This procedure minimizes the pj of the
total event and hence a quite strict cut at p\ < 0.005GeV2 could be applied to select truely exclusive
events. In the single tag case this procedure rannot be used because of the limited energy resolution of
the forward counters and a 2C-fit demanding pr balance was applied instead. The resulting invariant
mass distributions Tn(7r7r7) are shown in fig.l. The preliminary result obtained for the partial width
in the notag case is Tyy{j}') = 4.7 ± 0.2(stat.) ± 1.0(syst.)fceV, the single tag case is under study.

A nice example for the elastic scattering of two photons has been given by the Crystal! Ball
collaboration [6] at the 77 workshop. Here all pseudoscalar resonances can be seen in a single plot
(fig.2). The partial widths of the resonances are determined to be : IV,(IT) = 7.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.5eV,
rT1(i/) = 0.51 ± 0.02 ± 0.041teV and rV,(r/') = 4.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.5*eV. The result -for the partial width
of the x° is quite close to the value obtained by direct life time measurements. Using the current
world averages for the 7r°,r; and rf, the singlet-octet mixing angle has been determined [6]. Assuming
pure singlet-octet mixing, different decay constants for the singlet and octet isoscalar states and a
ratio of / „ / f& = 1.25 as calculated from chiral pertubation theory, they arrive at a mixing angle of
© = -22.4° ± 1.2° and a ratio for / » / / i = 0.95 ± 0.02. Using the complementary information available
from radiative J/i/> decays, e.g. by the DM2 collaboration,

one reaches similar values for the mixing angle. In radiative J/V1 decays the two gluons couple
to the flavour singlet state and hence the ratio of the two partial widths is T(J/tj> -> 7>j')/r( J/V' —
IV) = (Pu'/PT))3/tan20. With a measured ratio of 4.98 ± 0.44 one arrives at a mixing angle of
|@| = 22° ± 1° which is in nice agreement with the 27 result. Utilizing in addition data from J/iI< —
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vector + pseudoscalar one reaches the conclusion that no glue admixture is needed to describe the
behaviour of the TJ',

2.2 The scalar nonet 0+ +

Here the situation is far more unclear than in the previous nonet described. An abundant number of
scalar objects has been seen like the i(980),S'(975),e(900), 6(1300), e(1300),/0(1590),/£(1525) and so
on. Only two of these objects so far have been seen in 27 reactions. These are the i and S' resonances
now called ao(980) and /O(975) respectively. The results [7] obtained for V^{6) • BR{6 — ir°j)) by
the JADE and Crystall Ball collaborations are 0.29 ± 0.05 ± O.HJteV and 0.19 ± 0.07lJ;J?*tV resp.
For the S* decay into jr°7r° (Crystal! Ball) and into jr̂  jr~ (Markll, but with M = 1039 ± 5 MeV
and T = 36 ± 10 MeV) the partial width T.,-, has been determined to be 0.31 ± 0.14 ± O.lH-eV and
0.24 ± 0.06 ± 0.15JteV respectively. Both resonances are narrow and couple to 77 with rather small
widths of 0.2-0.3 keV. Conventional qq models predict however broad scalar resonances with 77 widths
of 2-5 keV. Although the values might be stretched to the observed values such a behaviour makes
the qq assignment of the resonances unlikely. Other models can describe the observed behaviour much
better, but the situation is far from being conclusive. In a qqqq bag model the t and 5" are narrow
resonances with a 77 width of a few tenth of keV. In A'A'-molecule potential models these quantities
are described equally well and the mass of such an object is just 2 times the kaon mass minus binding
energy. In a qqqq model there are alone 216 possible s-wave states, however, bag mode] and A'A'
calculation agree that the 6 and S" are the only observable 4g states. For all other states the OZI
superallowed decay mode is kinematically allowed, they just fall apart.

If such an assignment for the t and 5* holds one has to ask where all the conventional qq states are.
CELLO has looked for the production of the /o(1525)in the channel 77 -. KgK° [16]. This resonance
was seen by the LASS collaboration in the reaction K'p —. A'<jA'°A. The peak seen in the analysis
of 77 — A'"A'5 is attributed to the resonance /j(1525) (~ see later). Analysing the decay angular
distribution of the A'5 in ihe 77 center of mass system spin 2 with helicity 2 is found to be dominant.
But due to the limited statistics a substantial helicity 0 contribution cannot be excluded. Hence, an
upper limit for the coupling to two photons can be derived : I*,, • BR(/^( 1525) — A'A') < O.ShktV
(95 % c.l.).

2.3 The axial vector nonet I"1"*

Since two real photons do not couple to spin 1 (Landau-Yang theorem), an axial vector meson can
only be observed in a single tag experiment. Here one of the photons is off mass shell (Q2 > 0) and
hence it can also be longitudinally polarized. Thus two different cross sections have to measured : OTT
for helicity 0 and <rrt for helicity 1. Using the explicit forms of the transition amplitudes Mak one
finds a ratio for <TTTI<7TL = Q2/2W2 • FJ-T0/FJ-L and only the iwo formfactors remain to be measured.
For low Q2 helicity 1 should dominate, however, the formfactors FJTO a"*l FTL might have a different
(Revolution. In a model by Cahn [10] that is based on a nonrelativistic quark-parton-picture the
two cross section are related to a single coupling strength f. The ratio OTT'QTL >n this model is ju.-i
Q2 /2H'2 for the case of a 1+ + object. Note, however, that a prediction for a l " object is not possible
in a quark parton inspired model, because this Jpc assignment is exotic. The roupling strength f is
denned to be the limit of the coupling of one virtual and one real photon in the case of zero moment um
transfer : f = limQ2_OT^-{Q2)/Q2 .

The experimental situation for the spin 1 mesons is as follows. The stale /j(1285). formerly
called £>(1285), is well established. The decay modes are known to be roughly 90'/< >)inr and 4- and
thus it can be deduced that this meson consists primarily of 1/ and d quarks. Secondly there is a
state at 1420 MeV whose existence by now is well established but whose spin-parity assignment was
ambiguous for quite a while (0" vs. ] + ). This /j(1420). formerly called £. decays dominantly into
KKr and therefore was thought to be the ss partner of the /j(1285). Recently, however, the LASS
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collaboration reported the observation of a state /j(1530) in the reaction K'p —> KKxA. Here the
production (strangeness exchange) as well as the decay mode clearly favours a ss assignment of this
state. Since no /](1420) was seen in the reaction, the /J(1530) is now claimed to b« the correct partner
of the/,(1285).

CELLO so far has analysed two final states in the reactions 77* -> r\rr and 77* -» KKr to search
for the production of the /i(1265) and /i(1420) resonances. The two analyses will be presented below.

For the /i(1285)-search the following selection criteria were applied: two charged tracks, two
neutral showers in the endcap or barrel liquid argon calorimeter, and an electron tag in the forward
counter. These events were passed through a cut of AI/J > 2.4 between the direction of the tag and
the hnal state to select truely exclusive events. Events where the two photons have invariant masses
in the i]-band (400-750 MeV) were passed through a full kinematical fit demanding pr-balance. The
resulting mass distribution are shown in fig.3. Also shown are the results from the JADE collaboration
[ 11 ]. From the fact that no corresponding peak is seen in the notag sample it is concluded that the
peak in the single tag sample is due to a spin 1 resonance. The invariant rjir-mass (2 entries per
event) shows a clear Oo(-980) peak which corresponds to the dominant decay mode (/i(1285) -> qjr).
Hence, the parity of the state can be fixed to be positive (the decay 1~ -> 0+0" is forbidden). The
preliminary result for the coupling strength is : Tcahn = 7.2 ± 2.2 i 2.4/beV.

For the /i(1420)-search four charged tracks with zero net charge were demanded as well as no
neutral shower in the detector. Applying a secondary vertex search, one identified Kg was required
to be in the event, events with no A'° or pairs of it were rejected. The sum of pj had to be smaller
than 450 MeV. To select single tag events an electron tag with an energy of more that 5 GeV was
demanded to be in either the forward counter or the endcap calorimeter. The A'*-mass was assigned
to either of the two remaining tracks yielding two entries per event in the final invariant mass plots in
fig.5. Also shown are the corresponding plots of the three other collaborations which have analysed
this channel. In all plots a clear signal is seen at 1420 MeV which is due to spin 1 as can e.g. be seen
in fig.6. Here the Monte Carlo expectation for a spin 0 resonance (hollow histogram) is shown in the
notag sample (shaded histogram) of the CELLO collaboration, assuming that the signal in the single
tag sample was solely due to spin 0. All experiments show a nice agreement in the determination of
tcohr, : 3.0±0.8±0.6feeV (CELLO |12]), 3.2± 1.4±0.6JfeeV (Markll [14)), 2.6±1.0±0.61teV (TPC/2-)
[13]). and 3.8l™ ± 1.2fcfV (JADE [15]). Regarding the spin-parity assignment in the framework of
the Cahn model the data are fully compatible with positive parity, but clearly negative parity cannot
be ruled out.

Thus, if the existence of the /](1530) as seen by LASS is supported by other groups, a positive
parity assignment would lead to too many 1 + + states, while a negative parity assignment clearly
identifies an exotic state.

Best evidence for the 1++-nature of the /i(1420) comes from a Dalitz plot analysis done by the
WA76-group (O-spectrometer) in the reaction irp —> Tc(KK*)p. Here 1000 E's have been seen decaying
mostly via K'K, and the mass and width are in agreement with the 27-results. Marklll has found
that the state at 1420 MeV decays preferentially against the u> in J14' decays and not against the <j> as
expected for a normal ss resonance. Markll on the other hand has determined the relative branching
ratio BR(fx(l42Q) — ttrr)/BR(fi(U20) ~> KKx) < 0.6 which favours again the ss assignment.

What are possible solutions to this problem ? Caldwell [8] has argued that the state at 1420 MeV
could be a qqqq state with Jpc = 1 + + . This can explain the A"*A'-dominance in the decay, but has
some problems in explaining the Jfip-decay behaviour. Furthermore it would spoil the argument that
the <S and 5* are the only narrow qqqq resonances and other 4q states should also be observable.
Chanowitz [9] on the other hand favours » 1 " + meikton [qqg) assignment for this state. With this
assignment the J/ip —> tf/i(1420) dominance can be explained as well as a coupling strength f of the
order keV. This state might then be the isoscalar partner of the GAMS exotic 1~+ X(1400) -» (J75r)i=].
But the parity of this state has to be negative and, yet, there is no positive evidence for such an
assignment by any experiment.
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2.4 The tensor nonet 2++

Here all the states belonging to the nonet have clearly been identified and their decay modes have been
measured. The /2(1270) is found to be mostly ufi + dd and the /;(1525) mostly as. The singlet-octet
mixing angle is close to ideal mixing (© = 27°). But other tensor states are also observed which would
lie outside this qq nonet.

For a tensor meson resonance there are two possible helicity assignments in notag experiments. It
is expected that helicity 2 should dominate over helicity 0 as can e.g. be seen by the corresponding
Clebsch-Gordan coeffcients. But even more general assumption lead to a A = 2 dominance. For each
helicity the coupling to 77 is different : I^=° ~ |"»B^rro allA r ^ 2 ~ ^FTT2 ^ t n u s i f t h e helicity
of a tensor state has not been measured different partial widths have to be given.

CELLO has analysed the reaction77 —• KgKg in notag mode [16]. Here four charged tracks are
demanded and no neutral shower is allowed in the detector. Events with two identified secondary
vertex candididates (V°) are passed through a pr cut with | £ p r | < ZOOMeV to select exclusive
events. F°-candidates within the A"|}-band (470-530 MeV) are constrained to the nominal ifji-mass.
The resulting K%K% invariant mass is shown in fig.7 together with the MC expectation for the /2(1525)
(dotted histogram). Due to the many zero entries in this plots quite strict upper limits can be derived
for the 27 coupling to the glueball candidates /2(1720) (formerly called 0(1690)) and X(2230) (old
name £), and the relative phase between a2(1320) and /2(1270) can be fixed using their particle data
book values for mass and total width. The upper limits derived for rr,(/2(1720))iJ.r?.(/2 — KK)
for any helicity assignment and any interference with the /j{1525) are 0.22 keV (CELLO) and 0.20
keV (PLUTO) (both at 95 % c.l.). For the coupling to the X(2230) under helicity 2 assumption
one arrives at limits of 0.12 keV for CELLO and 0.06 keV for PLUTO at 95 % confidence limit.
The partial widths Tri(fi(lS2S))BR(fi -» KK) have been determined to be 0.11+g-gf ± 0.02*eV
(CELLO), O.lOiSiSI -0:02 keV (PLUTO), and 0.092 ± 0.020 ± 0.023freV (ARGUS) all of which are in
excellent agreement.

In the reaction 77 — 7r+7r~ CELLO has studied the /2(1270) resonance [5]. Selecting events with
two charged tracks (with pr-balance | £ p r l * < O.lGeV2) and no neutral shower results in a data
sample with a huge QED background. Appying a particle identification routine in the liquid argon
calorimeter improves the situation drastically (note that the typical track momentum is below 1 GeV !).
Requiring that both tracks have a pion weight W* > 0.5 results in a very clean mass distribution which
can be found in ref.|5j. The partial width determined by CELLO !%., = 3.0 ± 0.1 ± O.bkeV is in nice
agreement with the latest results by other collaborations: 3.21 ± 0.09*eV (Markll), 3.09 ± O.lOtel'
(JADE), and 3.26+£jf<:eV (Crystall Ball). The latter two collaborations studied the jroir°- decay
channel of the /2(1270).

Comparing the 77 results with data from radiative J/if; decays where a strong coupling to glueballs
is expected one has a handle to identify glueballs. A quantitative measure named stickiness has been
introduced by Chanowitz [17], It is defined as the ratio of the JIH- partial width to the 77 partial
width of the resonance :

where n=l for tensors and n=3 for pseudoscalars. A high value for the stickiness in principle supports
a large gluonic content of the meson, but remember that also a certain quark combination has zero or
small coupling to photons (see first section of this talk).

Using the experimental data one finds a stickiness ratio 5J. J ( , 2 7 0 ) : Sf^,s2^ '• shu?io] '• S)r<2i3O)
of 1 : 13 : > 28 : > 9 and hence the /2(1720) is identified a good glueball candidate. ( For the
pseudoscalars the corresponding numbers are: S»o : 5 , : Sni : 5,, one finds 0.02 : 1 : 5 : -- 65 where
the number for the 1 (now called T?(1460)) has been determined by a measurement of the TPC2-)
collaboration. )
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2.5 The pseudotensor nonet 2 +

A first observation of a JTJ (formerly .43(1680)) in 77 reactions was presented by the Crystal Ball
Collaboration [18] at the 77-workshop on Israel. The signal was claimed to be seen in the decay
mode /2(127O)jr°, where the /2(1270) decays into JT0*0. Mass (M = 1698 ± 33MeF) and total width
(F = 253 ± 60MeV) determined are in good agreement with the particle data group values. A 2~
Monte Carlo simulation supports the spin-parity assignment. The partial width of this resonance was
determined to be T^ = 1.4 ± 0.3keV. This observation now awaits confirmation by other groups. If
the value for the partial width is confirmed, two photon physics might be able to detect a new particle,
the 7j2, the isoscalar partner of the 7r2, which is is expected to decay into 02^.

3 Conclusions
Two photon physics currently is a very active experimental field. Ten large experiments at. different
accelerator sites deliver important contributions e.g. to meson spectroscopy. For the classical meson
nonets 0 y and 2+ + precision measurements are now available. The resonances 1 and 6 aTe considered
good glueball candidates. In the scalar sector the 6 - 5* puzzle remains and 27 physics favours a qqqq
or KK assignment of these states over the conventional qq. In the sector of spin 1 resonances new-
physics is expected due to the reaction 77* —> /i(1420) if the /,(1530) found by the LASS collaboration
is confirmed by other groups. It is clear that in the meson sector there is more than conventional qq
which we can be looking forward to explore.
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NUCLEAR RESPONSE AND HADRON FORMATION LENGTH IN HIGH-ENERGY
HADRON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

F. Zavada
Institute of Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,

Prague

A b s t r a c t

A simple Monte-Carlo cascading model giving the exclusive
description of the hadron-nucleus collisions is described.
Comparison with the data on pAr, pXe collisions at 200 GeV
suggests that at this energy all secondary particles are produced
basically by the multiple collisions of a projectile and by the
cascade of the recoiled nucleons inside the nucleus, while the
cascading of the secondary piona is rather negligible.

1. THE MODEL

Our Monte Carlo algoritm is based on the cascading procedure
proposed earlier /I2/ for nucleons recoiled by a projectile passing
through the nucleus. The main improvement results from a replacement
of an oversimplified particle generator of elementary collision
dealing with leading particles only (assuming all hadrons apart
from primary projectile and recoiled nucleon to be formed behind
the nucleus) by a more consistent one /I3/ giving complete events
according the following distributions:
1/ Differential cross sections:

a/ inelastic:

) (1)

r^f (A — IV lV* ^OI> a ^ aecot l (iar*-eS
apart from leading

~ * <~ const O^Xp<l for projecti le (2)
- l^Xp^-0 for recoiled nucleon

Xy - PI/PUAX ^n C.M.S.
b/ elastic:

-7j£' ***> exp {<p\) (3)
cut w
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11/ Integral cross sections /14/:

S'(s) = ax + ag s~
b + a3 ln2s (4)

III/ Charged multiplicity distribution /15/:

PU) = (3.79z + 33.7z3 - 6.64*5 • 0.332z7) exp(-3.04z) (5)

z » n/ n

IV/ Mean charged multiplicity /14/:

n = ̂  + A2 In s + A3 In
2 a (6)

For simplicity the generator gives the two kinds of secondaries:

the leading particles* hawing the same masses and charges as the

initial ones (projectile and nucleon) and produced particles

treated as 5T-mesons regarded with equal probability as 3t", 3t*, Set

All secondary particles together comply with the condition of

momentum-energy conservation.

After introducing the Fermi motion and the Pauli principle in a

similar way as before /12/, the only remaining parameter necessary

for the simulation ot complete intranuclear cascade is the formation

length of secondaries. A common assumption concerning formation

length follows from the uncertainty principle applied in the rest

system of the created particle:

<C~~Jf{«, (7)
where f is 8 formation time and (** is some characteristic parameter
usually fixed from the data. In the laboratory system where the
nucleus is at rest, relation (7) gives:

where II is the mass of the created particle. Moreover, -Cp. is under-

stood only as the mean value of a distribution /1O/, e.g. of expo-

nential form:

P(ji/)dju *« •xv(.-A,/j,f)<lju (9)

2. RESULTS

In our calculation, two hypotheses concerning the formation
length of the secondaries from inelastic interactions have been
checked:

A. The formation lengths of the leading particles (and recoiled
nucleons correspondingly) are assumed to be.i^= 0, while
of the created pions always exceeds nuclear dimensions.
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B. The formation lengths of all secondary particles are controlled

by (8), (9) with the corresponding values of the mass If for

nucleons and pions, but with ona effective value of £** (the same

formation time in the rast system of a particle).

In the case of the elastic collisions, it is assumed for the both

versions Xf.- 0 .

The results of the calculation are compared with the streamer

chamber data on the collision pAr, pXe at 200 QeV /I, 2/. In

accordance with the experiment the following notation is used:

n is the number of identified protons, their momenta are

limited in the region 0.2 £ Vu&g.Q*& GeV/c> *

n is the number of "produced particles", i.e. the total

number of all charged particles, but without identified

protons: n = n+ + n" - np .

In the calculation the parameter £*-* has been varied within the

limits 0.1 - 1.3 GeV. The global effect of formation length on the

secondary particles is seen in Fig. la-c, where the mean number of

identified protons, the mean rapidity shift of produced particles

and the average multiplicity of negative secondaries are plotted

for the both nuclei. It is seen that the most sensitive quantity

in respect to the variation £** is the proton multiplicity (Fig. la).

A good agreement with the data is obtained by ^»0i2 * 0.3 GeV.

The rapidity shifts are well reproduced by^.tO.3 - 0.4 GeV (Fig. lb).

However, for the calculated mean multiplicity of negative particles

to meet the corresponding data (Fig. lc), the parameter ^should be

1. - 1.3 GeV. Obviously, such a value is hardly compatible with

that on Fig. la, b. On the other hand Fig. la-c show that the version A

in which only multiple rescattering of leading particles contributes

to the production of new hadrons, is in good agreement with the data

for all the quantities considered. A slight discrepancy is seen only

in the case of the mean multiplicity of the negatives, where the

calculation A gives values by 10-15% above the corresponding data.

The difference between the two approaches is illustrated also

in Fig. 2, where the correlations between <f n~ V and ̂ n ̂ versus n

are plotted for the collision pXe . Again, the version A agrees

well with the data, while the curve B , irrespectively of the
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of the parameter f* (curves calculated provided f = 0.1 or ^ = 1 . 3

GeV practically do not differ) predicts clearly lower ratios n~/n

and n/n than experimentally observed.

The results in both figures 1, 2 show that in the case of

version B fewer new particles are produced for the corresponding

mean (Fig. 1) or arbitrary fixed (Fig. 2) number of protons.

Since the number of knocked-out protons serves as a statistical

measure of the number of collisions inside the nucleus /17/,

regardless whether collisions are initiated by the projectile or

by a secondary hadron, the last statement can be formulated in

another way; version B gives on the average fewer secondary

particles per single collision than observed in the experiment.

That is an obvious consequence of the formula (8) according to

which the interactions of the particles of higher energy, potentially

resulting in greater multiplicity are suppressed, while the version A,

in which only leading particles having greater energy on the average

can interact, gives a correct proportion between the number of

protons and the multiplicity of the secondaries. Consequently from

the two ways of including the formation length discussed in the

present approach, A is preferred.

The influence of the nucleus on the rapidity distribution is

illustrated in Fig. 3, where the ratio of rapidity distributions

of produced particles on Xe and hydrogen is plotted. Again a good

agreement is achieved in the case of the version A . The calculat-

ion B gives a better result only in the region y ̂  0 , while in

the rest of the phase space, where most particles are produced,

the agreement is not satisfactory.
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Fig. j. Average values for a/ the number of identified protons,

b/ rapidity shift of produced particles and c/ the number

of negative particles. Full circles are experimental data,

solid line corresponds to the calculation A and dashed

one to the calculation B performed for various (*• .



120 2 4 6 8
nP

Fig. 2,. The depsndence of the mean numbers of produced (open circles)

and negative particles (full circles) on the number of

identified protons in pJCe interactions. The solid and

dashed lines correspond to the calculations A and B.
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Fig. 3- The ratio of normalized rapidity distributions

R(y) "P^Htiy)/ pfp (y> (full circlea) compared with

calculation A (solid line) and B performed for (*• = 0.2 GeV

(dotted line) and M^ = 1 GeV (dashed line).
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PROPERTIES OF fiCD VACUUM FROM LATTICE

Adriano Di Giacomo

Dipartimento di Fisica, University di Pisa*

I.N.F.N., Sezione di Pisa

I will report on the status of a research program which is in

progress in Pisa, in collaboration with M.Caitipostrini, H.Panagopoulos

and E.Vicari. We are studying physical properties of the QCD vacuum.

The results I will present mainly concern the topological

susceptibility of the vacuum,1)z)3)Y . V is defined by the equation

A A
V-

A

<ol'T1 (i3(x; Q.(.£>>) \ O > (D

where

64 ft

= is the topological charge density.

I A non zero value of V (in the absence of quarks) could provide3^ a

| solution of the so called U(l) problem of strong interactions. In the

(:; limit "color""?**' o n e expects3'

or, putting the number of light quark flavors N*=3

•Partially supported by M.P.I.(Italian Ministry for Public Education)
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Y /-: (K8C

A quantity like Y , having non trivial dimensions, can only be

computed by non perturbative methods. Lattice is a unique tool to

determine it-.

Three methods have been used to determine yT on the lattice.

(i) A "naive" method, wich consists in measuring by Hontecarlo

simulation 4>5)6)

Q is any lattice gauge invariant operator which coincides with Q(x)

of eq.(2) in the limit of zero lattice spacing. A convenient choice

for J is

where ) \ is the SU(N) matrix describing the parallel transport along

the lxl plaquette in the plane (/*,*>}•

An equivalent possibility5) is to measure <<V, with Q= S?(h),

configuration by configuration an then compute V as

Both techniques produce a result wich obeys nicely the asymptotic

scaling predicted by renormalization group, and are consistent with

each other. •.

Hovever the value of X ' X L ' determined bY this method is rather

small compared to the physical value eq.(4)

^ (SOH^f (8)

In particular the values of Q determined on lattice configurations are

small numbers ~. 1 and not integers as one would expect'5'.
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(ii) ft geometrical method6'7' which consists in interpolating between

the discrete values of the gauge fieds on the lattice, to produce a

continuous configuration. The topological charge is read from such a

configuration by geometrical methods. Nice asymptotic scaling is

found 8'9' and a value of \,

The method is expected to work at large values of B , where the weight

of small instantons is exponentially depressed. No quantitative

control exists of the error made at finite values of P.

(iii) A third method consists in cooling equilibrium configurations to

freeze quantum fluctuations and then measuring the topological charge,

either by geometrical methods of by the "naive" method (i).
(tiit

The result obtaining in this way 'X is

The values of Q on cooled configurations if an integer^9'

Further understanding of the losses of topological charge in the

cooling process is needed.

In summary lattice indicates that Y is different from zero, and of

the correct order of magnitude expected for the solution of the U(l)

problem. However the situation is rather confuse.

Recently12' we have found an explanation of the smallness of V , and

in particular of the fact that\Q / is a small number in the presence

of quantum fluctuations, whilst it takes integers values after

cooling.

8 u«s defined in eq.(6) differs from the continuum topological charge

by a renorntalization factor which is equal to unity only in the limit

of small coupling constant, i.e. as j£ goes to infinity. In

formulae

QL Q
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We have computed C, analytically finding, for gauge group SU(N)

C, = - CLZ(!l )
4-

For SU(2) this means, to one loop

For SU{3)

2 r i - 5". 4-5^S/^ (15)
The range of j* 's in which scaling is observed is 2.3-2.4 for

su(2)4).5),8),9),10),ll) and*-6 for SU(3).

This explains the smallness of Y(>^ and why Q takes small values

before cooling and integer values aftee cooling. Cooling is indeed

equivalent to {J-}po.

We have estimated the coefficient C2 of eq.(12) by computing the

"tadpole" terms contributing to it12'.

We are now trying to determine Z directly by monitoring & in the

cooling process, by means of the density of action, and determining Q

of a configuration at different stages of cooling. He think to have by

this method a cross check of possible losses of topological charge in

the cooling process.
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CHROMOELECTRIC AND CHROMOMAGNETIC EFFECTS
IN THE CONFINEMENT OF GLUONS

R. E. Cutkosky

Physics Department, Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

Results are presented from a new variational calculation of quantized SU(3) Yang-Mills fields.
The Hamiltonian formalism is applied to the continuum theory, with a truncated momentum expan-
sion in a finite volume, using the Coulomb gauge. The relative importance of electrical and magnetic
effects is examined, using aa improved treatment of paramagnetic effects. The results depend on
the value of the interaction constant, with a transition at a ~ 0.4. For a > 0, there is a mass gap
between the first excited state and the vacuum state, arising from properties of the Faddeev-Popov
determinant. For a ^ 0.4, properties of the Coulomb energy operator lead to a second mass gap
between the first and the higher excited states.

It is generally accepted that Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) provides the
correct description of the interactions of quarks and gluons. However, there is
also still an interest in simpler models of hadron interactions, because present
techniques and facilities are not yet adequate for detailed calculations based on
QCD. The numerical calculations described here explore the QCD confinement
mechanism, with the aim of helping to provide insights which can be used to refine
or to discriminate among hadron models. These calculations support Gribov's
scenario [1]; the vacuum-state electric energy is reduced, and the effective gluonic
excitation energies are increased, as a consequence of properties of the Faddeev-
Popov determinant. A confined regime occurs, in which the low-lying excited
states are associated with a collective degree of freedom involving strong quasi-
local color-charge cancellation [2]. According to a differing point of view [3-6],
the chromoelectrical effects should arise indirectly, from a hypothesized instability
involving paramagnetic excitations. A non-perturbative study of these excitations
confirms that they do have important effects, but no evidence is found for an
instability.

Coulomb-gauge Hamiltonian methods are used, allowing properties of the vac-
uum state and the low-lying excited states to be examined directly. In particular,
the mass gaps in the spectrum of physical states can be seen directly. There are no
unphysical degrees of freedom or additional constraints, and variational methods
can be applied without difficulty. In order to avoid doubling problems in future
studies of fermions and chiral symmetry breaking, the continuum formulation is
used. However, the existing calculations axe restricted to the "pure-glue" theory.

To obtain a quantum system with a finite and manageable number of degrees of
freedom, a finite volume is used along with a momentum cut-off. The quantization
volume is the simply-connected domain S3 (the surface of a 4-dimensional sphere).
The symmetry group of 5 s is SU(2)xSU(2), which has just as many parameters
as the symmetry group of Euclidean space, and provides rotational invariance as
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well as a simulation of translational invariance. Scalar and vector modes [7] on S3

are associated with representations labeled by an integer K (with K < A) and by
their helicity, and carry a total momentum K+l. The simply-connected topology
is especially important for the treatment of gauge theories. Since the only zero-
mode on the hypersphere is a decoupled scalar mode, 5 s provides a natural infra-
red regularization which is free of topological complications. A periodic cube
(hypertorus) with the same circumference as a hypersphere also has a volume
which is Ait times larger. For truncation effects of similar magnitude, the number
of modes needed on the hypersphere is reduced by a factor of about 4TT.

The dynamical variables are the transverse potentials A, with V • A = 0.
These are expanded in orthonormal vector modes using the expansion coefficients
9K, where k refers to color, helicity, and quantized momentum direction. The
Hamiltonian is [8] H — HE + HB + Hc + HM, where HE = \ JdvA? and Hs =
| fdv (V x A)2 are the free-field terms, He is the Coulomb energy, and HM is the
sum of the paramagnetic and diamagnetic terms

HP = -\gjdv (V x A) • (A x A) (1)

HD = i92fdv (A x A) • (A x A)

obtained, along with HB, by squaring the field B = V X A — \gA X A. The
constraint equation for the scalar potential $ is A(A)$ = a, where the color
charge density is a = —gA-A, and He = \ fdv (V$)2. Color indices, the structure
constants, and the Faddeev-Popov determinant .F(-4.) have been suppressed from
the notation; F(A) = det[A(A)] appears as a weighting function when matrix
elements of H are evaluated.

The wave functions used in earlier variational calculations [2] were chosen to
depend only on the quantities XR = £*(9xO2- Since matrix elements of Hp
between such states vanish, HM was replaced by a "self-energy approximation"
-ffsEA which gave the correct order-a contribution to gluon self-energies. In this
approximation, the effects of Hp and Ho nearly cancel. To treat Hp more exactly,
we consider the paramagnetic excitation terms which appear in the Hamiltonian:

(2)

where I refers to a distinct set of total momenta (KLM), and

(3)
kirn

The C's are products of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, reduced matrix elements
[7], and the structure constants. The wave functions $ are considered to be
functions of the XK and the 0/, but some approximations in the treatment of
the 0-dependence are necessary. The calculations use the parametrized forms of
F and of the Coulomb energy operator A"2 determined earlier [2, 9]. In these
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parametrizations, F is represented as a function of the quantity z(q) =
which gives the fractional squared distance towards the Gribov horizon, and

The GRL were obtained by averaging over the gjj for fixed values of the XK, and
do not take into account correctly the structure of the 0/ . In particular, the
Coulomb interaction given by Eq. (4) is diagonal in / .

Since the Coulomb interaction of the paramagnetic excitations is already be-
ing approximated, some further large-n inspired approximations are also made
(although the present calculations are restricted to n = 3). To define these, we
consider some basic wave function | 0} = *o(-3Q, and introduce a contraction

where Ci is chosen so the right hand side has the same expectation value as Qj in
\&o(-X") . Then, given any product 11/(0/), we define a "normal ordering" : 11/(0/) •
by removing all contractions. Now consider states of the form

IH>=:II,er:|0>, (5)
where [m] denotes a set of integers m/. If n is large, matrix elements which survive
correspond to maximally-disconnected graphs, and with a suitable normalization
of the 0/ ,

( M | [m] }= V],H IIj m/!. (6)
Matrix elements of Hp are determined from

([m;] | hj@j | M > = VjiSw^i + 6[mLj]i[m]) I I , mi!, (7)

where [m_j] means the set with mj replaced by mj — 1. For matrix elements of
HA with A ^ P w e use

{[m'] | HA | [m]) = (WUo + Ej mjWAJ)6[m,Um] I I , mjl, (8)

which introduces a serious approximation only for A = C. In other words, the
paramagnetic excitations generated by Hp are treated as non-interacting particles.
The state

*=^Eni-^-iM), (9)

where pj = VJ/WJ and Wj = WEJ + WBJ + WDJ + WCJ, has energy

] (10)

This is the same as would have been given by second-order perturbation theory,
except that the Wj and Vj do not have free-field values, but are determined from
#o- The normalization is given by Af = exp(- Ej Pj/2)-
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Figure 1: For A = 4, contributions to the energy of the vacuum state from different parts of the
Hamiltonian, divided by UQ, are plotted against no. The different sections of the figure show how
the energies change when the terms Hp or Hp are omitted in determination of the vacuum state.
The symbols denoting the energy combinations are plotted at the values of na (n = 3) for which
numerical calculations were made, and the connecting curves are spline interpolations.

In applying the formula in Eq. (10), adjustable parameters were also used.
First, A different parameters in a Gaussian-like wave function \to were adjusted
to minimize (H)o- Then, in the basic sector (mj = 0 for all J) , No = 2A2 + 3A
linearily independent functions were obtained by multiplying *o by polynomials in
the XK- Similarily, in each excitation sector J, iVi = 2A+1 linearily independent
terms were used. In each of these sectors, H — Hp was diagonalized, giving
energies Wv, v = 0,1, • • -, in the basic sector and Wo + Wjv in sector J. Then
(10) was applied with Wo and Wj replaced by diagonal matrices, and the Vj
replaced by JV0 x JV̂  matrices. This provides a new effective Hamiltonian, which
was diagonalized to determine the vacuum state.

Figures 1 and 2 show the expectation values in the ground state of different
parts of the Haxniltonian, relative to Uo = A(A + 1)(A + 2) (A + 3), the value in
the free-field vacuum of (HE)O = (-HB)O for SU(3). In the plots, Uo has also been
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Figure 2: Vacuum energy contributions for A = 6. The notation is the same as in figure 1.

subtracted from (HE) and (HB)- The calculated values are plotted against na, for
easier comparison with the results given in [2j. The points labeled with different
plotting symbols show different combinations of terms in the Hamiltonian, as
defined on the figures, and are connected by interpolating curves. The different
sections of the figures show how the expectation values of the included parts of
the Hamiltonian change, when Hp or HD is omitted, as a result of changes in
the vacuum state wave function. Results for A = 2, 3, and 5 are similar to those
shown here.

By examining the results shown in figures 1 and 2, a number of conclusions
can be drawn. First, the total vacuum energy is lowered if a > 0, and the total
magnetic energy is greater than the total electric energy. These results arise from
the influence of the Faddeev-Popov determinant, which reduces the contribution
of HE- The Coulomb energy {He) is quite small. Finally, the contributions of Hp
and HD to the vacuum energy nearly cancel. However, the change in the total
energy given by Eq. (10) is only \{HP). When (10) is reinterpreted as a matrix
equation, the factor is still approximately \. The contributions of other terms in
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not not
Figure 3: Contributions of HM (left) and He (right) to the energy of the -vacuum state $ , divided
by UQ, for A = 4 (top) and A = 6 (bottom). Hexe (JVf) means {HM), etc Also shown are energies
for the state 9', the ground state when He is omitted, and the energies for the state *", the ground
state when HM is omitted. As in the other figures, symbols are plotted at the values of na at which
numerical calculations were made, and are connected by spline interpolations.

the Hamiltonian are increased when Hp is included, because the excited states
mixed in by Hp have higher energies.

The influences of He and HM = Hp + H& are illustrated further in Fig. 3. If
He if omitted, the lowest (vacuum) state is changed to <£'; if HM is omitted, the
ground state is $". The corresponding energy changes are shown on the figure.
Additional information can be inferred from the expectation values {He}' in the
state * ' and {HM}" in the state *". As the left side of Fig. 3 shows, (HM)" varies
smoothly with a and is similar to (HD); note that (Hp)" = 0. Although Hp
contains a as a factor, (HM)" does not increase linearily and levels off for a ^ 0.4.
The behavior of (He)' is quite different. It is initially small, but there is a rather
abrupt transition at a ~ 0.4, beyond which (He)' increases rapidly. This shows
that matrix elements of He become quite large, even though (He) is small, and
that some properties of the vacuum state must change greatly when a becomes
large.

As discussed in [2], there are some simple properties of the Coulomb energy
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not na
Figure 4: The first 6 excitation energies for A = 4, when different parts of the Hamiltonian are
included. In the top sections of the figure, He is included, and in the bottom sections it is omitted.
In the left sections Ho is included, and it is omitted on the right. In all sections, HE + HB are
included, and the Faddeev-Popov determinant F is used as a weighting factor.

operator as given by Eq. (4) which are responsible for these features of the vacuum
state and related features of the excitation spectrum. Note that HE + Hc is
bilinear in the derivative operators. Eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix for these
derivative operators determine, along with HB + HM, the excitation energies of
the various collective degrees of freedom. In general, the quantities GKL become
quite large near the Gribov horizon, diverging as (1 — z)~2, and when a becomes
large, (z) is close to 1. However, the matrix GKL is only semi-definite positive;
it has a null eigenvalue, and therefore a special degree of freedom exists in which
He does not contribute to the energy. On the other hand, when a is large, the
other degrees of freedom have large Coulomb energies associated with them. The
existence of special collective degrees of freedom with little Coulomb energy is very
general, because it just means that they are associated with a cancellation of color
charges. There are obviously, many field configurations in which this can occur,
although it is not a property of quantum fluctuations in the free-field vacuum.
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Figure 5: Excitation energies for A = 6. The notation is the same as in figure 4.

Figures 4 and 5 show the energies of the excited 0 + + states, given by Ev =
Wv _ w0. The term Hp was omitted in the calculation of these energy differ-
ences, because they may be too sensitive to the charge-cancellation and collective-
excitation phenomena which are not treated accurately when Eq. (4) is applied to
the functions 0 / . In particular, the matrix elements of He which are not diagonal
in the index I may significantly affect the excitation energies.

The top-left sections of Figs. 4 and 5 give the energies when the Coulomb
term He and the magnetic term HD have both been included. The bottom-right
sections give the energies when both have been omitted, and the presence of the
Faddeev-Popov determinant F provides the only difference bom. the free-field the-
ory. In this circumstance, the gluons interact weakly, but have a characteristic
dispersion relation in which the yniniirmm energy u> occurs at a non-zero momen-
tum as suggested by Gribov [1,2]. The spectrum of excited 0 + + states shown in
the figures is consistent with this picture. The mass gap between the first excited
state and the vacuum corresponds to 2w. Provided a ^ 0.3, F has a big effect;
u/ is significantly larger than the free-field value, and the minimum occurs at a
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Figure 6: Excitation energies for A = 3 and 5; He and HD are both included.

momentum index K > 1 which can be interpreted as an inverse correlation length.
The closely-spaced excited states correspond to pairs of gluons with energies close
to w. By comparing the right and left sides of the figures, it is seen that the
diamagnetic term HD does not significantly change the qualitative nature of the
spectra. Use of the SEA for HM gave similar results [2], suggesting that a more
complete treatment of the term Hp will not alter the conclusions.

Comparison of the top and bottom halves of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that He has
a profound effect on the spectra, especially for a ^ 0.4. A second mass gap is
present, between the first excited state and the higher states. When a is large
enough, the higher states start at about twice the energy of the first state, and
can be interpreted as a glueball-glueball continuum. This is also seen in Fig. 6.
It is interesting that there is always a state with about twice the energy of the
first excited state, which can be identified as a double excitation. For a = 0, this
is the third excited state. For 0.2 ;£ a & 0.4, it is the state u = A + 1, and for
a ^ 0.5, it is the second state. In the transition regions, there are complicated
mixing effects.

As a summary of our results, it useful to compare them with the "dual su-
perconductor" model [10-12]. The reduction of {HE) produced by F might be
interpreted as a chromoelectric Meissner effect. The quasilocal cancellation of
color charge involves similar features, but is associated here with He, which does
not have a clear analogue in superconductivity. The existence of a second mass gap
for larger a does not correspond to the BCS spectrum, but the Landau-Ginzburg
model might give a generally good account of the phenomenology.

As well-known, paramagnetic effects do provide a good description of asymp-
totic freedom, but there is no indication from the present calculations that the
QCD spectrum is associated with a paramagnetic instability. This hypothesis had
been based on a semiclassical interpretation of the magnetic effective action [3, 4],
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and is sensitive to the method of infra-red regularization. At least for long wave-
lengths, explicit consideration of the separate 0 / degrees of freedom is necessary.
The elimination of zero-modes by the 5 s regularization allows stabilization of the
semiclassical instability by diamagnetic effects as well as by the horizon constraint
[13]. Other discussions of instabilities have involved calculations which use a less
physical gauge [5, 6, 14]. Even without an instability, it is clearly important,
but not easy, to treat paramagnetic excitations accurately [14, 15]. The present
calculations are more realistic than the SEA [2] and also give effects which are
much reduced, because the matrix elements were calculated in the variationally
determined state. In comparison with the perturbative vacuum, for long wave
lengths, the transition amplitudes are reduced and the energy denominators are
increased. In future work, it will be important to improve the calculation of the
Coulomb energy of the paramagnetic excitations.

In view of the importance ascribed here to the Coulomb interaction, it will
be interesting to study the universality of this confinement mechanism, and its
relation to symmetry breaking, by including quarks in the calculations.

This work was supported by the U. S. Dept. of Energy under contract No.
DE-AC02-76ER-03066. Support for computation on the CRAY X-MP/48 at the
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center has been provided by the NSF through grant
No. PSCA-195, and by Cray Research, Inc. through grant No. CRI-8703. The
calculation of F and GRL was done in collaboration with K. C. Wang. J. Mahdavi
assisted with programming.
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FRACTIONAL TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE AHD TOROHS IH SUPERSYHMETRIC

0(3) (f MODEL AHD IH GAUGE THEORIES

A.R.Zhitnitsky

Institute of Huclear Physics, Novosibirsk

A b s t r a c t
The new class of self-dual solutions with a fractional to-

pological number in the 2d 0(3) 6" model and 4d SUSY gluodyna-
mics (SYM) are considered. The corresponding contribution to
feraion condensate <&<*<> has finite nonzero value.

I. Soae r<MBflT>ks on fractional topologies!

why it should be considered

It is well-known that the action is finite for solutions

with integer Q only. But this theorem holds for special bounda-

ry condition, which corresponds to consideration of the theory

on sphere ̂ ^(the /x/ * o© are identified). Still another

boundary conditions can provide the finite action with fracti-

onal topological number. So, the only problem is to analyze

stability of classical solution. In other words, we have to

analyze the small quantum fluctuation around classical back-

ground with fractional Q.

The well-known example of self-dual solution with Q « 1/N

in SU(N) gauge theory is toron [ij. The solution is defined on

a hypertorus T,*7? *7; x T, and has finite action £*£*%

The main proportiea of this solution are following: the

fields are defined in a box of sizes L* and are smeared over

the box (6^0 » z '* ); the solution exists only if the ratios

of the sizes L of box satisfy certain relations; the intro-

ducing into the theory of fundamental (not adjoint) representa-

tion of fields is rather difficult because of special (twisted)

boundary condition; the quasiclassical calculations £2j of

<?f> in SIM are incorrect because $(£•* *°J* °° . So, ft

Hooft'a solution can be considered only as an illustrative

example with fractional charge.

Still, we beleive that solutions with a fractional number

may play an important role in the theory, but this solutions
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should be formulated in another way than 't Hooft'a solution.

The reasons to consider fractional Q are more clearly

seen for supersyametric theories than for ordinary ones. In-

deed, in supersymmetric 0(3)C model there are 4 fermoin zero

modes [3,4,1. This means that instanton transition is always

accompanied by emission of 4 feraion fields and so <&"t'(xj,

&r{o)> + o [3f4j. However ^^instanton • 0 because we

have 4 (but not 2) zero modes.

It is obvious that we get <^V>jf o for solution with

Q • 1/2, which has 2 zero modes. Corresponding calculations in

SYJI, based on 't Hpoft's toron solution were carried out earli-

er f2j. The finite (at I * -° ) value ^J^J*^*/!* was obtained.

The quasiclassical approximation which was used in {2} is un-

reliable because a (4 •**&)+ »o # However the nonzero < (?J*">

indicates that some localized solution with required proporti-

es exists.

Our main goal is to formulate the self-dual solution in

B2 (for*0(3) O" model) and in R* (for YM theory) which is cha-

racterised by Q • 1/2. For this purpose let's remind some facts

from instanton calculations. Then we present a solution with

fractional topological charge and describe some modifications

of calculations connected with fractional topological charge.

II. 0(3) ff nodel.

The action, being formulated in terms of n - fields, is
equal to:

The constraint /? *> « 1 can be resolved with the help of ste-

reografic projection (fig. 1)

Then the action is described by one complex field:
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The self-dual equation and instanton solution in this language
takes the fora:

-vg * > W»s6~g.Q , 2*X'+tX* (4)

Here P, Q - are 4 free parameters associated with transla-

tions! and scale invariance. The instanton in terms of n°- fi-

elds is the hedgehog /7*~ fe* with the action:

The next step is the calculation of quantum fluctuations in

inatanton background* It is necessary for this to consider the
following form /"5.6J:

1,2,3,...,/* **f*&0im multipli-
are the coordinates of sphere obtained by stereo-

grafic projection. The additional condition C*s>?t. • 0 oust

be fulfilled because of constraint /£ *>*/7^v • 1. As usually
we have to consider the quantum fluctuations in vacuum back-
ground as well. In this case we have:

(7)

Due to eqs(6), (7) we have 6 zero nodes in instanton field

and 2 zero modes in vacuum field. So, there are 4 • 6 - 2 non-

trivial zero eigenstates associated with 4 free parameters (4).

Let's note that the contribution of nonzero modes to in-

stanton measure can be easily calculated (with logarithmic ac-

curacy) with the help of ordinary diagram (as it has been made

in [7j for gauge theories and is equal to (fig. 2):
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V
For instanton $>rf. /»«&?" so that the contribution of nonzero
nodes is [5,6j: •

Therefore, the instanton measure is proportional to [5,6j:

*. e. f f
4 zero modes nonzero classical/

modes action

The instanton measure for SUSY 0(3) 5* model is defined only
by zero modes so that [3,43

Z (SUSY) - dQKOffMe, ./*/«, Af* .'.& .= (10)
4 boson z.a. 4 fermion classical

.z.m. action

/

Hereyv ^ /% ex/*j- a*/^-j is renoxminvariant value.
Here S/t £& are collective Grassmann co-ordinates associated
with 4 fermoin zero modes* The instanton contribution to two-
-point function does not vanish [3,4j

In other language (in terms of unconstrained <f -field)
the zero modes satisfy equation*

(11) ,

# /

However, the arbitrary analytical function is not yet a zero -̂
node; only the functions also satisfying finitness condition "••••

fej,

/const (12)
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are acceptable. There are only two independent analytical func-

tions £fg *>(i-4)~'(i-aj~*, which satisfy these conditions. So,

we have 4 real zero modes, as it was expected*

III, The toro"" in 0(3) *5" model

We admit a more general class of solutions of equation

- 0(4). Namely:

Here A. -*O is regulator of fixed points of orbifold (see

below). The solution is defined on two Riemann sheets. The phy-

sical space is one of them. Note, that the topological charge

equal 1/2 is the only stable one under quantum fluctuations;

the solutions with another fractional number are unstable.

Let's describe the geometrical features of toron solu-

tion. Compactify for this purpose the complex plane £ to

sphere g± (fig. 3)

$2)

We make a cut along a line joining 0 to «° , open up the
sphere, so that it becomes a hemisphere and then glue a copy
of itself (the second sheet) to it. The sphere we obtain
(fig. 4) is to be thought of as the compactified complex pla-

3
£-=$* (15)

Let us remind that Pj/ts^. v /& is hedgehog on S. The to-
ron rte is hedgehog on £ ,.

There is alternative point of view on toron so, ution*. It

is connected with consideration of the manifold witn boundary.

* The author is grateful to A.Morozov and A.Rosly (who conside-
red analogous solutions earlier) for explanation of this opi-
nion on solutions with fractional topological number.
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Lst's consider conforaal napping (15). In this case physical

space is half-plane with boundary «Xw* • 0 (fig* 5b). In

u> -variable

physical space corresponds to disk with radius R (fig. 5c). So,

we may define the theory on a disk R and take the limit R

on the final stage of calculation.

The only questions which arise concerning this solution

are: is this solution stable?; is the contribution to <t?**>

of this toron solution finite?

To answer this questions we have to calculate the toron me-

asure.

17* The toron measure

The contribution of nonzero modes can be easily calculated
with logarithmic accuracy as before (8) and is equal to :

(17)

(Q "" ' for instanton)

So, decreasing action two times we have the nonzero modes con-

tribution deminished two times as well. How this phenomenon can

be understood from the spectra of eigenstates viewpoint? To

answer this question, let's note that in terms of £, Jt (14)

the equation for quantum fluctuations in background toron field

coincides with that in the instanton case (6):

~£ (18)

However, the multiplicity ff decreases twice in comparison

with the instanton case. It follows from the fact that one-half

modes are unacceptable because of the boundary condition. So,

due to

» nonzero
and
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we have

in agreement with more simple calculation (17)*
Let's consider the zero modes in toron background* In this

case the multiplicity of zero modes is 2 (not 4 as for inatan-
ton). It comes from the fact that the only analytical function

'/g'/g (20)

satisfies to finitness condition (11,12) [&]. Taking into ac-
count this facts we write down the toron measure for SUSY
model in following form:

2 boson z.m* 2fermion classical
z.m. action

Here we have taken into account that supersynmetric measure is
defined only by zero modes and the multiplicity of zero modes
is equal 2 (20). Toron contribution to <Pf> does not vani-
shes

mAf
(22)

and the result is defined exactly by renonninvariant combina-
tion: /So Pfpf' *&/m A* • T a i s phenomenon can be easily un-
derstood if one starts from instanton measure (10). Decreasing
action twice we see the multiplicity of zero modes decreased
two times as well. That's why the renoxminvariant combination

is conserved.At * /

In conclusion of this section let's describe the geometri-
cal interpretation of acceptable modes. Tor this purpose we con-
sider the manifold £ having a discrete group G- . Dividing
S by group action * we have S- Sr/f. We may consider the
theory on & but we demand the physical states to be inva-
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riant with reapect to 6-

^ Iphysical\
fc" (states y

physical \
states /

In our case <S= :&•*-£ and in particular zero modes (20)

Sjg ~ '/i ~ '/£"* satisfy this condition. Let's note that c? :

g* -£ has fixed points (North and South Poles) and so S/fr is

orbifold (see, for example, f9,1O3). The orbifold has singulari-

ties in fixed points. For their regularization one uses usually

the dimensional parameter 4.-* 0 (the "blowing up" in literatu-

re). At each fixed point, there is a conic singularity with de-

ficit angle equal 3T .So, the topological charge © *^f. yf3af=

-%r -/£ » as it was expected (13).

V. Torons in SU(2) supersyr||metric gluodynamics

Let's formulate the self-dual solution for gauge theories

on the language analogous to Cauchy-Riemann condition for 0(3)̂ >

model. For this purpose consider Witten's Ansatz f11}:

( 2 3 )

Now the problem is effectively 2-dimensional one. Then /ye ft,

/n*O,f is the gauge field and &{*,*/- complex scalar field

of this 2d-theory. The solution of the self-duality equation is

described by any analytical function Q(2t) f11J:

< 2 4 )

The topological charge in Ansatz (23) is determined by change

of phase y* - f/t/£ around the countour which encloses the re-

gxon _

'f»$»+'€/»?<.tr^r/j= ̂
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So, the solution £fej* f^g la,a gauge transform of the va-
cuum and has Q • 0; the pfl^*t/7(QJLj

 i s *ne 1-instanton so-
lution with Q • 1. The toron solution with Q • 1/2 (by analogy
with 0(3) C model) is described by the function

Here 4r<?ci?'* ^ is the regulator, analogous to dimensi-

onal parameter 4 (13) in 0(3) ̂* model.

We can show that in the toron's background the only two

regular fermion zero modes exist (remember that in the instan-

ton background 4 zero modes exist). As we have seen (20) the

analogous phenomenon is inherent in 0(3) 6" model too.

It ia well-known [12J that for each solution of the spinor

field equation there exist precisely two linearly independent

solutions of vector field equation (in-«A,//t/ * 0 gauge). In par-

ticular, the Dirac equation in instanton field has 4 solutions:

&A df>£ (27)

Thus there are 8 gluon's zero modes:

<28)

-v G/,9

Therefore, the instanton measure is equal to:

8 boson z.m.(28) 4 fermion z.m.(27)
(29)
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The instant on contribution to two-point function does not va-

nish ft3,14j :

In our case, the Dirac equation in toron field (24,26) has 2

regular solutions (the gluino zero modes). Thus [12} there are

4 regular gluon'a zero modes. So, the toron measure is equal

to :

4 boson z.m. 2 fermion z.m. classical
action

The toron contribution to <'l*'*^ does not vanish:

(3D

With decreasing action twice the multiplicity of zero modes

decreases two times as well. That's why the form of renorminva-

riant combination^^"* -* A/^ffXpf- ***/f*^ conserves.

Details of the toron calculations in 0(3) 0* model will be

published in /i5J and corresponding calculations in SYM will be

published in f16J.

I thank V.Chernyak, A.Korozov, A.Roaly, M. Shifman, A.Vain-

shtein, and P.Wifeman for useful discussion and critical com-

ments.
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DELAY OF CONFINEMENT STAGS AND POSSIBILITY OF APPEARANCE OF STATIONARY
REGIME

A.Batunin, Institute for High Energy Fhyaica, Serpukhov, USSB

Recently, it waa found /I/ that in a gluon cascade (OC) with an

account for confluence (recombination) of gluons 2 —* 1 and/or 3 —»1

the stationary regime (SB) arises under certain conditiona; the pro-

bability of confluence 2 —> 1 must depend quadratically on a number

of already present gluons n (3 —*1 probability must depend as the

third power of n, respectively) while the probability of the gluon

birth 1 —* 2 and 1—* 3 in a cascade must be linear on a number of

gluons* The quadratic (~C*) and cubic (~Cg) dependences are deri-

ved from an ordinary combinatorics and may be realised only at

sufficient "movement freedom" of gluons in the region of hadrons

interaction. By the way the result of ref• /2/ speaks in favour of

the latter where large dimension (~4*7) space of an intrinsic motion

of partons in hadron-hadron collisions is obtained*

The transition of GC to SR means the delay of the confinement

stage (upto the breakdown of this regime) which gives an opportunity

for gluons before their convtrtion into observable particles to

exchange repeatedly their momenta and consequently to reach an appro-

ximate "momentum uniform". From this viewpoint, the events (rather

rare for the present) with abnormally high particle density on the

unit of rapidity become underatable (e.g., one event with the density

= 10 particles/4 y*0.1 was observed by NA22 collaboration at 250 GeV/c

in £*p-interaction /3/) - in these events the conditions for the

stationary proceeding of the birth-death process (BDP) of gluons

might appear, and gluona has an opportunity to order their rapidities1^.

Note that an analogous example of SR for the system "birth is

constant, death is linear on the number of particles" was discovered

by T.Fry /4/ just 60 years ago. thus in our opinion the answer to

the question" : What is the necessary condition for the origin of SR

in BDP in a general caae and what will be the multiplicity distri-

bution (HD) at that time?" seems to be interesting.

TJ
One additional circumstance confirms indirectly our hypothesis:

given rapidity interval lies in the central region of collision
(y* -0.24 ••—0.14) namely in the region where the parton density
(consequently, the probability of confluence) is maximum.
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Consider BDP with birth ( A n) and death (̂ "n) coefficienta de-

pending on the number n gluona preaent in the aystea and on the con-

stanta X and fr characterizing each individual birth or death act.

Let the tranaitiona n —* n+k (k ia integer) be poaaible in the ays-

tea. Then let ̂ _ * A A*1 , where ^ ( ^ ^ t n s b i r t n (death) rate index

be integer positive or xero, A"*C" al (auch kind of/)n and/-n

covera a rather wide range of real BDP. In particular, at a^O, a2=l

we have /^n=A fm
s nA-the caae of r*t. /4/; at Bj=l, a2=2 or 3 -

the caae of ref.
Then for given BDP the Kolaogorov equation is true /5/:

Pn ' *n-kPn-k" *nPn + ^ W n + k " ^nPn •

where the dependence of the probabilitiea PQ(t) of finding exactly

n particles in the aystea on the evolution parameter t ia omitted

and the dot denotes the differentiation over t .

Substituting the explicit expressions for /) and^>n and passing

to the generating function G(s,t) =XI *n(t)» » *• obtain the

aax(alt a2) order differential equation
0in partial derivatives:

Further below we will be intereated only in the atationary aolution
of thia equation (i.e., Q^M.T^O) satisfying also the boundary
condition G(i*l,t")xj - the total probability conser-
vation. On the whole the nuaber of the boundary conditions ia
aaxCaj-l, a2-l)+l (aee footnote 2) ia equal exactly to the order of
the stationary equation thus <>_*(*) can be defined completely.

Let us inveatigata the poasibility of the existence of SR at
different relations between the birth and death rate indexes:
a1<a2-k, Bj*a2-k, a2-k<a1<B2, Bj> B 2.

a) a1<ra2-k. Sq. (2) takes fora (at L.H.S.= 0):

o(«'*F(lB*y')(«) - F d ) , F(*)»Os*
l) («), <T« a2-k-a1>0. (3)

SB exists if at leaat a regular solution in i=0 of this equation

exists. That is why we look for P(z) as J^[ an*
n and substituting

it into eq« (3) wo find a recurrent relation for a_ :

' Since under definition K.^0 and ^-n^0 then ainiaal nuaber ot
particles in a systea for Sir (the firat reaching of tero ot A or
fi> ) ia: n • * aax(B.-l. a,-l). Thus we obtain n_,_ boundary"con-
ditions fofin the proftabij-ities: tgBf...* . ^ " V .
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an+k V
It follows from (4) that k independent of coefficients a n exist
starting from n 5 ^ but because of our boundary conditions only one
chain differs from zero. Therefore the only probabilities PQ start-
ing from n=n. = «2-l with the step k differs froa zero.

It is interesting that the obtained 113 has the dispersion
D=<^n ) - <£n> <"<n> that opens a principal possibility to form a
very narrow 110 at the expense of the death rate index is greatly
larger then the birth one (for all that, one must have °(<\ so that
<n>be larger than n m ^ n ) . At <* —•» 0 D—*><n>from below (becoming
like the Poisson distribution (PD) with P = < n » and n -*?f 1/<B1""m2) .

b) m-̂  = »2~k. We distinguish this case because at <rt->0 the ob-
tained MD reduces to PD (D —»<"n>from above) with the only diffe-
rence : not equal to sero Pn (with the step k) increase exactly by k
times as compared with the corresponding P ^ . At m^=k=l, m_=2 the
realization in the form of GC with account for confluence of gluons
is possible /I/.

Note, that for OC with confluence the transition to SB is obser-
vable both in an isolated event of hadron-hadron collision (SR =>
the delay of confinement stage a=^rapidity uniform, "clusterization"),
and in the total data on multiplicity thanks to a narrower MD
(SR = ? MD becomes PD, i.e., D=<n> which is much less than D ~<"n>
for the negative binomial distribution characterizing avalanche -
like pure simple birth branching proces with A - n/| , tf* = 0 ) .

c) •2-l<nu<ii2. SR exists and has D=k<n>at m,=0 and D—»k<nJ>.

at • 1 > 0 , i.e., the linear dependence of D on<fn> keeps but here UD
is broader then PD.

d) •i="o* ®at^*^ *s tht P o ly n o mi a l ot tile order " i - ^
and the only solution is G8t(8)=*

mi" : there are exactly ^
particles in the system. Any increase of their number at of£
breaks down the SR - an unstable equilibrium, while at °<>1 the
system comes to this state independently on initial number of
particles and remains here forever.

e) a-^Bo. Th« regular solution in z=0 for G_+(z) does not

exist, SR is impossible.
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Thus the stable SR ia poaaibl* only if the death rate index is

strictly larger than the birth one: • 2>
ax* Apart from a step of

BDP at* -> 0 the settled MD for SR has <n> —»• op-t^Z'**-' a n d
D

In conclusion the author ia grateful to A.K.Lilchoded and

Tu.G.Stroganov for valuable discussion.
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HIGHER TWIST EFFECTS IN HABD EXCLUSIVE PROCESSES

A.S.Gorsky

INSTITUTE 01" THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS,MOSCOW

At the modern stage of the development of QCD one can demand

not only the qualitative but also the quantitative agreement bet-

ween the theoretical predictions and the experimental data.In

such a situation the necessity for the power corrections calculus

to be formulated becomes evident.We will discuss Q corrections in

the hard processes when Q- the typical momentum transfer is

large.Now the general picture is seemed to be somê -what parado-

xical so the great • number of works are devoted to the radiative

corrections which are small as a rule just as the essential power

effects have been investigated unsatisfactorily.From the practical

point of view it is impossible without the account of the higher

twist effects to extract AQCJ) from the hard processes,to desc-

ribe the electromagnetic formfactors of hadrons,the decays of the

heavy quarkonia ,the amplitudes of the processes supressed in QCD
2

by the additional Q powers due to helieity flip.The power correc-

tions are of the most importance in the 3 - 2 0 Gev region and the

suppressed amplitudes are completely determined by higher twists.

The power corrections at high momentum transfer in QCD were

first considered in /1-4-/ conformally to the deep inelastic scat-

tering.The considerable part of the questions arised in this class

of the problems has been formulated and the algorithms for their

solution have been proposed.We v/ill consider the exclusive proce-

sses so the technique used should be developed and generalized and

a number of the new problems should be investigated.In what follows

only the factorizable contributions to the amplitudes will be

discussed.Let us note that there no exist the complete investigati-

on of the factorization into the hard block at Q~ scale of distances

and the soft stage at the typical hadronic stage for higher twists.

with the factorization at hand it is natural to use the operator ex-

pansion technique which has been effectively applied for the des-

cription of the hard processes in the leading Q order.
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Some specific questions are essential for the exclusive case:

I.How the coefficient functions in the operator expansion can be

calculated? How can the basis in the overcompleted system of higher

twist operators be chosen?How the infinite number of operators with

the same twist but with the different dimension can be summed into

the finite number of the wave functions?

2.1s it possible to choise the model system of wave functions

agreed with the equations of motion and the renormalization group?

3.1s the series of the fixed twist operators convergent?

4-.How the contributions from the vacuum condensates are suppressed

by the Q powers?

In the standard approach the coefficient functions for the local

operators are calculated at first.Since the system of the higher

twist operators is overcompleted the equations of motion are applied

to write the superfluous terms in the basic operators.The every step

in view encounters with the great difficulties,for example,operators

^FXU 3)a 3r and '^'DAIJC'T' do not already correspond to one

and the same wave function.

The operator basis is not fixed in our approuch and we get the

"operator expansion" for nonlocal operators of the type V* (oj *rt

^fo^Gjtx/fei) T^C0^ from the very beginning/5/.Several wave func-

tions results from one matrix element of the nonlocal operator.For

example in 77"-meson case one has

>
I,

(2)

^m mffliMwr/h
where *fo originates from twist 2 (t=2) operators,the other func-

tions from t=»4- ones and the dots stand for the wave functions with

t> 4.The normalization point UZ is introduced,f =133 Mev and A,B,

Xl »^»V3 a r e t n e numerical const ants, wave functions in coordinate258



and momentum representations are connected in a1following way

where x, .. . x, are the parton variables,!} denotes the type of

wave function and dx stands for the expression /7,*aj,g off- *L X.:)

If we restrict ourselves by the functions with t{4 then k=2,3,4.

To obtain the coefficient functions for nonlocal operators of

the type (.1,2) it is very convinient to use the background field

formalism and to introduce the fixed point gauge for the external

gluon field /2/.The explicit expression for ku through gauge in-

variant tensor G^and the gauge invariance of the nonlocal opera-

tors, for example

are the main advantages of this gauge.

These.>arB twelve t=4- functions and three t=3 functions for JT-me-

son case which are linear dependent.To account for all the relati

ons between the functions the effective algorithm has been propo-

sed.One should consider following equations:

' ' ' J J J
A

'=0

where ol^B,P are the spinor indexes,m is the quark mass

G" *4^»/i/i» &p9 .All relations between the moments of the tg t-

Jf- meson wave functions can be extracted from eq.(5).For p -meson

case m can be neglected with and for the heavy particles thqjhass
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terms are the dominant ones.It is worth noting that the moments of

the functions corresponded to the different parton content and to

different twists J H W Vfe?, V(Q) &^ fr,J VfcJ *&)$&&
•Ti-(E^iT/r<j)^<)V'^)V!(fe^essential for tJ4'4 can enter into one
the same equation.

The crusial point for the consideration is the validity of eq.(5)

on the quantum level /1/ so the corresponding local operators can

be normalized at the same but arbitrary normalization .point.Thus

the equations of motion are in agreement with the properties of the

local operators under the renormalization.

To perform the renormalization analysis one should either to

solve the Bethe-Solpeter equation nor to diagonalize the anomalous

dimensions matrix.This program has been carried out in detail for

the leading twist/6-8/.it is important for our purposes that the con-

formal operators are multiplicatively renormalizeble so if we re-

strict ourselves by the condition n< nfl,where n is the conformal

spin of the operators,the renormalization prescription hasn't been

violated.The imposition of this condition is the forced step besa-

use only the values of the matrix elements of the operators with

the minimal conformal spins are known.

As for the higher twists the situation is more difficult and

the operators with the same conformal spin but different parton

content can also mix.The simplest example of such mixing has been

considered in /5/in detail.One can introduce the condition n<nv
again and take into account the relations between the matrix ele-

ments of the same conformal spin operators due to the equations of

motion additionally.A selfconsistant system of the higher twist

wave functions for arbitrary n can be built as a result and the

procedure described is' the general one.The information about the

matrix elements of higher twist operators is minimal so one cam work

with the simplest approximation only.Let us also mention in connection

with this problem that the interesting renormalization procedure

for the nonlocal operators of arbitrary twist has been proposed in /9/.

Let us discuss the next question about the convergence of the ope-

rator expansion for the different exclusive processes.On the wave

functions language it manifests itself in question about the conver-

gense of integrals jffoc) <&6x^) eCx. where iPOx?) is the
definite wave function and-^bc)is defined by the hard stage of the
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process.The typical behaviour for function j-6x) is jfCfcy ~* SO. .

All the integrals are convergent in the leading twist if the asym-

ptotical function are used/see,however,the discussion about the pro-

perties of iP^C^ a t x-*° i n /5//°r t h e model ones with the same beha-

viour at x-»O.As for the higher twists at least the logarithmic di-

vergence is unavoidable even for the selfconsistant system of the

wave functions as has been shown for the IT'J^Jf formfactor at

the different virtualities of photons.Let us mentioijbhat fcr the

first time the logarithmic divergences were discussed in /10/.The na-

tural cut factor &XP{- • * . ̂ & , asJ for the logarithms arised from

the double logarithmic corrections to the hard block,so they are of

no danger.Another possible way is to keep the mass terms in the hard

propagators with the both methods lead to practically the same re-

sults.

The situation drastically changes in the presence of the power

singularities which can affect the power behaviour of the amplitudes.

It has been shown in /5/that in the first power correction for the

fy formfactor power divergences are absent as the wave func-

tions vanish sufficiently rapidly at the boundary of the phase space.

From our point of view the situation is general snough and there are

no power singularities for arbitrary twist in corrections not connec-

ted with the condensates.This statement is confirmed by all the calcu-

lations of power effects which have been performed.

The effects connected with the vacuum condensate need for the

special cohsideration.At first sight from the dimensional considera-

tion they are unessential due to the suppression by the factors f?fr

or "̂ VQ .But this impression is erronous by two reasons.

First,the absence of the power singularities for such corrections in

arbitrary exclusive process has hot been proven yet.Secondly,in some

cases the power suppression can be weeker,for example "<<lrl<

where j[(o) is the magnetic susceptibility of the quark condensate.

Such a picture is" realized for the JT^Jrl^ formfactor with the one
v 0

real photon,moreover,the same one should be expected for the hard

two-photo'n processes in the case of asymmetric photonic virtualities

or for the radiative decays of heavy particles.The numerical value

of the magnetic susceptibility is large in hadronic scale so such

terms are expected to be important.

The difficulties arised when analysing the numerical values of
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power corrections are due to the absence of the sufficient information

about the hadronic wave functions and the matrix elements of higher

twist operators.The situation for the IT— meson electromagnetic

formfactor is the typical one.The leading asymptotic term results

from t=2 wavs functions which can not be assumed to be clearly stated

in spite of the serious efforts made /11-13,5,6/.The next step has

been made in /10/ where the power correction originated from the

quark t=3 operators with the lowerest conformal spin has been calcu-

lated and the suggestion has been made that this correction is the

dominant one.But it has been showed in the subsequent analysis that

it is not the case and the situation when the different contribu-

tions to the first correction are of the same order and enter into the

final answer with different signs is the most natural one. The rigo-

rous statement can not be made in such situation but it seems

highly probable that the correction exceeds the asymptotic term at
2,

least up to Q « 1 0 Gev.One can hope that with the development of the

technique of the lattice culculations the additional information

about the matrix elements will be acquired so the greater definite-

ness will be achieved.The analogous picture is occured for the supp-

ressed formfactor ZPJr /6/..

The more definite predictions can be made for the first power cor-

rection to ITJri' formfactor asymptotics.If photon virtualities are

equel to each other the result for correction is independent from the

/7" -meson wave functions and it occured to be of order 2O?6 from

the leading term already in the Q«1Gev region /14/.Cnly two types of

diagrams presented in fig.1 contribute to correction iijthis kinemati-

Fig.1 The contributions to the first power correction ino, =a case

cal conditions.lt has been shown that the contribution from condensate

<f G S i s absent at all and from < ^ i/-> one is negligibly small.The
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examples of the condensate diagrams are presented in fig.2.Let us also

Z Z
Pig.2 The examples of the condensate corrections in a case

*--.-

note that the fig.16 on the parton language corresponds to the account

of the quark transverse momenta.

The diagrams of another type presented in fig.3 contribute in the

<2»
Fig.3 The examples of diagrams essential in (h. ̂  #., case

case of the different photon virtualities.lt is not difficultfto demon-

strate that the summury effect of the fourquark wave functions is ab-

sent and the fourparticle quark-gluon functions can be neglected

with if one restricts himself by the lowerest conformal spin opera-

tors.To obtain the numerical value of the correction one should fix

the wav« functions and with the sufficiently realistic choise the esti-

mate /F~~ ' ̂ xQ2' can be derived for the case of one real photon.

As has been mentioned the interaction of thefceal photon with the

quark condensate presented in fig.* is essential and is described

in terms of photon wave function

(6)
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where {fi(lcZMjis the photon wave function /15/ _, U -

Fig.4 The interaction of the real photon with the quark condensate

This interaction contributes to the first correction and is of the
following order - ^J^jEl ~ / 3 < ' e t ^ * ' .It is worth noting that the
estimate J*3 has been used for the divergent integrals.The power cor-

rections are not significant at the typical scale Q « 3 Gev in ag-

reement with the statements made when comparing the perturbative and

sum rules approaches /16/ for the formfactor at hand.The values of

power corrections to formfactor at equel virtualities can be used for

the analysis of € . + € ^ — > €• &~ /7~ reaction and to

F(Q, o) for S/7" —3* Jk IT" process.
It should be outlined in conclusion that the list of references

is not complete one and the reader can find the review of the litera-

ture on the subject discussed in /5,6/.
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NOVEL PERTURBAWVE SCHEME IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

Carl M. Bender
Department of Physics
Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130

We describe here a recently proposed graphical perturbative calculational
scheme for quantum field theory. The basic idea is to expand in the power of the
interaction term. For example, to solve a X<£4 theory in <?-dimensional space-time,
we introduce a small parameter 5 and consider a \(<j?)1+s field theory. We show how
to expand such a theory as a series in powers of 6. The resulting perturbation series
appears to have a finite radius of convergence and numerical results for low-
dimensional models are good. We have computed the two-point and four-point
Green's functions to second order in powers of 8 and the 2n-point Green's functions
(n>2) to order 5. We explain how to renormalize the theory and show that, to first
order in powers of 5, when 8>Q and d>4 the theory is free. This conclusion
remains valid to second order in powers of 8, and we believe that it remains valid to
all orders in powers of 6. The new perturbative scheme is consistent with global
supersymmetry invariance. We examine a two-dimensional supersymmetric quantum
field theory in which we do not know of any other means for doing analytical calcu-
lations. We illustrate the power of this new technique by computing the ground-
state energy density E to second order in this new perturbation theory. We show
that there is a beautiful and delicate cancellation between infinite classes of graphs
which leads to the result that E = 0.
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In recent papers1'2 we introduced a new analytical technique for solving self-
interacting scalar quantum field theories such as g<t>4 theory. This technique is per-
turbative in character; it relies upon the introduction of an artificial perturbation
parameter 8 and expresses field-theoretic quantities such as the n -point Green's func-
tion G^n\xi,X2, . . . ,xn,S) as a series in powers of 8:

• • ,Xn) • (1)

ft-0

This technique has many advantages. There is strong evidence that the 5 series
has a finite radius of convergence. This is a dramatic advantage over conventional
weak-coupling perturbation series which are rigorously known to have zero radius of
convergence. Second, the 8 expansion is nonperturbative in the sense that the func-
tional dependence on the physical parameters of the theory (such as coupling con-
stants and masses) is nontrivial. In the 8 expansion it is only the parameter 8 which
is considered small. Thus, like the l/N expansion, the results are nonperturbative
in the physical parameters such as the mass and the coupling constant. Third, there
is a well-defined orderly diagrammatic procedure for obtaining the coefficients in the
S expansion. Moreover, while the coefficients in the 8 expansion can be infinite and,
in general, must be renormalized, they are typically much less divergent than the
coefficients in a conventional weak-coupling series. Fourth and finally, in a theory
where there is no natural perturbation parameter, the 8 expansion provides a
straightforward and practical route to an analytic solution. All of these features are
evident in the models that we discuss in this talk.

To review the key ideas of the S expansion let us consider a self-interacting
scalar field theory whose interaction Lagrangian has the form

L = g<j>i .

Rather than following the conventional approach in which we expand in powers of g
(or in powers of 1/g) we replace L by a new interaction Lagrangian containing a
dimensionless artificial perturbation parameter 8:

It is important to point out that L(8) is a positive operator. For example, when
8 = 1/2, L(8) means |<£|3 and not (j>3.

Clearly, expanding L(8) in powers of 8 produces a nonpolynomial Lagrangian
involving logarithms of (j?. However, as is shown in Refs. 1 and 2, the Green's
functions for L (8) can be expressed as convergent power series in 8. The novelty of
our work is that we have discovered how to calculate the coefficients in these series
using conventional graphical techniques.

An additional attractive feature of the 8 expansion, which has not been dis-
cussed previously, is that it preserves global supersymmetry invariance. We will see
that it is possible to introduce the parameter 8 into a supersymmetric Lagrangian in
such a way that the resulting Lagrangian is exactly s'*Dersymmetric for every value of
8.
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Illustrative example

Here is a simple problem which we solve by introducing an artificial perturba-
tion parameter. Consider the problem of finding the (unique) real positive root
x=0.75487767 • • • of the fifth-degree polynomial

xs+x=l .

We introduce a small artificial perturbation parameter 6 in three possible ways:
(i) Weak coupling:

Sxs+x=l ;

(ii) Strong coupling:

xs+Sx=l ;

(iii) Delta expansion:

x1+t+x=l .

We then compute the root x($) in the form of a power series:

S
n-0

Such a series is very easy to find. The weak-coupling series begins

x(5)=l-6+562-358i+2858i-25W65+2?l15l86- • • .
This series (as is usual with most weak-coupling series) has the small radius of con-
vergence 0.08196. Thus, when we try to recover the root .v(l) by evaluating the
above series at 8=1 we get 21476. However, the (3,3)-Pade gives the good result
0.76369.

The strong-coupling series begins

5 25 125 15625 78125 " " '
If we evaluate this series at 8=1 we get x(l)=0.75434, an extremely good approxima-
tion to the exact root. The radius of convergence of the strong-coupling scries is
1.64938.

The coefficients of the third series are more complicated because ! hey involve
the constant Iog2. This series begins

*(5)=y+| log2- | - log2+ • • • .

This series diverges when 6=4 but a (3,3)-Pade gives the good result 0.754479 and a
(6,6)-Pade gives the excellent result 0.75487654.

In quantum field theory the problem of course is to find a method for expanding
the Green's functions as perturbation series in powers of i>. Consider the l.agran-
gian

UfhWW2'1)* (2)
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in d-dimensional Euclidean space. In (2), /x is the bare mass, X is the dimensionless
bare coupling constant, and M is a fixed mass parameter that allows the interaction
to have the correct dimensions. The problem is that if we expand the Lagrangian in
(2) as a series in powers of 6 using the identity

we obtain a horrible-looking nonpolynomial Lagrangian:

L = j (

+ | W M 2 [in ( ^ M M | + ! v M a [in (^2M2-d|+ • • • . (3)

We have devised a very simple and orderly procedure for calculating the n -point
Green's function of the Lagrangian in (3) as series in powers of S. It consists of
three steps:

(i) Replace the Lagrangian L in (3) with a new 'Lagrangian IvAoc/to having poly-
nomial interaction terms.
(ii) Using Lwhacko, compute the Green's function G^whacko using ordinary
Feynman diagrams.
(iii) Apply a derivative operator D to G^whacko to get the delta expansion for
G(n).
The new Lagrangian Lwhacko and the derivative operator D depend on the

number of terms in the 6 series that we intend tp compute. For example, if we need
one term in the 6 series we take

Then we compute the n-point Green's function G^^^^ to order S, apply

and set a = 0.
Now suppose we need two terms in the S series expansion of G^"\ We take

Then we compute G^w/,acko *° order ft2, apply

and set a=/?=0.
For three terms in the 6 series expansion of G^"\ we take
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2 v r / 2

2

2

+ l

1+1

As above, we compute G^n\hacks t o order 63, apply

and set oe=0=^/=O.
If we need four terms in the delta expansion, we take

We compute the Green's function

4Kda"*dp"di*dv

^acko t o order S4, apply

(dc? dp2 &r dt?}

and set Q=/?=7=JA=0.

We do not have the general form of the Lagrangian Lwhacko needed to obtain N
terms in the delta series. However, we do have the form of the derivative operator
D:

i N N e2m(l-k)i/N

Low-dimensional models

To examine the form of the delta expansion and to verify its numerical accu-
racy, we consider a zero-dimensionai and a one dimensional field theory. The func-
tional integral for the vacuum-vacuum amplitude Z of a <S* Held theory in zero-
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dimensional space-time is an ordinary Riemann integral:

—00

Now we insert the expansion parameter 6:

(4)

Recall that the ground-state energy £ is given in terms of Z: E(S)=—lnZ . For this
simple theory we can, of course, evaluate directly the integral in (4):

To find the delta series we merely expand the right side of (5) in a Taylor series in
powers of 6:

^ | | | f ) ] + • • • (6)
Notice that the structure of the delta series in (6) is rather strange in that the

coefficients all depend on polygamma functions evaluated at 3/2. The polygamma
function ip(x) is defined as the logarithmic derivative of a gamma function:

There is a general formula in terms of zeta functions for the nth derivative of a
polygamma function evaluated at 3/2:

The first two such polygamma functions are •0(3/2)=2—7—21n2 and i//(3/2)=——4.

We list below the numerical values of the first few polygamma functions:

V<3/2) = 0.0364899740;
^(3/2) = 0.9348022005;
^"(3/2) = -0.8287966442;
<//"(3/2) = 1.4090910340.

It is crucial to determine for which 6 the series in (6) converges. Note that E(5)
in (5) is singular whenever the argument of the gamma function vanishes. There are
an infinite number of such singular points Sk in the complex-5 plane given by the for-
mula

l i *=0,l,2,3
Each of these singular points is a logarithmic branch point. Note that these singular
points form a monotone sequence on the negative-^ axis beginning at the point
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<5=—3/2 and converging to the point &=—1. We conclude that the delta series in (6)
has a radius of convergence of 1.

A tf theory corresponds to 6=1, which is situated on the circle of convergence.
Thus, to compute the delta series with high numerical accuracy we use Pade summa-
tion. Here are the results: The exact value of the energy is E'(l)=-0.0225104.
Because we are on the circle of convergence we do not expect that a direct summa-
tion of the delta series will give a good result, and indeed it does not: ten terms in
the power series give -0.367106 and twenty terms in the power series give -0.517356.
However, a (3,2) Pade gives -0.02252 and a (5,4) Pade gives -0.0225103.

Now let us see how well the delta expansion works in one-dimensional field
theory (quantum mechanics). The Hamiltonian for the anharmonic oscillator is:

H2dx2+2X •

Our strategy is to insert the parameter 5 in the x4 term:

The ground-state energy E for this Hamiltonian has the delta expansion:

128 I "i' "i' - "ir- "i' i

This series is extremely accurate numerically. The exact value of E(l) is 0.530176,
while the sum of the above series to order b2 is 0.534385. Notice that the form of
the series is similar to that in (6); the coefficients are all constructed out of
polygamma functions evaluated at 3/2.

Renormalization

We now consider the problem of how to renormalize the ^-expansion. It was
pointed out in Refs. 1 and 2 that when rf>2 the coefficients of 6 in the expansions
of the Green's functions are less divergent (as functions of the ultraviolet cutoff A in
momentum space) than the terms in the conventional weak-coupling expansion in
powers of X. However, the coefficients g^n\(xi,x2, • • • ,xn) in the 8 expansion are
still divergent and it is necessary to use a renormalization procedure.

We will show how to regulate the theory by introducing a short distance cutoff a
(which is equivalent to an ultraviolet cutoff A=l/») and we compute the renormal-
ized coupling constant Gg in terms of the bare mass fi and the bare coupling con-
stant X. We then show that if we hold the renormalized mass MR fixed at a finite
value, then as the cutoff a is allowed to tend to 0 (A—»oo), GR can remain finite and
nonzero only when d<4. When d>4, GR—>0 as a—»0. This result is the continuum
analog of the numerical nonperturbative results already obtained in lattice Monte
Carlo calculations.3
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We have computed the d-dimensional two-point Euclidean Green's function
2 to second order in powers of 6. From G^(p2) we can obtain the wave-

function renormalization constant Z and the renormalized mass MR. The conven-
tional definitions are

^ ^ (7)

and
2 ^ 2 l (8)

We have also computed G^(p1,p2»P3>P4)» the connected ^-dimensional
Euclidean Green's function with legs amputated, to second order in powers of 6.
From G ^ we can obtain the dimensionless renormalized coupling constant GR in
the usual way:

GR=-Z2G(4)(0,0,0,0)M/-"* . (9)

We do not discuss the calculations of G^2\ G^4\ and the higher Green's func-
tions such as G® here; the calculation is long and detailed and it is presented else-
where.4 It is sufficient to state that the calculation follows exactly the rules set down
in Refs. 1 and 2. Here are the results for Z, MR

2, and GR to first order in 6:

(10)

MR
2=tx2+2\M2+2\5M2\l+^)+\ri[2A(0)M2-d]\^O(62) , (11)

(12)

In (10)-(12), A(x) represents the free propagator in d-dimensional coordinate space;
A(x) can be expressed as an associated Bessel function:

p), (13)

where m2=M2+2XW2.
The function A(JC) is finite at #=0 when d<2:

A(0)=2-dTrd/zmd-2T(\-dft) . (14)

However, we are concerned with quantum field theory, in which d>2. For these
values of d, A(0)=oo, and it is clearly necessary to regulate the expressions for the
renormalized quantities in (10)-(12) because of this divergence.

To regulate the theory we introduce a short-distance (ultraviolet) cutoff a; to
wit, we replace A(0) in (11) and (12) with A(a), where

A{a)=Q.-KTd'2{a/mf-dl2Kl_dl2{ma) . (15)

Apparently, there are three distinct cases which we must consider:
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Case 1: am«l (a —*Q). Here we can approximate the Bessel function in (15)
for small argument:

Case 2: am=O(l) (a-*0). Here,

&(a)*(constant) md~2 . (17)

Case 3: am»l (a—*0). Here we can approximate the Bessel function in (15)
for large argument:

^im" . (18)

Now we consider each of these three cases in turn. In easel we substitute (16)
into (12) to obtain

\5=(constant) GR (aM)2~d . (19)

Then we use (19) to eliminate \5 from (11). The result is

MR
2=m2+(constant) [logarithm term] GR M2 (aM)2~d . (20)

The renormalized mass must be finite. But as a—>0 the second term on the right
side of (20) becomes infinite when rf>2. Thus, both terms on the right side of (20)
must be infinite and must combine to produce a finite result. Hence they must be of
the same order of magnitude as a —*0:

(constant) [logarithm term] GR M2 (aM)2~d~m2 . (21)

If we multiply (21) by a2 we obtain

(constant) [logarithm term] GR (aMf~d =>(amf«\ (22)

by the assumption of case 1. Thus, when d<4, GR can remain finite and nonzero as
a—*0, but when d>4, GR—>0 as a—*0 and the theory is free.

Next, we consider case 2. We substitute (17) into (12) to obtain

\8=(constant) GR (m/M)d~2 . (23)

We use (23) to eliminate X5from (11) and obtain

MR
2=m2+(constant)ln(m/M)GRM2(m/M)d-2 . (24)

As above, we argue that the left side of (24) must be finite so the two (inlinile)
terms on the right side of (24) must be of equal magnitude:

(constant) h\(m/M) GR M2 (m/MY'-2~m2 . (25)

We divide (25) by m2 and solve for GR:

GR=(constant)(m/Mf-d/ln(m/M) . (26)
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Again we observe that when d>4, GR—»0 as m—*oo.

Finally, we consider case 3. We substitute (18) into (12) to obtain

\S=(constant)GR(aM)<-l-d^(m/M)^-2)f2e-ma . (27)

We use (27) to eliminate X§ from (11) and obtain

W<dWe-mtt . (28)

Once again, we observe that the two terms on the right side of (28) are divergent
and must be of the same magnitude:

{logarithm *™\G M*mf-d)/2{m/M)«i-3)/2e-maam2 ( 29 )
{constant) K ' ' v '

From (29) we then have

(Cd"fant) } d W ? d . (30)G*sr, f ,e{ma}
[logarithm term]

Thus, when d<4, GR—<OO as am—>oo. Hence, case 3 may be excluded when d<4.
It is interesting that when rf>4, G/( can remain finite as am—*oo so long as m/M
grows exponentially with am:

/(d4)(d3M2dV . (31)
However, this possibility can be ruled out by computing the 2n-point Green's func-
tions G(2n). To order 5 we have

G(2n)(0,0, • • • ,0)=6X(«-2)!M22"[-A(0)]'-"+O(52) . (32)

If (31) holds, then (32) implies that for all n>2, G(2n)—>0 as am—»oo and the theory
becomes trivial.

We have been able to generalize these arguments to second order in powers of
6. However, we do not give the argument here. We merely present the result for
the renormalized mass to second order in delta:

/ (33)
o l

where S=0(3/2)+ln[2A(O)M2-'']-|-l and z=[A(.v)/A(0)]2. We cannot evaluate the
integrals in (33) in closed form except in particular space-time dimensions; namely,
when d= l and when d is even and negative semidefinite (d=0,—2,—4,—6, • • • ). For
these special values of d we give the explicit evaluation of these integrals in Ref. 4.

Supersymmetric theories

Now consider a generic two-dimensional Wess-Zumino Lagrangian5

W) 2 + \i$i> + \ySWW + X2[5(^)]2 (34)
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where ^ is a Majorana spinor. In the following we take S($) = (ffi1*^?2. This gives

L = j(d<fi)2 + | ^ # + yX(l+6) (tfyVW + y X W + s . (35)

Some models of this type exhibit spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry as mani-
fested by the fact that the ground-state energy is nonzero^ For example, a 4nfnl> + $4

theory exhibits spontaneous jymmetry breaking, while (f?ij}ip + cj>6 remains unbroken.
The apparent reason that <j»l»l> 4- ̂ >4 has a broken supersymmetry is that 4> is not a
positive operator. However, if we set 5 = 1 in Eq. (35) we obtain a \<j>\iftil' + 04

interaction term which is positive as we emphasized above. Thus, we expect that L
in Eq. (35) has an unbroken supersymmetry for all values of 6.

We demonstrate the power of the 5-expansion technique by computing the
ground-state energy density E of the theory in Eq. (35) to second order in 5. To this
order we obtain the supersymmelric result E = 0. We know of no other perturbative
way to compute the physical quantities of this system.6

Supersymmetrie quantum mechanics
To prepare for the field-theory calculation we first examine a toy model in quan-

tum mechanics in which the complexity of fermions is absent. Like a supersym-
metric quantum field theory, this simple model is designed to have a ground-state
energy which is identically zero. It is quite easy to construct such a theory. One first
chooses a normalizable function il(x) = exp(—X|x | ), which has no nodes, to be
the ground-state wave function and then derives the coordinate-space Schrodinger
equation for which this wave function has zero energy:

V>"(v) + [(^+2)2X2|v(24+2

The corresponding Euclidean-space Lagrangian is

L = \x2 - yr(«+2)2(-v2)1+* + \g(6+W+2)(x2)S/2 . (36)

Following the procedure outlined in Rets. 1 and 2, we can obtain the Green's
functions of E<\. (36) correct to any order in the 8 expansion from the appropriate
provisional (whacko) Lagrangian L For example, if we wish to compute to first
order in 8 we take the provisional Lagrangian L= LQ + La , where

h = y(*2) + yX2(4-HW)*2 - yX(2+3*) (37a)

and

La = 2«5X2(.v2)1+o - y«5X(.v2)a . (37b)

Note that the Lagrangian LQ in Eq. (37a) is quadratic and that the interaction terms
in Eq. (37b) are proportional to the perturbation parameter 5. Therefore, we can
use conventional graphical perturbation theory to calculate any Green's function
Cfta) for L to order $ (in this calculation it is necessary to assume that a is a positive
integer). As we explained in Refs. 1 and 2 we obtain the Green's function G for L
to order S by first applying the derivative operator D = d/da to G and then
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evaluating the result at a=0. To this result we then must add the corresponding
order-<5 Green's functions <50 computed from LQ m Eq. (37a):

A -
order 6 = " 0 + ~ J — " W I a -0 • V.JS^

Note that by differentiating with respect to a and setting a=0 we have analytically
continued in a to the point at which L in Eq. (37) is free.

The Feynman rules for this calculation are easy to obtain and we find the
ground-state energy from the connected graphs having no external legs. To ortf§r S,
these graphs possess only a single vertex and the result is

1\5 . A. \ W2a+2)\ SK(2<*.
2 da\ 4(8X)a(a+l)! 2(8X)°a!Aground state = ~ "7Ad + ~ZX° + ~T~ ~ , / 8 > w ^ , , M

 + o/o\\o

Now we show how to compute the ground-state energy to order <?. The provi-
sional Lagrangian for this computation now has two integer parameters a and /?:
L= Lo + La>p, where

h = j(x)2 + ±-\2x2(2+5)2 - ±-\(2+38+82) (39a)

and

L 2 V 1 V 1 / > f ^ 2 ? ¥ • (39b)
The Green's functions for L are obtained by applying the differential operator

n lt d d u 1 / d2 , S2 v

at the point a = /? = 0. The Feynman rules assume that a and 0 are integers. Note
that there are five vertices. Graphs contributing to the ground-state energy to order
9- have either one or two vertices. We must apply the derivative operator in Eq.
(40) to each graph amplitude. Some of the two-vertex graphs give rise to infinite
series which we can sum:7

where ^.v) = —— loglXv) is the digamma function. To obtain the ground-state

energy we must combine the contributions from 20 different graphs. The final result
is Eground state = 0 through order 62. j

Field-theory calculation • '\

Now we generalize these computational procedures to compute the ground-state »
energy density E of the supersymmetric Lagrangian in Eq. (35). We begin by writing
the provisional Lagrangian L appropriate for doing calculations to second order in 5:
L=Lo + LaJ,

4 # + ^ ^ ( 1 ^ ) (42a)
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| ^ (42b)
o o

The Feynman rules appropriate for L in Eq. (42) are a slight generalization of
those used in the quantum-mechanical model because there are now fermion lines as
well as boson lines and we are now working in two- rather than in one-dimensional
space-time. In coordinate space the propagator for the boson is

and the propagator for the fermion is

To second order in 6 there are 19 graphs depending on a and 0. Some of these
graphs give rise to infinite series after the operator D in Eq. (40) is applied. All
other graphs give rise to single expressions involving polygamma functions and two
integrals:

and

J = Jd2xA2(x) .

Note that the integral / is logarithmically divergent.
If we combine the infinite series mentioned above into a single sum we obtain

To simplify this sum, we have found a lovely identity which is easy to derive
using integration by parts:

Jd2xA^i) (44)

Substituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (43) gives a sum proportional to / containing no coor-
dinate space integrals. This sum is precisely that in Eq. (41). When this result is
combined with all remaining terms we obtain E=0.

We have also computed R, the ratio of the physical boson mass to the physical
fermion mass, to second order in 5 and obtain the supersymmetric result R = 1 .
The calculation of R is described in Ref. 8.

We do not yet know how useful our methods will ultimately be in quantum field
theory. Much more research is required. However, it is already clear at this early
stage that the delta expansion has very wide applicability.
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Color Superconductivity in QCD and the
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Abstract

The properties of the condensed phase of gluon (and quark) pairs gov-
erning hadronic scale parametrs are extended to nonzero temperature. The
form of the critical curve separating condensed and plasma phase as function
of temperature and external (anti) selfdual color field strength is derived,
within an approximate Ansatz for the energy density of the two phases in
coexistence:

(£)•(£)•'

'Work Mppoiled in pail by Schweiterifchet Nationalfoixb
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In the early discussion of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in hadron dynam-
ics [1],[2],[3] the analogous features to fermion pairing giving rise to superconduc-
tivity in solids and superfluidity in liquids [4],[5] have been pointed out.

In the framework of QCD [6] the anomalies pertaining to the axial currents
and to the energy momentum tensor [7], [8] bring into focus an additional bosonic
condensation phenomenon (9]

i) Is = (6 iCa>,J (S sr""")(-l) i ch2(Fg,X) +

+ nonabelian anomalous terms

(6

If+ <Px E(m) If + •

In eq.(l) the following notation is used:

etc = 5 c

(1)

S , r = u,d,s,c,b,t,... flavor = ( 1 , . . . ,

d , c = 1,2,3 color = (l, . . . ,A"e)

7s = * 7O7I7J73 left chiral projection :
l+7s

K =

df denotes chiral symmetry breaking densities proportional to quark
masses:

-•4*1 (2)
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In eq.(l) ch3 (F • g, x) denotes the second Chern character of the gauge boson
two form F • g relative to the fundamental (i.e. defining) representation x '•

( 3 or 3 ^ . ,. , ( SU3C ... \

\NC Nc)
 rePresentat'onsof ( 5 ^ e . . . j

.dxAdyg ( ^ ) F

•£ chn (X) A" = trx exp (i AX) (3)
n

In eq.(3) F denotes the field strengths, F their dual:

£ 01J3 = 1

Finally in eq.(l) the covariant derivative of the chiral current is given by:

[ v., x) * = v; { (^ ) tl xfc - xdl ( ^ ) / c } (4)

The trace anomaly [S] takes the form

p »*i p »*

b(K) = - i ^ i = boK + 6 , K2 + •••
p

11^,.^, 2
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In eq.(5) *{*) denotes the (rationalized) Callan- Symanzik- Gell-Mann- Low
function with Taylor coefficients 6n. Cj(G) [ C»(x) J denotes the value of the
second Casimir operator in the adjoint (G) [ defining (\) ] representation of
the gauge group respectively.

We take the color trace in eq.(l) and compare with eq.(5):

TS = (S ST) C f e i ( j ; / ' X ) + £(m) ™

= (-6 ST) ( | ) F «„ F »•" + E(m) TS

Since we are interested to follow as many parameters as possible along the limit
Nc —» oo, we remark here that the structure of the anomalies in eq.(5),(6) does
not determine the Nc —» co behaviour of the mass of the 17' meson. It has been
argued by Witten [10] that the two point function of the topological gluon density:

R = K Nc

satisfies a low energy theorem in the chiral limit of a given number of flavors.
In eq.(7) V4 denotes the (euclidean) space time volume. Z stands for the gen-

erating action functional:

= J VVl[Vq

= J d*x{C +
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For details of the functional measure in eq.(S) T> V ° | T> q V q j
gauge fixing, Becchi- Rouet- Stora transformation we refer to ref. [11]

For v massless quark flavors the respective low energy limit implies :

lim To { g ; mOl = JTIM = • • • = m- = 0 ) = 0 (9)

V > 1

contrasting with the analogous situation in the pure Yang- Mills theory or
equivalently the limit of infinite mass of all quark flavors:

Jjhn T, ( q7;no quarks ) = Hm, T2 ( 9*;m, Q = oo ) jt 0 (10)

We simply state here that assuming the validity of eq.( 10) presupposes (without
proof) the existence of potentially large CP- violating effects in quarkless QCD
induced by a nonvanishing term L a in eq.(S).

For the present discussion it is no loss of generality to consider one
quark flavor, u say: mu = 0

j I = '"'c 7«7s «c

Eqs. (5) and (6) then become

$. J " * («) = - jfc * F l» F "" ( +

tfjl = - b rti (k) F % F "•" i ( +quark mass terms ) (11)

The notation in eq.(ll) is adapted to the Nc —» oo limit:

b"*(s) = b(«) = ba
Tti k + b/"1 a* + •• •

lim 6 "* (R) = c ~ (fc) = c S° « + c f k 2 + ...
Nt—ca

k = KNC b'n<" = ( A ' c ) - " 6 B

« f = ¥ CT = ^ (12)

'For k discussion of the VI- problem let ref (12).
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Our conclusion here is that there is no solid basis for the limiting relation

m9,
 2 ~ — m0

 2 Nc-*oo (13)

The organization of this paper is the following: in chapter 2 the properties of
the linear response to a selfdual (antiselfdual) abelian constant background gauge
field (in the Cart an subalgebra of the gauge group) are reviewed [13]. Chapter 3
deals with the effective action for the background field

and its perturbative aspects up to two loops in the pure gluon theory. The one
loop approximation to the associated thermodynamic potential is discussed

V, ,ooP(B,T) = V0(B) + f (£ ) B7 (15)

b = \fB

Finally the thermodynamic properties of the two phase system
- condensed (confined) and plasma phase
are outlined for an arbitrary number of massless quark flavors and for the gauge
group SU(?f)c • The relation for the phase boundary

lira Tcr,Ba = finite
Ne-HJO

is derived within an approximate Ansatz for the energy density of the two
phases in coexistence, and the corresponding dependence of T „ on the number
of colors and (massless) flavors is discussed.
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Color superconductivity - the phase transition

The various limits discussed above have proven to yield information on the
QCD phase structure in the form of discriminants - like / 0 > 0 - rather than
in terms of quantities calculable from first principles.

The following considerations shall be restricted to QCD with gauge group
SU(pf)c and N /i massless quarks. By means of arbitrarily conceived exter-
nal sources we infer the existence of a perturbative (deep Euclidean) regime which
serves to determine the number of parameters of the theory. We argued that this
number is one and choose A QCD •

Spontaneous parameters associated with quark and gluon bilinears B , M ST

- { f t I QT(y)

= M f e x p [ - £ ! ? • ( * - y )
(and possibly other composite operators) are determined in a ther-

modynamic context from an effective potential

V = V(B , M*3 ,T , \QCD)

B(T),M(T)~V = minimum T fixed (17>

B' = B(T = 0) , A / . = A / ( T = 0 )

We assume that also for T y& 0 quark antiquark and gluon pairing amplitudes
only vanish together, i.e.

A f ( T ) = 0 —+ B{T) = 0

The trace anomaly yields the vacuum energy density

{ ft | d „„ \Q ) = - g „„ e .

UN c - 2N i< \

(18)

B ( T ) in eq. (17) has to be interpreted as generating a quasiparticle exci-
tation spectrum

B' = ( l / 2 a ' ) = m't
2 (19)

m\ -» me(T)
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B ( T ) can also be conceived as the critical color field strength, which if it
is externally enforced
- how this is practically achieved is completely immaterial - quenches the sponta-
neous parameter B (T ) .

This feature underlies the tentative description of two coexistent phases - for
T < T „ - a condensed phase and a plasma phase. The conserved quantity shall
be overall energy or energy density with the Ansatz

g. = e(B(T)) + epi..m.{T)

1 N e - 2 N fl

The only unknown in eq. (20) is the energy density of the pure plasma phase
e pia»ma i which a priori is 'an arbitrary function of T and A QCD • We simply
approximate Q Ti.,m<, by the energy density of free (massless) gluons, quarks and
antiquarks

— ) T*
1 5 '

= v ( )
V 1 5 ' (21)

N \ - \ + ( 7 / 8 ) 2 N C N j i

From eqs. (19) - (21) , eq.(16) follows

lim Terser = finite
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The dependence o f f , , on N e and N // remains to be discussed. N / ( is
to be understood in the spirit of the approximation for g >i.,m. in eq. (21) as the
number of effective massless flavors, in view of the (dramatic) mass effects present
even for noninteracttng massive quarks.

BCT = B' = m'.2

/** = ( m j / j r )

4 ( 2 2 )

_

m; = 760AfeV — /i ' = 242 MtV

We denote the values of f for N e = 3 , co by / 3 , / „ respectively :

/ 15(33 - 2 N j,) \1/A

/ 3 = I * —) , / „ = (55/64)^ = 0.963
\ 16 ( 32 + 21 N tt ) }

T«reo = /o . / i* = 233 MtV

(23)

Finally we take N e = 3 and N /i = 2 since the strange quark mass is
already comparable to T „ w and according to eq.(22) T „ is decreasing with

/ 3 ( 2 ) , / 3 ( 2 ) = (435/1184 )1^ = 0.779

) = / 3 ( 2 ) / i * = 188 MtV
(24)
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ON INVARIANT CUT-OFF AND RENORMALIZATION SCHEMES IN QCD

O.I.Zavialov

Steklov Mathematical Institute, Moscow

There have been discussed two closely related questions in my talk

during the Conference session:

I. Do we really know all right what gauge symmetry must really mean

for a quantum theory?

II. What kinds of cut-off and renormalization schemes (other than

dimensional regularization ones) can be used in gauge -theories

(including QCD) in order to cope with the gauge invariance?

Only the first topic will be considered in a more or less detailed

fashion in this written version of the lecture. The other topic will be

reduced just to several brief words because of the lack of space. The

complete recipes for the corresponding new gauge invariant cut-off and

renormalization procedures will be introduced in detail elsewhere.

I. For the sake of brevity let us neglect quarks and thus pass from

QCD to the pure gluedynamics. The main result of this Section

is a linear condition (3) for the gauge Invariance of the S-matrlx (out

of the mass shell) in the Yang-Mills (YM) theory. This relation

corresponds to a special symmetry (4) of the scattering matrix which

seems to have been overlooked during all these long years QCD exists.

He claim that the condition <3) contains all the necessary information

about the covariant renormalizability which one usually derives from

the Ward-Slavnov-Teylor (WST) identities. On the other hand <3) is free

from several natural objections inflicting WST identities.

In order to introduce notations let us recall briefly fundamentals of
ft

the YM-theories. The interaction YM Lagrangian (times «- ) is
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*- = ^ ^ + i-j, *" <*-c- where i | is the trilinear vertex consisting of

three gluon fields JT* , ^ ^ is the quartic vertex with

four t>f̂  and X.c -
 L% C ^ f j ^ x C ) is the ghost vertex where £

is the ghost field and CL^* stands for the gradient of the

antighost field C : C/*s3'*fcT (remark that C enters the total

YM action only through 3^*<T) •

The total Lagrangian £ t o t
 = *-„•*"<£. (where «£.c is the bilinear part

of the effective Lagrangian including the gauge fixing term) is

invariant with respect to the BRST-transformations:

o- v (l)

where £. is the Grassman variable and °f is the gauge

parameter. The BRST-invariance leads directly to WST-identities.

As far as the scattering matrix is concerned it is generated by the

T-product £ - I GGct* t^-J an^ o u t of t n e m a s s shell can be

represented in its normal form:

(remark that the antighost field C enters the S-matrix normal

symbol /S f*f*, t c c",) again only through the

gradient C v = 7)* <I ).

Now the linear condition for the gauge symmetry we are going to

propose reads:
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where Q ^ is transverse, Oj_ " 3 ^ " ^ *> a n d the left-hand side

Is obliged to vanish only on the mass shell of the ant1ghost

field C that Is on the surface Q C = 0 or "d^c*=0

The relation (3) exiblts some symmetry of the YM S-matrix out of the

mass shell. Namely let us introduce the following infinitesimal

transformations of fields <^v , C , C :

The transformation (4) defines a Kind of rotation in the

"longitudinal-transverse" plane. Indeed the physical gluon

-field *'TM is supposed to be transversal. Meanwhile the

variation §**?v«» of CKi* , as it can be seen from <4>, Is the

gradient 'cL,(C£.) which Is essentially a "longitudinal" guantity. On

the other hand C ,being in fact the gradient of C ,1s

essentially longitudinal while its variation (4> is the trasverse

guantity D , .TTV . The symmetry condition (3) tells that the normal

symbo'l of the scattering matrix remains unchanged under transformations

14) on the antighost mass shell, 'dLKC* ~ O •

In order to Justify the symmetry condition (3) we note that in fact

It Is an Immediate consequence of the WST-identities. Indeed one can

show that in terms of the S-matrix functional £ (t/l C f C*) the

HST-ldentltles take the form
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where 3"f and J^ are composite fields whose zero order

constituents are respectively

(6)

<The hats over the fields mean that these fields occur only as external

legs in higher orders radiative corrections to 4 ̂  and < t •>

Now using the explicit form of the YM Lagrangian one can easily

Identify the

integral jotac Jj (*:) with the term D ^ &4V ^& /eCM in (3)

while the I integral vanishes on the ghost mass shell: D C = O

Soon we'll see that in a sense the inverse statement is also true:

the linear symmetry condition (3) implies a kind of WST-identities (5).

But first let us enlist those properties of WST-identities <5> which

seem to be not gwite satisfactory in the context of the cut-off and

renormalization problems.

a) Identities (5) incorporate a concrete value of the coupling

constant g. Thus they are rigidely related to concrete normalization

conditions for the gauge group and for the total effective Lagrangian.

But the relation of an adequate symmetry condition to basic constants

should be rather flexible in quantum field theory. Indeed the "bare" -•

values of the basic constants prove to be always changed due to }

renormalization.So it seems more natural to have a renormalized version f

of WST-identities as the criteria for the gauge invariance. But the

renormalized values of the basic constants are not well under control

within the present methods of renormalization.
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b> The more serious objection against the identities (5) as the

universal criteria for gauge invariance is that it is not so easy to

understand them. We mean that the right-hand side of (5) contains two

new vertices \ . and {^ which have not been present in

S-matrix and which introduce new ultraviolet divergencies. The usual

naive cut-off does not help. Indeed the S-matrix functional might be

finite and still the T-product T* (H^, <S ) would be singular. Of

course the right-hand side of <5> might be uderstood as the sum of

composite fields. But the latter are usually defined independent of the

S-matrix and posess their own ambiguity in renormalization. However (5>

say nothing about how the ambiguity is resolved and thus they cannot be

considered self-contained.

c) A commonly accepted point of view is probably as follows. Let us

adopt once and forever some universal (e.g.dimensional) regularization.

which will serve all Feynman diagrams we can imagine. Then we shall

never have troubles with ultraviolet divergencies and will encounter no

ambiguities in handling any diagram. Thus <5> will always make sense

and hence will be open to verification.

This point of view is all right but it is not very much constructive.

Indeed what we need criteria of the gauge invariance for is just

classification of different cut-off and renormalization schemes. In

particular one of the qwestions is just how far can we go from the

dimensional regularization without breaking the symmetry. So the above

mentioned poit of view puts one into the situation of circulus

vitiosus.

As far as the linear condition (3) is concerned it is free of all

these drawbacks and is sufficient to treat all aspects of gauge

invariance. Namely
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a) No concrete values of g enter <3>.

b) The relations <3> are of course <formally> true in the

non-renormalized YM-theory. Moreover they prove to be true as well in

the theory with a renormalized form of the Lagrangian (Including

non-trivial renormalization constants).

c) We claim that the condition <3) Implies invariant

renormalizability of the YM-theory i.e. it ensures the Ward identities

for renormalization constants.

d) The condition <3 ) is non-singular In the sense that one needs no

other objects but S-matrix to verify it.

e) Though the restriction (3) seems to be much weaker than (5) it is

in fact equivalent to BRST-invariance of the Lagrangian in a sense

which will be specified in the subsequent discussion.

Let us handle the last statement in more detail. This will lead us to

a new ghost system for the YM-theories which in certain respects seems

to be more natural than the usual one.

The problem which will be solved here is as follows: given S-matrix

satisfying the linear symmetry condition (3) what can be said about the

symmetry properties of the corresponding Lagrangian? The answer is not

at all immediate because in order to manipulate safely with (3) one has

to treat all fields C ** as independent quantities but not as

components of the gradient. But in the framework of this conjecture the

ghost part C C ^ ^ X * tg C * (^ * C ) ot t n e standard total

Lagrangian will prove to contain a degenerate kinetic

energy <- C^* o^C- of the ghost system. So this naive way to

introduce C'** makes no sense and we have to find another system of

ghosts which would produce the same Faddeev-Fopov determinant and will

posess a non-degenerate kinetic energy even for independent
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fields C * * • One can show that this demands a whole set of new ghost

fields.

The general solution of the problem in n dimensions is as follows.

Besides the gluon field v^n ,the scalar ghost field C and the

vector ghost field C ^* let us " introduce as well the Grassmann

antysymmetric tenser ghost field c.^* , the Grassmann totally

antisymmetric tensor field C 1 " ,then C/"t' ** ,and

at last the totally antysymmetric tensor ghost

field C <the number of indices in the last dymbol equals

to n). Now write the kinetic energy term of the total Lagrangian in the

form

(8)
£ 4 - a ^ ^ *l c"3*c + lc"*^c* * -

Be claim that the Lagrangian ;£c + £_ leads to the same

S-matrix as the initial YM Lagrangian (in particular the chronological

contraction ^ T* C^ (*.) C<*}.S ^ takes the usual

form < T* C^. C y •=• i "3*. Q""* >. On the other hand the bilinear part

of the total action is non-degenerate now and all the routine machinery

relating the Lagrangian to S-matrix, to the Green functions generating

functional etc. works all right (in particular the generating functional

can be represented as the usual functional integral

over <̂ TII» » -̂ » * - / C , , C^ ). The Lagrangian

£e+ g_ remains invariant under the BRST-transformations <1> which

should be completed by additional rules

- o
(9 >
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Now imagine that we have an arbitrary

Lagrangian £. (. <A > C. , t/*> C*^,,. ) which generates S-matrix

^[ ( j 4 , C , C**) subjected to the restriction (3). Suppose as well

that &• (Jt| C,,..) has the ordinary ghost kinetic part

and the usual ghost-gluon interaction vertex

that is L̂*. f ^ C , C^.J takes the form

where ;£.e + £̂_ is the standard YM Lagrangian and A ^ is

independent of ghosts. Then our theorem states that ^ Cc?f, C,,,.) is

BRST-invariant and hence A<*.(u4) i s gauge invariant.

This statement is of obvious importance for problems of looking for

invariant cut-off procedures. Indeed any cut-off can be considered as

generated by some change of the Lagrangian (since Q is just

the Fourier-transform of the generating functional ).So if one distorts

all the diagrams of the YM-theory in quite an arbitrary fashion but

still respecting the symmetry condition <3> (and leaving the diagrams

with ghost external legs unchanged) one can be sure that this

corresponds to appearance of some additional terms A &- C <5T) in the

Lagrangian. According to our theorem these terms will be gauge

invariant. Thus the only problem is not to break the relation (3).

We conclude this section by a remark that the ghost system (10) has

an elegant geometrical interpretation. Namely note that the ghost field

c defines a (Grassmann) 0-iorm C on the yinkowaki space. The
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vector ghost field . C'* {&•) defines

1-form C1*} : C W ^ = C^* d^Cu . Analogously the antysymmetric

tensor ghost field C " with k indices is nothing else but the

k-form C t l 0 : C* ) - C**'" elx A,. A d a ^ . So what we deal with is the

column of differential forms

(12)

In the differential geometry such a column is called co-chain. There

are two natural operations on the set of co-chains. The first one is the

scalar product ( (L (T J defined as follows

f

The second one is outer differentiation d:

)^7
where c K < k > = ^ C A " ^ d ^ A . . ^ . In these terms the

ghost kinetic energy <10) can be written as

**"••• ^ J' (13)

So the ghost Lagrangian (10 > takes the invariant form suited for
i

applications to non-trivial space-time manifolds. •'.' |

II. To give a hint of how invariant cut-off schemes are introduced we

remark that any cut-off can be considered as a superposition (probably

continuous) of Pauli-Villars cut-offs. Therefore the only problem with

invariant regularization is how to introduce Pauli-Villars masses
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without violating the symmetry condition (3). The question about

renormalization amounts to the same problem. Indeed a "soft mass"

quantization scheme i3 well known. So "invariant" Pauli-Villars masses

can be used as the "soft masses" as well.

The way to insert "soft masses" parameters into diagrams of the

YM-theory is ruled over by the condition (3). It turns out that the

whole set of YM-diagrams should be split into equivalence classes each

class being defined by the so called "skeleton" diagram. One is allowed

to introduce "soft masses" into the skeleton diagram quite arbitrarily.

But once a choice is made all diagrams of the equivalence class aquire

"soft masses" according to strictly fixed rules. Here we skip all

further details which can be found in [ 1] ( for the case of the Abelian

theories ).

References:

[1] O.I.Zavialov.,Theor.and Math.Phys.,67, 378-395, 1986 (in Russian)
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SPIN STIUCTUIE OF THE NUCLION
AND TMANCLE ANOMALY

A.V.Efr«aW,
I ..lit iMtituto for Nadwi Rimroh. Data*

1. Introduction

Processes with polarized particles draw the Increasing attention

as the most dalicate instrument for verification of the QCD. It is

known that QCD allows in principle the description of some spin ef-

fects if the spin distribution ' ' and quark-gluon correlation func-

tions'2' are known. They cannot be calculated in perturbative QCD

Just as the usual parton distribution functions and have to be extrac-

ted from experiments. An important role play here different sum rules.

Among them ibe Bjorken^, ElliB-Jaffe^4', Burkhardt-Cottinghas/5''

sum rules are the most known. A new set of sum rules has been recent-

ly proposed in paper ^ .

Of particular importance are the sum rules due to conservation

laws: the energy-momentum, charge, baryon charge, etc. In this connec-

tion it is natural to ask together with R.Peynman: "what restrictions

if any on the wave function eome from the -fact that the total angu-

lar momentum of the proton ie just 1/2?"

Though Jteynman himself did not answer his question, the naive

expectation in the spirit of the parton model is

where A<j, and A9 are differences of first moments of opposite feli-

cities of quarks (flavour -f ) and gluons (e.g. ̂ %mffll('f*<f't-f*-^O'i) ).

This sum rule however 1B in contradiction with the leading-log ap-

proximation of the QCD evolution equations

where the dot means the derivative with respect to CoaQZ- In this

approximation £AO~RO-0 (due to the quark helicity conservation along

a quark line) and A»and Pgq are not zero. So, the sum rule (1)

cannot be valid for all Ql .

Several attempts were undertaken to avoid this contradiction:

AS UkSSft, DMpropctrovak. USSR
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i) A rather elegant idea was proposed in work' ' to compensate the

right-hand side of the Becond row of (2) due to cancellation of quark

and gluon contributions. In this case H^% a n d A§ are expressed

through the number of flavours.However the picture thus obtained:

compensation of two large terms in (1) to obtain 1/2 seems improbable.

ii) There waa also an attempt to change the kernels of the evolu-

tion equation by adding some terma singular at X - O to guarantee a

constant gluon contribution. However, there are no grounds for this

procedure"0'(unlike introducing singularity at X «1).

iii) A more interesting is the attempt''10'11'' to include the or-

bital angular momentum into sum rule (1) to compensate the growth of

the gluon contribution with increaaing Qz . A more accurate analy-

sis, however, shows that the orbital momentum gives a wroth contri-

bution to the sum rule.

Really, the commonly adopted receipt for obtaining the sum

rule oonsists in choosing a conserved operator with no anomalous di-

aentlon and in calculating it in the limit of free fields. For a

quark field such an operator is the axial current which conserves in

the chiral limit m^O » For the free field it gives

• HS**, (3)

where Sr is the ? -vector of polarisation. The first moment of spin

distribution functions is connected just with this matrix element

' 2' which results in

Z4?/ = i- (4)
The axial current is directly expressed through the canonical tensor

of the spin moment of

and y i

- /(icl(?^flv'lBtS e - C* ,,v V" f

To obtain the conserved angular .momentum, one has to add .to (6) the

orbital momentum

It is sero however because of the symmetry of matrix elements of the

energy momentum tensor T . The same result can be obtained from trans-

lation invariance of the matrix element (7), which allows us to put

5 * 0 • The phyaioal reason of this result is the absence of the na-

tural frame of reference for the inclusive proseas.
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So, without gluons (or with scalar gluons) the quark spin momen-

tum is conserved and again we arrive at the sum rule (4). It was just

the way it was obtained several years ago in work ' *'. The drawback

of this result is neglect of the vector character of gluon fields,

which lead, owing to the triangular anomaly, to nonconservation of

the axial current. In Sect. 2 we will show that the anomaly changes

the relation (1) and makes it consistent with the QCD evolution equa-

tions (Sect. 3)* The anomaly contribution changes also the Bllis-

-Jaffe sum rule for the structure function Q 4 which gets now in

good agreement with experiment. I

2. The Gluon Contribution and Axial Anomaly

For the description of the gluon contribution one can use either

the expansion in gauge invariant operators ' " / or ^-dependent par-

ton distributions . These two approaches are consistent with each

other with the exception of the first moment: the evolution kernels

are known to be different from zero'', however there is no gauge-

invariant operator of the required twist 3 (like the axial current

which describes the quark polarisation).

To resolve this contradiction, one may turn to the factorization

procedure/ ^ where the operator product expansion results from the

expansion of nonsingular bilocal operators into the Taylor series.

A variant of the procedure' has been used by us in the transverse

polarization analysis .

For simplicity let UB consider the longitudinal_polarization be-

cause the sum rule does not depend on the polarization direction due

to the well-known equation by Burkhardt-Cottingham' ' or due to ro-

tation invariance on which it is based' '.n n e o c is bas
Actions similar to / 1 9 « 2 / give

where e f / ^ f r r " ^ - ^ , £j>ep«»£/6rfipV , (T\A)=O,
p*»ftl = 0 , pn= i and 5 is a polarization value. The parts ave-

raged over spin are written down also for completeness*

Let us notice that the distribution functions obtained have the

parton interpretation. It is obvious for quarks, because a density

matrix for a free quark has been obtained. For gluons it is easy to

sae that the right-hand side of (8) is a density matrix of a circular-
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-polarized gluon with Stocks parameters 2 = 2 . The first moments of

the spin distribution functions are

Let us stress that in axial gauge the gluon fields can be exp-

ressed though the strength tensor ^ /20/

(10)

As a result, the moments of the bilocal operator in (8)

after integration acquire the form

That is for |C>2. t b e local field operators are expressed through the

strength operators. (To check (12), it is enough to express in the

right-hand-side Q through A and use the gauge condition). In the

case of interest K"-d one integration cannot be accomplished, and

we have to deal with nonlocal strength operator matrix element:

03)

That is why we prefer to work with local field operators, the gauge

invariance being ensured by transversality of_the coefficient func-

tion Er . Notice also that the local operator in (9b) is proportio-

nal to the gluon spin tensor* '1^'.

To obtain the relation between the gluon Bpin operator and

similar to (6) one can use the identity '^

We here disregarded the colour structure which can be easily re-
stored. Por non^Lbelian fields the term htiA%AlA\~ i« to be pre-
sent which gives no contribution due to the gauge condition.
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which is a consequence of the space-tine being four-dimensional.

Using it in (9b) one obtains

Now, one could seemingly use the total angular momentum conser-

vation and determine a relative contribution of quarks and gluons.

However, there is the problem that the spin moment is determi-

ned in a nonunique way. One can redefine it together with the ener-

gy-momentum tensor preserving the equation of motion and the conserva-

tion laws. In particular, one can totally absorb the spin moment

into the energy-momentum tensor (e.g. the Belinfante tensor '2'')

which is naturally symmetric and gives no contribution to the sum

rule. So, the relative contribution of gluons in classical field

theory seems quite indefinite.

This ambiguity is totally fixed by quantum theory where the

conservation of the axial current is broken as is well known by the

triangular anomaly of Adlei-Bell-Jackiw / 2 2' (Pig. 1a).

ft

A
Pig. 1

*his anomaly fixes also the conserved quark-gluon current

The calculation of the matrix element of the projection of the cur-
rent on the gauge vector /7 gives immediately

Due to conservation of the current j£ _the anomalous dimension of
the combination is zero in any order of the perturbation theory.

Using the standard method'"' based on the total angular momen-
tum conservation, 3f.11 »0 and on the definition of a state vec-
tor with helicity |
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one can obtain the sum rule

It has been taken into account also that the contribution of the

gluon spin is controlled by axial anomaly and that the orbital momen-

tum gives no contribution.

One has to notice that the gluon contribution is linked with

the topological number. The difference A9 from zero could mean a

nontrivial topological structure of the QCD vacuum. This delicate

question, however, needs further investigation. How it is clear only

that the relative contribution of quarks and gluons to sum rule cor-

responding to the conservation of the angular momentum is determined

by such a fundamental feature of the theory as the axial anomaly.

3. Evolution Equations and Sum Rules for the Structure function

Consider now the evolution of singlet parton distribution func-

tions 2 A Q i a n d tJi^/ir A9 = AQ with the change of the momentum

transfer Ql. The functions A Q and AQ. have the parton interpre-

tation so one can use the results of standard calculations.

The first moment of the evolution kernel Psf& can be expressed

.,_ P*e obtained in to
/16/

through the standard kernel P&a obtained in the pioneering work

by Allterelly and Parisi

where Cz(R)=(/fil)/ztf , / V i e the number of colour.
. Due to conservation of Z&QQ

which exactly coincides with the results of two-loop calculations

(Pig. 1b) of Kodaira' ^. (Recall that one-loop calculations give

zero contributions). This serves as a good check of conservation of

(18).

?or calculation of £ss one has to add to the standard gluon

kernel/i</Aa=g(7/-V-24^ the result of differentiation of ^(Q*)

(21)

using the expression for &(o(&)t "•
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pi}=o.
Using again the conaervation of 2"A9 + A9 one can find

r-p | ro.
This result ia a seeondcheck of the validity of (19) because,
as is well known' , the anomaly, Pig. 1a, is not renormalized by
higher orders of the perturbation theory. So, the diagrams of Pig .
1c have to give zero contribution . Thus, we finally obtain

Notice also that the second eigenvector of (24) is the quark

contribution 2C4 Qt which is known'*' to be nultiplicatively renor-

malized. This does not present, however, its mixing with A 9 (of.

With increasing Q both moments £ AQ and AQ tend to cons-

tant limits *

(25)

>, (86,
the former decreasing and the latter increasing. This change, . 1

however, is not large and is about 10% from the region Q*~ 1 (OeV/c)2 • •

where c<&=0.2 - 0.3. ' j

How let us apply the results obtained to describe deep inelaB- "

tic scattering on a polarised target. We are Interested in the gluon

contribution to the first monent of the structure function Q± . As

the natural moment of gluon distribution is 4 3 , the correspond-

ing coefficient function E, has to be of order 0(1). To find it,

we use the result of work'2*' where the coefficient function ti of

the diagram of Fig. 1d has been calculated. For the first ooasnt we

have to use only the term independent of u)»*/x . it is finite and

determined by the axial anomaly
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(27)

So, the first moment of Q (x)will have the form (see Appendix)

l . <7>

0 '

i.e. the gluon field results in a negative correction to the Ellis-
-Jaffe sum rule.

For estimation of this correction let us use the sum rule (18)
and following Ellis and Jaffe'**"' neglect the contribution of s-
quarks. Then one can express the quark contribution through tha cons-
tant ^ASGA/G^ ' 1.254^0,006 and the r a t i o % - 0,631-0,024

0,687i0.069 , (29)

i.e. the quarks carry about 70% of the nucleon spin at <?s(1 GeV/c)
(the region where Q and ̂ /n were measured). In its turn the gluon

v Acontribution is

0.313 - 0.069 (30)

Substitution of(30)into(28)gives the possibility of estimating
the correction "to the Bllis-Jaffe sum rule for the proton. With tak-
ing into account s-quarks in the loop of Pig. 1d [t.£*>=.jb/$i) one has

i

(O.199io.OO5)- -fr^.313^0.069)«O.129io.009

(without s-quarks, < e > = Vl8, and $, = 0.112^0.024). These values

are in good agreement with result of the KMC-group/'26/' Qf «0,113±

io.O12io.O25 at $ « 1 0 (PeV/c)2. For the neutron we predict O2-O.O8.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

Thus, we have shown that the contribution of the spin of gluons

to the spin of the nucleon is determined by the axial anomaly of

Adler-Bell-Jackiw. The new sum rule corresponding to conservation

of the angular momentum is consistent with the QCZ> evolution equa-

tions in all orders of 0(3 .The axial anomaly gluon contribution gi-

ves also a negative correction to the Bllia-Jaffe sum rule for

which compensates the discrepancy with experiment.

The usually mad* assumption that A$>~0 allows us to estimate

the contribution of 2 4 9 *n& AQ from the low-energy A.-decay
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physics ( 0 ^ 1 GeV) and find that gluona carry about 30% of the nuc-

leon spin and reduce the Ellis-Jaffe result almost to the experimen-

tal value. This also removes the contradiction of the E1C result with

the Bjorken sum rule. A serious question is high-twist corrections to

the deep inelastic scattering. However large enough <£'?for the EMC

data and also the calculations of 9f by the QCD sum rule method ' '

indicate that these corrections do not possibly exceed 30%. The role

of higher-twist corrections could become clear from experiments at

higher QL.
/28 29/

Recently it has been suggested ' * 7/ that the naive parton mo-

del assumption AS^Ois not ralid and that the Skyrme model combined

with the VA/C expansion results in TLA^^-O /2B/. if BO, then

the SMC result is an argument against the Skyrae model because to-

gether with the Bjorken relation and SU(3) flavour hyperon decay

=̂ (&IA+A«I-2.AS ) = O,39 explain the measured value of gj* with-

out gluon contribution. However, the gluon contribution being large

in this case ( A9~l due to (18)) ruins this agreement.

The proposed gluon contribution can be directly measured in

many hard processes with polarized particles* Part of them is listed

in '28'. The most important in our opinion are "O/d. and charm produc-

tion in deap inelastic scattering ' °' and in Drell-Yan processes.

It is a pleasure for us to thank S.V.Ivanov, B.L.Ioffe, G.P.Kor-

chemaki, V.N.Pervuobin, A.V.Radyushkin and Yu.Yu.Reznikov for useful

discussions. One of us (T.O.) is indebted also to V.P.Prisnyakov for

kind support of the work.

Appendix

Due to an important role of the gluon contribution to the Ellis-

-Jaffe sum rule, let us consider its derivation to a greater detail. i

We start with the factorized expression for virtual photon forward . i

scattering amplitude i

^ )

where ® means a convolution in X , and "t^ and t« are quark and

gluon Green functions calculated in'ilf>30'. The summation over quark

flavours with the process-dependent weight is implied, as usual
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Only the tense leading in o<s are taken into account. Changing f>-?xp

and taking into account only the zero-order term in <*A&j in "U and

*̂ .< (for gluons. it le determined by the axial anomaly) one obtains

tfor the first moment

v -
One should notice also that the convolution of the total expres

sion for the gluon Green function'2*' with £ f c ? n enables us to

obtain the coefficient function Ei,n 'or other moments.The result

differs from that of ' ' by factor 4 that may be a consequence of

normalization^ ' of the amputated Green functions of local singlet

operators.
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PHENQWENOLOGICAL THEORY OF CONFINEMENT

J. Hosefc

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences,
250 68 Rez, Czechoslovakia

A b s t r a c t

N o n p e r t u r b a t i v e vacuum medium o f t he p h e n o m e n o l o g i c a l

e l e c t r o d y n a m i c s o f a s y m m e t r i c - t e n s o r f i e l d w i t h condensa te

<V*cHPjn;(x>lvac> -v l jgV^nt f is shown to exhibit the
per fect ly d iae lec t r ic behaviour guaranteeing confinement of the

opposite e lec t r i c charges.
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Confinement of the coloured quarks, and the coloured gluons

is an experimental fact. Being genuinely nonperturbative and thus

very difficult to elaborate, this Large-scale property of quantum

chromodynamics /QCD/ still remains to be understood. Consequently,

various phenomenological descriptions of confinement become

indispensable.

In particular, it is appealing to postulate specific

dielectric properties of the nonperturbative vacuum medium of QCD,

essentially dual to those of superconductors : While the

superconducting medium is known to behave like a perfect

diaraagnet2 /its magnetic permeabi li ty |fc-»O for k£-»O /, the OCD

vacuum medium should behave like a perfect colour diaelectric

/its "dielectric" function 6-*O for fc*-» O /.

The Lorentz-invariant superconductivity-like model for

a medium exhibiting perfectly diamagnetic behaviour is well known.

It is the condensate vacuum medium of the Higgs model i.e.,

of electrodynamics of a charged spinless field <P with condensate

<VM, l^6Ot\fct> - v/jV . The argument is simple: Dielectric

function C(k*v") is defined by the relation

between the bare photon propagator il^a ̂ -lvSw3 "** P'^//k and the

full propagator ̂  = -K^p - WflW IW-^flT* y
both conveniently determined in the Landau /transverse/ gauge.

Here e is the electric charge. Lorentz invariance implies

* A

so that

* v) =
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indeed exhibits the perfectly diamagnetic behaviour of the Higgs

condensate vacuum medium.

We demonstrate here that there exists an interacting field

system the nonperturbative vacuum medium of which obeys the

property of a perfect diaelectric €(fc*v)"* O + $>r k*-»O_

guaranteeing confinement of the opposite electric charges . It is

the properly tuned tensor electrodynamics with condensation.

Consider the phenotnenological electrodynamics of a general

charged symmetric-tensor field *P^ governed by the Lagrangian

(0

and proceed similarly to the scalar case. The dynamics

is arranged in such a way that it is energetically advantageous

for the field \PtgA to condense:

V. (0

The Lagrangian ^4J is linearized by introducing the field

<ta#0Os Ht»^*^ -<V*C.l^n»C>C) I vac. "> of snail oscillations above
the condensate. For properly chosenvwe obtaTn
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M>

By a s s u m p t i o n , t h i s L a g r a n g i a n s h o u l d a d m i t t h e p a r t i c l e

i n t e r p r e t a t i o n /Feynman r u l e s / . S i nce we a r e i n t e r e s t e d m e r e l y

i n c a l c u l a t i n g t he f u l l p h o t o n p r o p a g a t o r , we r e s t r i c t o u r s e l v e s

i n t he f o l l o w i n g o n l y t o a p a r t o f eC\fa r e l e v a n t f o r t h i s

p u r p o s e . I n t r o d u c i n g t he r e a l t e n s o r f i e I d X»y = TTgC^W ~ § ^ /

we consider ^ = ^ ) + &(.F) +

where the mass-like parameL;rs Vvi?. KV\. are functions of lAyf , ^

and the quartic self-coupling X contained in V of Eq. ( 5 ) .

Furthermore, ^ t O = ~^ F . F ^ / and
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- «* 1*0

WUsing the equation of motion following from "tov{y together

with **!*« ~4***^ S ""̂ IV* following from dh^«c=O we decompose

the synmetric-tensor field +-wj into the following spin and

mass eigenstates:

lit Two spin S = 0 fields

where

The fieldjC^- is massless, and it is to be identified with the
Nambu-Goldstone boson necessarily appearing due to the phase-

-symmetry-breaking assumption (_6). The fieldf' ' has the mass

squared Wl? = ̂  (/j+ Jjt, + jt^C If <« - ̂ t)~* (l4 "\
/ii/ The S=1 field

(jo
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obeys d \u ™O , and i ts mass sauared is Wly = *vv 0 + 2 * 4 " ) .u

/ i i i / The genuine S=2 f ie ld with Wl|.« h i * , whose expl ici t

form wi l l not be used in the following.

After some algebra the Lagrangian «&v oan be rewritten in

the form

-K

suitable for calculating the "full" photon propagator i.e., the

"full" photon polarization tensor.

Two points are worth of emphasizing. First, the massive

scalar field-f decouples from the photon field. Second, for

a consistent range of the parameters •"•XiO+jJtjjWo } —CT+Wi+yj)

(.l4-7?$-3l|)(t-f-lfc0<O the fields-f'1^ a n d ^ u are the ghosts*
with a "wrong" sign of their quadratic Lagrangians and, , j

consequently, of their corresponding propagators. '- s

With the phenomenological constants 3C({3t2 and \rn '•, j

fixed further by the conditions -*2(4+Wt + jCa.") .{.(x^-4x0^—©;

and -(€>/]?(4+ Ijt[ +<*}= W»*(l-f^X{J* * the Lagrangian (̂ 7) yields the

transverse photon polarization tensor (I

with ...
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Infinite sum of the polarization contributions leads to

a change of the bare photon propagator ^ w into the "full"

M , both conveniently determined in the transverse

gauge: £y(k) = D^Ck) £l+n(k*v) J~* • Hence, due to (1) we have
just calculated the nonperturbative dielectric function

of the properly tuned phenomenological tensor electrodynamics ( O

with the condensate (.6). It clearly exhibits the desired perfectly

diaelectric behaviour £-»0.j. -for \\-*O^ which, due to ^2) is

synonymous to the perfectly paramagnetic behaviour: ^ -* +oO

^ . This latter property is, in our opinion, manifestly

expressed by our basic assumption (.6).

We conclude with several comments:

IM In physical terms we understand our result as follows:

Perturbative vacuum of the charged bosons is a medium in which

there is one particle present in each positive - energy mode.

For S=0 such a medium behaves like a weak diamagnet (f«<O due

to the Landau diamagnetism, whereas for S*0 such a medium

behaves like a weak paramagnet ({• > <) due to the fact that the

Pauli paramagnetism turns out to be stronger than the diamagnetism

of Landau. For S=0 a Lorentz-invariant macroscopic nonperturbative

condensation ^vncUfOQfvttc^^O implies a coherent enhancement

of a weak diamagnetism into the perfect one(l)-o) . For S*0

a coherent enhancement of a weak paramagnetism into the perfect

oneCjl = +*)) due to a Lorentz-invariant condensation of the

corresponding field quanta is possible exclusively with a symmetric-

-tensor field. That this indeed happens was demonstrated above.

Since all analogies nevertheless falter it is not surprising that

the same one discussed here led many authors to another picture

of the confining medium, viewed as a condensate of the magnetic

monopoles .

/ii/ Non-Abelian su(3) generalization of the Abelian mechanism

presented here amounts in providing the linearized.Lagrangian

for each component of the gauge-field octet. This should not be
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difficult.

/iii/ The obtained result (8) for the dielectric function is

similar to but not identical with the Ansatz £(k*) » VC*/M*
o

made and studied by many authors . We are inclined to argue that

ths result [JSj is more advantageous for it admits the free-field

limit 6 = U = i by switching off either the electromagnetic

interaction, or the condensate, similarly to (.3).

/iv/ Appearance of the ghost fields with negative kine-tic energy

is a consequence of the definition of confinement we have adopted

C ^ ^ since according to the KSllen's

theorem the photon propagator cannot diverge faster than

K~ -p>r k ->0 without the negative-norm states. Phenomenolo-

gically it is important that the total kinetic energy of the

general symmetric-tensor field tyu$ is positive-definite.

/v/ If the present model has something in common with truth

then it is a long but viable way to the microscopic description

of confinement within QCO: The symmetric-tensor order parameter

should be constructed from the gluon field operators as their

appropriate mean value, plying the role of one of the spontaneous
14

parameters introduced by Minkowski . In this respect we might

believe in the help of the numerical lattice studies capable

of testing possible long-range order in any given channel.
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DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION IN FOUR DIMENSIONS

J.HofejSt , J.Novotitf

Nuclear Centre, Charles Un ivers i ty , Prague

O.I .Zavialov

Dept. Theor. Phys ics , Hath. I n s t i t u t e , Moscow

A b s t r a c t
i

A new gauge invariant ultraviolet regularization proposed
recently i s discussed for Abeiian gauge theories involving fermi-
ons. This cut-off scheme resembles closely the canonical dimension-
al regularization (DR), but i t i s formulated s t r i c t l y in four
dimensions. Although i t differs from the canonical DR for a general
graph, for some particular diagrams the two schemes coincide. The
new cut-off procedure i s also well suited for practical calculat-
ions of Feynman diagrams in the o(-parametric representation} in
this respect i t preserves the merits of the conrentional DR.
Moreover, such a "DR in four dimensions" obviously does not suffer
from the conceptual problems with the definition of the v»~ matrix
which plague conventional DR schemes.

1. Introduction

Recently a broad class of gauge invariant cut-off schemes has
been proposed for Abeiian gauge theories by one of us fl\ and sub-
sequently extended to the non-Abelian case[2] . The regularizations
£l,2} (see also rer. [3] ) are in general defined by means of an in -
tegration over auxiliary regulator masses (introduced into Feynman
graphs in the momentum-space representation) smeared with a suitable -\. }
weight function. In doing th i s , there i s no need to leave the .'. f
four-dimensional space (although the method works in an arbitrary 'y. }
number of dimensions). The standard Pauli-Villars regularizationQQ
i s the simplest possible particular example of such a scheme. In '. -
ref. (XI * n e relevant cut-off procedure has been formulated in terms
of the o(-parametric representation C4,5] of Feynman diagrams. As a
particular example, a natural counterpart of the canonical DR
within the considered class of regularizations has been identi f ied.

The purpose of this contribution i s to discuss properties of
such a "DR in four dimensions" in more detai l , in particular i t s
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relation to the canonical DR.

Let us first briefly recapitulate the main idea of the recipe

£l-3j for a gauge invariant regularization of the spinor QED. The

cat-off procedure is applied only to one-particle irreducible (1PI)

diagrams. The crucial notion of the whole scheme is that of the

skeleton of a QED Feynman graph* It is obtained from a given graph

by leans of two truncating operations, namely

1) removing external photon lines

2) removing the trivial vertices (i.e. those which just

join together two fermion lines),arising after the first

operation is performed.

In other words, the first operation creates chains of internal

feriiion lines ( separated by the trivial vertices) which subsequent-

ly merge to form the internal fermion Iine3 of the skeleton. Thus,

a single fermion line of the skeleton is put into correspondence

with a set of the internal fermion lines of the original graph

(such a set may be called the co-image of the skeleton line).

Now, to regularize a 1PI diagram, one introduces an arbitrary

auxiliary mass for each internal line of the corresponding skeleton.

In the original diagram one then uses the same mass parameters,

observing the rule that the masses for all the lines which form the

co-image of a skeleton line are equal. The ultraviolet cut-off is

then provided by an integration over the auxiliary regulator masses

with a suitable weight function (denoted generically as P = p(M )){

first few moments of the p must vanish so as to render the subse-

quent momentum-space irfegrationa convergent. Wore generally, a QED

Feynman graph containing L internal fermion lines may be thought of

as consisting of 2 "pieces" (since each fermion propagator is a

sum of two terms with different matrix structure - proportional to

j$ and m reap.); it turns out that each of these pieces may be re-

gularized separately, employing 2 weight functions of the regulator

mass parameters, where L is the number of the internal fermion lines

of the corresponding skeleton. Here we will not go into further de-

tails of the general recipe in the momentum-space representation,

but rather turn in the sequel to the a-representation, which seems

to be a natural language for the definition of a four-dimensional

analogue of the dimensional regularization £i[] .

In concluding this general introduction, let us remark that in

the paper pQ it has been demonstrated that standard anomalies

associated with the W A triangle graph are reproduced correctly

within the class of regularizations described above.
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2. The Dfi-like regular!zation in four dimensions

When the Sc'hwinger el-parameters £4,5]] are introduced into a

regularized momentuu-space Feynnan integral, the integration over

the auxiliary regulator Basses transforms the weight functions

|» (M) into functions of the <* -parameters (generically denoted as

"X = X ( *. ) ) which aiodify the integrand so as to render the in-

tegration over the & -parameters convergent (obviously, "X^— ) «ust

vanish at the origin sufficiently rapidly). The functions % regular-

izing different pieces of a diagram are non-trivially related if the

cut-off procedure is to be gauge invariant p ] o As a prominent

particular example, the recipe for the DR-like regularization nay be

formulated as follows.

For a given 1FI graph, let us consider its skeleton and define the

following function of the Schwinger parameters associated with the

internal skeleton lines (to avoid confusion, we denote the skeleton

variables as ft )s

In the last expression N denotes the number of closed loops of the
considered graph, £ is a cut-off parameter, S - 2- yr, /v\ < 4,
D = D(Ĵ .) is the function familiar from the theory of <*-representat-
ion (it is a homogeneous polynomial of degree N, determined by the
tree subgraphs, cf. £4,5] ) and the sum in the "tiass exponential"
runs over the internal fermion lilies; a is the genuine fermion mass.
Now, let us consider one of the 2 pieces of the original diagram
and denote it Z^, i=1,2,...,2 • Each of the internal lines (i.e.
propagators) contributes to this term either a matrix factor |f. or
the mass m. Let us determine numbers n1,...,nL such that n. is the • ,.
number of the lines contributing a mass factor and belonging to the 7. j
co-image of the first fermion skeleton line etc. Then the regulariza-
tion of the piece Z. is carried out by replacing the ordinary nass
exponential exp(-im^21o^ ) by the function %^ * "X,-(£S ) (by <X we
denote the set of the (̂ -parameters associated with the graph in
question)

(2)
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where the firat sun on the r.h.s. of eq.(2) runs over the ot-para-

meters associated with the co-image of the first fermion skeleton

line etc. In what follows, we shall use an acronym DR. for the just

described cut-off scheme.

The motivation for the choice expressed by eq.(1) is clear: It is

a well known fact from the theory of the <*-representation that the

integrand always involves a factor 1/ D («) in four dimensions,

' which is replaced by 1/D 1 («) in n dimensions; the factor D • in

the function %> thus formally takes care of the essential effect

of the canonical DR (CDR) - a passage from four to n < 4 dimensions.

Needless to say, all manipulations in the DR. scheme, i.e.

Dirac algebra etc., are strictly four-dimensional. Next we shall

demonstrate that although DR. and CDR share the above-mentioned

common feature, they do not coincide for a general graph.

3. Inequivalence of the DR. and CDR schemes

To clarify this point it is actually sufficient to consider a
simple one-loop example - the triangle graph contributing to the.
1PI vertex function? for simplicity we shall take the external
fermion momenta to be equal, p=p* Straightforward evaluation of the
contribution of this diagram in the two schemes yields the following
results (using the diagonal Feynraan gauge):

where D= u4 + *x + ot3 , ks^t(.^z**3')^ . It is seen that the two
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expressions do not coincide. A similar result can be obtained in the

scalar QED, where a -scheme like DR^ has also been fonnulatedDl .

Essentially, the difference between CDR and DR, in both theories

stems from the trace of the metric tensor: While <fp. ~ n in the CDR,

<^^, s 4 in the DR. scheme.

Despite this apparent inequivalencet it is interesting to note

that the two schemes do coincide for purely fermion closed loops.

The reason for this becomes most transparent when one uses the origin-

al formulation {£} of the CDR and the idea of integrating over an

auxiliary regulator mass (cf. the Introduction) for the DR« scheme.

Thus, for purely fermion closed loops the CDR turns out to be equi-

valent to a continuous superposition of Fauli-Villars cutoffs corres-

ponding to the weight function

p.
\

(3)

where "+" is the prescription familiar e.g. in perturbative QCD (cf.,

e.g., \j\ )« The most intriguing from the point of view of CDR is the

case of fermion loops involving the g<- matrix. As a classic example,

we have evaluated the familiar W A triangle graph in the DR. scheme

and compared it with the existing calculations employing various ap-

proaches to the £V within the CDR framework. It turns out that all

the existing CDR calculations (see, e.g. £83 and references therein)

which respect vector Ward identities yield the result obtained in the

DR, scheme. Let us emphasize that the DR4 scheme, being completely

four-dimensional, is free from the conceptual difficulties connected

with the definition of the #v within the CDR framework. A more

detailed account of the presented material will be given in a future

publication.
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HARD PROCESSES IN BENERAL FACTORISATION SCHEME

J. Chyla

Laboratory o-f Theoretical Physics

Joint Institute far Nuclear Physics, Dubna, USSR

Abstract

Practical aspects of factorisation scheme ambiguity in hard scat-

tering processes are discussed in detail on the case of nucleon

structure functions. QCD predictions in general factorisation sche-

me are formulated in a way which allows simple and straightforward

transformation from one factorisation scheme into another. The me-

thod can be easily extended to any hard process involving parton

distribution and/or fragmentation functions and leads naturally to

a novel parametrisation of nonperturbative, long—distance proper—

ties of the hadrons.

One way of deriving BCD predictions for nucleon structure fun—

tions (in this talk I restrict myself to the nonsinglet channel

and denote by F(x,Q > , for instance, F ) , embedded naturally in

the parton model language Ell, is to write them as a convolution

of the (nonsinglet) quark density q<>s,M,FC> (taken at the general

scale M ) with the hard scattering cross-section C<z ,Q/li,jj,FC) =

s

1

F<x,Q> = J" — q(x/z,M,FC> [6 U-z>+a </j> C1 <z,Q/M,FC>] (1)

o

Beyond the leading order the quark density q(x,M,FC>, as well as

the hard scattering cross-section C1<z,Q/M,FC> depend, beside the

factorisation mass M, also an the so called factorisation conven-

tion (FC), which at the NLD is defined by specification of P*(z)

in the evolution equation for the former
I

o
where

J % q<*/z,",lrC>P(z,a<M>,FC> (2)

P<z,a(M),FC> = a<M)P°(z) + ai(M>P1<z ,FC)
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and rN,dN,dN are the usual moments of C*^0,?1 respecti-

vely. Taken together M and FC=CP (z>> define -factorisation scheme

FS=eCM,FCJ. Internal consistency of perturbation theory implies the

-following relation between P and C :

c'<z,Q/M,FC>= P°(z>ln(Q/M> + PJ(z>/b + *(2> (4)

where *(z> is FS-invariant.

My aim is now to develop a formalism which would allow an easy

and straightforward transformation from one FS to another. The

whole problem of the appropriate choice of the FS has only very

recently obtained some attention in the phenomenological analyses

C2-43, but merely as far as the change of the scales (j and M is

concerned. The proper choice of the FC may, however, be even more

important.

In the rest of my talk I describe a formalism for constructing

QCD formulae for F(»,Q) in general FS and briefly outline its ge-

neralisation to more complicated processes like those discussed in

C2-4J (Drell-Van dilepton production, photopraduction of particles

with large p and hadroproduction of photons with large P >- QCD

formulae for the structure function f(K,O), as embodied in eqs.

(l-4>, imply for their moments F (D) the following relations
N

F (Q>=q <M,FC)( 1 + r*(Q/M,FC>a<p) + ) <5>

[
where the set of coefficients dN, moments of P>(z>, define in an

alternative way the FC.

As we want to vary all the parameters /J,M,P <z> (specifying the

calculational scheme (CS) we must first of all decide what should

be held fixed in the process. Starting from eqs.<l-4> the answer

is not obvious as in the case of F (Q) in (5). In this respect mo—

ments of structure functions are more primary quantities than the

structure functions thrnnselves, as they are directly related to

the corresponding Wilson operators. This connection tells us that

it is the constant A in (6) which must be fixed when we vary li

and the FC=tP1(z)3 C53. However, these constants do not characte-

rise quark densities at any fixvd H , but rather specify their a-
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symptotic behaviour as M-KX>. On the other hand it is the quark den-
density q(x,M > at some initial M which is umually used to speci—

o o

fy the solution of (2>. But it is obvious from <6> that by chang-

ing M and/or P1 (z > <and thus dN) while holding A fixed, we change

F (Q) for all O. This means that variation of the FS in (1-4) does
N '

not only change P*<z> in (2> and M and c'(z,Q/M> in (1>, but re-

quires also changing the initial condition q(x,M )!
o

So if we want to use the results (i.e. A and q(x,M >) of a par—

ticular analysis of some hard scattering process, performed in a

given FS, for working out QCD predictions ( for the same or other

processes ) in a different FS, we must inevitably know also the

associated change of the boundary condition on (2). This informa-

tion is, however, essentially equivalent to the explicit knowledge

of its solution q(«,M) as a function of M and P (z >. We nan write

down the evolution equation, including the boundary condition, for

the quark density in the new FC only provided we know its explicit

expression in terms of the moments (6) because only for these mo-

ments do we know what must be held fixed when M and P (z> change.

It is, however, clear that once we have such an expression at our

disposal there is no further need to solve the evolution equation

in the new FC as this expression itself represents the most gene-

ral solution of it.

We therefore seek art explicit solution of (2) in terms of the mo-

ments <6), which moreover allows an easy transformation of the in-

itial condition q(x,M >, employed in all existing analyses, into

the information on A . An efficient way of doing this is based on

the use of orthogonal Jacobi polynomials as suggested in C6J. The

numerical accuracy of this way of solving the evolution equation

<2> has been studied in detail in £73 and turns out to be very sa-

tisfactory (better than IV. for all x and Q of interest). Following

C61'Ne write the solution of (2) in the form£ ^ ^ , (7)
k = O

and so obtain for the structure function F<x,Q> the expression
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In (7-B>

a^0l(

are the Jacobi polynomials and the "Jacobi" mo-

ments a^0l(M,FC> are de-fined by means o-f the moments q <M,FC> as

(9)

c

3 = 0 .

where c are numerical coefficients (for their explicit values as

well as for the exact definition of &y<z> see C6-73). lo fix <8>

unambiguously ex, ft must first be specified. This is done in such a

way 50 as to approximate the basic shape of the structure function

F<x,Q) already by the lowest term in the series <7). For the non-

singlet structure functions it is quite sufficient to take <a=-0.5,

The formula IB) represents the basic form of DCD prediction for
F<x,Q) which allows for the variation of the FS=-CM,P1(z>J and spe-
cifies what - namely the constants A - must be held fixed. These

' N

constants must then be, together with A, extracted from phenomeno-

logical analyses of experimantal data. They represent the most na-

tural parametrisation of nonperturbative, long-distance properties

of the nucleon. Furthermore, contrary to the quark density q(x,M )
at same initial M , which is not a physical quantity and is thus

o
ambiguously defined, the constants A are unique, independent of

the CS used. Employing <B) as the theoretical formula, it is qui-

te straightforward to compare any two (or more) phenomenological

analyses of any given structure function, performed in different,

completely arbitrary FS. Recall, how it is sometimes difficult to

compare results of published analyses, whert these are done (as is

usually the case) in different FS, using different pat ametnsa-

tions of q(»,M ) at different M - In order to avoid such 1 inner;es-
* o o

sary complications I recommend the use of eq. (B) as the general

form of the Ni_O QCD expression for any structure function and in

arbitrary FS. Once A and A are fixed from an analysis of one par-

ticular process in a given CS, it is trivial to use them to write

down predictions far other structure functions ( or any other hard

scattering process ) in arbitrary calculational scheme.
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From practical point of view it is essential that only 6-7 terms

in the sum (7) are necessary for very accurate approximation of

q<x,Q). That is more than the four parameters used conventionally

for the description of q(x,M) at some initial M in the form

q(x,M i=f\xa<l-x)ftll+rx> (1O>

but as in the case of (1O), which of course is merely some ansat2,

we may assume certain dependence of A on N and in this way still

lower the number of parameters required in the truncated form of

(7). For instance we may even use the results of the conventional

parametrisation (10) to determine A in terms of A,ct,ir?,}',M ,d

Unfortunately it is at the present time impossible to use (11) for

a reliable determination of the constants A . This is in part due

to the lack of detailed information on the FS used in recent ex-

tensive analyses like CS-1O], but there is also another reason. In

most of these analyses the boundary condition an <2> is specified

not as would be natural hy the quark density q<x,M > at some ini-
o

trial M , but by F(x,M >. Consequently this parametrisation must
o o

first be transformed into one for q(x,Q > by unfolding the convo-

lution (1) (except in the "physical" FS, where F(x,Q)=q<x,Q> by

definition). As the papers contain usually no information how this

step was done, I decided to use (11) for merely a semiquantitative

estimate uf A by plugging into it the L0 parametrisation of ref.

CB3, corresponding to <1O) with A=O.97, ot=-O-65, f?=3.16, y= -O.13,
Mz=5GeV2. Accordingly I set dN=O in < 11 > .
o I

As dN can be extended to any N>0, A can be

calculated for any real N>O, not only inte-

gers E113. The results presented in Fig.1

show a smooth dependence on N which, more-

over, can be conveniently parametrised as

A =exp(h +h N+h N?+h N3> (12)
N o l z a

similarly as q(x,H ) in (10). Without ef-. ...... ̂  °
t ~ it r i t t t fe' forts to find the optimal values of h.'s, we

Flf .3.A, •» > funstlon of IT ae- l

cordlas to {-MM >, (12K ). »•• that h o«l.4,^—1.55,h 2=O. 168,h3=-O.OO7
give a very satisfactory description of all A ,N<1O. So again as
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in the ease of the initial condition (1O), four parameters are

sufficient for the parametrisation of nanperturbative properties

of the nucleon. Phenomenological analyses would then result in the

determination of A and h. ,i<3.

The above formula can also be used in another way. We do not have

to employ (10) and may follow the conventional procedure of sol-

ving, in some FC=fP1(z)>, (2) with the initial condition (10) at

some M . Choosing different M in C10> and different FS=IM,P*(z>>o o
in (1), we shall in general get different values of A, ci, f?, j-. Ne-

vertheless, if these are substituted into (11), they must, for va-

rious approximations to be mutually consistent, yield the same A .
N

Qur procedure can be easily generalised to other, more complica-

ted processes, like those of refs. E2-43. For instance, in the ca-

se of hadroproduction of photons with large p , the differential

cross—section (in the nonsinglet channel) as a function of x , p

of the produced photon reads schematically
=q<* M ,FC )*K(p ,x ,M ,M ,FC ,FC ,K>«q<>: ,M ,FC ) (13)

1 1 1 T F 1 2 1 2 Z Z Z
-j-^2 =q<* M ,FC )*K(p ,x ,M ,M ,FC ,FC ,K>«q<>: ,M ,FC )
dx dp 1 1 1 T F 1 2 1 2 Z Z Z

where q(x. ,li ,FC ) 1=1,2 are the nonsinglet quark densities of the

two colliding hadrons as defined in (7), taken at the scales M in

the factorisation conventions FC. =CP (r)> and the function K, ge-

neralisation of C(z,Q/M,FC> in (1) describes again the "hard scat-

tering" of two partons.Far exact definition of the convolution «

see C23. In practice we are farced ta assume M =M =M and choose

some moreless ad hoc FC =FC =FC, thus fixing the hard scattering

cross-section K as a function of /j,M,p and x . As the choice of

this FC is inevitably subjective it is advisable to cary out any

analyses of experimental data by means of (13) at least in the two

mast frequently used factorisation conventions (the "universal" FC

111 and the "physical" FC C123) as well as in the "zero" FC, defi-

ned by the condition P1(z>=0. (The latter gives for the moments

(5) of structure functions after optimisation with respect to N

and (4 the results which are very close to the fully optimised one^.

The eventual discrepancy of in this way obtained results represen-

ts in my view a plausible measure of the theoretical uncertainty

associated with (13).

In practice further simplification is forced upon us. The opti-
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mi sation of (13) with respect to fj and M can not be done analyti-

cally, but the stationary points must be found by mapping (13) as

a function of (j and M. The optimised result is, however, also a

function of the unknown constants A . To determine these constants

as well as A by fitting (13) to experimental data would require on

one hand much better accuracy of the data and on the other large

amount of computer time. The constants A must therefore be taken

from other processes, like the deep inelastic lepton—nucleon scat-

tering. This is quite legal but we must be careful! to use in (13)

the correct quark density q(x,M) and hard scattering cross-section

K(x ,p M,FC), corresponding to the FS chosen.
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FORM FACTORS OP THE PSEUDOSCALAR MESONS IN THE MODEL

OP CONSTITUENT QUARKS.

A.Z.Dubnickovd, P.StrfZenec
Dept.of Theor.Phys.,Comenius Univ., CS, 84215 Bratislava

Since the ?ion(K) and the kaon ̂ play a special role in the
understanding of low energy strong interaction physics, an incre-
ased attention is paid to a measurement of their properties,inclu-
ding also the electromagnetic(elm) structure, characterized by the
behaviour of corresoonding elm form factors ff's. For instance,
with the aim of a precise determination of the mean square charge
radii of 3C and K, the elm ff's of the pion and the kaon for
a small values of the momentum transfer squered (t = -qjhave been
accurately measuredQl] by direct scattering of charged pions and
kaons on atomic electrons of the liquid: .hydrogen. In the case of
the pion also other processes, like e~p-*e~17n, J£~p~> e e~ n and
e*e"-»X+^" have been ased to obtain the information on the beha-
viour of ff, v.rhich at present time is known for the range of mome-
nta -10 GeV2^ t ^ +10 GeV2. The kaon ff's are mostly known in
the time-like region from the KK threshold up to the t»4.5 GeV2.

Though the phenomenological unitarized analytic VMD sodel, well
describing all existing data on r>ion and kaon elm ff's, has been
recently prorposed £.2] and presented by Dubnifika at this sympo-
sium, there is no satisfactory dynamical explar Mon of these ff's
at the whole experimentally measurable region up to now. For
instance, the perturbative QCB gives only the asymptotical beha-
viour of the IT and the K ff's £33 . QCD sum rules are explaining
the finite q2-region, 0.5 < q 2^ 3 3eV2 \jQ , but they do not give
right values of the charge radii, which on the other hand are well
reproduced by the chiral Lagrangians £5] .

It is our aim in this contribution to give the prediction of
the7?and the K elm ff's at small and intermediate momentum trans-
fer q within the constituent quark model in the infinite momen-
tum frame ( IMF) .

MAIN POINTS 0? THIS PROCEDURE

The prediction of the behaviour of elm ff's of pseudoscalar

mesons /not only pions and kaons/ in this model consist in the

calculation of the following diagrga*
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Fig.l

where P and P* are mesonmomenta; p,, p/, jĵ  - momenta of corres-
ponding constituent quarksJ if- momentum of the victual photon.

The procedure of the calculations was proposed by Terentjev [&J
He has assumed that hadron can be described by a light-cone wave
function and that it is built up of a finite number of point-like
quarks and it does not contain qq - pairs or gluohs. Bagdasarian
et al CT3 have aplied this procedure to the calculation of the
static properties of hadrons. According to ellaborated procedure
we calculate the behaviour of ff*s of pseudoscalar'mesons in
the IMP.

Let us list the main points of the procedure :
i/ The transition vertex h-»qq is written in the Lorentz-inva-

riant form and the spin of qq system equal to spin of hadron h*
So we separate the cm. motion of the qq pair,

ii/ The matrix element of the current should be calculated in the
HIP system, and really one should calculate the triangle dia-
gram 1A/ only i 8j of the non-covariant perturbation theory
with vertices chosen according to point i/ .

iii/ To suppress the vacuum pair production one should choose the
photon polarization eQ. Generally for hadron a physical polari-
zation should be taken.

Let us illustrate the procedure of calculating the pseudoscalar
mesons ( ll) ff's. Since both quarks qq are on the mass shell, the
vertex M—»qq is determined by one invariant function

r-
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where JL(PT> P?) is radial part of the vertex function (VF) , which
describes the distribution of quark momenta inside of meson and
/ = u(p,)tf£ '/"P?) "" i 3 sP* n o r part of VF and C is constant
/ail notations correspond to fig. 1A / .

Further we use the Feynman parametrization [sj in the IMF,
i.e. P*-* »°

^ = xP + kx, ̂ = xP + i^ , ?2 = (l - x) P - lcx .

Then, without loosing of the generality one can take P =[0, 0, P/,

As a result the following expression for matrix element of the

electromagnetic current can be /written
J n/ UK i 4

*~x) M-tt* #'*-'*• U'Z-

'+
0

ror
where M2, 4L are masses of initial and final mesons and

H

M
' 'a

O X + M V '
* t 4 - X

/2. *- ~"
s

0 X
are invariant masses of constituent quarks with masses m,, mo

The Q is an electric charge in qf-s q vertex.

Introducing the notations

,
,'L

after all calculations we obtain for the contribution of the diag-
ram 1A/ of pseudoscalar meson ff*s the following expression
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where Q^, Q2 are electric charges of quarks q, q with masses

Q-., Q. and

(x) =

. I (,„*) f

/ 9A/. (<f-*J 4A x (4-x)

We notice / following Terentjev [_6j / that the function }P in /4/
is assumed to be dependent only on one variable, i.e. on the inva-
riant mass of the quark system as follows

t

which in nonrelativiatic approximation turns out to be the oscila-
tor wave function. The parameters N and A are free parameters
of the model. The constant N is determined from the normalization
of ff at t = 0. To fix the parameter A first we have to calculate
meson decay constant M -£ ,-**> **

and then to compare it with experimental values -r^- - 0.093 GeV

and Tf / £^ = 1.28, respectively. Choosing the masses of constituent

quark to be

we

= md = 0.336 GeV} mg= 0.540 GeVj /8/

have for / \ -s the following values :

/ L = 0.363 GeV . / \ k = 0.467 GeV /9 /
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Taking into account the values of parameters / ( ^ k given by

/9/ and masses of constituent quarks given by /8/, the space-like

region behaviour of the pion ff I? (q2^ and the kaon ff F. ( q J

are calculated and their shapes are shown in figs 2, and 3., res-

pectively. The ff of the W is in verygood agreement with existing

data in the region 0^. I) 4 2 3eV # Let's remark that in this

case we have reinvestigated the calculations of Bagdasarian et al.

£lJ and unlike the latter / 0 ̂  q 2 ^ 6 GeV2/, wo have found a good

agreement with the data in the region 0 ^ q •& 2 3eV only.

The oion radius was found to be <T ri-"> 2 = 0.65 fin, whereas

the kaon radius is <̂  r5 > 2 = 0.58 fm. These results are in very

good agreement with CERN SPS values L lj , which are

< r ^ > 1 / 2 = (0.663 i 0.006J fm and ^ r\^2 ={^0.58 - 0.04^) fm.

The charged kaon ff in space-like region was measured only for

q £ 0.1 3eV . So we give the comparison of our predictions with

the aodel of DubniSka

Let's remark that all these results are not very sensitive

to the choise of the masses of constituent quarks. Further, since

elm ff*s of neutral kaons and ^ meson are normalized to the

charge and this normalization can be ensured by the normalization

factor .of the wave function /6/ it is impossible to obtain non-

trivial behaviour of the corresponding form factors.
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Pig. 2

Behaviour of the pion ff F.(q ) : (3) fit done by naive VMD model-

(T) result by constituent model of quark .

Fig. 3

Behaviour of the kaon ff FjrCq ) : ©result by constituent quark

model- @ prediction from BubniSka /̂ 2j model .
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THE EXCITED STATES OF ELECTRONS

Miroslav Pardy

Department of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics,
Faculty of Science, J. E. Purkyne University,
Kotlafska 2, 611 3? Brno, Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

The nonlinear Sc'.rodinger equation is derived for an electron

which is identified with the closed string. The energies for the

stationary states are calculated and the corresponding frequences

of the emitted photons are determined. The spectrum of masses of the

excited electrons ia calculated from the nonlinear Klein-Gordon

equation.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental dichotomies in the particle physics is:

electrons are pointlike particles or they are composite. While for

many years it has been supposed that electrons (quarks) are point-

like particles, now, the attention begins to be concentrated on e-

lectrons (quarks) as composite particles. One of the possibilities

how to decide whether an electron or a quark is composite is to in-

vestigate their excited states. Such possibility has been discussed

since the first proposal given by Low [1]and later several estimati-

ons of masses of excited leptons and quarks has been obtained [2].

In the present report we will concentrate on the excited sta-

tes ot electrons. The natural reactions leading to such states are

obviously the following ones:

p + e~—v p + e"
'—»e~ + & (1)

+ •-c, * P —> p + e + e

e + e —> e + e •" + y (3)
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The coupling between excited spin 1/2 fermions, light fermions

and photons is usually considered in the particle physics in the

form of the magnetic type with the effective lagrangian[5]

where m* denotes the mass of the excited electron e*, f_ is some

coupling constant, ep is the left handed component of the electron.

It is possible to choose also e^.

Similar Lagrangian has been considered for the decay of W+,

W~ and 2° bosons into the excited leptons and other particles [*] .

During the 1983 run, the UA2 group reported an event of type

Z°—* e+ + e~ + V" with a resolved e -^j-pair. This has promoted
the speculations that one might have observed a new excited lepton

e*—> e + }y . Similarly a search for

exists, however no event has been found so far[4], Nevertheless the

question of the excited states of leptons is atractive and needs

attention.

While the description of the excited states is involved in

the effective Lagrangian, we will solve this problem by supposing

the specific internal structure of the electron. In other words we

will suppose an electron is of the form of the closed string. The

motivation for such model is based on the present situation in the

particle physics where strings and the string theories form the fun-

damental mathematical objects of the present particle theories J5] .

We will show that the string motion can be described by the

nonlinear Schrttdinger equation or by the Klein-Gordon equation res-

pectively. Because of the strong nonlinearity of the derived epua-

tions we use the approximative method described in the Higdal book

[6] . We also calculate the spectrum of masses of the excited elect-

rons from the Klein-Gordon equation.

2. THE QUANTUM MECHANICS OP THE STRING

Early then we formulate the SchrBdinger equation for the string,

Let us remember the many-particle interpretation of ther^ -function.

If we put ;
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where 0 and S are real functions, into the original Schrodinger

quation
e-

<7)
OX x. rm

we get after separating of the real and imaginary parts the hydro-

dynamical equation and the equation of continuity [?, 8]. It means

that the Schrodinger equation describes not only the behaviour of

a single particle but at the same time the ensemble of particles

moving in the potential field U. The many-particle description was

successfully used for instance in the superconductivity [?] and now

the question arises how to apply it for the motion of the string.

Let us replace the string by the linear chain consisting of the

massive points with masses m which are at the equilibrium state at

points x. • k.d, where d is the lattice constant of the chain and

let us suppose the left end of the chain is fixed at point x Q * 0.

Then, the potential energy of the chain is

where i£ is the elasticity constant and ft . is the deflection of

a point with the index i from the equilibrium position.

Let us suppose the equilibrium length of the chain i s / and

let be /. the length of the uniformly stretched chain. Then we have

and

where P and P are densities of points of the stretched and the e-

quilibrium chain.

It may be easy to see that from eq. (9) it follows the potenti-

al V which should be inserted into Schrddinger equation in the con-

tinual limit of the chain:

(10;

3. THE STATIONARY STATES OP STRING

Inserting

(11)

into eq. (7) with U - V and V given by eq. (10), we get in the one-

dimensional case

^ " = 4(<f) (12)
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wher*

The solution of eq. (12; is the following one:

f
= )

where c. and c~ are some integration constants. It may be easy to
see that the integral in eq. (14; cannot be evaluated by the elemen-
tary methods. From these reason we use the approximation and iterati-
on described in ref. [6]. Since

we have instead of eq. (12;

^ A*f*" (16)

and the solution of eq. 16) involving the first iteration is

with

s
and a is arbitrary constant.

Now, let us identify an electron with the closed string. Then,
the corresponding boundary conditions are the Born-Kariran conditions
of periodicity wita the period L. Or, t^(x; • ^ ( x + I;. They leads
to the restriction of u> and therefore also of E. Or, (j^ - 2$Cn/L ,
and ji~ -» if A)8

o
In case of the KtAin-Gordon equation for the stationary states

The corresponding frequences of emitted photons are CO = (En~

we get the spectrum of masses of the excited electrons in the form
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where

For d̂ - d2 » 0, which it is equivalent to a » 0, we have

(25)
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On QED radiative corrections at HEPA

D. Yu.Bardin*', C.Burdik , P. Ch. Christova , T.Hiejnann

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna

Higher Pedagogical Institute, Shoumen, Bulgaria

Institut fur Hochenergiephysik, Berlin-Zeuthen, GDR

Abstract

For the QED radiative corrections to the inclusive deep inelastic

scattering process ep --> eXy at HERA energies complete analytic

expressions are obtained and numerically presented. Photon and

Z-boson exchange are included as well as soft photon

expon ent i at, i on.

1.

The electron-proton storage ring HERA is devoted to the study of

neutral and charged current lepton-nucleon interactions in an

energy range where both photon and weak boson exchange are

present with uornparable strength in a space-like region'. E e - 30

GeV, E p - 320 GeV. Operation is planned to he started in 1991.

The physios programme / I / includes both investigation of the so-

called standard physios (electroweak theory and QCD) and search

of new phenomena. In that programme, an important role will play

the study of deep inelastic scattering,

•• P • -:> <3~ + X, V i x. (1)
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The analysis of reactions (1) is affected by electroweak

radiative corrections (EWRC), among them the numerically large

QED-contributions due to photon bremsstrahlung. These either

limit the kinematical range of meaningful measurements or, if

they are not too large, have to be taken into account properly.

2.

EWRC to the neutral current reaction (1), including

bremsstrahlung

e* + p ~ > e* + X + jf, (2)

have been first calculated in /2/. Recently, new analyses /3,4/

have been performed. Whereas the genuine weak loop contributions

of /3/ and /4/ can be reconciled with each other, there are yet

some non-negligible differences of the photon bremsstrahlung

part. Here, we present our results for reaction (2) in a

systematic way with emphasis on formal transparency .

3.

The cross section (2) may be parametrized as follows:

2 HED z

^£_..i£IfL£X| £_ £_ £_ Cb.KCB)-

' The preprint version of this contribution contains all the

formulae which have to be omitted here and some additional

comments.
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{A, Cvt^a c)\^ , (tf+<£+.li^v#S). (v/+a*)j (6)

Se = ± A for particles (antiparticles)j (8)

r i «, + (9)

e

(12)

(13)

Q - -S y•%, ^ = f-^, (14)

and A/ is the longitudinal polarization of the lepton beam. The

b = e, i, q indicates radiation from electron leg (e), quark

leg (q) or their interference (i) and B = V", I, Z means photon

exchange ()f )> Z-boson exchange (Z) or their interference (I).
v,A

The dynamics is contained in the functions R, (B) which have

been determined analytically. Only 6 of the 15 different

contributions are really independent:

Hh (S) - Hb(%j 4, 3.J + S b • HhCdj -^, -A), (15)
4t* r *»

" ' "'S *" (16)
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- S e . - Se) - +1,

\ - f, -r
The following relations are fullfilled already for squared

matrix elements:

-qu- «j -]• (18)

(19)

As a consequence, the remaining functions to be determined are:

The three bremsfstrahlung functions for photon exchange have been

published in /4/. The complete analytic expression has been used

in the Addendum of /4/ and corresponds exactly to the earlier,

more lengthy result on which /2/ has been based.

4.

Numerical results obtained with the above formulae together with

the genuine weak loops and vacuum polarization as introduced in

/4/ are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Total EWRC for e-p'-scattering (a) 'and e+'p scattering

(b). Parameters are defined in /4/.
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COULOMB SYST2MS DISTORTED AT SHORT DISTANCES AETJ ZBL'DOVICH BHPBCT

V.S.Popov

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow

In systems bound by the Coulomb interaction distorted at

short (£-~ t <£.&) distances there may appear a rearrangement of

atomic spectrum, or the Zel'dovich effectL1-". Here 4, is a radius

of a shortrange (strong) interaction and H. ~ £ /fti.e£±B the Bohr

radius. Specific features of this effect are discussed for states

with an arbitrary angular momentum "C , both with and without

absorption in the system* The equation is investigated which con-

nects nuclear level shifts Ac^ and widths '^^ with the low-
(cs)

energy scattering parameters: (Z.o (the Coulomb modified nucle-

ar scattering length) and the effective range c-p ,

where v =: £/A , $=-$% >O, A <-^f, F =~ +
-t/\£ «~~ C/ iB *ne energy of atomic level, fr{&) is digamma
function and ft —/fc = e=/ (atomic units)*

Bq.(1) does not depend on the model of the strong potential

/ Itj and has been applied to calculations of hadronic atoms

spectra: pp, H p , K"Be etc. Basing on eq* (1) we discuss some new

experimental results on pp and pd atoms* The data seem to indica-

te to a possibility of existence in pp and pd systems of p- and

d-resonances near the threshold.

The rearrangement of atomic spectrum for "C t 0 states is
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ia discussed. In this case, in contrast to s-states, there arise

successive collisions of the nuclear £ -level with atomic h. C -

levels, instead of simultaneous rearrangement of the entire atomic

spectrum. Simple formulae describing the shifts of the levels have

been obtained, including the region of "terra crossing". The effect

of absorption in the system which is xypical of hadronic atoms is

also examined.

The application of the theory to mesic molecules physics is

considered. The nuclear levels shifts are defined by the equation

( I - 0):

where c ̂  and -̂-̂ ^̂ -are the energy and the value of the wave

function at the origin calculated without strong interaction:

R, (*•) ' C, <£ ^t *+••• , t -r O • This equation is

model-independent and shows that nuclear level shifts in mesic mo-

lecules are Bmall, e.g., A Eoi • -1.04.ICT^eV, Voj -0.74.10"^

eV in a-T/f molecule, which is to be compared with € j m — E =

- 34.9eV (the scattering parameters <HCi , 2-& are derived from

d (t} <*•) ft- reaction).

To sum up, the Zel'dovich effect is of general quantum-mecha-

nical character and can manifest itself in any system where the

interaction potential splits into two parts with highly differing
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Observable CP-Violation in Inclusive Charmless B-Decays?

George Wei-Shu Hou

Max-Planck-Institute for Physics

8000 Munich 40, Fed. Rep. Germany

Abstract. Absorptive parts of penguin amplitudes allow for CP-violating partial rate asym-

metries in charmless £-meson decays. QCD induced charmless B decays occur at the 1 - 2 %

level inclusively. We study the possibility of whether C/"-violation can be study in this inclusive

process. We find that, due to the uniqueness of the three generation standard model (SM3), and

the demands of CPT, there exist a strong cancellation of asymmetries in this inclusive mode.

Nevertheless, this inclusive process may serve as a window to new physics such as the existence of

a 4th fermion generation.

The 5-meson system holds great promises for exhibiting a plethora of CP-

violating partial decay rate asymmetries. Considerable theoretical work [1] has

been done on this subject, and the emerging picture is that at least 10 — 10 B-

mesons are needed to study these CP-violating effects. These expectations come

mainly from studies of exclusive 2-body processes, which are more readily accessible

experimentally. However, the calculation of exclusive 2-body decay branching ratios

(BR's) for B mesons suffer from many theoretical problems. Very briefly, [1,2] these

are: i) rather small BR's (B mesons tend to decay into high multiplicity final states);

ii) not-so-reliable hadronic matrix element evaluations; iii) the contributions from

the inclusively important 6 —• sgg mode is not known; iv) it is not clear what ?2

value to use in the penguin amplitude; v) unkown 'soft' final state interactions (PSI).

Given these problems, and the large number of B mesons that are needed to study

these CP-violation effects, questions have been raised [i] as to whether one can

do a judicious partial sum over various modes, without invoking large cancellations,

thereby enhancing the observability of CP- violation in partial decay rate differences.

Here we would like to take up the more extreme situation and see whether one can

study CP-violation in (partial) inclusive charmless B decay BR's.

We concern ourselves with partial rate differences in charmless B-decays, and in

particular, those that involve an odd number of strangeness in the final state. Thus,
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the dominant processes are the tree-level b —» utis decay and the loop-induced

6 —> sg* transitions ("penguins") as shown in Fig. 1. The latter leads to the quark-

parton level sub-processes b —* sg (light-like), b —> sgg and 6 —• sqq where q = u,d,s

(time-like) and finally, a non-spectator bq —• sq (space-like) [3,4]. We have indicated

the q^ region of the original virtual gluon in the 6 —> sg* transition.

s

W S1 U W

g * (q2)

(a) (b)

Fig. 1

There are several reasons why we would like to study this. First, although

probably harder to measure, the QCD induced charmless B decays exists at the

1 — 2% level, similar to the tree level 6 —• u transition. This rate is not 'rare' in

the usual sense. Second, the inclusive process is almost totally complementary to

the 2-body exclusive one, in that most of the problems of the latter are absent or

weakened. Again, in brief, these are: i) large BR, as mentioned; ii) in the spirit of

spectator decays, one expects much less uncertainties in the numerics; iii) the full

92 range for the penguin absorptive part, and also the important b —> sgg mode are

taken into account; iv) quark-hadron duality seems to work since a complete set of

final states is summed over; v) 'soft' FSI is expected to cancel since one sums over

all final states, but the 'hard' type of FSI is accounted for by the penguin. Thus, one

expects inclusive predictions to be more reliable as compared to exclusive. Finally,

combining the above, we hope to induce interests for new experimental techniques

to study inclusive charmless processes. ,\ \

CPT demands equal lifetimes between particle and anti-particle. In the Born •;'{ •

approximation, this is even true for partial rates as well. However, with the emer- '

gence of absorptive parts at the loop level, together with CP-violating phases, partial ''*

rate asymmetries become possible. This fact was first exploited in the case of B-
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mesons by the pioneering work of Bander, Silvennan and Soni [5], and followed up

extensively by Chau and Cheng [6] for exclusive modes.

It is useful to illustrate with a rough sketch as to how the mechanism works.

For the processes under consideration, the amplitude (be it inclusive or exclusive)

can be written schematically as

M^$ = vuAu + vcAc + i'tAt

= t)uAu< + vcAci

where Ai is the amplitude with the KM coefficient f; = IJ* Vib factored out

Since A{ is invariant under charge conjugation, while i', is r>jt, it is evident that

CP invariance could be violated in partial decay rates of b —• a vs. b —» s. Denning

the generic asymmetry as a, one finds

( '
K|2 |Ad |2 + 2

Eq. (2) exhibits the two key ingredients for CP-violation to be possible: a

relative CP-violating KM phase between vu and i<c, and the existence of absorf im-

parts in the loop-induced amplitude. Note that the usual prerequisites for CP-

violation are also exemplified, namely i) if vu —» 0 (e.g. Vuj = 0) or ii) if u and c

quarks become degenerate in mass so that Au< —* Act, then CP-violation cjnnot

appear.

The absorptive parts arise in penguin processes as follows. In Fig. l(b), the top

quark contribution is real, i.e. dispersive. For i = it, c, as one performs the Feynman

parameter integration, the only important term not suppressed by m^/M^y is

In Eq. (3), we have expressed the charge radius form factor F\ in terms of the

familiar "vacuum polarization" ic QED. It is clear that when the virtual gluon

momentum is such that q* > 4m2, the internal quarks can go on-shel! and the
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logarithm in Eq. (3) leads to an absorptive part Itn U. Note that Re FI and Im II

.ire of similar orders o{ magnitude whenever the latter is non-zero.

To calculate the inclusive asymmetry and rate, we follow the formulation devel-

oped in jtj, without QCD corrections but taking into account the possible absorptive

parls. To <Jo this one has to simply replace the Ff form factor for i = u,c by Eq.

(3). and do the one-dimensional integral over y — q /m j . The two exceptions are,

for the case of b —• suit one takes into account both tree and penguin contributions,

and for 6 —* *\ss. care needs to be taken for identical particle effects. For more

details, see ref. [2].

In this way, following ref. [5], using the SM3 KM parameters that are constrained

by current experiments, we have found [2] asymmetries at the per cent level. This,

together with the 1 — 2% DR, seem to suggest that theoretically just 107 B's would

be needed to observe this asymmetry at the 3cr level. This seems like a rather

encouraging result, although how to realize this potential poses a serious challenge

to our experimental colleagues.

However, on closer scrutiny, it turns out that [7] the mechanism outlined in ref.

[5j does not satisfy CPT in the limit that mc > m/,/2. Now. without QCD, the

charged i urrcnls lead to tree level 6 —> suit and 6 —» sec type of 'charmless' decays,

i.e. (' - I). The former has \C\ = 0 (meaning no charm particle at all in final

state) as well, which is what we mean by charmless B decay here, whereas the latter

has two (anti-) charm particles in the final state. CPT demands that the total

width of the two has to be the same for b and b, since they are classified as 5 = 1,

C - 0 final states, which cannot mix with other states classified b;- similar (but

different) good quantum numbers. Under QCD, these two modes mix, in particular

through the penguins, not only into each other, but also leading to the new loop

level pure penguin b ~> sdd, sss and sgg final states. It is this type of mixing,

when there are on-shell rescattering processes ('hard' FSI) in the penguin loop, that

allows for CP-violating asymmetries in the charmless modes (in the strong sense that

\C\ — 0). However, the same argument makes it clear that when 2mc > mj, the

second process (with \C\ — 2) completely disappears, and therefore CPT demands

that, in this kinematical limit, the 5 — 1, \C\ = 0 mode (i.e. the tree level b —> suit

plus the penguin processes) has to have equal partial rates for 6 and 6.
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It turns out that in ref. [5], a crucial contribution has been ignored. Consider

Fig. 1 again. The virtual gluon in Fig. l(b) decays into qq and gg, where q = u, d,

s. For the uu mode, it can interfere with the tree level process. There are two ways

to see how CPT is missed. First of all, from a semiclassical point of view, one makes

an expansion in h, where the tree level is o(A°), the penguin, o(hl). Thus, for the

amplitude squared, we have an expansion up to o(ft2). As 2m c-mj, -> 0 + , the oft1)

tree-penguin interference term cannot lead to an absorptive part, since charm does

not lead to absorptive parts any more, whereas the absorptive amplitude due to uu

intermediate states carries the same KM phase as the tree level process. However,

the o(h ) pure penguin term still carries an absorptive part, and this leads to the

failure of CPT in this limit. Something has gone wrong at the o(h ) level. One can

go through similar reasonings for an expansion in as, and find that at o(al), some

terms have been missed.

What has been missed then? Certainly many terms have been missed at o(a|) .

By combining the above two reasonings, and the observation that the penguin ab-

sorptive part looks exactly the same as the usual vacuum polarization, one sees that

what has been missed is an interference term between the tree graph (Fig. l(a)) and

a two loop o(fi ), o(aj) contribution, which is nothing but Fig. l(b) with a vacuum

polarization bubble inserted in the virtual gluon propagator. Effectly, all one needs

to do is to add an o(ae) correction to the strong coupling constant that appears

in the penguin term involving cc in the loop, that contributes to b -» suu, and

retain only the absorptive part. The requirements for CPT in the above mentioned

2mc > mj limit is then satisfied [7].

Unfortunately, this cancellation between partial rate differences in ft —» suu and

the remaining penguins seem to persist into the physical case of mc = 1.5 GeV,

where charm also supplies an absorptive part to the penguin amplitude. The pure

penguin modes have an asymmetry of typically a few percent, but the 6 —• suu

mode has a larger asymmetry with the opposite sign. The inclusive asymmetry is

now at the \0~3 level, and it seems quite unlikely to be observable at all.

Several remarks are in order. The first is still, is there any hope? It should be

noted that the cancellation is between b —> suu, which has both tree and penguin

contributions, and the purely penguin b —* add, sss, sgg processes; individually
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these processes have asymmetries of several percent. It is clear that it would be

quite impossible to distinguish between the uu mode and the dd, gg modes. But,

perhaps there is still some hope in separating the sas final state. Secondly, it should

be emphasized that the effect pointed out here has heretofore been overlooked. In

fact, all the previous work on inclusive modes have followed the arguments of ref. [5].

All of these have to be modified, and there is some encouragement that the exclusive

modes coming from b —» suu now have slightly bigger asymmetries (although with

opposite sign!) than before [7], Finally, it remains to be seen whether a fourth

family, by introducing two new phases that are independent of V^j, could change

the above conclusion and lead to an 'observable' asymmetry. What is clear is that if

there is any asymmetry observed at all in inclusive charmless partial rates, it cannot

be from a three family model.
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PHYSICS AT*>p COLLIDERS OF TeV ENERGIES

S.I.Alekhin, E.E.Boos, V. I.Borodulin, G.V..Tikia,
S.R.Slabospitsky, A.Yu.Smirnov, S.F.Sultanov

IHEP, Serpukhov, USSR

INTRODUCTION

King electron and proton accelerators will be exploited in all the ep colliders
discussed till now, e.g., HERA, LHC+LEP. Since both the linear e+e" collider (VLEPP)
and pp collider (UNK) will be constructed in Serpukhov, there arises a possibility
to make the ej.-machine of a new type [lj. This project is advantageous in comparison
with standard ones not only in/~s", but it will also let us construct ajfp collider
having almost the same luminosity and fl? as in ep mode. In this work we give just a
few examples demonstrating the discovery potential of the*»p machine [21.

, . „ _ VLEPP 4Tti/»iT*V 2TeV«3TeV
4000

Fig. 1. a) Symmetric version of the ep collider; b) Asymmetric version of the ep-col-
lider.

1. HIGH ENERGY 4*BEAM ,

A high energy*> beam can be obtained by scattering of£Jo*.l eV laser photons on ,' i
E e electrons from a linear accelerator [3J. The characteristics of such a laser, po- ' '•
werSO.l kJ and frequency a 100 Hz, are not record ones f4] . The real photon spectrum ' {
is given by

1 dN T 1 4? 4y2 ,

Njdy L 1-y x(l-y)

where x=4w Ee/me, y=?Ej/Ee. The maximum photon energy is E » =E x/(x+l), i.e., y"1

increases with Ee, but in order to get rid of the background effects we choose y
max~

0.8 for E e* 200 GeV. It means thatO0 should depend on electron energy:C0 ~ m
2/E .

The spectra of both quasireal photons (v*) and real ones (f) are presented in

fig. 2. The evident advantage of * spectrum in comparison with T* spectrum is sign!-
ficant for investigation of heavy exotic objects.
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2. STANDARD MODEL

2.1. Production of Heavy Quarks inyp Collisions

Photon-gluon fusion is the leading elementary process of heavy quark production in
j-p-collisions. The cross section for t-quark production versus its mass at different
energies of electrons is given in fig. 3 (gluon distributions were borrowed from £5a7 ).
Table 2 presents the t-quark masses which can be attained at different energies and
luminosities (production of 100 t-quarks per year is taken as a discovery limit).

0.01

Fig.

o.\

.0

K>

•

l

-r - -3 -2 Wtq)
a

3. The cross section for heavy
quark production in |*p colli-
sions at different energies.

Pig. 4. dd/'dXg fox- the process

The cross section for b-quark production is equal to 0.1-0.3y*b for /s **l-5 TeV
(mb«:5 GeV). For the run with the integral luminosity 100 pb"1 this corresponds to

JO7 b-quarks per year. Since the photon beam is sufficiently monochromatic, b-qu-
arks are produced at xgft4n2/s2'10-

4*10~5 for V?=3-5 TeV (fig. 4). Hence, investiga-
ting the production of b-quarks we can study gluon distributions up to x , where theo-
retical predictions for the evolution of the structure functions are not valid any
longer. Since the main contribution to the bb production comes from soft gluons, the
momentum distribution of bb pairs will be quite narrow. At fs"~'S-4 TeV the maximum
of the distribution occurs at the rapiditytf5, which corresponds to the JT-factor~70.
It may siaplify considerably the investigation of B-B oscillations.
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2.2. W-Productlon Infrp Collisions

The value of the cross section for W -production at TeV energy range is ~ 100 pb
(Table 1). At the integral luninosity of 100 pb"1 such cross sections correspond to
a 104 W's produced.

Table 1

fa*(TeV

0-

I.I

80

2.4

160

3.5

180

4.9

220

The characteristic feature of W-production is the sensitivity to |WW coupling,which
has never been observed experimentally. Provided the JWW coupling differs from that
predicted by Standard Model, for example, if W-boson has an anomalous magnetic moment,
then both the total cross sections and angular distributions will vary. Then one can
measure to a high accuracy the anomalous magnetic moment of W-boson t2J> which may
turn out to be sensitive to the very large scale of W-compositeness that cannot be ob-
served directly even at TeV energy colliders.

3. OOHPOSITENESS IN f p COLLISIONS

The composite models of leptons, quarks and intermediate vector bosons predict the
existence of excited particles {.6J. One may expect these particles to possess masses
of the order of compositeness scale : >•*•»• yj . In J*p collisions the most promising
processes would be resonance production of excited states in the reactions of Jfq- or
•g- fusion.

3.3. Excited Quarks

The total cross section for resonance production of u* and d quarks in the sub-
processes y q -*q* atj"s'»3.5 TeV is shown in fig. 5. The spin of excited quarks is equ-
al to 1/2; the quark distributions were borrowed from£5bj. The mair decay mode of
q* will be q*-*qg, therefore q* will show up experimentally as a peak in the distri-
bution of two-jet events with large transverse momentum versus their invariant mass.

Table 2 presents the discovery limits on q* masses under assumption that 100 events
are sufficient to claim that an excited quark is produced.

Gipb)
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E-"l TeV.



Table 2

E e (TeV)

fs1 (TeV)

L (cufV1)
M,. (GeV)

M * (TeV)

Mz* (TeV)
a)
m»+m^ (GeV)

b)
nU+nu, (GeV)
q g

0.

1.

1030

150

0.5

120

180

1

1

1031

200

0.6

250

320

0.5

2.4

3O30

230

0.9

160

230

1031

310

1.1

360

480

1

3

1030

300

1.1

190

360

.0

.5

io31

420

1.5

420

550

2.

4.

1030

350

1.3

210

290

0

9

1031

600

1.9

450

610

3.2. Colour Vector Boson Z*

In some models intermediate vector bosons are treated as bound states of colour
preons. In this case Z* bosons can be produced via^g-fusion, * g-»Z*. The main decay
mode for Z* boson will be the decay Z*-»Zg. Therefore, the observation of a peak in
the distribution of three-jet events over their invariant mass (in this, the invari-
ant mass of two jets occurs in Z-resonance), or of one-jet events with a peak in the
distribution over transverse momentum at p^=U_^/2, or of the events containing a jet

and charged lepton pair would be indicative ofc Z* production. Table 2 presents the
discovery limits on Z* mass at different luminosities and energies (the level of ob-
servability is taken to be 100 events/year).

4. SURERSYMHSTRY

To illustrate the potentials of theTp machine in the study of the properties of
strongly Interacting SUSY particles we shall consider the process l"q-^gq having the
maximum crcjs section [7], The cross section of this process at different ratios of
squark and gluino masses,

a) m3=2m~ b) iyo.5 m»,

is given in fig. 6.

50 SO 300

Mg(fi«V)
41ft 900

M3(G«V)
0

Fig. 6. The cross section of gluino and squark production at /5*i.i$4.9 TeV for the
cases: a) •<*»'a»s; b) B M O . S B * .
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a) In the first case the dominant squark decay will be q"-»qg* and gluino decays
mostly as ?-»qqr, if photino is the lightest SUSY particle. Hence, in the final state
we shall observe five-Jet events with missing pt, carried away by photinos.

A» *» «%
b) In this case squarks decay mainly into quarks and gauginos,f, W, Z, while glui-

nos decay into gV^Iq. Consequently, we shall observe either three jets with large mis-
sing pt, or multijet events with an isolated lepton. In the latter case the missing
p t is about twice as much as in the former one.

Taking 100 events per year as the clear signal of qg* production we present the dis-
covery limits for the sum of gluino and squark mass (Table 2).

CONCLUSION

obtained show that the rp collider with fs*5r 1-5 TeV allows to make
ess in the study of physics at scales of 1* I0~*7 cm. The best examp-

The results
a greate progress
les are:

1) A possibility to study the gluon distribution functions up to X g5f10~
4T10" 5;

2) A possibility for the resonance production of excited quarks q* and colour vec-
tor Z* bosons.

Besides, the p collider can offer the following feasibilities:
- study of new quarks, in particular, t-quark in a wide mass range from 100 up to

600 GeV;
- high-accuracy measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of W boson, etc.
Tne analysis performed earlier [1,2] shows that even with the luminosity as high

as L=10 3 0 cm~2s~l and Ee=100 GeV, the machine under consideration can be equally com-
peting as the HERA project.

The authors are sincerely grateful to academican A.A.Logunov for his stimulating
support and also to their colleagues from the Treoretical Division of IHEP and DJP
(Novosibirsk) for fruitful discussions.
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Z-faoson line shape and sin Syy

T.Bienann and M.Sachwitz

Institut fiir Hochenergiephysik der AdW der DDR
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Abstract

A measurement of the Z-boson line shape at LEP I allows the

coaaon experimental determination of mass H 2 and width ("̂  of the

Z-boson together with the weak nixing angle sin*8yy if the cross-

section is interpreted in the on mass shell renormalization

scheme. In that way, LEP I will allow a precision test of the

electroweak standard theory independent of long-term asymmetry

measurements at the Z-boson peak.
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1. Introduction. One of the central problems to be studied at

the e*e"-storage rings LBP and SLC is the precision test of the

electroweak theory /I/. The generally accepted strategy /2/

consists of a measurement of mass M z (and width rz/3/) of the

heavy neutral Z—boson from the energy-dependence of the total

cross-section Gy of the reaction

e*e- — > 1 , Z — > fx*fX-{-i) (1)

around the Z-boson peak:

^ T * y ^ [l + 2v 2HeX+ {v2+ I)2!*!*], (2)

v = 1 - 4 sin2 9 W , (3)

"* = K S-M|*iMzr2
 <4>

In order to ensure the envisaged accuracy of

- 50) MeV (5)

a very good knowledge of the electroweak radiative corrections

(EHRC), among them the large contributions from initial state

radiation of real photons has to be guaranteed /2,4-5/. If

additionally the bean energy E = !/s"/2 and luminosity is under

sufficient control /2/, the physics goal (5) may be envisaged. In

the on-mass-sbel1 renormalization scheme with independent

parameters oi , M z , Myy together with higgs mass M^ and fermion

masses Of one has the constraints

g = e / sin 9 W , (6) - '

sin 2e w = l - M ^ / M ^ , (7)

which allow to express the muon decay constant Gyu >

-S*—_ (1 -A.'
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with Ar being electroweak radiative corrections to muon decay

/6/. For high energy processes ( /s ~ M ? ) the natural coupling

constant is Gp which, additionally, is precisely known. For these

reasons, the use of Cjti instead of ot has been recommended /4/.

This also leads to generally smaller weak loop corrections. As a

consequence, one has to calculate iteratively the weak mixing

angle from the three independent parameters oi. , Gfj , M 2 '•

7 - 37.281 GeV. (9)

Further, in (2) one has to use

K = W err* =0.38894 ("jy ) (10)

He call this approach the modified on mass shell scheme (MOMS) in

contrast to the pure on mass shell scheme (OMS) with independent

parameters oi , M^ , M w and

\ 1

I K = . (11)
2 2

? 16 sin 8 W (1 - sin d w )

; Measuring Mj from (2-4,10) allows to calculate sin 3^ from at. ,

| 6ju, Mj with (9). The weak mixing angle obtained in that way

;? must be confronted with a corresponding sin2 flyy determined from

• an independent measurement: in order to establish a test of the

' theory. For that purpose, after determination of the Z-boson line

shape it is planned to measure some asymmetry at the Z-boson

resonance pole allowing an accuracy of A sin 9 W ~ 0.002 /2/.

' 2. An alternative approach. So far, we have explained in some

-• detail what is recommended as 'the best renormalization scheme'

/4/. Now we shall demonstrate that it may be quite useful and, of

course, correct, to leave the MOMS scheme in favour of the OMS

: scheme when analyzing the Z—boson line shape. As an immediate

• consequence, one deals with three independent fit parameters

(instead of two in the MOMS scheme) because now (oL, M^ , M w )

or equivalently in view of (7) ( oi , Mj , sin 9W) together with
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parametrize the cross-section (2). In that way, a

confrontation of the sin 6yyobtained from the line shape with a

sin 8yy calculated by (9) from M^ obtained in the sane

measurement establishes a very effective and clean test of the

theory. The dependence of the line shape on sin 8yy is

sufficiently strong due to the definition of K in (11) which

makes <T- proportional to the inverse squared sin 6yy •

3. Comparative study of error estimates. In order to get a

feeling on the accuracy which can be expected under realistic

assumptions we performed MINUIT fits for the Z-boson line shape

(2) of reaction (1} comparing the results in the OMS and MOMS

schemes. A luminosity L = 10 / (cm2 • sec) and 100 % efficiency

have been assumed. As proposed in /2/, we used 13 energies in

steps of 2 GeV around i/s = M 2 = 9 3 GeV with t~z - 2.5 GeV and

sin 9 W - 0.23. The results are collected in the Table.

MOMS

AMZ

Arz

OMS

AM2

Af 2

tein©w

AH
stat

13 (29)

16 (37)

14 (32)

16 (41)

.0015 (.0033)

AL
rel.

7

5

7

5

.0005

AL

abs.

1

2

1

2

.0030

AVs*
r e l

< 2

< 2

< 2

< 2

< .0002

abs.

0

A\/s

0

0
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Besides the statistical error AN for 10 days (2 days) of running

at each energy, the Table also contains the error contributions

due to: an uncertainty of the absolute luminosity calibration

A L Q b s - 2 X; the relative luminosity calibration ALre| = 2 %

/10 GeV (linear or quadratic in the energy); the beam energy

spread AVS"rel - 55 MeV (\/s / 100 GeV); an uncertainty of the

absolute energy calibration &sa[,s - 10-^30 MeV. These values

have been taken from /2/.

The following conclusions iaay be derived from the Tuble:

(i) For the MOMS scheme the error estimates of /'?./ are

reproduced; see also /7/.

<ii) In the OMS scheme the additional degree of freedom,

sin Syy, does not considerably enlarge the errors of M ,

and r^ which are strongly correlated with center of gravity

and width of the resonance shape, resp.
2

(iii) The sin 6yy is measured by the absolute height of the

resonance, see (2,11). As a consequence, its error is

dominated by the accuracy of the absolute luminosity

determinati on.

These conclusions are stable against the inclusion of radiative

corrections into the analysis. A determination of sin 8wwith an

absolute error of about 0.003 seems to be possible at LEF I in an

early stage of its operation. This has to be compared with

Asin2 9 W = 0.005 to be expected from CHARM II /8/ studying

neutrino-electron scattering at small s. At the ep-collider

HERA, a A sin 8 W = 0.003 could be determined from the deep

inelastic neutral to charged current cross-section ratio R~

after long term running /9/. A more precise value of tho weak

mixing angle may be obtained from asymmetry measurements at LEF

at the Z-boson resonance: Asin 8yy= 0.002 from the forward-

backward asymmetry ^ca /2/ and the T -lepton polarization Vj

/2,10/. The ultimate approach is a measurement of the inclusive

left-right asymmetry A. at LEP I approaching s i n 8 W < 0.0004

/ll/. This, however, depends on the availability of longitudinal

polarization of the electron beans. Finally we would like to
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stress that the line shape allows a measurement of sin2 8 W from

the overall strength of the weak neutral current coupling (see

(11)). This is complementary to the asymmetry measurements at the

Z-boson peak which measure basically the weak neutral vector

coupling v as defined in (3).

To summarize, a common determination of M^ > ^"j and sin Ĝ y is

possible with good precision from one fit to the Z-boson line

shape in muon production at LEP if one uses the on mass shell

renormalization scheme without secondary modifications.

We would like to thank A.BShm for the suggestion to investigate

the possibility of measuring the weak mixing angle at LEP I

before long term running at the Z-boson resonance. We thank

K. J.Cashmore and M.Jacob for a helpful discussion on beam

parameters and J.BlUmlein for a careful reading of the manuscript

and comments.
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Multisource Model on Hadron-Nucleus
and Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions*

Pan Ji-cai**
Fachbereich Physik der FU Berlin, Berlin, Germany-

Recent heavy-ion programs at CERN SPS provide new opportunity to study the
space-time evolution and the reaction mechanism in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Experi-
mental data on transverse energy/1/ and multiplicity/2/ distributions have become avail-
able. Theoretically it is predicted/3/ that a new phase of matter, quark-gloun plasma,
exists and may be produced in the present 16O and 32S induced reactions. Various signa-
tures are proposed to recognize the formation of such quark-gloun plasma. It is however
still an open question wether the present data show any indication for the formation of
such quark-gluon plasma. On the other hand a lot of competing models are proposed to
understand the data. In order to understand the reaction mechanism and to recognize
the possible formation of quark-gloun plasma it would be instructive to study the present
experimental data systematically, in particular in midrapidity region.

In a recent paper Liu, Meng, Peng and myself studied'4/ the transverse energy and
the electromagnetic part of transverse energy distributions in midrapidity region in the
framework of multisource model and proposed a new kind of scaling — the number of
effective source scaling. It was shown that the geometrical and the stochastical aspects of
multiparticle production in high energy nucleus—nucleus collisions play a dominating rule.

The multisource model is an extension of the proposed statistical model/5'' in luidron-
hadron collisions. To begin with let us recall the basic ideal of the statistical model.

h—h collision: In every high energy non-diffractive hadron-hadron (h-h) collision
the projectile and the target go through each other and lost a considerable part of their
kinetical energies and momenta/5/ and a central system is formed. Each of the hadrons
contributes randomly amount of its kinetical energies to create the central system. In such
events the two hadrons act as two energy sources in forming the central system. It. was
shown/5/ that the probability for the created central system C*(2) to be in the state with
materialization energy E" is given by

<n
where (JS*|2) is the average materialization energy of the central system furmed l>y 2
sources.

h—A collision: In hadron-nucleus (k-A) collision the hadron hits usually more
than one nucleons inside the target along its way. A set of the hit nucloons is call effective
target ( ET ). It is clear that the final results depend on how many nucleuns are hit
and how they interact with the incident hadron. Let U^T be the mimber of nucleons of
the effective target ET and v of them take part in non-diffractivr collisions. In hadron-
hadron collision there are 2 hadrons taken part in non-diffraruvi; collision. The number
of source is 2. In hadron-nucleus collision there are now 1 + u hadron.s taken part in non-
diffractive collisions. We nou: that milv the non-diffractivi colli.-:.m.s have contributions
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to the formation of central system so the number of source is 1 + v. Analogously the
materialization energy distribution of the central system is given/6/ by

(2)

where (E*\\ + v) is the average materialization energy of the system formed by 1 + u
sources.

It was shown/6/ that the contribution from each source is the same, i.e.

where {e*) is the average materialization energy in central system contributed by one
source. The ratio E*/(e.') gives the number of sources if each source contributes the same
amount of materialization energy (e*). So we call the quantity m defined by

m = E;/{e'c) (4)

the number of effective source (NES). By inserting equation 3 and 4 in equation 2 one gets
the so-called NES-distribution for 1 + v sources.

n(m)l + u) = (e*c)Pc(E*c\\ + V) = * m»exp(-m). (5)

The probability of having v non-diffractive collisions in h-ET collision is then given
by a binomial distribution

_ n\VBT-l> (6)

where p is the average probobility for nondifFractive hadron-hadron collisions at the same
incident energy. We note that events with u = 0 have no physical meaning and should be
excluded. Hence the NES-distribution fl(m; b\h, AT) for h — AT collision at a given impact
parameter 6 is:

VET

">i

A—A collision: A nucleus-nucleus (A-A) collision is a simultaneous independent
collisions of a set of EP-ET (effective projecte - effective target) pairs/4'7/ .

Similarly if the number of the nondifFractive collisions in the ith EP-ET pair is ;£,.
the probability for the central system C*(^,) to be in the state with materialization enor/y
E* is given by a NES-distribution Q(m\fii) for /i,- sources in the ith EP-ET pair'4' :

H(m\in) = p ^ ™ * " " 1 exp(-m) (S)

where m = £'/{eJ) is again the number of effective source (NES).
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Let uEPi and VETi he numbers of nucleons in the ith EP and ET respectively, fn be the
number of nucleons taking part in nondiffractive collisions in the ith EP-ET pair. We note
that events with dpi = 0 and an ̂  0 or opi ^ 0 and an = 0 have no physical meaning
and should be excluded. So the probability of having \ii in the ith EP-ET collision is:

fi(jHlvBPi\ VBTXP) = W{jti\"BPi\ "ETiW (1 ~ ?)»«"+''«•'-« (9)

where
,„, , ,, (VEPi + VETi\ (VEPi\ (vETi\ ,

The NES distribution fi(m; 6|i4p; AT) for a collision betweem nuclei with mass number
Ap and AT at a given impact parameter 6 is now :

A VBPi + VE

I £
1=1 Mi—0 (11)

Sum over impact parameter b one gets the final NES-distribution Sl(m| Ap; AT).

ft(m|Ap;Ar)= / fi(m;i|A/»;Ar)27r6d6 (12)
Jo

with 6moi = ro(Ap +AT )• This equation was solved by using a Monte-Carlo program/4/

Comparison with data: Since the transverse energy Et observed in midrapidity
region is the decay product of the central system, it is expected that Et is propotional to

Hier {et) = {Et\/i)/n = ... = {Et\2)/2 is the average transverse energy contributed by each
source. The £{-distribution is now given by

<fcr(Ap, AT)/dE, = l/{et)O(Et/{et)\Ap; AT) (14)

It is an empirical fact that the multiplicity is proportional to the transverse energy in
midrapidity region,so one gets:

where (nu) = {n%\n)/ft = ... = (nv|2}/2 is the average multiplicity contributed by each
source. The multiplicity distribution is given by substituting ncj, and (nu) for Et and (e<)
in equation 14. Similarly one can calculate the electromagnetic part of transverse energy
(J3f'n-)distributions''V. These result in a new kind of scaling-the Number of Effective
Source(NES-) scaling. In fact it was pointed out by Meng/*/ recently that there exists an
equipartition rule in multiparticle production processes. As an example we compare the
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calculated multiplicity distributions with the data observed by WA80 collaboration1'2'' in
rapidity interval 2.< TJ <4.2 at incident energies 60 and 200 GeV/nucleuon in Fig. 1.

60GeV/nucleon

Fig-1 Multiplicity distributions for
16O on C and Au. a) 60 GeV/nucleon
( (nu}=2.7 for 1 6 0-C and 2.4 for 1 6 O-
Au ); b) 200 GeV/nucleon ( <na)=4.3
for 16O-C and 3.8 for 16-Au ).

160 240
nCh

Predict ion for Pb—Pb collision: Based on the systematical study of the acceptance
dependence of transverse energy distribution/9/ in 16O and 32S induced reactions and
taking the facts into account that the detector of NA35 can be placed at the best coverage
for Pb-Pb collision, we expect that the average transverse energy per effective source
is slightly higher that those gotten in the present study. The predicted''9/ transverse
energy distribution for Pb-Pb collision at 180 GeV/nucleon is shown in Fig. 2. One of the
interesting features is that the plateau disappears. The reason for this is that the number of
sources or approximately the number of participants in Pb-Pb collision falls down faster
in small 6 region than those in O-Au. In fact this reflects the AP/AT dependence of
distribution shapes. If Ap/Ar is far away from 1 the number of sources/participants may
change very slow from b = 0 to a relatively large value. This will increase the weights of
large NES ( high Et or nch ) events. In this case a plateau or even a peak at large NES (
high Et or nch ) region may be produced. The energy density ( e ) fluctuations in S-Au
and Pb-Pb collisions at 200 and 180 GeV/nucleon, respectively, are carried out with the
assumption that Bjorken formula/10/ is applicable.

1 dEt

FCTO dy
(16)

In the calculation the formation time r0 is taken to be 1 fm/c and the transverse area F
is taken to be ir(1.2Aj/3fm)2, rapidity y is replaced by pseudorapidity 17. The results are
shown together with that of O-Au in Fig. 3. It is seen that the energy density achievable
in Pb-Pb collision at 180 GeV/nucleon will not be higher that those in the present 18O
and 32S induced reactions, but the interaction volumn increases a lot. The transverse areas
are 28 fin2 for O-Au; 45 fm2 for S-Au and 150 fin2 for Pb-Pb collision. Since the results
shown in Fig. 3 are averaged inside the transverse area F, one should expect that in a
smaller region the energy density may be higher than those shown in Fig. 3, especially
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600 600
E,(GeV)

WOO

Fig.2 Predicted transverse energy
distribution for Pb-Pb collision at 180
GeV/nucleon ( (et) = 2.3 GeV ).

tO 2.0 3.0 40
«(GeV/fmJ)

Fig.3 Energy density distributions
for 16O-Au, 32S-Au and Pb-Pb colli-
sions at 200, 200 and 180 GeV/nucleon
respectively.

in Pb-Pb collision. The e - distribution extended to 3.3 GeV/fm3 for all three re-
actions, O-Au; S-Au; Pb-Pb, shows that the energy densities in high Et or high nch
events have reached the values which are predicted to be required for the formation of
quark-gluon plasma.

Conclusions: We have studied the multiplicity and transverse energy distributions
in midrapidity regions in the framework of multisource model.

The regular behaviour of (et) makes it possible to predict the ̂ -distribution in heav-
ier nuclei induced reactions. In Pb-Pb collision at incident energy 180 GeV/nucleon events
with Et «* 800GeV become obvervable. One of the expected basic features is the dissa-
pearence of the plateau. The other one is that the highest energy densities achievable in
16O+Au, 32S+Au and Pb-Pb collisions are almost the same, only the interaction volume
increases.

* Supported in part by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG Me 470/5-1, 5-2)
** Permanent address: Huazhong Normal University, Wuhan, China
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Drift Velocities for high Non-Ionising
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Abstract

The modification of the equation of motion of a charged particle under the influence

of both non-ionising electric and magnetic fields in common detector gas mixtures,

is proposed and tested. The results could be used for the description of data on

Lorentz angle and prediction of behaviour of drift velocity in high electric field.

These results are suitable for direct implementation in programs for simulation of

drift chamber response.
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Motivation

The Planar and Radial Drift Chambers of the Forward Tracker (FT) for F4

experiment on e-p collider at HERA, will operate with the drift electric field

Eil kV/cm perpendicular to a magnetic field BM.2T and therefore a large deflection

angle of electron drift with respect to the direction of the electric field (i.e.

Lorentz angle a.) is expected: tan C L M .

It is intended to make an extensive simulation of the response of a drift cell

in a magnetic field up to 1.8T, to establish, that there will be no unforseen

problems in the operation of the FT at its ultimate location in the HI detector,

with the expected magnetic field inhomogenity of 8 Bz/B2 £ 0.03 [1-3].

At small electric fields (E £ 1 kV/cm), the Lorentz angle is predicted to follow

tan ot = W B/E = |iO.B (1)
L O

where B is perpendicular to I and Wo = W (E, B=0) is the drift velocity at B=0.

[4-8]. Unfortunately eq (1) does not describe the experimental data for the high

electric fields which are required to operate the FT and for the proposed gas

mixtures. [9-11], [23]. If instead of eq (1) the solution of Langevin equation (5)

for motion of electrons is used to calculate the Lorentz angle, the description of

the experimental data is still not satisfactory. (Aa^/a^ i 0.5). This means, that

the modification of the equation of motion of a charged particle under the influence

of electric and magnetic fields of a standard drift simulation programs [9, 12] will

be necessary.

There are computer programs now available, written by many authors [24-32],

developed on the basis of transport theory [20-22] that allow, in principle, the

calculation of the drift properties in any gas mixture, provided, that the pertinent

electron cross-sections are available for insertion in the program.

Recently, considerable efforts have been made to overcome the various

limitations of the transport theory (multiterm expansion of the distribution

function, ...) even in the case of pure gases, but none cf them has been applied to

the gas mixtures which are of interest here.

He explore the possibility of modifying eq (1) for high non-ionising electric

field, in order to predict the behaviour of the electron swarm in a magnetic field

from data on drift velocity W , at B-0.
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Equations of Motion for Electrons and their Possible Modification

The drift velocity of electrons in a gas is assumed to be entirely determined

by the electric (E) and magnetic field (B) through which the electrons pass.

For B=0, the equation of motion is a set of 2 first order differential

equations:

(x, z) = w (x, z)

(2)

w (x, z) = uo (E). E (x, z)

where \io (E) is called the mobility.

If Bj'O, and T is the time constant, with which atomic collisions randomise the

direction of a charged particle at a time t after being brought to rest by the last

atomic collision:

v _ 3 „ sim (tut)

Vx = m ' V 2 Z a T * J i ^

Vz " m ' V *

where ZIIB, YIIE x B and u = ^ . B is cyclotron frequency [8, 4].

The average velocity between atomic collisions is:

m-x •£

w (x.y.z) = <v> - J" v(t) e T — (A)

o T

Which gives:

^ |i. E x
X (5)
w - |w| - ii. {HE}
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- -1 -II -1 -
where E = E + E , E . B = 0, uB = UT.

The expression OIT may be interpreted as the average number of times a charged

particles spirals around the direction of B, between atomic collisions [8].

For electrons the mobility u is strongly dependent on the electric field E. In the

case of Bj'O only the component of electric field iL parallel to the drift velocity

is assumed to affect the electron mobility [7, 8]. It means that an iterative

procedure is needed to compute the drift velocity w (E, B), since the mobility may

be a function of the direction w.

u = M (Ew, B=0); Ew = E.w/w (6)

In this approach it is possible to improve the description of available

experimental data but the improvement is still not very satisfactory (Adj/a. "v.

0.2).

Another possible modification of eq (5), which was extensively discussed in

the literature for UT<<1 [15-17, 22] comes from the expression

wM = *(E)V = |. ̂ - = f. tan aL (7)

where w,, is "magnetic drift velocity" [13]

and \|i is "magnetic deflection coefficient". [15, 22].

There is a whole series of publications concerned with the dependence of the

deflection angle a, and average drift velocity w on E and B, starting with works of

Townsend [13] up to the most recent [15-22]. Huxley [17] showed that the transport

coefficients w, tan a, = wvw are related by eq (7). An extensive experimental

investigation of magnetic deflection in weak magnetic field B, for which tan a. <<1

was undertaken by Jory [16], The diraensionless coefficient if>(E) (sensitive to the

variation of the momentum transfer cross section a , with electron energy and to the

form of the energy distribution function f) can be calculated quite precisely in the

region tan a.<<l, and may be used to interpret the macroscopic behaviour of electron

swarm in terms of microscopic collision processes [16].
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* . J - r" -»— ^ ^ dv/T - ^ - * ^ dv (8)
4tr 0 ^ ( v ) d v 0 q m ( v ) d v0 ^ ( v ) d v 0

for tan aL
<<:1> V"'^> f<v)=exp(-(v/a)n), ni.4+2r

The eq (5) should be replaced then by

w = u.HE

HE = E11 + E^/d + u»t>) + *(E).u.E x B/(l + «I»T») (9)
z x

E
x

Let us use eq (9) instead of eq (6) as the definition of an "effective" field

E e f f = HE, and calculate the absolute value of drift velocity w. using the iterative

procedure, for the case

wd = u(HE, B=O).HE (u) (10)

If we simultaneously decouple the constraints in eq (5, 9):

WT = uB in the simplest possible way:

UT = Pj.B + P,.uB (11)

the description of experimental data (by adjusting the parameters Fl, P2; \p) can be

improved dramatically. It offers the possibility of fitting precisely the

experimental data for a. (E, B=B ) and of predicting the other parameters
I* exp

characterising the behaviour of the electron in a drift chamber (w, UT, E „..

The Determination of the Parameters P,. P?; >t

We present the results obtained by fitting the experimental or calculated data /, \

for the 3 gas mixtures: (1) Ar 50% C,H6 50%, (2) Ar 50% C,H6 50% bubbled through £ j,

ethyl alcohol at fixed temperature t = -7.2°C, (3) Ar 90% C,H, 8.5% methylal 1.5%. ^

which has recently been measured [7, 10]. In the same manner as for experimental ':. . '

data, we used the results of calculations (WQ and tan a.) for gas mixtures (1) [29] ;

and (3) [33].
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The parameters p,, p,; V which minimise

X» - I [tan o f * (E.) - *. (u.B)P X 10* (12)
i-1 L *

for 0.5 s E. 5 2. [kV/cm] are presented in Table 1.

The errors AP. in parameters correspond to M).3% uncertainty in input data for

tan CL are slightly underestimated. The fitted values for $ determined from

experimental data are consistent (within 3o.) with ^ = 1, see table 1.

The fitted values for parameters P. determined from data on gas mixtures 1-3

at different values of magnetic field 0.5 4 B s 1.6T are almost the same, close to

the values: pt = 0.5, p, = 0.8, ^ = 1.

Figs 1 a, b show the results for parameters from Table 1 - line 2, together

with experimental data on w (E, B»0) and tan a. (E, B) for the following

quantities:

1) 8 tana***

2) • u.B

3) 7 WT

4) 6 W ^ - 1.5

5) i H - 1.5

E e f f

A comparison of fitted and measured or calculated data in the region of low E

£0.5 kv/cra show that an improvement in the precision of input data for w (E) seems

to be necessary.

Conclusion

The equation of motion of a charged particle under the influence of both

electric and magnetic field used in self-consistent way, after a simple modification

is able to describe the available data on Lorentz angles and to predict the

dependence on applied external fields many other quantities such w v., K , E ...
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TABLE 1

The results of the fit for parameters Pt, Pa, ̂>

for 3 gas mixtures: (1) Ar 50% CaH, 50%

(2) (1) + Ethyl alcohol t f r i d g e - -7.2%

(3) Ar 90% + C,H, 8.5% + CH,(0CH,)2 1.5%.

GAS

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.31

0.35

0.565

0.517

0.497

0.382

0.329

0.304

0.338

0.305

0.464

0.44

0.249

0.270

0.325

0.76

AP,

.01

.05

.07

.01

.02

.1

.1

.2

.03

.4

.01

P,

0.854

0.828

0.780

0.795

0.86

0.897

0.736

0.798

0.743

0.843

0.574

0.782

0.842

0.820

0.676

0.47

AP2

.01

.03

.02

.02

.2

.2

.3

.04

.2

.01

1.094

1.

0.935

1.

0.957

1.

1.04

1.

1.06

1.

1.129

1.

1.25

1.

1.49

1.

A*

.03

.12

.01

.1

.1

.13

.13

.5

X*

36.

50.

2.9

3.8

1.7

1.7

20.

46.

4.3

56.

5.

63.

7.3

290.

4.4

7.0

K

10

10

10

10

10

10

11

11

12

10

10

12

12

B[T]

1.5

1.0

0.5

1.5

1.35

1.0

1.6

0.8
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ENTROPY SCALING - EVOLUTION OF PARTON SHOWERS OB (THERMO)DYNAMICS?
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A year ago a new type of scaling law has been introduced into

realm of multiparticle production processes - entropy scaling /I/.

A standard way of studying nultiplicity distributions (MS) of pro-

duced particles is extracting of statistical moments of MD and

than to look how fo they change with energy and/or with the width

of the rapidity window ( y|<yc- A fruitful concept, concerning the

energy dependence of MDS the KNO-scaling /2/, stayed with us from

1973 through the whole ISR region. Later on its violation at the

SppS collider has forced us to reconsider the energy dependence of

<n*> once again. What has come out of this may be called a negati-

ve binomial (NBD) universality /3/, followed by its compound

Poiason interpretation /4,5/.

.Our approach /I,6/ developed also by others 77-11/, consists

in using instead of the moments, the entropy of MO of charged

particles P(n):

S =-£p(n)-lnP(n) (1)
-?«•.

to' predict the energy and yc evolutior. of particle production pro-

cesses. This concept has not only once again shown how rich the

eapirical properties of MD are but also has raised questions con-

cerning physical interpretation of observed regularities in entro-

py S (shown in fig. 1) and briefly summarized in the following

statements:

S A M = (.417 + .009) ; XH * In [(|/a - 2MN)/mJr ] (2)
For symmetric rapidity intervals y a scaling

S/Xu = F (f * yc/v.M) (3)

i s observed for pp/pp interactions at /s = 22 - 900 GeV. Univer-
sal bound

S - ln(< n ? / 2 ) i l (4)
could be derived from identity

S • ln<n> - (1/2) Ifit) In y- (a) dz (5)

substituing for KNO function «f>(z) - exp(-2z) corresponding to the

maximal entropy.
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In statistical Mechanics the entropy is used to measure the

number of degrees of freedom of the aysten. For nonequilibrium

processes changes in entropy are supposed to reflect a systematic

evolution towards a more random state. To achieve this the full

density matrix f is replaced by a "coarse grained'density matrix

<•>„ which reflects only those features of the system actually

accessible to an experimentalist. The evolution of this reduced

density matrix fK is thus not an integral of the motion. Because

<n> is a monotonous function of y we can use y as a natural

evolution parameter. Our"coarse graining*corresponds to the repla-

cement of full density matrix 9 by MD of charged particles. Off

diagonal elements, neutral sector and particles momenta are thus

integrated over. To estimate entropy leakage due to momentum in-

tegration we assume that the semiinclusive distribution factorizes

P(n,px,y) * P(nJP(px)P(y), hence the corresponding entropy

S^SJJ+S^+S . For large energy SJ~ln<pi> , S ~ln(YM> and entropy Sn

due to fluctuation in particle number dominates.

Contrary to the statistical moments the entropy of P(n) reve-

als a great deal of symmetry with respect to distortion of scale

n; insertion of zero points on this scale or mutual permutation

of different multiplicity bins can influence both the shape and

statistical moments, but not the entropy. In particular the entro-

pies calculated from charged particles, negative ones and from

produced pairs (+-) are the same. This ambiguity is no longer va-

lid in smaller yQ region where the following relations hold

S+(yc) • S"(yc) ̂  S(yc) > S-(yc) (6)

If no correlations between t positive and negative particles are
present S(ye) • S

+(yc) + S
+(yc), while S(yc = *„) = S"(yc=Yy) due

to charge conservation in the full phase space. In the small cent-
ral yc windows where leading charge contribution can be neglected
S+(yc) = S"(yc).

The evolution of charged particle's entropy S in terms of re-
duced rapidity f * yc/3f is presented in fig. lb. Scaling S/YM=F(f)
observed at^= 1 (seen also in fig. la) seems to be approximately
valid also for f< •15. Outside this region noticeable deviations
are observed. Moreover for f>.5 entropy starts to decline to
reach its full phase space value. If particles are produced via
neutral clusters consisting of two opposite charged hsdrons, the
scaling violation can be restored. This is equivalent to entropy
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calculated from negative particles only. More important: we scale

off the two particle short range correlations, which are known to

be practically energy independent /I2/ and hence break the entropy

scaling. Another approach to restore the scaling for charged par-

ticles directly has been suggested in /ll/ where the scaling vari-

able used is<n(yc) >/<n(YM)> instead of f.

The multiplicity distributions of pairs (clusters) P(N), ser-

ving as an input for the evalu ation of entropies S were estimated

from MD of charged particles P(n) using following assumptions: the

form of P(N) does not change when going from YM into a smaller

windows and can be described by NBD. Its parameters N , k can

be extracted from the moments of MD of charged particles P(n),

which in this case take the form:

P(n) = Q(n)(w=O)/n • Q<T>1 (w=l)=<n(n-l)... (n-l+l)> (-7)

Q ( n )(w) = Q(w)

where n-th derivative of generating function ,_ *

Q ( n )( £ i ) f
with

a,, + ctjj (7b)

where a^ is the probability that i charged particles forming the

cluster are observed at window y Q. Let us note that different y

dependence of a^(and values of a^) are responsible for seen even-

odd fluctuations of P(n). Cutting of pairs produces additional

(nonscaling) contribution to the charged particle entropy, hence

excess of S over S* (fig. lb).

The rapid increase of S in the central region contrasts with

the isentropic evolution in the fragmentation region (̂  •> .5)

where <»> still increases. This reflects the fact that the two

and more parametric distributions, like NBD, allow the compensat-

ion by change of shape with increase of average particle number.

For instance, decay of a cluster into two particles does not chan-

ge the entropy.

The observation that the central region is the richest source

of entropy production finds its further support in another empiri-

cal regularity: for }V.25 the entropy of the geometrical distribut-

ion

S = 1«<N>+ (*N>+ 1) ln ( l + 1/<N> ) (8)

is a reasonable approximation of the data. Knowing that among all

MD with <M> fixed maximal entropy is reached for this distribution

we hart entropy saturation in the central region. Together with
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entropy sealing (3), (8) has been used to predict the energy de-
pendence of the particle density /2 ,8 ,9 / in central region. Start-
ing from

dS/dyc = ln(l+V<N> ) d<N>/dy = F'( f ) (9)

which is useful for interpretation of entropy scaling in the fra-
mework of parton branching processes /4,13-15/• From (9) we have

dP(N)/dyc = (dP(N)/d<N>)[F'(T)/ln (1+1AN>)] (10)
where

dP(N)/d<N> = [1/(1+<N>)3 [((N-1/(1+1/<R>))P(N-1)-NP(N)] (11)

For<N>X>l the evolution eq. (11 ) takes the form

dP(N)/dy = F ' ( f ) f(N-l P(N-l) - NP(N)] (lln)

Eq.(9) is also the generalized birth equation /17/ in which, how-

ever, dependence of the branching rate /V_(t) on its evolution

parameter t takes the scale invariant form Ao(t/tm__). In the

case of parton branching one has to put t=ye /14/, tmax = Y.M and

A 2 = F'( f ).
While the parton branching processes correspond to the micro-

scopic description of nonequilibrium evolution of multipartide

system in rapidity space, Feynman-Wilson fluid analog may be

viewed as its macroscopic counterpart. It relies on the analogy

between statistical properties of (one dimensional) fluid contain-

ed inside finite volume and distribution of produced particles in

rapidity space. Extensive character of both the volume y and the

entropy S guarantees that S is a homogeneous function of volume

yc: S(Ayc) = As(y c). Taking X * 1AM» entropy scaling follows

immediately. Since S is rapidly changing during expansion of the

multiparton system in rapidity space we do not expect ordinary re-

lations of equilibrium thermodynamics between the entropy and the

volume, until yc
=*M is reached. As energy is not included in the

list of extensive parameters of F.-W. fluid corresponding intensi-

ve parameter k6T can be chosen to be unity /16/. Thus the entro-

pies of massless Boltzman and Bose-Einstein gases contained in the

final (equilibrium) volume Y. take the following form:
SBol = <4/?rl)¥ = »4O5 *M (12)

SB-E = (2 wi/45)Y = .438 *H (13)

It is interesting to observe that both coefficients relating S
and Yn are (at least for kBT = 1) not far from our experimental
value (2).
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Finally, let us turn to the entropy production in hadron-

nucleus collisions. In addition to the case of hh inelastic inter-

actions an extra contribution to the entropy of negative particles

comes from fluctuating number of participating nucleons. Since the

later are supposed to be practically energy independent, we expect

the ratio Sj./S^to be energy independent too. This is illustrated

in fig. 2 over surprisingly large energy scale. Straight line

corresponds to the fit

SKA = S h h [(.97 ± .03) + (.085 ± .003)lnA] (13)
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LIPATOV'S QCD POMERON AND SppS DATA ON THE PHASE

OF pp ELASTIC SCATTSRING

B.Z.Kopeliovlch, N.N.Nikolaev,* I.K.Potashnikova

Joint Institute lor Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

A b s t r a c t

An analysis' " of the cosmic ray data a on oabs(pAlr) has

lead to the conclusion that otot(pp) rises steeply beyond

vs = 1 TeV, which nicely agrees with predictions of Llpatov's QGD

Pomeron(/*/ . A large, positive phase of the forward p(p)p

scattering amplitude Implied by this rapid rise of o t o t(pp), is

shown to fit perfectly the recent SppS data/o/ on

p- = ReF- (t=O)/ImP- (t=0).Predictions for o"tot(PP> and p- at

Tevatron, •§ = 1.8 TeV, are presented: <Jtot(pp) = 85*95 mb and

* I.D.Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 142 432

Chernogolovka. Moscow Region, USSR
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1. INTRODUCTION

By virtue of the dispersion relations the ratio p =

ReF(t=O)/ImF(t=O) for the forward elastic scattering amplitude is

sensitive to the energy dependence of o t o t = ImP(t=O) at energies

higher than that p is measured at. QCD predicts a very specific

structure of the Pomeron. Namely, In the perturbatlve QCD, Pomeron

was found /4/ to be a series of poles In the complex angular

momentum plane at 1 O ^ 1 + A which accumulate at J = 1,

rather than a single Isolated pole at 3 > 1, since long supposed

In the conventional phenomenology of the diffraction scattering of

hadrons/6/.

Obviously, the higher the energy the bigger is a relative

contribution to the total cross section of the rightmost

singularity In the d-plane, which rises like E J~ 1, so that the

"center of gravity" of Lipatov's Pomeron moves to higher 3 with

rising energy.** In the recent paper/1/ by the authors a strong

evidence for the QCD suggested asymptotics of p(p)p scattering has

been Inferred from an analysis of the Akeno/C/ and Ply's

*̂  Retrospective view at °tot(P(P)P)
 ys* e n e r8y is very

Instructive: otot(pp) has been decreasing at BNL-CERN PS energies,

which has been attributed to the secondary Regge poles. With

secondary poles still alive, at Serpukhov came the first surprise,

flattening of otot(pp) (A=O), followed by a still bigger surprise

- steep rise of o"tot(pp) from Serpukhov to ISR -, which gave rise

to a supercritical Pomeron with Intercept A = J - 1 = 0.07/6/.

However, as an extrapolation of that fit up to SppS grossly

underestimates otot(pp), the SppS data call for still bigger A
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Eye/3/ data on absorption of the superhlgh energy cosmic ray

protons In the Earth atmosphere. The corollary of this analysis

was a prediction of still steeper rise of o"tot(pp) beyond

Vs = 1 TeV. Typical prediction for Tevatron, vs=1.8 TeV, Is

Otot^P) = 85*95 mb-/1/

Obviously, the steeper the rise of otot(pp), the bigger, and

positive, is p= . In this paper we present predictions of
/A./ —

Lipatov's QCD Pomeron'*' for the phase of pp forward scattering

amplitude at SppS - Tevatron and beyond. Our principal conclusion

is that recent flnding/5/that p= = + 0.24+0.04 at Vs = 540 GeV is

still another evidence for the QCD pomeron.

2. QCD POMEROH AND IIS UNIZARIZATION

The lowest order, two-gluon exchange, QCD perturbation

diagram corresponds to a fixed singularity at 3 = 1 and constant

o"tot. The 2G amplitude can be computed explicitly In terms of the

wave functions of Interacting hadrons and, remarkably, it

reproduces well the absolute value of ot t in NN, icN and KN

scattering at moderate energies''7'. The higher order QCD

perturbation theory diagrams give rise to poles at 1 < 3 < 1 + A,

which accumulate at 3=1. Incidentally, the semihard gluons of

rungs of the higher order gluon multlproductlon diagrams do

precisely correspond to the so-called mlnldets. As it was

explained above, relative contributions of different poles depend

on energy as exp[6(;M)], where I = log(s/so) - iic/2, s = 2 m-E,

s o = 1 (GeV/c)
2.

A crude approximation to a complete QCD phenomenology of the
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soft hadronlc scattering at high energy Is a two-pole Pomeron

exchange amplitude:

exp(A? - a

Here ^ ( q ) and hjp(q*) are residues or the two-gluon exchange and

of the effective singularity at 3 - 1 = A > 0. Llpatov's QCD

Pomeron possesses specific conformal properties In the Impact

parameter space, and the residues are basically determined by the

quark wave functions of the colliding hadrons. In view of that,

hgO(5) and hp(<i) are expected to have similar ^-dependence, so

that we simply put

R = hgG(5)/hjp($) = const (2)

The 2G amplitude gives a correct description of hN

amplitudes at moderate energies. Technically, it is the driving

term that generates the IP amplitude too. That is true for the

perturbative domain of large q*2 and as(q*
2) « 1. However, there

are no reliable prescriptions how to extrapolae the perturbative

amplitudes down to iJ2=0 we are mainly Interested In. Por this

reason we regard R and A as free parameters. Besides, as 2G and IP

terms In (1) do rather comprise contributions of many

singularities in the J-plane, we take simple Gaussian

parametrization hgG(<i) = o2(Jexp [-1/2 B oq^].

In the conventional single-pole model''67 the Intercept A

defined as A = d lo« f(£.q" = O)/dg Is a constant. The two-pole

approximation (1) results in A e f t = A/(1+R exp[-A£]), which rises
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with energy, what Is a major novel feature of the QCD Pomeron.

The resulting partial wave amplitude In the impact parameter

representation

! exp(-l 5 B:
(8)

where En = B + 2af, £ , overshoots the unitarity bound uTb) $ 1
IT O 1r

at high energies, when A| » 1. The unitarity is restored summing

up the elKonal s-channel multipomeron diagrams:

F(B) = 1 - exp(-u(6)l (4)

The complete unltarized amplitude is affected by Inelastic

shadowing (IS) coming from the diffraction dissociation (DD)

transitions like h -• h* •* h. A convenient approach to IS is a

method of the diffraction scattering elgenstates (DSE) which can

be summarized as follows./8»9/ Diffraction scattering elgenstates

|a> do diagonalize the diffraction amplitude P: <P|P|a> =
paea6. Tne real n a d r o n s» the mass matrix elgenstates, are

superpositions of DSE: |h> = 2 a C^|a> , so that

<h|P|h> = S a |c£|
2Fa<B) = < Pa(B) >a =

1 - < expt-UgtB)] >a (5)

A more realistic model should allow for DD of both

projectile and target. In view of factorization of residues, one
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can write u^fB) = gggoUfB) , where g^, gg are relative residues

of fa>|p> scattering, normalized by < g^ >a = < go >a = 1. Then,

the net result of IS Is that the v-pomeron exchange amplitude

<* u(B)v will be enhanced by a factor Ky = < g^>a< 8Q;>Q • where

<gv> =(1 + Ag) v =

d/3!)v(v - 1)(v - 2)<Ag3> + ... (6)

Here dg = g - <g> = g - 1 and for the sake of brevity we have

suppressed the eigenvalue Indices.

One can relate <Ag2> to the inclusive forward DD cross

section:

We notice that <Agv> Is an energy-Independent factor. In what

follows we only retain terms « <Ag2>, borrowing <A^> = 0.35

from an analysls/10/ of IS In pD and pa scattering. The effects of

higher order moments were estimated In Refs.9-11 and found to be

much smaller than the leading IS correction « <Ag2>. Proper

allowance for IS corrections Is Important mostly In determination

of the proton-proton cross sections from the proton-Air absorption

cross section data (for details see Refs. 1,11).

3. TOtAL GROSS SKfXOR AMD p- AT SUPBtUGH BURGIES

We have fitted the accelerator data/12/ on otot(pp) and pp

diffraction slope at |t| = 0.02 (GeV/c)2 above E=100 GeV,
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Including the SppS data/*3/, adding in the Regge term oR/Vs on

top of the Pomeron cross section. We have assumed the conventional

Regge-like vanishing Ao"tot = otot(pp) - °"tot^PP*
 = 7 O s ~ ° * 5 6 rab« so

that at SppS and beyond 0
t ot

(P p ) = CT—(PP>- Tne

parameters are cited in the Table 1.

Table 1.

Sets of fitted parameters of the bare QCD Pomeron at different
choices of the ratio R and Intercept A.

R

36

8

0

A

0.32

0.22

0.097

mb
48.7

37.9

28.7**

(GeV/C)2

10.15

9.88

8.87

(GeV/c)~2

0.105

0.132

0.141

aR
mb
8.3

31.5

65.0

»)
This entry for the single-pole fit Is the residue of the pole

at 3 = 1 + A .

R and A are very strongly correlated and cannot be fixed

uniquely. The R - A correlation Is shown in Pig. 1 . The entries

In the Table correspond to fits with fixed R. The case of R = 0

Is Inconsistent with the QCD pattern of the Pomeron and is

retained here Just for purposes of comparison with the

old-fashioned single-pole Pomeron models.

The resulting predictions for otot(pp) are shown in Plg.2.

The Akeno /2/ amd Ply's Eye /3/ data points, plotted in Pig. 2.

were obtained by us In Ref. 1. We warn the readers that the often
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quoted In the literature previous determinations'3'14/ of

otot(pp) from the same cosmic ray data
 /2*3/ on oabs(pAlr) are

I quite wrong (for more details see Ref. 1) . The cosmic ray data do

obviously favour hlgh-A fits with A > 0.2.

In order to fit the FNAL-SPS-ISR-SppS data on otot(PP) In

the single-pole, R-0, approximation one needs A = 0.09? (see the

Table 1 ) vs. A = 0.07 fit to the FNAL-SPS-ISR energy range, but

even so enlarged A = 0.097 grossly undershoots the cosmic ray

data points /2t3/ (see Plg.2).

One could constrain A much better at Tevatron. Our

prediction for o"tot(pp) vs. A at Tevatron, vs = 1.8 TeV, is shown

In Flg.3. The predicted total cross section Is a rather steep

function of the intercept A . Typical QGD expectation is 85-95 mb.

The further test of the QCD Poraeron is provided by the phase

of the forward scattering amplitude. Namely, the steeper the rise

of o t o t(pp), the bigger and positive, Is p=p. Our predictions for

p p and p p D at ISR and beyond (Pig.4) included the terms pR

coming from the Hegge component in <Jtot(pp) sxid the above

specified crossing-odd difference of ot.ot(pp) and o t o t(pp).

The single pole fit, R=0, predicts p=n •-- 0.12 at vs-540

GeV, half of the experimental value p p p = +0.24 ^' Llpatov's QCD

Pomeron predicts from Ppp = 0.16 with R=8, A = ..'2 up to

p p - 0.21 with R-36, A - Q.32. We conclude that the recent data

on p^p do corroborate ^ur conclusion of 1986 / / on a steep rise

of the pp total CJT.SE section and, consequently, QCD

•_. i asymptotlcs of thd alffraction scattering of haitroiV.

Recently Leader aJso oonciadea/1':/' that if cv.f<,p\,

otot(pp) then with ulaualble ar^'ttyc f



102 10* 104

s/S(GeV)

0.2

0.1
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forward p(p)p amplitude the result /5//requires p-p cross section

of 85-95 mb at Tevatron Vs = 1.8 GeV.

One more comment on p-p Is In. order. QCD Pomeron predicts

slow increase of p-p by Ap = 0.01-0.02 from Va = 540 GeV at SppS

to V§ = 1.8 TeV at Tevatron (Fig.4).

Our approach was a conservative one, assuming the

conventional Regge-like vanishing difference of pp and pp total

cross sections. The novel feature of QCD is a possibility of the

so-called odderon, the crossing-odd singularity at 1=\ "". Such

an odderon might give a nonvanishlng contribution to p=p and

pp., particularly to p=_ - p__. However, according to

the perturbative QCD estimations / 1 ° / , odderon's residue at t=0

is numerically very small and the odderon can safely be neglected

for purposes of the present analysis.
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Figure captions:

Plg.1- A dependence of the Intercept A on the parameter R.

Flg.2 - The energy dependnce of the pp total cross section

versus the Intercept A :

solid curve - A = 0.32, R = 36;

dashed curve - A = 0.22, R = 8;

dotted line - A = 0.097, R = 0.

Shown also are the fitted accelerator data/u:/ on

atot(pp), the SppS data"o/ on o"tot(pp> and the values

of otot(pp) determined by us / 1 / from the Akeno/2/and

Ply's Eye data on absorption of protons In the Earth

atmosphere.

.3 - Predictions of the pp total cross section at the

Permllab Collider vs. the Intercept A .

fig.4 - The energy dependence of the ratio p =

ReP(t=O)/ImP(t=O) for tlte pp (solid curve) and pp

(dashed curve) forward elastic scattering amplitude.

Shown also are the SppS result/5/ and the lower energy

data compiled by Camllllerl/15/
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NEW VECTOR AND AXIAL - VECTOR RESONANCES
FROM A STRONGLY INTERACTING ELECTROWEAK SECTOR

D. Dominici

Dipartimento di Fisica Teorica e S.M.S.A., Univ. di Salerno, 1-84100 Salerno
Italy

I.N.F.N., Sezione di Firenze, 1-50125 Firenze, Italy

ABSTRACT

A model which provides an effective lagrangian description of the standard
model of electroweak interactions when the mass of the Higgs is greater than the
tree level unitarity limit Me ~ 1 Tev is reviewed. The model can alternatively
be seen as a different way of realizing the electroweak symmetry breaking, in a
non-linear rather than in a linear way. A conjecture is made that vector and
axial-vector bound states originate from such & strong interaction of Higgs and
longitudinal W and Z. As a consequence of the non-linearity of the representation
vector bosons acquire mass and no golstone is left in the spectrum. The parameters
of the new resonances are already constrained by mw,mz and neutrino-nucleon
deep inelastic scattering. High energy tests at e+e~ machines and proton colliders
are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known 1)>2) that if the mass of the Higgs in the Glashow - Wc.inberg - Salam
model is higher than 1 Tev then the sector of Higgs and longitudinal gauge bosons
becomes strong interacting.

There has been recently a great effort in this direction 3)<*)>s)<e), with special empha-
sis with the phenomenological aspects connected with the future proton-proton collider
physics .

The aim of this talk is to review theoretical and phenomenological aspects of a
model 7' which can be thought as an effective lagrangian description of the standard
model when the Higgs mass becomes higher than 1 Tev and the Higgs sector becomes
strongly interacting. The model can be regarded also as an alternative way of realizing
the symmetry breaking (in a non-linear rather than in a linear way). In this formulation
no physical Higgs appears in the spectrum.

Let us now review briefly the bounds on the standard model from partial wave
unitarity 2). We consider the standard model when mH > > mw,rnz. In this regime
the dominant decay modes are H —* W+W~ ,ZZ with an enhancement of longitudi-
nal modes. The amplitudes which are relevant to partial wave unitarity are the ones
involving longitudinal vector bosons and Higgs. For instance at tree level we have

Defining the partial wave expansion in the usual way

T(a,t) = 1 6 J T £ ( 2 J + l)aj{s)Pj(cos8)
j

and considering the 0"»-order partial wave for s » m^j,Tn^ we get

GFm2
H

Elastic unitarity condition |ao | < 1 gives a bound on ma. Considering all the possible
channels this bound turns out to be
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When mH is higher than this value , partial wave unitarity is violated at tree level
and higher order graphs become important to restore it. When mH is higher than this
threshold value you can ask at which energy the violation of unitarity start to show up.
The answer is found by computing again the relevant tree level amplitudes in the limit
m]f » s » mjy and turns out to be a > ae ~ (1.8 Teti)2.

We have recently studied 8) how these bounds change in models with two doublets
or two doublets and one singlet. An illustrative case is shown as example in Fig. 1.

In conclusion if the Higgs mass is high enough the sector of longitudinal vector
bosons becomes strong interacting and formation of resonances is expected. Scalar
resonances were already studied some time ago 3)>*) and in Fig. 2 the position of the
pole of the resonance is displayed.

An effective lagrangian describing J=l resonances was proposed in 7). The main
interest of new possible vector bound states comes from their phenomenological interest.
As they have the same quantum numbers of 7 , W and Z, they would modify the
standard vector boson mixing scheme and in particular influence the phenomenology of
W and Z, by observable deviations from the standard theory behaviour 9). Also such
bound states would be accessible in higher energy experiments feasible with already
existing or future machines (see ref.10) for what concerns LEP).

We have recently extended the model to include also axial-vector resonances u ) .
The aim of the talk will be to present an extensive phenomenological analysis of this
model.

2. STRONG INTERACTING HIGGS

The Higgs lagrangian of the G-W-S theory can be expressed, using the matrix

»'*{?. S
as

where / ~ 250 Gev is the vacuum expectation value of the scalar field and

D^M = d^M + W^M - MYp, (2.3)
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» M
 T- (2.4)

For vanishing gauge couplings g = g' = 0 the lagrangian is invariant under the
SU(2)L ® 517(2)j, transformation

M - VLMV^ (2.5)

The potential has a minimum for AftM = f2 implying < M(x) > = / and a sponta-
neous breaking of 517(2) L ® SU{2) R to 517(2)v. When the gauged model is considered,
the goldstone bosons are eaten up by the gauge bosons which become massive.

We want to investigate this model in a different regime, when the perturbative
mass of the Higgs becomes large. Following Appelquist et al12) we perform the limit
MH —> oo in the generating functional so that the constraint AftM = f2 appears and
we are left with the non linear a-model lagrangian

L = i/2Tr(DMU)(D*U)t (2.6)

where we define U = M/f satisfying

= 1 (2.7)

In conclusion the Higgs particle disappears from the theory; however it is not
completely decoupled since the remaining effective theory is not renormalizable. When
computing at one loop level divergences appear which require new counter terms. In the
non linear model the mass of the Higgs plays the role of the cutoff 1 2) .

3. HIDDEN SYMMETRY IN THE G-W-S THEORY

The nonlinear a-model obtained in section 2 in the limit of a large Higgs mass has
a quotient space SU(2)L ® SU(2)R/SU(2)V. It is known that a non-linear tr-model
can be linearly reformulated by introducing explicit gauge boson degrees of freedom ,
corresponding to a hidden local symmetry 13'.

We will reformulate the nonlinear er-model obtained in section 2 in the limit of a
large Higgs mass in this way.

We introduce local group elements L(x), R{x) belonging to SU(2)L and SU(2)R

respectively and which transform as

)t R(x)-+gRR{x) (3.1)
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under a global transformation of 5(7(2) L ® SU(2)R and as

L(z) ^ L(x)h(x), R(x) -» £(*)&(*), (3.2)

under the local 51/(2)v . We introduce a new triplet of gauge bosons associated to
the hidden symmetry and we construct the more general lagrangian up second order
derivatives invariant under SU(2)L ® SU(2)R ® SU(2)V. We obtain

£ = - i / 2 [TrfL^L - R^^R)2 + aTt{VdMl + R ^ R + 2VM)2]

where a is an arbitrary parameter and Vj, is the gauge boson associated to the hidden
SU(2)V symmetry. At the classical level V̂  is an auxiliary field and after its elimi-
nation we recover the lagrangian (2.6). Extrapolating what is known from non-linear
cr-model in two dimensions 14>, we will make the assumption that the gauge bosons of
the hidden symmetry become dynamical. After the gauging of SU(2)L ® U(1)Y we get
the lagrangian

£ = - I / * [Tr(LfDj;L - R*D£R)

+kin. terms for

fp L L V , D ^ R = d l i R + Y / l R R V , (3.3)

where y , = iY^,W^ = iW™ • f ,y .

The lagrangian (3.3) describes the interaction of the vector bosons V ,̂ W^, Y^ and
the scalar fields L, R. All the gauge bosons, apart from the photon, become massive,
absorbing the scalar degrees of freedom. This can be seen by performing the gauge
transformation

V<°> = R*VR + RtdR (3.4)

where 0 = Rtf. We get

£ = - j / 2 [iV(W - Y)2 + «Tr(W + Y - 2V)»] + kin.terms for W,Y,V. (3.5)

After mass matrix diagonalization one can get the new expressions for MW,MZ

masses and the masses of the new gauge bosons. The same mixing mass matrices
allow to study also the fennion couplings and derive an effective charged and neutral
low-energy effective hamiltonian.

The model has been recently extended to include also axial-vector bound states
and the phenomenological analysis I will present refers to such extension n>.
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4. LOW ENERGY A N D FUTURE e+e~ TESTS

In the present Section we will review the predictions of the model.

The low-energy tests refer essentially to:
(i) - the measurement of the weak mixing angle characterizing the neutral current ef-
fective lagrangian, extracted from the ratio:

(ii) - the measurement of the vector boson masses at the SppS collider, giving:

mw = 80.9 ±1.4 GeV (4.2)

mz = 92.1 ± 1.8 GeV (4.3)

In our analysis, the value of the weak mixing angle derived from Rv, together with the
Fermi constant GF and the fine structure constant a at g2 = 0, is used as input for the
prediction of the mw and mz values, which in turn are compared to the experimental
intervals given in (4.2-4.3). This procedure results in a limitation on the parameter
space of the model, which we will discuss later on.

We will present the results by comparing three limiting situations: a vector limit
(referred to as the model V) obtained decoupling completely the axial resonance, an
axial limit (denoted as model A) obtained decoupling totally the vector resonance, and
a degenerate case (model D) where the vector and axial resonance are present with same
coupling constants and masses my ~ mA ~ m, gv ~ gA ~ g".

For what concerns the already existing tests (the knowledge of mw and mz), this
turns out in a limit almost independent of the mass of the gauge particles and which
constrains g/gv {.g/g^) to be less than .20 (.10) in the V( A) case. The D model is much
less constrained.

On the other hand, the high-energy, still to be performed, tests we have chosen
refer to e+e~ experiments at LEP/SLC.

The analysis will be based on the following observables:

a)

b)

c)

d)

«)

{mw/mz)
T(Z - • l+l-

AFB ~*M " »P(

4«+e~-»/«'l>~ p

ALR >re

)

= 0.5

= 0.5

at mz

at mz

at y/a

a.ty/a

at -i/a

= 92.1 GeV

= 92.1 GeV

= 92.1 GeV

= 92.1 GeV

= 92.1 GeK (4.4)
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where T(Z -*l+l~) is the 2-width into charged leptons, AFB and ALR are the forward-
backward and left-right asymmetries defined as in 10> and Pt is the degree of longitudinal
polarization of the electron beam. Here we make the working assumption that these
quantities will be measured with the following precision:

= ±2 • 10~3 (4.5)

^ - ^ = 0.02 (4.6)

6AFB(mz) = 0.01 (4.7)

6 ALR{mz) =0.02 (4.8)

If no deviations with respect to the SM predictions are observed within the given pre-
cision, (4.5) - (4.8) wii! give rise to limitations on the parameter space of the model.

In fig. 3 we show the mwfmz versus mz plot for the SM and for the three limiting
examples we have chosen. One-loop radiative corrections are included (exactly for the
SM, and in a reliable approximation in the other cases). The resonance masses are
taken at 250 GeV and the resonance gauge couplings gv = gA = g" are taken such that
gjgii = 0.1. It is interesting to note the sign of the deviation from the SM, opposite
for vector and axial-vector. For such a choice of couplings the degenerate case tends to
compensate the deviations and comes closer to the SM (this is a common feature visible
in this mw/mz plot and also in the other cases we shall discuss). Assuming that no
discrepancies with the SM are observed, the assumed experimental precision given in
(4.5) provides, for each of the three models considered, a permitted region in the plane
of the resonance mass and coupling. The models V and A are equally limited from a
measurement of mw/mz. We find g/gv < 0.07") and g/gA < 0.07, respectively. The
same test provides less stringent limitations for the case D, where , for instance, we find
g/g" < 0.10 at m = 150 GeV and g/g" < 0.21 at m = 500 GeV.

In Fig. 4 we show the width for Z —*• l+l~, where I is a light lepton, versus the
Z-mass, again for the SM and for the V, A and D models. The resonance masses
are always chosen at 250 GeV, whereas the resonance gauge couplings are taken for
g/g" = 0.2. We again note, also for this measurable quantity, that the deviation goes
in opposite directions for the vector and for the axial. In the case V we do not find any
limitation for a resonance mass greater than 180 GeV and for g/gv up to 0.35. In the
case A essentially no limitation occurs for low resonance masses (from 180 to 220 GeV).
However for mA > 350 GeV we find g/gA < 0.24. On the contrary, in the case D, the
low resonance mass region is more limited than the high one, with a g/g" upper limit
ranging from 0.15 at m = 180 GeV to 0.32 at m = 500 GeV. On the whole this test is
much less stringent than the previous one.
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In Fig. 5, 6 and 7 we show versus e+e~ cm. energy, in a wide range including
the resonance mass, the forward-backward asymmetry in e+e~ —* ii+ft~ for the three
models V, A and D. Here we consider unpolarized beams and an ideal detector accep-
tance. In all cases the resonance masses are put at 250 GeV and the couplings have
the same numerical value. A more detailed view of the implications of the unpolarized
forward- backward asymmetry can be obtained from a study of the contour plots in a
plane having the resonance mass and the resonance couplings as coordinates, obtained
assuming no discrepancies from the SM predictions within the experimental precision
given in (4.7). Such a plot for the case V can be found in Fig. 10 of ref.10). The axial
resonance situation would thus be more severely limited from this measurement than
the vector situation. Quantitatively we find g/gA < 0.1. On the other hand, in the
case D, even the assumed precision on the measurement would practically be unable to
significantly restrict the parameters of the model u ) .

*
A substantial increase of the deviations is obtained in the forward-backward asym-

metry for a longitudinally polarized electron beam. As far as the limitations on the
adopted parameter planes are concerned, the electron beam polarization leads to severe
restrictions in the models V and A. For the assumed experimental precision (4.7) we
find g/gv < 0.08 in the V case 1 0) , and g/gA < 0.07 in the case A l l ) . The compensa-
tion occurring in the case D is confirmed by the insignificant constraints we find on the
parameter space.

In Fig. 8, 9 and 10 we show the predicted left-right asymmetry, divided by the
polarization degree, in e+e~ for a 50% longitudinally polarized e~ beam. Fig. 8 refers
to the model V, Fig. 9 to the model A and Fig. 10 to the model D. The parameters are
again resonance mass at 250 GeV, and gauge coupling g" always given by g/g" = 0.1.
The contour plot studies, not reproduced here, in the plane of coupling versus resonance
mass show that, for the experimental precision given in (4.8), this measurement can
provide the constraint g/gv < 0.12 in the V case 1 0), g/gA < 0.11 in the A case and
again no significant limitation in the D case u ' .

5. SIGNATURES AT HADRON COLLIDERS

Let us finally conclude by mentioning a possib.'e interpretation of the two UA1
events 16>, in which a W+ recoils against an energetic dijet system whose mass is com-
patible with that of & W or a Z (70 < M,, < 100 Gev and 250 < Ml+vii < 320 Get)).
The standard model production of this kind of event gives rates which are far of one or
two order of magnitude w ) .

Heavy flavor production with MQ > Mw can also produce such events. Two
recent calculation have however shown that for MQ = 90 Gev the expected number of
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event is too small 17). Since the mass of the dijet is close to Mw or Mz, it has been
conjectured that these events (if they are not statistical fluctuation) could be due to a
new heavy particle, with a mass of 250 Gev which decays predominantly into W+,W~

It has been recently shown that the model presented here can give the predicted
rate, provided one makes a convenient choice of the parameters le>>11). In u ) we have
analyzed the production rate of pp —> V —* W+W~. Asking for a total cross-section
in l+ujj from V° production greater than .5pb with FVo ~ 25 Gev and combining
this requirement with the low energy constraints, we obtain the allowed region in the
parameter space, which is presented in Fig. 11 .There b parametrizes the strength of
direct couplings of the new vector particle to fermions and 7 parametrizes the VWW
couplings (see u ) for more details).

We have considered also the MW}j distribution at SppS and at Tevatron,( see Fig.
12) . We predict twenty times more events at the Tevatron collider. Finally in Fig. 13
it is shown the transverse momentum distribution of the W.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Unitarity limit SC/SLQT versus x = v2/vl in a two doublet model when mh and
mH are large. >

Fig. 2 - The position of the resonance in the ^-complex plane as a function of mH,
The renormalization point has been chosen coincident with mH.

Fig. 3 - The ratio mwjmz versus mz in the four cases of: the standard model (dashed
line); (V) vector resonance alone; (A) axial resonance alone; (D) degenerate vector
and axial resonances. The resonance masses are taken at 250 GeV and the coupling
9v ~ 9A = S" are such that g/g" = 0.1.

Fig. 4 - The leptonic width of Z,T(Z —> l+l~), versus mz for the four cases of : the
standard model (dashed line); (V) vector resonance alone; (A) axial resonance alone;
(D) degenerate vector and axial resonances. In all cases the resonant masses are taken
at 250GeV and the figure illustrates the case g/g" = 0.2.

Fig. 5 - The forward-backward asymmetry AFB in e+e~ —> n+ti~ for unpolarized
beams versus total center-of- mass energy, for ideal detector acceptance in the case of a
vector resonance alone (model V). The dashed line corresponds to the standard model.
The Z-mass is taken at 92.1 GeV. The vector resonance mass is taken at 250GeV and
its coupling is for g/g" = 0.1

Fig. 6 - The same as in fig. 5 for an axial-vector resonance (model A) at 250GeV with
coupling satisfying g/g" = 0.1.

Fig. 7 - The same as in figs. 5 and 6, but for degenerate vector and axial-vector
resonances (model D), with a common mass of 250GeV and equal couplings satisfying
g/g" = 0.1.

Fig. 8 - Predicted left-right asymmetry divided by the polarization degree in e+e~
versus the center-of-mass energy, for SO % longitudinally polarized electron beam and
ideal detector acceptance. The dashed line is the standard model, the full line is the
model incorporating only a vector resonance with mass taken at 250GeV and g/g" =0.1.

Fig. 9 - Same as for fig. 8, but in the case A of an axial resonance only.

Fig. 10 - Same as for figs. 8 and 9, but for the case D of degenerate vector and axial
resonances.

Fig. 11 - Allowed region for mvo = 250 Gev,"/Vo < 25 Gev and otv^ > .5 pb in
the (b,g/g") plane: a) -y = .125, b) 7 = .1, c) 7 = .075, d)7 = .05 The shaded area
represents the region allowed by the low energy-tests.

Fig. 12 - The W-jet-jet distribution at y/a = 630 Gev and y/a = 1.8 Tev from V°
production (full curves) and V+ production (dashed curves).

Fig. 13 - The transverse momentum distribution do/dp^dy at » = 0 for the SppS
collider. Thick curve: QCD contribution from 3 0) . Dashed curve: Born contribution .
Full curves: soft gluon radiation included. The decay W+ —»l+v has been included.
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CONCLUDING TALK

Carl M. Bender
Department of Physics
Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130

ABSTRACT

Jan Fischer asked me to give the closing talk for this conference. At first
I refused because I felt that it would require too much effort on my part. But
later I changed my mind because I realized that if I gave this talk now no one
would ever bother me again.
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I have decided to make this a very philosophical talk. I will address the
following question: Why is science important? And, on a more personal level,
why did we become scientists? Obviously, the principal reason was to make
money. By becoming physicists we could become RICH! (In my experience
most peop\e decide to become professors because they ZXQ tOO lazy tO Work
and too nervous to steal.) I Wetlt JntO QUiWtUm mechanics because \ saw \.Yve
following exciting advertisement;

" i n just 38 months, you can earn
big PROFITS as*a fully trained
QUANTUMMECHANIC!

Learn secrets el QUANTUM MECHANICS in your own home, in
your sp*re time, without quitting your present job!
0 0 TOU HftVC I rmT IT Twit COU'SC TIACMf t VOV
T*M«I 10 it A QUANTUM * L L YOU NIIO TO KNOW.
MICHlHlCt fwCtlVTNIMC. t»t»§ ttM'T
N«t iwt> * *»« • f M «f «'«MI*- A IfNfr r TMIH6 AIOWT
iWf«. Mt#ck«>»x it tattt fticr. QuAHTuwMtCHAMlClLCrT
m.cj'.»* •>•**. im*t<fl«.>M «*4 OUT.
m*A«r Mai* •* •»• f^***r • « • ^ m . tt*ttf* t ' r im' tv* •!'•

' ""»!» 0U..TUM N , * , , , M la(,,cilM
MCCHftNics fwM-v* #«•» ) « « * « • m*ltCHK

I l l l M M S ( T

LISTEN TO WHAT THESE
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS SAY!

OU1NTUM

r» (WWi W M M WM. iwrMIM. UN a
MTi

HTNUMMftKIMW

NO RISK!
TwiMtkiiflthuwMl

M M COUWM MOW

NO OlttCAThON • NO SALESMAN Will CAU

BOB'S SCHOOL o r
QuAHTur.'. MECHANICS

* 0IVI1ION Of ( O f t CONOCO MIVKI iUtlON

MSI tllCH, NOITH DMOia »t 10*
•*>»rivt< >y Ptruvian IV. <illry •! *«ricvllurt
.•*»'*>*• *y*<*

I M I * M 4 tltmt* tint my IU.t5
Mt (Mil (M dwet «r mnwy wrfff,
j l n i * M « U t M « Mf l , t
ilOCrMMt MI «n ••icitfni <«rrt«r in
OUANTUM MKMANKS. I n«*v
land » I an. M I cwnplaMr «*S«<,
lh*nk«iihW '

n c i a u u a
APPKOVEO FOR VETEftANS
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But there is another, less important, reason: the thrill of scientific
discovery:

Of
WW9 wM Illfflll
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Indeed, solutions to many important scientific problems have been
discovered. For, example, Einstein, who came from a capitalist country,
discovered the meaning of time:

And, here is a picture of Newton taken just before he discovered his
theory of gravity:

•

J
• \

r

'V

*t...H*v • * * * • «
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Finally, there is the remarkable solution to the problem of why the
dinosaurs became extinct:

»*IMl

Now I will remind you of a few of the scientific discoveries reported in this
conference. Dr. Block spoke about his p-p problem. He has been working
very hard in Evanston, where it is extremely hot; this is a clear case of infrared
slavery. Dr. Paver spoke about jets; indeed, if it hadn't been for jets he prob-
ably would never have come to Prague. Dr. Raczka has been working on the
problem of renormalization in Poland; one might say that Warsaw is his renor-
malization point. On the more phenomenological sid< e have learned about
Dr. Bourrcly's attempts to design experiments that maice use of a polarized
pion beam.

Now let me be serious for a while. I want to speak about the importance
of and my interest in the work of Dr. Kataev. Even though it is not yet clear if
his final numbers are correct, Dr. Kataev has demonstrated that it is actually
possible to pursue perturbative calculations in a gauge theory to very high
order. In an Abelian gauge theory, his calculation represents the first advance
in understanding F((o) in a long time. Allow me to review the status of this
very old problem.

The function F{(a) is defined as the coefficient of the logarithmic diver-
gence in the one-fermion-loop diagrams which contribute to the photon propa-
gator in masslcss (zero bare fermion mass) quantum electrodynamics. To date
only the lirsl three terms in the perturbation series for Ft(a) are known:

The sixth-order contribution to Fj{a) was published (after working for nearly a
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year) by Rosner1 in 1966. Rosner's result is remarkable because, although the
transcendental number c(3) appears at intermediate stages of the calculation, it
drops out at the end giving the rational number 1/4.

The fact that the first three coefficients in the series for F^a) are rational
has led to theoretical speculation that the other coefficients might be rational
too, possibly as a profound consequence of the scale or conformal invariance
of the underlying theory. The most direct way to resolve this question is, of
course, to calculate the eighth-order contribution to Fi(a) and to see if the
fourth coefficient is rational. Unfortunately the eighth-order calculation
involves doing formidable three-loop Feynman integrals for which until now no
systematic procedure has existed.

The importance of the function Ft(a) is made clear in the work of Gell-
Mann and Low and in the program of Johnson, Baker, and Willey. The reason
for calculating F{(<\) is that if this function vanishes, then the wave-function
renormalization constant Z3 is finite. Since there exists a gauge in which the
other two renormalization constants Zj and Z2 are already finite (and equal),
the eigenvalue-like condition

F,(a)=O

presumably yields a completely finite theory. It was conjectured that the solu-
tion to the above equation might well be a=l/137 and thus there would be a
mechanism (finiteness) by which a theory determines its own, and in this case
rather famous, dimensionless coupling constant.

More recent work by Adler" draws a tantalizing connection between the
zeros of Fj(ft) and the large-order behavior of perturbation theory. Adler
showed that if F](o0)=0 then o-0 is an essential zero; that is, a place where
Fi(a) has an essential singularity like exp[—(a—ao)~2]. This suggests that the
radius of convergence of the perturbation series for Fi(a) is the solution to the
above eigenvalue problem. Thus it may not be necessary to solve exactly for all
the perturbation coefficients of expansion of Fx(a) to find the smallest zero.
Only the large-order behavior of the perturbation coefficients is necessary.
This observation has inspired an enormous amount of work on the large-order
behavior of perturbation theory in quantum field theory.3

In 1977, Bender and Keener4 showed why the third coefficient in the series
for Fi(a) is rational. Rather than evaluating individual graphs contributing to
Fy(a) they expressed the su of all of the Feynman graphs as a single integral
which they evaluated in an extremely simple way using integration by parts.
Integration by parts can never produce an irrational number like ?(3).

Kataev has shown that the next term in the series for F^cv) is irrational
because it contains the quantity f(5). Of course this conclusion must be
rechecked. However, Kataev's results represent the first major progress in this
line of research in almost two decades!

This completes my brief and very incomplete reminiscences of a few of the
scientific talks given at this conference. However, unfortunately this is not the
end of this talk. It is crucial for me to point out that we have had more than
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just excellent talks at this conference. We have heard some marvelous music
(played in a room with superb acoustics!), visited an incredible castle, had an
enjoyable boat ride, eaten some delicious food (especially at the banquet), and
had some good company and conversation. For all of this we are deeply grate-
ful to the whole Organizing Committee of the Conference and especially to Jan
Fischer who has worked tirelessly and yet has never lost his sense of humor.
He is the kind of man who can simultaneously search for scientific truth and
enjoy life; indeed he is a scientist who can

SEARCH WITH A FUNNY JOKE.
And, I point out that this is an anagram of

WE THANK YOU JAN FISCHER.

And now we come to the most important part of this talk.

THE END
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